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Preface by the Series Editor
The sixth volume of the Oriental and European Archaeology series examines body armour in
Bronze Age Europe in a detailed and holistic study. The series’ aims of connecting research in
European and Oriental archaeology by focusing on big topics and questions for both connected
cultural zones is well represented in the current volume. The presented monograph ‘Protecting
the Body in War and Combat: Metal Body Armour in Bronze Age Europe’ by Marianne
Mödlinger continues the focus of the peer-reviewed OREA series in discussing general themes
   ! "
! #      #  $ # %!sation, exchange systems, interaction and societies in their environmental contexts, material
sources, metallurgy and transfer of knowledge in prehistory. Each volume focuses on huge geographical-cultural areas, such as Anatolia and the Aegean, the Aegean and the Near East, Anatolia and southeastern Europe as well as northern Arabia. The present monograph is also
embedded in a vast geographical context, reaching from the Mediterranean to Europe.
&      ' * !     $ !  '  +!"!    !  ! # & !; <+
period and is known all over the continent. This distinct object category not only contains an
important information source of war and combat; its relation with complex deposition systems
and symbolisms of power and wealth also opens a window into the social and cultural dimensions of Bronze Age societies in the vast area between Scandinavia, the Iberian Peninsula and
Cyprus. The innovative approach of the author Marianne Mödlinger lies in the analysis of the
potential use and function of body armour with a wide range of methods. By integrating compositional analyses, micro- and macrostructural features, shaping processes, repairs and scales
of deformation, she offers new insights into the manufacture and use of helmets, greaves and
cuirasses. Mödlinger’s broad study not only provides new primary analytical data, but – not less
important – also a collection of altogether c. 230 body armour objects between the Mediterranean and Europe. Her detailed discussion of their geographical distribution, chronological posi !>  +   "  !!   #      !$!$ * 
  ! "
! #!*   # # ? !++ ! !  !+    
and in additional sampling a representative group of objects, her results offer sustainable conclusions regarding the use and function of Bronze Age metal body armour.
The Schrödinger program of the Austrian Science Fund (FWF) and the European CHARISMA key action program have funded the author’s studies. My sincere thanks go to the FWF for
"!!!+ #    !! !+ !+>   !!   @$  #!*Q !
Matthews for native speaker corrections and Estella Weiss-Krejci (OREA) for editing the manuscript.
Finally, I wish the author a broad international and interested readership taking over her outlook in the concluding chapter to continue material analyses of body armour and weaponry in
the future.

Barbara Horejs
Director of the Institute for Oriental and European Archaeology
Vienna, 10 February 2017
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1 Introduction
Q! #"    !& !;<+  #!  #  >+ !  # 
!  +!"!  #  ! +#      # "    ! $      
body armour from the European Bronze Age and aims to achieve a holistic view, not only from
a typo-chronological perspective but also in focusing on the manufacture and usage of such
  #  $  !  # +# # %   !  !   !  !  ! "!  !
particular and their material analyses. The monograph is divided in three main chapters, dealing with helmets, greaves and cuirasses respectively. In each chapter the research history, distribution and chronology, as well as manufacture and use of the different classes of armour is discussed. Only shields are not discussed in the following, since M. Uckelmann recently published
them in an extensive study.1
Details of the development, manufacture and use of Bronze Age metal body armour has
remained unclear for large parts of Europe, even after more than a century of research. The
focus of previous studies was usually on typo-chronological aspects, while other topics such as
manufacturing techniques, actual use and technological observations were rarely included in
the studies or even considered as chronologically relevant. The study of Bronze Age warfare, be
it theoretical or derived from a more practical, experimental approach, has become rather fashionable during the last decades, resulting in many publications and a wide variety of interpretations of how weaponry was used and how warfare took place. Compared to arms, studies of the
use of armour have remained rather traditional, focusing on typology and cultural interactions
$ # ! $ +!"! §  ! < !+ #  #$ * ! #  Y~* !!>
which also incorporated a range of metallurgical analysis, the application of radiocarbon analyses to their dating, as well as use-wear analysis and experiments, and of B. Molloy, which also
used use-wear analysis and experiments.2
Studies concentrating on Bronze Age cuirasses, greaves and helmets, especially where
aspects of manufacture and use are concerned, nevertheless remain scarce, and usually focus on
"!   #  "!  3  !+ "! 4 Metallurgical analysis or the study of chemical
composition of armour is even scarcer: only a handful of objects had been analysed previously
and the few studies undertaken are to be found spread over single papers and rarely referencing
each other.5 C. Clausing, who studied greaves, is the only one to use as the basis of their typo+    "  ! # !   #       ! !     # #! + 
 +!> #  #$ #  #+ "§ ! # +6 So far, only H. Hencken saw, documented and described the majority of Bronze Age and Early Iron Age helmets in detail, though fol$!+ #   "  !    Y# 7    ! " !   !   %
wear, such as damage from weapon impacts, and thus his study is seminal in this tradition for
Bronze Age armour. For cuirasses, only a recent study by the author includes any metallurgical

1
2
3
4
5
6
7



Uckelmann 2012.
Molloy 2004; Uckelmann 2011; Uckelmann 2012; Molloy 2013.
E.g. Schauer 1982d; Mottier 1988.
E.g. Born – Hansen 1992; Born – Hansen 2001; Clausing 2005; Molloy 2013.
+& !'! !¨¨& !'! !¥¥\# ª¥¥«¬   ¥¥«\ ¥
Clausing 2002.
v. Merhart 1941; Hencken 1971.
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study and use-wear analysis, alongside a complete overview of this class of Bronze Age body
armour.8
Despite the fact that the experimental manufacture of Bronze Age weapons has a long history of research,9 similar studies concerning armour, especially body armour, are rare to nonexistent. Experimental studies have so far only been carried out on shields10 and the Dendra
panoply.11 The shields have been studied in terms of both manufacture and use, whereas the
Dendra panoply has only been studied in respect of its use. The major reason for the lack of further experiments certainly lies in the scarcity of skills required to reproduce bronze sheet
objects with replica Bronze Age tools and in particular a lack of understanding concerning
material characterisation, such as chemical composition and microstructure, of the original
& !;<+"! _ !!+ #      #    !!! "  !ture- and use-wear traces, a good understanding of how the object was produced can be
achieved, as we hope to demonstrate in this volume. Only with this evidential base can the
   !  #    #$ # # #! + ! "! 
      !" ## +  !
  !   $>    ! #       "   >        !  ! 
only to understand the archaeological evidence but also the material characteristics of the
bronze armour and social environments in which they were used. This is one of the gaps, which
the author aims to close with this publication. Thus, this volume aims not only to be an extensive corpus of Bronze Age body armour, including the archaeological information, literature
and depictions of the armour, but also one concerned with the application of metallurgical perspectives, incorporating both previous and newly carried out analyses of this armour. This publication focuses on both traditional artefact studies and metallurgical studies, including also the
reconstruction of the manufacture of the armour, technological developments and innovation as
well as use-wear analyses.
Unfortunately, many of the armour known today to archaeologists derives from illegal exca  ! ># ! *! $!"!  ! ! § >! ! !    ! `   
helmets and some greaves are known to the author). Despite their doubtful provenance, they
were sold and re-sold through different auction houses, and usually cannot be studied in detail.
#     ! !     #  ¦!$? "! > ! # +# #    !  #  "! 
might run the risk of raising their monetary value. Certain institutions, such as the German
<# + @!   `<@> #  #    ! "! $ #  "  nances, or of dubious acquisition, from private collections. This is laudable. However, there is
 !    $ "! >   #         # +#
archaeological recovery or in public collections, such as our metal armour. The inclusion of
# "! #  ! !!$! #  # +    ! # +    
    >  #  !+ "!      ! < > #!   !  #"! 
in genuine academic publications is not to be believed to encourage in any way their illegal collection or curation. This is in accordance also with the recent statement of the ‘Committee on
the Illicit Trade in Cultural Material’ of the European Association of Archaeologists.12 It is, nev #  >   !  !+  +#  #   ! "!   #!"   #! sent them alongside already known examples of their class, to at least slightly increase the small
material framework that survives to us of this rare category of Bronze Age equipment.
The author documented, studied and analysed all accessible helmets, greaves and cuirasses
! ! !
  #  $ ! >$## +!"! ! 
the number of armour studied and analysed in detail. The importance of carrying out studies
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Mödlinger 2014b.
Mödlinger et al. 2011.
Coles 1962; Coles 1977; Molloy 2004; Molloy 2007; Uckelmann 2012.
Molloy 2013.
Mödlinger et al. 2016.
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  ! # } !!  #  ! +# ! ! # $      !"! ly identify armour fragments as such, for example, distinguishing fragments formerly interpret       #     *    !+       ¡    13 Moreover, such
direct study of the objects allows for the documentation of otherwise unrecognised traces of
manufacture and use not only on the outside, but also on the inside and backside of the armour,
dimensions that only rarely appear in published studies.
Since the distribution of Bronze Age body armour ranges from Iberia in the west to Cyprus
in the east and from Sicily in the south to Sweden in the north, as well as in the Near East, it
  $+ +#  Q# +!    ¡ $ #! ous regional chronological systems, with differing phases and horizons, which have to be
aligned in order to enable the visualisation of chronological development and to pinpoint the
!!   "  <    # # 
$  >$$  $ #
# ! +    "  !   ]!*>       Y %>    !+!+
beyond the territory for which it was devised, as a supra-regional scheme. The numbered phases
 #  #  # #  ! "§ $ # + !   !  #  !  >   
derived from characteristic metalwork deposits. Thus, these phases provide still the most useful
descriptive tool for the discussion of chronology. The recent work of J. Sperber suggested new
absolute dates for these phases, representing formerly so-called ‘high’ dates.14 The validity of
his dates and the compatibility with the phases of Müller-Karpe is still debated.15 Similarly
‘high’ dates have also been suggested for the British Bronze Age,16 which are applicable to the
western European or Atlantic Bronze Age.
## ! +   "  ! ! # $!+   ! #! %# ! + 
dates from the lake-shore settlements northwest of the Alps, which provide precise dating evidence for the 11th–9th centuries BC (Fig. 1.1).17 This chronological scheme was developed mainly
  #$ !   #~!" _      $   # !  
# ~!"  _  !     $ #      # ; !         `Depotfundstufen).
The different classes of armour have rather wide distribution patterns, which span over different geographical areas and time periods (Fig. 1.2). It is our aim to discover the reasons for
#  !! #*+ ! §#!+' !!  !> #!" >
the bonds made or the antagonisms created – that resulted in it.18 # "!  ! exchange
includes any transfer or displacement of material goods or people between individuals or groups
in a spatial or temporal sense. With such displacement, a shift in value and perception of the
object or person might be accompanied, which might also result in different depositional practices (see e.g. the cuirass from Saint-Germain-du-Plain). Distribution patterns of Bronze Age
 !! # }  ! !    >$##!¡! ## +cal record:19
1. Armour was circulated between regions but, as a result of the differing life-cycles (e.g.
recycling, deposition) of individual objects or regions, much armour never or only scarcely entered the archaeological record.
 Q"   !    $!    +  ! ! > 
for socio-cultural reasons (taboos) or simple economic unavailability (consumption) –
perhaps due to loss, recycling or deposition – before reaching such regions.
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18
19

Mödlinger 2013a.
Sperber 2011.
Cf. Gerloff 2007.
Needham et al. 1997.
Pare 2008; Sperber 2011. Unlike previous studies (e.g. Sperber 1987), in his 2011 scheme Sperber names his
Stufe IIIa1 ‘jüngeres Ha B1’ and the Stufe IIc ‘älteres Ha B1’; SB IIIa2 is equivalent with Ha B2 only.
Needham 1993, 162.
Adapted after Needham 1993, 166.
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Fig. 1.2 Typo-chronological distribution of Bronze Age body armour.
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   $   ! !  ! # "         sons (e.g. another type of armour was considered ‘better’, being more effective or simply
matching better the aesthetic or cultural expectations).
In truth, these distribution maps are in fact ‘recovery maps’, and need not necessarily represent original patterns of circulation or frequency accurately, and at best give only a vague idea
of it. As such, it is necessary to rethink for instance the generalisation of western European helmets deposited in rivers and eastern European helmets deposited in associated deposits.20 These
different deposition practices involving cuirasses, greaves and helmets will be discussed in their
corresponding chapters.
Moreover, one has to take into account that it is not possible to completely reconstruct the
  >    !   ! $! # +!    !  ! #   "!
  !> !      # !   !   !  # +!"!     #  #
objects as received by the recipients.21 The armour producing workshop does not necessarily
! ! #!     !  "         }  
*    
$#   `  # $! +  # "!   *  §   Y  !
Scandinavia and the workshops producing them in the Baltic). Thus, the documentation and
publication of casting moulds and related casting evidence relating to the manufacture of
& !; <+      +!"!     !> #! +  ! !    !      
and chronological aspects. Once such production centres or areas are located, it is possible to
reconstruct the technological and social constraints placed on production, its local imitations, as
$    +   !       #! +  !¡!   # §    ! 
local resources in a more reliable manner.
S. P. Needham22 is correct in his observation on the degree to which our archaeological dis  ! >      # +   >   !     ¡         tion. However, archaeological ‘distribution maps’ must also be understood to be maps of what
 "  # +   >  !      !      # § !   
record. Therefore, when discussing the spatial occurrence of such types, they have valid distri  !  >  # ! ! #"!  !$## #   #!! "> #!
$  #  ¦   !? "  !  ## + ! "  
@!        ! $# # ! "!    + # !+ 
 " +    > # ¦# ?` !!+ $     #   
keeping until recovery), ‘scrap hoard’ (again only temporarily deposited and intended for recy !+> ¦   ?` ! "  !+> #!  §  !¦    ?
is used. There exists a wide and varied literature on the matter, which has been perhaps best
 ]& >$# Q# #      !    "  !  tem for such deposits.23 Our various categories of bronze armour derive from a number of such
instances, and we have here adopted the neutral term ‘associated deposit’ to describe such
++
  !  "! ! #     #> #   !    > # 
associated deposits inevitably vary in form and purpose. Therefore, where such purpose is clear
! ! +   $ # ! " #    #>   ! #    #       
Piller Sattel or Škocjan.
The distribution area of metal body armour in the European Bronze Age varies widely and
rarely overlaps. From the United Kingdom and Ireland only shields are known. The Iberian
Peninsula has produced only a few fragments of crested helmets, though the depiction of likely
Type Herzsprung shields on local stelae may also suggest their use in this region. Helmets and
greaves but no cuirasses or shields have been found in Italy. Despite the cuirasses of Dendra
and Thebes, only a small number of greaves and helmets, and no metal shields, are known from

20
21
22
23

Hansen 1994, 19; see also the detailed discussion on p. 25.
Needham 1993, 166–168.
Needham 1993.
Bradley 1990; Needham 1990, 137–140.
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Greece. From France, helmets, greaves and cuirasses are known (the latter two only in central
and eastern France), but no shields. In Germany, the distribution area of (organic) shields and
helmets overlap, whilst only two greaves and one potential cuirass are known. In the central
Alps, a small number of greaves, helmets and a miniature cuirass were found. From Poland and
the Ukraine, three single helmets are known – all of different types. It is only in the Carpathian
Basin that all four types of armour can be found. Nonetheless, there is only the associated
deposit of Nadap, Hungary, where fragments from all types of armour were found together: one
almost complete helmet of Type Oranienburg, fragments of helmet(s) of Type Paks, four
greaves of Type Lengyeltóti and Desmontà, and one fragment each of a cuirass and a shield.
The second almost complete assemblage of armour is reported from Grave 12 at Dendra,
Greece, which contained a greave, the unique panoply, and a boar tusk helmet with bronze
cheek plates, whilst the body was probably also covered by a wooden shield.
<   #* ! #¯*"!` #  {    !   >
the different classes of armour appear to have generally been deposited as parts of associated
      !+  "! >  ! ! $    !  @! !    > #      !
$ # #  !  $  + > $##  !+  #  ! ~!"  _  #
already occurred by Bronze D2,24! $ #$ !~!" _  #   @!
# !~!" _ > #!  + +! !    #   
B1 to Hallstatt B3,25 but with swords no longer included as grave goods, this being common as
    < ! # $ !   #  ! ~!"  _  ! ! #  ! 
already since Bz D2.26 Comparing the total number of swords and spearheads in graves up to
these periods with that for contemporary armour, it is perhaps not surprising that just one grave
"!  # !~!" _ `¯* *! $! @! #$ !~!" _ >
swords were no longer buried with the deceased from Ha B1b on, with only a few more recent
graves occurring (e.g. Weinheim). Graves with swords reappear only later, from Ha B3
onwards, c. 950 BC, whilst the use of cemeteries is no longer common,27 indicating differing
sepulchral traditions. During the same period, river depositions, as in those from the upper
Rhine increase, indicating a shift in burial traditions from graves to rivers. Thus, there is no
certain indication that armour was excluded from (whichever type of) sepulchral practice, and
$ +#         !     # !   #$~!" 
Culture.
The combination of material value and work invested in the production of armour certainly
suggests a high status and prestigious object, which were used and worn by economical and
socially potent persons. But did such bronze body armour serve in combat? And if so, how were
the different elements of armour combined?
With the exception of the Dendra grave, which contained a probable complete set of armour,
no further sets of armour, comprising cuirass, greaves and helmet, are known. Therefore, all
reconstructions, assemblages or combinations of such armour must ultimately be hypothetical.28
It is also likely that a combination of metal and organic body armour was used, of which the latter rarely survives. Whilst the overlapping distribution and chronological contemporaneity of
types might be useful indicators for reconstructing sets of armour, different types of the same
class were clearly used at the same time (e.g. the fragments of different helmet types in the
       > $##  ¡  !     !       "   >  ! !$ # #!      ! ! #Q!! !;"+! 
It is extremely unlikely that bronze armour was worn as a plain metal protection alone:
greaves were worn over or sewn on to an organic wrapping; helmets had an organic inlay or

24

Hereafter Bz D2. Similar also for Bronze C (Bz C), Bronze D (Bz D), and so on.
Hereafter Ha B1 and B3. Similar also for Hallstatt A (Ha A), Hallstatt B (Ha B), and so on.
26
In detail, see: Sperber 2011, 34–35.
27
Sperber 2011, 31.
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were worn above an organic cap; the cuirasses were worn over a leather, woollen, felt or textile
}*!>$## #!"§!  # >  ! #_ #!!$ ! an cuirasses, while the organic lining was attached directly onto the metal on the Greek examples.
Consequently, bronze armour cannot be considered as less effective than organic armour.
Instead, the combination of organic inlay or organic protection worn underneath the bronze
armour would have offered an effective, additional layer of protection, with the combined effect
considered as far functional as purely organic armour alone. Repairs and traces of use on all
classes of armour, as well as the fact that there can be no symbolic object without the reality of
$#   +!" >!  # !  ! $ !   !; $ !  > !
a violent melee, in individual sparing or even ritual combat. Thus, it can be concluded that
bronze armour did not serve just as a high-status ceremonial version of more effective organic
protection but guaranteed instead a higher level of protection and was certainly used as such.
# >    >    ! !  #  #   $    §      "+# !+      "  #    ! !  !     $ #>       $   $!
or society to which its wearer belonged.
Finally, this volume aims to achieve a more holistic study of European Bronze Age body
armour, its manufacture and its use. It is the wish of the author that it may serve also as a base
for further experimental studies in both production and utility of helmets, cuirasses and
greaves, which would undoubtedly provide further important insights into Bronze Age life, and
how armour was part of it: be it in respect of its practical and utilitarian use or aspects of its
important ceremonial and symbolic functions.

2 Helmets
Around 120 metal helmets from the European Bronze Age are presently known. These helmets
are widely distributed all over Europe, with just a few exceptions (Fig. 2.1).29 These include the
Nordic region, where only two bronze helmets from Viksø have been found. Helmets are also
unknown from Ireland and the British Isles. Finds of helmets are also scarce in the Iberian Peninsula, with only a few fragments from a small number of associated deposits being known,
though there are several more depictions of helmets on contemporary stelae. European Bronze
Age helmets can be divided typologically and geographical into two main groups: western
European helmets, which comprise cap helmets without knob, cap helmets with a crest and
crested helmets, and central and eastern European cap helmets with knob.

Fig. 2.1 Archaeological distribution of Bronze Age helmets. { Cap helmets. Plain cap helmets (Type Montbellet).
S_ #    $ #!*! $! ! "!   ! !  

!  #"  ! "   !  #  "!   #¨th century had appeared,
the early helmets from Pass Lueg and Bernières d’Ailly had been incorporated rapidly into contemporary art connected with the end of the Iron Age and the depiction of Vercingetorix. The
most famous of these were produced by F.-E. Ehrmann and others, who combined elements of
these two helmets.30
29
30

Mödlinger 2016a; Mödlinger 2016b.
F.-É. Ehrmann 1869: Vercingétorix appelant les Gaulois à la défense d’Alésia, Musée d’Art Roger-Quilliot,
Clermont Ferrand; H.-P. Motte 1886: Vercingétorix se rendant au camp de César, Musée Crozatier, Le Puy-enVelay; L.-N. Royer 1899, using the Pass Lueg helmet: Vercingétorix jette ses armes aux pieds de César, Musée
Crozatier, Le Puy-en-Velay.
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#"  #!   & !;<+#  $ Y# ! #¨¥ >31
! #  #    "  !  !      !+ # #         !+ 
bronze sheet (Kappenhelme [cap helmets] and Glockenhelme [bell helmets]) and those constructed from two sheets (glatte Kammhelme mit runder Haube [undecorated crested helmets
with round cap], glatte Kammhelme mit Spitzhaube [undecorated crested helmets with pointed
cap], and verzierte Kammhelme mit Pickelhaube [decorated crested helmets with spiked cap]).
The helmet from Pass Lueg as well as the two helmets from Škocjan were assumed to be deviant types. G. v. Merhart’s study was based on the entry of E. Sprockhoff in the ‘Reallexikon der
Vorgeschichte’,32 who divided Bronze Age helmets into cap helmets, bell helmets and crested
helmets. Nevertheless, it is v. Merhart’s study which remains the more widely cited of these ear$ * &  !!$"! ><Y ;    !   Y# ? +  <
and B into three types: Type Kisköszeg with hemispherical cap, Type Hajdúböszörmény with
  #!\*$ # ! 33 In a further, more comprehensive study, H.
Hencken discussed all European Bronze Age and Early Iron Age helmets discovered up to the
1970s, which represents the most extensive monograph on helmets. He divided the helmets into
bell helmets (conical and rounded), Italian and non-Italian crested helmets (both distinguished
between round/conical cap and pointed cap), cap helmets (helmets without knobs or sockets;
#   $ #     ! #   $ #   *!   #   $ #  ! *  ! "! 
 !  #   $ #       $> #  !  +!"!     Y# ? 
  "  !34 J. Borchhardt published just one year after Hencken his wide study on ‘Homerische Helme’, which focussed mainly on Aegean and oriental helmets.35 P. Schauer discussed
the development and typology of helmets in several studies, claiming an origin for European
helmets in the eastern Mediterranean.36 With the recent discovery of the two new helmets from
Anlauftal and Piller Sattel, the discussion on the chronology of the crested helmets of Type
Lueg led to several new publications with different chronological approaches.37 D. Brandherm
analysed the connection between western European and eastern Mediterranean crested helmets
! #   ! > !¡! ! # ! +>   ! #   "  > !  !   
the potential connection between crested and horned helmets.38 # #! "  !  
unrecognised fragments of greaves (cat. nos. 186–187) and potentially also a helmet in the cemetery of Volders, Tyrol, L. Sperber also recently discussed the origin, chronology and typology
of these crested helmets.39 As is evident, the chronology and origin of European bronze helmets
remains very much a matter of discussion.
Q! #   !   "  !    #  !!    # !+ 
attributes needed to understand both technological and stylistic dimensions, a new hierarchical
#     "  !      `|+  Q  > !    #     
taxonomy,40 which usually attempt to incorporate all attributes, have rarely produced meaning     "  !  #   #!       !  *   }+ !  ! # 
attributes deemed most important to the archaeologist, and which are considered to have been
meaningfully selected in the past.41 Therefore, a form of nested, hierarchical approach to attrib   "  !>42 which groups selected attributes, or ‘primary’ variables, according to tech-

31
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v. Merhart 1941.
Sprockhoff 1926.
Mozsolics 1955.
v. Merhart 1941; Hencken 1971.
Borchhardt 1972.
Schauer 1979/1980; Schauer 1982c; Schauer 1988.
Egg 2002; Egg – Tomedi 2002; Schauer 2003; Tomedi 2004; Tomedi 2007; Lippert 2011.
Brandherm 2011.
Sperber 2011.
E.g. Doran – Hodges 1975, 216–264.
E.g. Sørensen 1997.
Cf. Clarke 1978, 205–244.
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|+ _  "  !!  !   !!$ ! !& !;<+#  ##   
" !       ##   ##    > !    #! ##   # 
Szczecin-Zdroje (cat. no. 59), Type Malpensa (cat. no. 61), and Type Viksø (cat. no. 121), all fall under Class IA and
are described in Chapter 2.1.5 (cat. nos. 59 and 61) and in Chapter 2.3 (cat. no. 121) respectively. Only helmets of
Type Tiryns (cat. no. 120) fall under Class IIC. Both helmet types Montbellet and Oranienburg derive from organic
ancestors, though from different geographical regions.

nological and stylistic dimensions,43  #  !"!  !+ #   
artefacts without effecting the overall engineering of its function, which here is termed a ‘type’.
The former concerns aspects of technology, which we have termed a ‘Class’. Each can incorporate further levels of variation or subclasses but the types, as stylistic aspects, will always
derive from the organisation of the different classes, as illustrated in Fig. 2.2.
The geographical separation between western European crested helmets (including cap helmets without knob, hereafter: helmets of Type Montbellet) and eastern European cap helmets
remains constant for several centuries during the Late Bronze Age, suggesting separate regional
workshops and working traditions, and potentially also material requisitions (Fig. 2.1). This
appears to have led only occasionally to an exchange of helmets, as the rare examples of import/
43

 # ¨«>¥'>"+
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export demonstrate, such as the helmet of Type Montbellet from Szikzó (cat. no. 74), the
! !! #  ` ! ¥¥>! ##     Y ! < ! 
(cat. no. 49). As will be discussed in detail in this chapter, we can determine the development of
both crested and cap helmet from organic precursors, from different geographical areas, and not
necessarily just from Near Eastern ancestors alone (Fig. 2.2). While these western European
helmets seem to derive from local organic head protection, the eastern European metal helmets
instead have their origin in the Aegean, as we can see from the development of helmets of Type
Oranienburg.
Without question, the oldest European metal helmets are the helmets of Type Oranienburg
from Knossos (cat. no. 2) and an unprovenanced helmet of the same type with boar tusk decoration (cat. no. 1). The latter has an incised decoration of boar tusks, arranged in the same way as
on actual boar tusk helmets. This makes this piece a perfect transitional form between the older
boar tusk helmets proper and the helmets of Type Oranienburg and suggests a date prior to that
of the helmet from Knossos but after the helmet from Dendra (cat. no. 63), indicating a rather
rapid adoption of metal around 1400 BC in the construction of helmets.44 This is so far the oldest European metal helmet type, which clearly derived from the Aegean boar tusk helmets,
spreading quickly into the Carpathian Basin and northwards as far as Biecz in Poland. These
"! !  !     ##   !!+  #²th century in
Greece and as late as the 13th century in eastern Europe. Helmets Type Paks, Type Nagytétény,
!  #! $ # #  
The origin of crested helmets in western Europe is a more particularised case. Though not
considered as ‘real’ crested helmets so far, helmets of Type Mantes, which bear a basic crest or
ridge on the cap, can be considered the local precursor of crested helmets of Type Biebesheim,
Bernières d’Ailly and Lueg. Therefore, helmets of Type Montbellet with their plain, undecorated caps, whose distribution overlaps more with western European crested helmets than with
eastern European cap helmets, are most likely older than Type Mantes, and might be considered
the oldest helmet type for western Europe, developing locally from organic ancestors and having a rather long lifespan.45 A very similar development from basic, undecorated cap helmets to
  #   !    ! " ! Y   > $#   !> !   Q !
cap helmet found in Ur (2nd half of the 3rd millennium BC) also bears a basic ridge46 similar to
Type Mantes. Only shortly after, more elaborate helmets with organic crests appear (see the helmet on the tropaion from Mari).
Ancestors to or, more likely, simply older metal helmets than the European ones, are found
in the Near East, such as the three bronze cap helmets from the early dynastic III king’s grave
at Ur, and the depiction of a cap helmet at Lagash (middle of 3rd millennium BC).47 Sumerian or
Acadian helmets are further depicted on the so-called battle stelae, as well as other stelae from
Nasiriya and Sippar.48 From Mari, three further depictions of helmets are known, comprising a
small relief of a warrior or god wearing a helmet, the head of a warrior made out of alabaster,
and the remnants of a fresco from the palace.49 No metal helmets but only their depiction – and/
or depictions of head protection, be it organic or a combination of organic materials with metal
– are known from Egypt, noted from the XIX dynasty onwards.50 The oldest depictions of Syrian helmets51 derive from three statuettes from Tell-el Judeideh dated to the 1st half of the 3rd millennium BC. The helmets did not change much during the following centuries, as the depiction
of a Syrian legate with three helmets in a tomb from the second half of the 15th century BC
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

Mödlinger 2013a.
See Chapter 2.2.1, p. 94.
Borchhardt 1972, 94, pl. 19.2–3.
Borchhardt 1972, 94–95, pl. 19.
Borchhardt 1972, 95, pls. 12.1; 21.1.
Borchhardt 1972, 96, pls. 19.4; 21.2–3.
Borchhardt 1972, 88–89.
Borchhardt 1972, 90–93, pls. 23–24.
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shows. The same tomb bears depictions of three further helmets, one potentially made out of
metal.52 Further depictions of Syrian helmets are known from the coach body of Thutmose IV
(Thutmose defeats the Syrians). From Israel, no helmets but depictions of philistine helmets or
crowns (?) are documented (Beth Shan, Tell Halaf and Tell el Farah).53
Less so, amongst the small number of actual metal helmets, the more numerous depictions
of helmets from the Aegean and the Near East demonstrate a wide variety of different types
from the 3rd – 2nd  !!  &_ _ ! > # $ !¡!  ¡ $!+   !  
another, and there was not necessarily any straight line of development. We have to bear in
!$##  $!! ! #  #!  !#   !  +!"! $ # #+ $!+ !   ! #! !$"+# !+ #! 
Therefore, we do not necessarily need to look for the ancestor of all cap helmets and/or crested
helmets but might give more weight to local organic ancestors, particularly in the case of crest#  #   ! !   !$# !+  !¡!    !  #
metal helmets but rather that we must also take into account the possibility of the independent
development of helmets.
§ !+ # * #   ! #*     $ # *! $! "!  !  `!>
Knossos, Ialysos, and Tiryns), the Bronze Age European helmets are deposited either in associated deposits, votive deposits, or in wet contexts, such as rivers. Only the cemetery of Volders,
Austria, might contain potential fragments of a crested helmet.54 In the following discussion,
! #  $ #*! $!"! !  *!!  ! `
Context

associated deposit
votive deposit
river/bog
grave (Greece only)
unknown
total

Eastern Europe
(helmets Class I,
apart Type A3)

Western Europe
(helmets Class II,
and Type A3)

Total

31 (45%)

17 (34%)

48 (40%)

3

1

4

8 (11%)

26 (52%)

34 (28%)

4

1

5

23 (33%)

5 (10%)

28 (23%)

69

50

119

& !;<+#  "! ! §  #  !$ ! ` #  ! ! 
(i.e. cap helmets). Helmets of Type Montbellet are considered according to their main appearance as western European
helmet type. The organic cap or helmet from Fiavé and the helmets from Viksø are not considered in the table.

# !  +"!    # !+ "!   ##   Q#  ` ! !
Iseo (cat. no. 76), as well as the associated deposits from Biecz (cat. no. 3) and Viksø (cat. no.
121), while the helmets from the associated deposit of Bernières d’Ailly were deposited 10m
away from the moat of château d’Ailly in a humid zone (a previous bog?) (cat. nos. 101–110).
The generalisation that western European helmets were deposited in rivers and eastern European helmets in associated deposits55 has to be slightly revised. As visible in Tab. 2.1, western
European helmets were not in every case deposited in rivers or wet contexts, whilst at least a
third of the western European helmets known (mainly represented by fragments) derive from
associated deposits. Several associated deposits with fragments of Type Bernières d’Ailly are
known from the Iberian Peninsula as well as central France (Huelva, Monte do Crasto, Larnaud). We have to note that in these associated deposits, helmets are present only in a severely
fragmented state or even by a single fragment only. As indicated by the presence of these fragments in French and Iberian associated deposits, we might identify even more fragments of hel52
53
54
55

Hood – de Jong 1952, 258, note 74.
Borchhardt 1972, 92–93.
Sperber 2011.
Hansen 1994, 19.
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mets in western European associated deposits. So far, only three associated deposits with complete examples of Type Mantes, Biebesheim and Bernières d’Ailly are known (Oggiono-Ello, Le
Theil and Bernières d’Ailly). Only two examples of Type Bernières d’Ailly were actually deposited in rivers (Armancourt, Mainz), while all helmets of Type Biebesheim, with the exception of
the associated deposit from Le Theil, were deposited in rivers. As the fragmented helmet from
Roxheim demonstrates – which must also have been burnt before its deposition – not only complete helmets but also fragmented ones, as well as potentially just fragments, were deposited in
  # *   "!   #   + ! 
 *       #   ; !
# ! *  > $    #" !! !+ #+ !   #
The most probable explanation for the lack of river deposits is that these remains were not
retained or collected rather than that there was an actual lack of deposition in rivers.56
Helmets Type Montbellet are known only as complete deposited objects, which again might
     #" !! !+ #+ !   ##  #!@  !!
|!# "!  $    ! $   ! §  `  !  +> $#  #     "!  
Szikzó derives from an associated deposit, indicating the adoption of local depositional habits,
$#  # "!  !  ! #    "!   # $   +  !   
   "!    # !+ !  ! #   !   `  !   !  # !  
Alpine helmets of Type Lueg (cat. nos. 83–85) so far demonstrate the widest variation in depositional circumstances and condition: the partially preserved helmet from the Piller Sattel is part
   > #   #   <!     !+ "!>! #
complete helmet from Pass Lueg was most likely part of an associated deposit.
The deposition practice in eastern Europe differs slightly from western Europe, since most
 ##  $ #*! $!"!       `²µ!  §#  
`¨µ$ !! ~! * #$ ! !#  > +!"! #+#! +   !  ! #   * ! !    ! +!+ # "!   `¥µ   
33%).
< !  #> !!+ !!    #         "!     !
   ! !      
     #   `&;> \*>  ;  > > Q¶+
`+ ! >Y;·!>!·> >& !>!  #!#   # #   
Type Oranienburg. When deposited in associated deposits, usually only one fragment of the
helmet or, most likely, one fragment per helmet is present (associated deposits with more than
! #   + !  !  ; !  ! >   !  # $!   #  57 More
than half of the helmet fragments derive from the cap, whilst a quarter of them are knobs, and a
further quarter of them are complete or fragmented cheek plates. The helmets from the votive
deposit from Škocjan are all fragmented. Further complete helmets derive from rivers. The six
#    ! #   !!+`!!+>!^ > !
helmet of Type Paks (Paks), one helmet of Type Nagytétény (Nagytétény), one helmet of Type
 `!·! !+ #   `Q;;!% }#"!    ##     ¦Y! ? ! !!  !` ! ²¥
<   # !   !  # !; #  } > #!     # !+ ¡ >
#!   !% !;>$## ¡ !!§!     !! !+>!#ing – in order to avoid the formation of brittle metal phases – and hammering in an open die
(Fig. 2.3). The primary use of an open die instead of a high bowed stake with rounded face is
!  # "   ##  >$### +!"!  #* > # #!>
delicate middle section and again a slightly thicker cross section at the top of the cap. The man  #     !   #    >58 which includes also
the process of casting-on of the knob or socket.
The production steps described are also valid for all other cap helmets despite the creation of
 #  #  #   ! # #*#     !  !$!
56
57
58

See mainly Sperber 2006a; Sperber 2006b.
Mödlinger et al. 2013; Mödlinger – El Morr 2014.
See Chapter 2.4, p. 148.
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!+   ! #!   ##   
Romania (below).
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!` !

>

 $ >$"! #  #+! !# # +#  #    #!  ! #
other, much thinner, helmet types. Some helmets though, such as the helmet of Type Oranienburg from Oranienburg, show rivet holes, which were punched through from the inside to the
outside. The production of the bronze sheets for crested helmets follows the same principle as the
manufacture of cap helmets. We might also assume for crested helmets the use of an open die for
¡ !!+!§!!+ #  !;  # # #% !  ! >  % # 
shape. One of the halves or plates also had folds or tabs on the crest, which were then folded over
the edge of the crest of the other half of the helmet. The two halves were additionally held together front and back by rivets of various form and shapes just above the rim at the place where the
two plates or halves overlap. Moreover, some of the helmets of Type Bernières d’Ailly bear on
their sides riveted on, hollow bronze attachments of various shapes to hold organic decorative
elements. Crested helmets with thin rim might have a wire, around which the rim was folded, in
order to stabilise the helmet (types Lueg, Biebesheim and Bernières d’Ailly). The older, more solid helmets of Type Mantes did not need such reinforcement. Helmets with such a rim usually do
not have rivet holes all along the edge, indicating that a separate organic cap was worn under the
metal helmet. But not only is the production of the two main helmet forms different, the amount
of bronze used for the helmets itself differs from type to type (Fig. 2.4).
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Fig. 2.4

Weight distribution of different types of Bronze Age helmets. Only complete helmets are included.

Traces of use on Bronze Age helmets are generally rare, which indicates either a non-practical
or ritual use as armour – though due to the higher level of protection they offered in comparison
with organic headgear, this seems unlikely – or a short duration of use, obviously with skilled (or
lucky) owners, and their deposition after combat and repair. No helmet has evidence of any complete perforation, such as by spear or sword, as is known from Bronze Age shields59 but they do
show side impacts, most likely from sword edges. These sword impacts are found on helmets of
 `}^ ;^ ! ! >#   +  !`& !   
no. 38), helmets of Type Oranienburg – the helmet from Oranienburg (cat. no. 4) has at least three
 $    ! # >$#  # ! !^ ` ! ¥#  

parallel, linear impressions, which might also be the result of sword impacts –, crested helmets of
& # `& ! ><§ !!!Y ! <!&>$ # #  !+"! 
cat. nos. 92, 94, 96 and 97), and helmets of Type Montbellet from Brancere and Wonsheim (cat.
nos. 73 and 75). The helmet of Type Mantes from Oggiono-Ello (cat. no. 81) bears an impression
similar to a sword cut on the front or back (Fig. 2.5). Another helmet of Type Mantes – the Leitfossil from Mantes itself (cat. no. 79) – bears a round impression, though whether this can be
associated with a weapon impact or is due to depositional processes is not clear. Additional to the
sword impact, which seems to have almost split the helmet, the cap helmet with solid knob from
Brody/Ternopil also bears a round impression opposite the sword impact.
In order to increase the comfort of wearing bronze helmets and to absorb the shock of potential weapon impacts, an organic cap was worn directly under the helmet or the helmet contained
an organic lining, which was attached by means of the rivets on the helmets. We also have to
consider a combination of different organic materials. For example, Aristotle notes in his history of animals the use of sponges for helmets and greaves to better absorb weapon impacts.60
##   # !+  # $ `   !#    >61 a black band of
different corrosion products on the outside, right above the rim, indicating the presence of an
attached organic lining.
59
60
61

Uckelmann 2012.
Aristotle V, 16 in Buchholz et al. 2010, 142.
See Chapter 2.4, Fig. 2.49.
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Fig. 2.5 Helmet of Type Mantes from Oggiono-Ello, Italy. Note the potential sword impact on the front or back.

Repairs to the helmets do not necessarily provide secure indications of their use as armour
!  _ ! > #  ! ##      ` ! «>$
most likely carried out during the production of the helmet due to material defects or manufacturing mistakes (Fig. 2.6). Helmet F from Bernières d’Ailly (cat. no. 106) also underwent considerable repair, with the attachment of a large bronze plate or sheet, secured with rivets besides

|+¸       # ! "!  !] !    #  !   !;
on the outside of the helmet (below). On the inside, another sheet was applied (above). The overlapping hammering
traces indicate that it was applied during the manufacture process.
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one of the lateral attachments on the cap.62 It seems rather unlikely that this extensive repair
occurred during manufacture, as the plate has a much higher occurrence of lead than found on
the actual crest.63 It might therefore indicate the use of the helmet in combat and therefore that
the helmets were deposited after they had been used.
The number of repairs on helmets of Type Biebesheim – and therefore an indicator of their
extent of use – is particularly high. The helmet from Biebesheim (cat. no. 86) bears on the front
! * !     ! ! > # $   $    $ #    "§ !
ancient crack, leaving no space to apply another or the original rivet again. The crest from the
helmet of Paris (cat. no. 98) bears a crack running from the edge to the beginning of the cap.
This crack had already been repaired during the manufacture of the helmet by means of a short,
round wire, which passes through from the outside to the inside through holes punched either
side of the crack. The helmet from Seurre (cat. no. 99) also demonstrates a repair to the crest. A
  !; # $    #  ! # #  ##  $ # $ ¡  >
most likely to cover a crack. Cracks on the same area on the helmet from Blainville, however,
appear to have remained unrepaired. All damage on these three helmets is in the same area, on
the half of the crest around which the other half was folded over.
2.1 Eastern European Helmets
Eastern European helmets comprise all helmets Class I apart helmets of Type Montbellet, which
are distributed in western Europe. Helmets with knob and round or conical cap as helmets of
 !!+>  * >  +  !> !        !  !
eastern Europe (Fig. 2.7). The caps on all these helmets are made of one single metal sheet with

Fig. 2.7 Archaeological distribution of eastern European Bronze Age helmets: ¡ Helmets of Type Oranienburg.
Ì Helmets of Type Paks.  (grey) Helmets of Type Nagytétény.         S Greek cheek
plates. U Q!+  #    > #*     ! *!      $ # !*! $!  !  "!   !  ! 
mapped.
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a normally cast-on knob or socket positioned in the centre of the top. In a few cases, the knob
was also riveted on or made out of the same metal sheet as the cap. The knob served to hold a
plume or crest made out of organic material, such as that known from older depictions of boar
tusk helmets. Helmets Type Oranienburg can be considered the oldest European helmets.64 In
 ! >#   * >+  !>!  $ # 65
2.1.1 Helmets of Type Oranienburg
The description and interpretation of the helmets of Type Oranienburg was recently published
elsewhere by the author.66 Most of the helmets of Type Oranienburg are complete or at least
were deposited complete but damaged after deposition: Nadap (cat. no. 9), Knossos (cat. no. 2).
_ ! ! > !  # Q *! "!    Q * &  `  !  ¸ ! ¹*  `  !  ²
retain the spool-shaped knobs. Though the helmet from Keresztéte survives now as just a single
fragment, an earlier photograph published by Mozsolics demonstrates that it had originally been
recovered intact, and therefore had been deposited complete.67
Helmets Type Oranienburg are rather thin and light compared to the later heavy and solid
#       @!  # #  > $ ! !  # ; !      #
!+ < 
#     !!+     # #    !  " > ; ! $+#  < 
 !   #    >68 as well as on helmets of Type Oranienburg, the
knob or spool-like knob was usually cast-on in the centre of the conical cap. The origin of the
    #  % #*!  +#  *
#>¡ !+ # !+  #    #er paddings or organic helmets with a band, such as on boar tusk helmets.69 Doing so, results in
a spool-shaped form, as seen for example on the ivory plaques from Mycenae. Generally, depictions of helmets with spool-shaped knobs are known from the Argolid and Crete until LH/LM
IIIA.70~!  !  > #   # ! ##   !^ ` ! ¥
and Keresztéte (cat. no. 8) are no longer preserved, but based on their comparison with other
related helmets, it seems likely that they too bore a similar knob. Unlike the central European
helmets, the helmets from Knossos and the related unprovenanced helmet (cat. no. 1) show a
different attachment or construction of the knob. While the knob from the Knossos helmet was
not cast-on to the cap, but rather held in place by seven rivets, the knob of the unprovenanced
helmet was worked up directly out of the sheet of the helmet. Moreover, this helmet is the only
helmet of Type Oranienburg decorated, having abstract motifs in the form of incised decoration
of running spirals and boar tusks, arranged in the same way as that known from real boar tusk
helmets. According to the decoration, an Aegean or even Greek origin for the helmet seems
very likely.71 The different manufacturing processes of these two Aegean helmets most likely
indicates a production site separate from those of the European helmets of Type Oranienburg.
Rivet holes are regularly distributed parallel to the lower edge of the cap on the helmets of
Type Oranienburg. Only the helmet from Biecz (cat. no. 3) has just rivet holes on the broader
sides, with three each side to most likely attach cheek plates, and three further holes on the neck
to attach a neck guard. The lack of further rivet holes indicates the use of an organic cap worn
separately under the helmet. The helmets with regularly distributed rivet holes most likely had
an inner padding permanently attached to the helmet, wrapped around to the outside surface
! "§ $ # #      !+ # +    #   ! ! >   !   #
band of different corrosion products on the outside of the helmets right above the rim, as seen
64
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associated deposit

unknown

11

12

Nadap

associated deposit

river

9

associated deposit

8

10

Keresztéte

associated deposit (?)

7

¹* 

unprovenanced

Sâg

Dunaföldvar
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associated deposit

Oranienburg

associated deposit

river

4

Biecz

5

associated deposit (bog)

3

Knossos

unprovenanced

Find Site

6

unknown

grave

1

Find
Circumstances

2

Cat.
No.

not complete

not complete

not complete; without knob

not complete

fragment cap

complete

knob

knob

complete

complete

not complete

complete

Condition

Tab. 2.2 Helmets of Type Oranienburg.

HU (?)

RO

HU

HU

HU

SK (?)

SK

SK

DE

PL

GR

GR (?)

State

–

> 10 cm

16.9

18.5

–

19.5

–

–

21

18

17

17.8

High
Cap
(cm)

2.7

2.5

–

1.8

–

2.8

2.2

2.7

2.8

1.8

3.9

c. 1.8

–

–

21.1 × 22.2

–

–

20 × 21

–

–

? × 22.5

19.5 × 21.5

21 × 24

19.5 × 21

High Knob Dm (cm)/
(cm)
Fragments

0.1 / 2

0.1 / 1.1

0.4 / 2

0.1–0.3 / –

–/2

–/2

–

–

0.3 / 3

–/3

1–1.5 / –

/<1

Thickness
Cap/Rim
(mm)

165

112

488

–

32

–

–

–

638

353

695

497

Weight
(g)
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! ##   !^ # #  $  !# # +#  #  side to the inside of the helmet, with only the rivet holes on the helmet from Oranienburg (cat.
no. 4) having been punched from the inside to the outside.
To permit the wearer of these helmets a greater degree of movement of the head, the four
#   !!+>\*`»` ! > ;  !&; # $     !
 # $+  # " #  ! #    # #    # $  %cular area or a gentler upward curve in its line.72 Here again, the helmet from Biecz is slightly
different, having a larger cut-out in the front and a smaller one at the back.
In order to stabilise the helmet, they usually have a much thicker rim. Some helmets, such as
the one from Biecz, even show hammering traces on the base of the rim in order to broaden and
¡ ! !  !    
2.1.1.1 Research History
Conical cap helmets with small, spool-shaped knobs or, as in the following, helmets of Type
!!+> $   "    Kegelhelme by v. Merhart, within his group of bell helmets.73 #  !    #   # #     !!+> &; ! \* Y ;  
 !    #  ¦#    # \* ?      ¦#   $ #  % *
knob’.74!*!># $> ! #  "  ! Y# > !+ # ¦ !  
#  ?>!+ #   #¦ !#    ?75 Moreover, he added to his
+   !  #   #!$"!  ¹* >Q *& > ;  >!! sos. Borchhardt included in his Kegelhelme corpus the helmets from Biecz, Oranienburg,
 ;  > \* ! _ ^!+76 However, the helmet from Csönge dates to Ha C/D and its
shape is different from other helmets of Type Oranienburg. Therefore, this helmet will not be
discussed here. More recently, Clausing has discussed helmets of Type Oranienburg as Helme
mit konischer Kalotte und Scheitelknauf.77 He augmented Hencken’s group of conical helmets of
 $ #!$"!  Q¶+` ! >!^ !@! # $!+>$
have added another unprovenanced helmet, which was sold at Christie’s in New York on 18
December 1998.78 Analyses of its alloy composition and the microstructure of the metallic
matrix carried out by the Metropolitan Museum of Art clearly demonstrated the authenticity of
the helmet.79 Another helmet of Type Oranienburg, unfortunately unprovenanced, was recently
published.80 Today, twelve helmets of Type Oranienburg, including the unprovenanced helmets,
are therefore known (Tab. 2.2).
2.1.1.2 Distribution and Deposition
The twelve helmets of Type Oranienburg have, in their recovery, a rather wide archaeological
distribution, ranging from the Havel-Oder region in northern Germany to the Carpathian Basin
and the Aegean (Fig. 2.8). Since these helmets do not closely resemble any other form of helmet,
we have to assume a close connection between them and the regions they were found in. Fur#"!     <+!+   !! # %+ !!  #§ ! 
such connections. This includes the spearhead from the associated deposit at Kyhna,81 as well as
72
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Fig. 2.8 Archaeological distribution of helmets of Type Oranienburg: 1. Unprovenanced; 2. Knossos; 3. Biecz;
4. Oranienburg; 5. ¹*  6. Q * &  7. \* `» 8. Keresztéte; 9. Nadap; 10. Dunaföldvar; 11. Sâg;
12. Unprovenanced. Numbers correspond to the catalogue numbers.

the fact that such high quality sheet metalworking in bronze is scarce in the Nordic Bronze Age
during this period. If we rule out the idea that all helmets of Type Oranienburg were exported
from the Aegean, their wide distribution suggests a potentially large production area.
While Hencken saw the area of production for his ‘conical helmets bell helmets’ generally in
the region of Slovakia, H. Buchholz and colleagues assumed for the unprovenanced helmet a
production area north of the Gulf of Corinth or in the Peloponnese.82 M. S. F. Hood and P. de
Jong suggested different centres of production but with an ultimate origin in the Aegean, if not
"  ! # Y! !  83 They mentioned that the lighter Biecz helmet was of
‘worse’ quality than the Knossos helmet and therefore more likely produced ‘at some provincial
centre’.84 While the latter interpretation is questionable (the helmet is certainly not of poorer
quality), an Aegean origin for helmets of Type Oranienburg seems, based on those examples so
far recovered, extremely likely. The question of provenance, however, can only be reliably
addressed by means of detailed material analyses, preferable by the application of lead isotope
analyses, of all helmets of Type Oranienburg. Even when taking into account different habits of
deposition and recycling, the relatively high number of helmets of Type Oranienburg in the Carpathian Basin is surprising. For these helmets, we might consider a second, this time local, production area, with an initial production centre in the Aegean for some helmets, such as that of
Biecz, and then exported northwards.
So far, only almost complete helmets and knobs of helmets of Type Oranienburg are known.
Fragments from the cap are unknown, though there is a possibly lost cap fragment from the
        ¹* 85 This pattern might be either connected with depositional
  !+!   #"  !  ! !++ !   !; #   82
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ing from a helmet. Unlike the partly contemporary helmets of Type Paks, the deposition of helmets of Type Oranienburg follows no recognisable pattern, with complete helmets known as
+"! `!
>"! `!^ !!!+>!  $ #  ed deposits (though mainly only in the form of the knobs). Moreover, the composition of those
associated deposits with helmets of Type Oranienburg is also different. While the helmet from
Biecz was allegedly deposited with two ingot torques and one triangular blade of an Early
Bronze Age dagger of Type Oder–Elbe, the helmet from Nadap derives from one of the largest
European Bronze Age associated deposits, which includes almost all categories of known
bronze objects.86 It is furthermore the only associated deposit that contains fragments of all the
different categories of Bronze Age defensive armour. The associated deposit from Keresztéte
consists of the helmet, one cauldron with both triangular handles and a thick, round-sectioned
wire that served for the cauldron’s suspension-handle, a biconical jug of sheet bronze, a frag!  !; > # ` !$ # " *! > #   §   >!  
spearhead), 16 bracelets (with round cross-section and chevron decoration, one of which has a
rhomboid cross-section), and one ring.87 In addition to the helmet, the associated deposit from
Sâg contains a vessel of Type Hajdúböszörmény, a handle of another vessel, further vessel frag!  $ #  % # #!  >  #>     > #  + ! > "
bronze cups of Type Kirkendrup and Fuchsstadt, sickle fragments, a fragment of a knife, a possible fragment of a saw, and two knobbed axes with double V-ribs.88#"! !  
#     \*!      !>  $ #  ! !erant salesperson, so the composition of the associated deposit remains questionable. For example, some of the allegedly associated objects, such as the situla of Type Hajdúböszörmény and a
  !$ # % ##!  > # $ +!"! !    !  #  ! ##   #         ¹*      #  % # *!   # #  >
knobbed axes, a knobbed chisel, rings, two spearheads, the hilt of a sword of Type Liptau, a
bowl of Type Satteldorf, pins, sickles, and two ingots. Lastly, the associated deposit from
Q *&  !    #  % #*!   ##    # # >   $ 
  Q *& !  !  ` !$ ##     !> #$ #  
section). Part of the associated deposit is now missing, including four spearheads, three
knobbed axes (one with ribs parallel to the rim of the knob, two with Schnabeltülle), a round
object, and four bracelets.89
2.1.1.3 Chronology
#  !   #"  !   #  ! #   !    ! #
construction, is clearly demonstrated by three Greek helmets: the boar tusk helmet with metal
cheek plates from Dendra (cat. no. 63), which is the oldest, the single decorated example of a
helmet of Type Oranienburg, and the helmet of Type Oranienburg from Knossos. The latter is
considered the oldest European metal helmet so far and therefore is the oldest helmet of Type
Oranienburg with spool-shaped knob. It is dated to the 15th century BC,90 while the Dendra
+$ # #   *#      #" #   #²th century BC.91 The cheek
plates on both helmets closely resemble each other, testifying to a close relationship between
them.92 Unfortunately, the cheek plates of the unprovenanced helmet have not survived. Though
the Dendra helmet is still a boar tusk helmet, it demonstrates in its use of bronze for the cheek
   > #"    !!     ! # !   ! #  !   #!
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Makkay 2006.
Mozsolics 1985, 135.
88
Soroçeanu 2011; Mödlinger 2013a.
89
Hencken 1971, 33.
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E.g. Müller-Karpe 1962a, 271; Hencken 1971, 20.
91
Verdelis 1967, 7.
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that the unprovenanced helmet is more recent, since it is manufactured completely from metal.
@        ##   !
!  " ! #`!$#! ! !+
the heavily fragmented state of the Knossos helmet at the time of its discovery), and spoolshaped knob, and forms, in association with its abstract decoration of boar tusks, the bridge to
the older boar tusk helmets with spool-shaped knob, as seen on the ivory appliqués from Mycenae and on further depictions from Mycenae and Delos.93 We can therefore date the unprovenanced helmet to around 1400 BC, having an intermediary position as a transitional form
between the older boar tusk helmets proper from Dendra and the helmet of Type Oranienburg
from Knossos. Such a premise is consistent with dates in Late Helladic II94 and LM IIIA
respectively, being the middle of the 15th century BC, in accordance with its decoration.95
This helmet also suggests the possibility that the Aegean depictions of boar tusk helmets
might actually represent decorated metal helmets and not true organic boar tusk helmets. Also,
the contemporaneity of boar tusk helmets and bronze helmets might be indicated by the 13th
century BC frescos at Pylos: white coloured boar tusk helmets, yellow (bronze?) helmets with
 +       #" #  >$#  # $` !;»#  $ # es, nose guards and knobs are depicted together.96 The ship fresco from Thera-Akrotiri (16th
century BC) also depicts both white boar tusk helmets and yellow (bronze?) helmets with
knobs. The helmets hang from the ship timbers right above their owners. One of the Mycenae
frescos (c. 1400 BC) also depicts a similar yellow (bronze?) helmet with knob,97 which resem   #   !#     #  $ # *! >  
 *ly not connected with them.
Another early helmet of Type Oranienburg with spool-shaped knob is the helmet from
Biecz, Poland. B. Hänsel convincingly concluded that the helmet from Biecz was deposited
+ #$ #!¾! ++!!+   >$## +#  ++    !  ! #
Early Bronze Age (around 1600 BC).98 Q+!"!     #  ! §! !    !+ 
explain the contradiction of such a helmet deposited together with Early Bronze Age objects,
including suggesting that the life span of the dagger was prolonged,99 #"! ! § >100 or even
the helmet, ignored.101 Nevertheless, after Hänsel discussed in detail the circumstances sur !!+ #"! ! #"  !+> #!    +!+ #!   #
associated deposit.102 In doing so, Hänsel follows the interpretation of Hencken, who was
severely criticised for concluding so.103
One must bear in mind that the associated deposit from Biecz is not the only one where sig!"!   } $   + #$ # #   ! Q    !  #
Q!       `&;&_'&! #Y     `&;_'
Ha A). Moreover, if we consider a possibly earlier date for the Middle Bronze Age in the Carpathian Basin104! !+  !  #¾!  ! #+ !>$ +# !
similar depositional circumstances for the Spindlersfeld associated deposit. The composition of
#&;       +!"! !   #~!"    
deposits. The presence of further Aegean objects in the same region (such as the spearhead in
the associated deposit from Kyhna), might suggest that the associated deposit from Biecz
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103

104

Borchhardt 1972, cat. nos. 3–5, 9.
Hereafter LH II. Similar also for Late Helladic I (LH I), Late Helladic IIIA (LH IIIA), and so on.
Buchholz et al. 2010, 193, 201; Mödlinger 2013a.
Borchhardt 1972, pls. 5.1; 11.1.
Borchhardt 1972, pl. 37.3.
Hänsel 2003, 77–84.
Goetze 1984, 36.
Breddin 1969, 42; Schauer 1988, 185, note 37.
Billig 1963, 247.
Hänsel 2003, 80.
Hencken was criticised by: e.g. Sprockhoff 1956, 85; v. Merhart 1956/1957, 144; Hachmann 1957, 176; Gimbutas
1965, 58.
Della Casa – Fischer 1997.
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included bronzes which were collected over a longer time span, including a helmet which was
       # !¡! #<+!&!   #     !+  #
the associated deposit and the helmet to the Early Bronze Age.105
Dating the Biecz helmet to the late Early Bronze Age would make it the oldest European helmet, and consequently undermine the above suggested development – from boar tusk helmets to
# "   !    #   ! # <+! ' $ # # ! !! #       
connection between the boar tusk helmets and helmets of Type Oranienburg. On the basis of the
    ! #! # " > #!$+#   ##   !
! # !  & !;<+"! ! #&;    >    !    #
helmet and the deposition of the associated deposit to no earlier than the later Middle Bronze
Age or Bz C2 (14th century BC). This would make the helmet from Biecz slightly later in date
than that from Knossos.106 The Biecz helmet would nevertheless remain one of the oldest bronze
#     !   !  !   ` # #     !!+ ! !^ 
were not also placed in their rivers earlier).
The helmets from Nadap,107Q *& >¹* >! ;  108 can all be dated to Bz
'<#  #     ¹* !Q *&  +!  
<Y  !> #      ;     "    
Ha A or Ha A1.109#     \*!Q¶+  !+  # ence of fragments of vessels of Type Hajdúböszörmény, which date to Ha B1, even though the
"!   ! #    !  # "!    \*  !  110 The helmets from
!!+!!^ $ !! >! # ! !    !
their resemblance to other helmets of Type Oranienburg. M. Egg and G. Waurick dated the helmet from Oranienburg to the 12th–13th century BC.111 G. Szabó dated the helmet from Dunaföld <%&> $!+¿  ?  !Y ;  ?   ;  112
Ironically, the helmet from Biecz, which is chronologically the closest to the Aegean helmets
# !!§    #>  #"!   # #  !  #<+!
As pointed out before, it is likely that this helmet dates to Bz C2 (14th century BC), which is
chronologically closer to the helmet from Knossos (15th century BC) and the just slightly older
! !!#  &¡>$!!  # >§ !+ ##   &;!! > #   !!+$ #" "! ! > $    "! 
`>Q *& >¹* > ;     &;'< > !+  # !
of vessels of alleged Type Hajdúböszörmény at Sâg, as late as Ha B1. Taking into account their
  ! ! #<+!! # +"!   #     &;>  sonable to assume that the helmets of Type Oranienburg found in other associated deposits can
be regarded as belonging to the oldest objects within each associated deposit. In the case of the
associated deposit from Sâg, which was deposited in Ha B1, the helmet of Type Oranienburg
was likely an antique object. Assuming this is the case, it suggests a main period of use for helmets of Type Oranienburg from the 15th century in Greece down to the 13th century BC in eastern Europe.
Catalogue
Cat. no. 1. Unprovenanced (Greece?) – complete helmet. Measurements: height: 17.8cm;
diameter: 19.5 × 21cm; thickness: cap: < 1mm; knob: 1–2.5mm; knob: height: circa 1.8cm;
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Hänsel 2003, 77–84.
Cf. Mödlinger 2013a.
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Most recently: Uckelmann 2012.
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Schauer 1988, 183.
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 Y %¨²¨>²«>!   !¨¸>&!!¨¸«Y ;
110
Patay 1969, 205; Soroçeanu – Lakó 1981, 156; Schauer 1988, 184–191.
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Egg – Waurick 1990, 14.
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Petres 1983, 58; Mozsolics 1985, 24; Szabó 1994, 224.
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$+# ¨+'    !' ]! _# ? ¨¨«& !¥¥¨>"+&#holz et al. 2010; Mödlinger 2013a.
Before appearing on the market in Massachusetts in 1952, the helmet and other possibly
  "! # !   #Y   |!< !&
!113 As indicated
by the nature of the corrosion, the helmet was most likely found in a grave close to the sea. The
knob is the only known one on a Bronze Age helmet, which was worked up directly out of the
sheet of the helmet. Inside the helmet, horizontal traces of hammering can be observed.114 Also,
$  !!    !  ! "> ! !+  ²²  !+ *    ! $

 !; #   #> $## $  "§ !  #    # *  $   > $##   
now lost. Since the repair did not affect the decoration, it might be possible that the helmet
already underwent repair during manufacture, before the decoration was applied.115 A further
crack immediately below the knob was also repaired with the addition of three rivets and a
bronze sheet patch, while two further cracks from the knob downwards were left unrepaired.
The depressed knob and the latter cracks might have resulted from an impact sustained during
"+# !+>  ! !  %   !    #!#!   +! 
!"    ! !   +   !# ! ! >$ # $  $ #"! ! $ 
above the bottom edge. From the top down to the rim, the registers become broader, as can also
   ! #       * #   # +      "  $ #   "  %
tusk motifs. The lowest register also bears four counter-clockwise running spirals. The ‘lines’
making up the patterns are similar to the ladder motif seen on the well-known Cypriot ‘White
slip Ware’.116 Similar decoration can also be found on LH III ceramics (e.g. Kallithea, Crete or
Tiryns), bronze vessels (e.g. Knossos), and silver vessels and gold cups (e.g. Mycenae, Dendra).
The central and broadest register lacks any decoration or indication of gilding or silvering.117
     #  +  !* +  !  !  ! $ # #  "  $ #    *  
scarce, though blank registers in general are known, such as the ceramic vase from Isopata
(grave 5) or the marble engraving from Ayia Irini, Keos. Spiral decoration is so far unknown on
other bronze helmets or from their depiction. The closest similarity can be seen in the depicted
circles on the ivory miniature helmet from Knossos. Similar spirals are known from Gournia,
Crete, on Late Minoan II118 ceramics, and on a bronze pan from Isopata, Crete. As Buchholz
and colleagues pointed out, usually only precious goods or luxury objects have such spiral decoration.119 The helmet was sold at an auction at Christie’s in New York on 18 December 1998.120
Cat. no. 2. Knossos, Crete, Greece'+"!`+! ²'+ ! #  Y ments: height: 17cm; diameter: 24 × 21cm; knob height: 3.9cm; diameter at the knob’s base:
5cm; thickness: 1–1.5mm; total weight helmet: 695g; Cheek plates measurements: 16.5 × 9cm;
$+#  #*     + # + ' *  ! <# +  Y   `ÀÁÂÃÄÅÆÅÈÄÊË
ÌÅÍÏÐÑÅÒÁÃÊÆÐÑÅÍ>!! !*! $!' ]! !*!¨²>¥ '
 !+¨²>²'¸¥> ²¥'²²Y ;¨²¸>¸{!  '_#$*¨²¸>>"+¸<
 ¨²¸>"+¨# !!¨²>¸Y! ¨²¨>Q## ¨¸¥>¸>¸¸>
"+²Ó  ¨¸¥>²²Y %¨¸>'& ## ¨>²¸'¸¥> ! @
!*! ¨> ¥> "+ '+ & ;* ¨«> '> "+ >   !%  ¨«²> ¨¸'¨>
¨¨> Q#¨««>«{  * ¨¨¨>>"+ ! #+# _  !+¥¥>«&#holz et al. 2010; Mödlinger 2013a.
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Buchholz et al. 2010, 139, 192.
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Buchholz et al. 2010, 149.
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Cf. Mödlinger 2013a.
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Buchholz et al. 2010, 156.
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Hereafter LM II. Similar also Late Minoan I (LM I), Late Minoan IIA (LM IIA), and so on.
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Buchholz et al. 2010, 180.
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After two years of excavation at Ayios Ioannis and the new hospital site in Knossos, the helmet was published in 1952. It was found in grave V from the latter site. With it were a spearhead and a rapier, as well as stone vases (three of alabaster and two of other materials). In close
vicinity to the helmet, a lead disc 5.5cm in diameter with a cover of bronze was found. The disc
might have served as an extra weight attached to an organic neck guard, so that it would not
shift about. Unfortunately, the tomb chamber collapsed and left the helmet smashed into over a
hundred fragments. As a consequence, any possible traces of use or manufacture that may have
been preserved are almost impossible to detect. The Knossos helmet is the only helmet of Type
Oranienburg with surviving cheek plates. It is not clear if the cheek plates overlapped with the

  ##    #$" + +& ##*   #«   
holes between 1.5–2mm in diameter.121
Cat. no. 3. Biecz (Beitzsch), woj. Lubuskie, Poland'    ` +"!'   
helmet. Measurements: height: 16.2cm (cap); 1.8cm (knob); diameter: 19.5 × 21.5cm; weight:
353g – British Museum, reg. Num. 1868.1228.248 – Pl. 1.3. References: Klemm n.d. V, 13
(‘Kopfbekleidung. Helme’); Klemm 1851, 52, note 2; Klemm 1854, 157; Lindenschmit 1858, pl.
1.1; Kemble 1863, 52, 170, pl. 12.6; Klemm 1868, no. 429 (‘bei Pförten’); Genthe 1874, 170–171;
#!««>«&  #Y  ¨¥>¨~!;¨«>>«Y# ¨>>"+
2.6; Hencken 1952; Hundt 1955, 105; Sprockhoff 1956, 85; v. Merhart 1956/1957, 144;
# !! ¨²> ¸     ¨¸²> ²«   ¨¸¨> ¥²> !   !*! ¨> > "+
'& ## ¨>> ! «&* $ *'Ô $ *¨>¸& ;*¨«>
>"+>ÕÕ$ *¨«>«« ¨«>¸¥  ;¨«>¸Q#¨««>«²& }
1990, 28, 33, 102; Egg – Waurick 1990, 14; Uenze 1990, 23, 41, no. 51, pl. 5.2; Albrecht 1991;
_ ;#%!  ¨¨> > "+  ¸> !   _  !+ ¥¥> « !   ¥¥> '«> "+ 
Clausing 2005, 36–38; Buchholz et al. 2010, 201; Mödlinger 2013a.
The helmet was likely found together with two ingot torques and one triangular blade of a
dagger of Type Oder-Elbe below a pine trunk in a peat bog in 1847. The associated deposit was
purchased from Johannes Gustav Klemm (collection in Dresden) and is today kept by the British Museum, London. Analyses carried out at the British Museum in 1952 mention the presence
of small fragments of charred oak and plum wood inside the cap of the helmet. These were not
observed in 2013 when the helmet was studied by the author.
Cat. no. 4. Oranienburg, Lkr. Oberhavel, Brandenburg, Germany' !+ "!`
Havel) – complete helmet. Measurements: height: 21cm; diameter: approx. 22.5cm; thickness:
0.3–3mm; knob height: 2.8cm; weight: 638g – Heimatmuseum Oranienburg, inv. no. III.51 – Pl.
]! Q *# ¨¥>> ¨Y# ¨>>"+!*!¨>>>
"+& ## ¨>> ! «& ;*¨«>>"+< # ¨¨_  !+
¥¥>«!  ¥¥>«>"+& !¥¥¨>"+ '\ ¥>Y^ !+¥
##  $    #   !+ "!  #¨¥ ! ! 
of the helmet at least three severe sword impacts are visible.
        – associated deposit – knob. Measurements:
height: 2.7cm; diameter: 2.1cm (above), 1cm (shaft), 2.8cm (base); weight unknown – Slovenské
! ! ;  Y !> ! !  ²¥ '   ² ]!     «¨>   ! ¨
  !¨¸>  !¨¥>²'²¸!*!¨>>"+'Y %¨«¥> 
«&Y ;  ¨«²>Q#¨««>«_ ;#%! ¨¨>²>"+>!   !
¨¨>>! ²>! «! !¨¨>²¥¨>_Q_  !+¥¥>«| !*'  !
2006, 38, nos. 173–177; Mörtz 2011a, 370; Mödlinger 2013a.
 # #! # >#!+! !!!«¸> #"! !   #  ed deposit are unknown. As well as the spool-shaped knob of the helmet, the associated deposit
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Mödlinger 2013a.
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consists of rings, a bowl of Type Satteldorf, knobbed axes, two spearheads, the hilt of an early
Type Liptau sword, pins, a knobbed chisel, sickles, and two ingots. A fragment of a helmet cap
is depicted by Hencken122 but was not found at the museum. Fragments of the cap of a helmet
are still attached to the cast-on, spool-shaped knob, however. The knob itself had been repaired,
where the upper part was cast onto the lower, thus resulting in the upper part being solid, with
only the lower being spool-like in cross-section. From the inside of the helmet, a drop of metal
from the upper and later repaired part of the knob can be seen inside the central hole, which
once passed completely through the original knob.123
   !    – associated deposit I (1891) – knob. Measurements: height: 2.2cm; diameter: 2.2cm (above), 1cm (shaft), 3.2cm (base); weight unknown –
   ! *Y;  >!! Y««' ¸]!   !¨¸  !
¨¥> ²'²¸ !*! ¨> > ²> "+ ²'# Q# ¨««> « _ ;#%!  ¨¨> ¸>
!   !¨¨>>! ¥'> ¨<_  !+¥¥>«{# ¥¥«>>  {²>
no. 14; Mörtz 2011a, 370; Mödlinger 2013a.
As well as the parts of the spool-shaped knob from a helmet, the associated deposit consists
 $  >  !  ! # #  #"! >!   #*! § >
four bracelets, four spearheads and a round object, are now missing.124
" # $% '* +-: *   <!    = – associated
deposit (?) – complete helmet. Measurements: height: 19.5cm; diameter: 20 × 21cm; knob:
height: c. 2.8cm; weight: unknown – Archeologické múzeum SNM, 4518 – Pl. 1.7. References:
Y# ¨>>"+²Y# ¨²>¸>¥Y ;  ¨²²>>>"+¨Y %
 ¨²¨> > ¥   ! ¨¥> ²'²¸ !*! ¨> > "+ ' & ##  ¨>
> ! «& ;*¨«>>"+_ ;#%! ¨¨>¸>!   !¨¨>>
no. 48; 58, no. 54; Clausing 2001, 218; Mödlinger 2013a.
#  "!   !  #        !*! $!> # +#    
!   !+ \*<! !!     !  ##  ! # !;   #
museum in Martin. The helmet was supposedly found together with a situla of Type
Hajdúböszörmény and a cauldron with cross-shaped handles. The corrosion of the three objects
  +!"! ! >125 which might indicate that the objects were not originally associated,
# +# #    !  #         #  Y;·*^ >$## !!#    ` ! ²##     *!!  ! #
inside, horizontal traces of hammering are visible. Over 1.2cm above the rivet holes, a small
step or stage with respect to the rest of the cap is visible on the inside of the helmet. In this area,
several vertical cracks, caused by material tension, are visible.
Cat. no. 8. Keresztéte, kom. Borsod-Abaúj-Zemplén, Hungary – associated deposit – two
fragments. Measurements: 12 × 5.3cm; weight: 32g – Magyar Nemzeti Múzeum, inv. no.
¨«' «]! Y ;  ¨²²>>"+Y %¨²¨>²«!*!
¨>¨>"+« !;¨«>¨>! Y ;  ¨«²>>²>««> ²¥¨Q#
1988, 184; Patay 1990, 19, no. 3; Hansen 1994, 541, H 330; Clausing 2001, 218; Vachta 2008,
123, list V.1.5, no. 4; Mörtz 2011a, 362; Mödlinger 2013a.
The associated deposit was found during ploughing at the end of the 1930s and consists of
# #   $ #   *! >    !>   !;   `   ² > " # > ¸
bracelets and rings, and a biconical jug of sheet bronze. Today, only two fragments (soldered
together) from the helmet survive, with the rest of the helmet probably having been lost during
the Second World War.
122

 !*!¨>"+
Cf. Mödlinger 2013a.
124
Hencken 1971, 33.
125
Hencken 1971, 32.
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Cat. no. 9. Nadap, kom. Fejér, Hungary – associated deposit – almost complete helmet. Measurements: height (total): 18.5cm; thickness (cap): 0.1–0.3mm; height (knob): 1.8cm; diameter
(knob base): 2.2cm; weight: not possible to measure, since the helmet is permanently attached
 ! !; # 'Q;! @ ! Y; >Q;* #>! !! ' ¨
]!   ¨«>²>"+'Q#¨««>«>"+_ ;#%! ¨¨>>! 
   ¨¨> ²¸> ² !*   ¨¨«¨¨¨> "+  !*   ¨¨¨¥¥¥> "+  _  !+
2001, 218; Makkay 2006, 7, pl. I; Uckelmann 2012, 18–19; Mödlinger 2013a.
#    $  !! !+¨¥ ! #+>
 *   ! !
of the heavy ploughing in the autumn of 1969.126 Over an area of about 25sqm more than 350
bronze objects and several thousands of sherds were recovered over the following months.
Mozsolics and S. Hansen refer to 713 objects with approximately 80 fragments, whilst M. Uckelmann mentions 628 objects/fragments, and J. Makkay 567 or 568 objects.127
The associated deposit from Nadap is the only associated deposit containing likely fragments of all categories of defensive armour, comprising a helmet of Type Oranienburg, fragments helmets of Type Paks (see cat. no. 27), two pairs of greaves (see cat. nos. 165. 170–172), a
fragment of a shield of Type Nyírtura, further possible fragments from the edge of a shield, and
a fragment of a cuirass (see cat. no. 132). The associated deposit also contained the hilts of two
 $  $  > + !     ¡!+ #  $  > + !    +#  ¡!+
#  ++ > ² # > $    > " *  #
 > ! !  #   !
punches, an anvil, ten socketed axes and fragments of another, four winged axes and the frag!     # "> « *  > + !   +#  *! > + !       $ >
+ !   $    `»>;  ! _  > $ ;    Ø + >! Y§! ;>+ !  ;   Ø + >! Y [>! $ #!    #
razors, a total of 14 vessels, including bronze vessels of Type A, variant A2, a bronze cup of
Type Gusen, a bronze cup of Type Gusen/Blatnica, fragments of eight bronze cups of Type
&  !> # !;! $ > >+ !   §" > ! ! $ !
heads, neck rings, 31arm rings and three fragments, nine arm bands and three fragments, fragments of four arm spirals, pendants, three belt plates and fragments of a further two, 17 more
belt sheet fragments, pieces of bronze, casting cakes, off-casts, four different tutuli, ten bronze
pearls, four scales (?), a large phalerae or star-like decorated disc,128 17 smaller phalerae, Riemenverteiler, four fragments of three phalerae or mirrors, potential fragments of a miniature
$+ !> #!+ > #!! "+ ! ! } >! +!    # >
 *    ! !!+ # !; #     "!     
publications, and the above is based on that of M. Uckelmann.129
Presently, less than a third of the helmet’s cap survives. What remains is severely corroded
and has several cracks. Seven rivet holes differing in size from 5–8mm in diameter are still preserved. They were punched through from the outside to the inside of the helmet.
@JQX%  !Y[\*' !+ "!`!'   
helmet. Measurements: height (without knob): 16.9cm; diameter: 21.1 × 22.2cm; thickness: 2mm
` ¥
`$+# ««+'< && +#Y  Q;* ;>!! ¨'
Pl. 2.10. References: Szabó 1994, 219, pl. 1; Clausing 2001, 218; Mörtz 2011a, 369; Mödlinger
2013a.
##  $  +#   #    ! \} ! #     $ 
 !! #! !^ !¨«¸   #*! #!+! *! ! >
##      $ * !! "  #$  #  !  # $!
+!"!  +
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Makkay 2006.
Mozsolics 1985, 151; Hansen 1994, 546; Makkay 2006, 6; Uckelmann 2012, 18.
Mödlinger 2013b.
Uckelmann 2012, 17.
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@@ ]\ '^\= _% `_ <! – associated deposit – almost complete helmet.
Measurements: height incomplete cap: 10cm; knob: height: 2.5cm; thickness: 0.1mm (cap);

` $+# ²¸+`²¸+`*! 'Y; !@ < % >! !
!  '    ]!    %   ¨> >   « Q  Ù! ' \* ¨«>
>²>"+¨Q#¨««>«'«²>"+²«] ¨¨¥>_  !+¥¥>«Q  Ù!
2008, 58, nos. 17–19; Vachta 2008, 123, list V.1.5, no. 12; Mörtz 2011a, 370; Soroçeanu 2011,
>"+Y^ !+¥
#    $  !!¨!Q¶+`Q }  # ¸¥ > §   
150m west of the new school building. The associated deposit consists of the helmet, a situla of
Type Hajdúböszörmény, further situla fragments with cross-shaped handles, a handle of a ves >  ># >" !;    *!!|#  > *  > head, two knobbed axes, and a possible fragment of a saw. The heavily corroded fragments of
the helmet’s cap, as well as the knob, were sand blasted and are now in a delicate condition. The
central hole of the knob is only 3mm deep and of not much practical use.
Cat. no. 12. Unprovenanced (Hungary?) – knob with three fragments of the cap. Measurements: knob: height: 2.7cm; width: base 2.7cm; weight: 40g; fragment 1: 13.2 × 6.2cm, thickness
0.1–2cm, weight 90g; fragment 2: 7.9 × 3.6cm, thickness 0.1cm, weight 24g; fragment 3: 4.8 ×
1.9cm, thickness 0.2cm, weight 11g – Hadtorteneti Muzeum, Budapest inv.no. 1993.791.II – Pl.
]! ¥²>"+ ¸>²
The assemblage of different objects, including fragments of the helmet, were acquired by the
   ! #   ¨¨¥  # §  "!   ! "!  !   !*! $! #
   +  ! !   ¡!+ #  $  $ # 
  !+   <  !> # ¡!+
# *!    >#   !!+> +   montà (cat. nos. 166–167), a cup of Type Fuchsstadt, a ribbed tube and further sheet metal fragments.
J. G. Tarbay points out that due to the condition of the objects in the assemblage (all of the
objects show damage due to intentional destruction, such as bending, crushing, melting, and/or
breakage), they were very likely associated and dates the deposit to Ha B1.
From the helmet, only the central, cast-on and undecorated knob, and three fragments of the
> >! #!    +§  "
2.1.2 Helmets of Type Paks
Helmets Type Paks are the only eastern European decorated helmet type. Only a few other helmets from southern and eastern Europe are also decorated, such as the helmet from SzczecinZdroje (cat. no. 59), an unprovenanced helmet of Type Oranienburg (cat. no. 2), and the only
crested helmet in eastern Europe, which is unprovenanced (cat. no. 100). The thin, delicate hemispherical cap of helmets of Type Paks has a central, cast-on knob. According to the decoration,
we can distinguish two variants of the helmet type, being those with two or three horizontal
ribs above the many rivet holes placed immediately above the rim, and those with both ribs and
central star decoration around the knob. The star motif consists of individual arcs arranged in a
ring, with the ends of the arcs facing outwards, which are then encircled by ribs.
@! #    + ! >  !+ #!+  $! # $  !  !   # " >
especially where only rim fragments have survived. Bronze sheet fragments from decorated
bronze discs, which also have the same star-motif, have also often been mistaken for helmets.
Analysis of the relevant fragments in their various museum collections by the author has estab # # > $ # # §  !  # $  + !    ; !  `  !  ¸>   +ments with star motif most likely belong to these discs and not to helmets.130 These disc frag!     ¡ !   # $!   # #! *!+    #
130

For details, see Mödlinger 2013b, 65.
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decoration. Most of the fragments were published only in the form of poor quality drawings and
without accompanying photograph, making it impossible to reconstruct their shape and size
$ #  !#  ! "  !  + !   !+ #  > # ! #
   #+ !   #     +}*> }!@>!{ * Ú>
is therefore not surprising.
The star motif found on helmets and discs is also known on other objects, including bronze
and ceramic cups, as well as the bronze sheet object from Sacoti, Romania, which might be a
"   !  !; } !+ #Y 
fragment of a belt plate.131# 
Bronze Age in southeastern and central Europe. Here, the motif consisted of a circular arrangement of separate arcs with points that usually did not meet. Similar decoration occurs on the
pommel discs of solid-hilted swords and disc-headed axes from central and southern Europe.132
As the decorative motif developed, the ends of the individual arcs become joined, forming the
% * # #   
 ! #         !  # "   !;
sheet object to bear this decoration, and seems to have taken place as early as Bz D2 or with the
beginning of Ha A1. The motif then spread northwards, where it was adopted onto these helmets. It is possible that the helmets of Type Paks without star motif are somewhat earlier but as
#"! !   # !  $    §    #   * $ #   
motif are unknown, there is currently no way to be sure. The later adoption of the star motif
onto bronze cups133$   !¡!!  !   ! ! ##   
  !+ !%   >$#  ! !  $  * !¡!
only by the helmets of Type Paks, decorated with the star motif. The star motif appears to have
largely gone out of fashion on sheet-bronze objects such as helmets by Ha A2 and on bronze
cups by Ha B1.
Today, there are at least seven complete helmets of Type Paks with rib and star decoration,
and two complete helmets of Type Paks with rib decoration only. On the basis of two helmets
$ #`! !! ! >!!    !`¹! !  ! ¸>
found together with their cheek plates intact, we can assign similar cheek plates, such as those
 ^   ` ! ¥> *  # }` ! >~ Q ` ! >¾} ;·!
  ` ! >; ! ` ! ²>!Y;·!` ! >  # #  
type. The kidney-shaped cheek plates have a convex middle section with rivet holes lining the
+@!  !> ##*  + !   *  # }!~ Q # 
holes across the embossed section to attach an organic lining. One of the two fragments from
Uioara de Sus, however, shows no rivet holes on the preserved fragment. Fragments of further
#   * *! $! +# ! "!  
Assuming that the fragments of helmets in deposits do not come from a single helmet but
belong instead to different helmets, having been deposited as pars pro toto, wherein the fragment stands in for the whole, as recently suggested for shields from the associated deposits from
 * *>_  >! ;·#+* >!+>134 then the total number of individual helmets of Type Paks known would be at least nine, the number of separate cheek plates seven and
the total number of fragments of further helmets at least fourteen (the associated deposits with
 #! ! + !    ` $  + !    !   ! ; !  `  +!  # #
! !+!"! ; ! >$*! $  $!¸!
30135 examples of helmets of Type Paks, making it the most well represented of all known
Bronze Age helmets (Tab. 2.3).

131
132
133
134
135

Mödlinger 2013b.
Coblenz 1951, 156, note 69; Martin 2009, 49, note 89; Mödlinger 2013b, 68–71.
Mödlinger 2013b, nos. 67–70, pl. 5.
Mödlinger – El Morr 2014; Mödlinger et al. 2014.
The varying numbers result from the fact that we do not know if the fragments from deposits such as Nadap or
; !  !+  !+ #   #     ! #  
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Cat. No.

; ! 

Y;·!

¾} ;·!

Uioara de Sus


 *  # }

Wöllersdorf

 

Strassengel

Nadap

; ! 

Elsterwerda

Poljanci I

{ * Ú

Markovac-Grunjac

unprovenanced

unprovenanced

unprovenanced (Dusnok?)

unprovenanced (Bajmok?)

unprovenanced

! !!`¹! !

Paks
»

unprovenanced (northern Hungary?)

unprovenanced (Hungary?)

Find Site

cheek plate

cheek plate

cheek plate

2 cheek plates

cheek plate

cheek plate

knob

knob

2 fragments cap

3 fragments cap

fragment cap

fragment cap

fragment cap

fragment cap

complete

complete

complete

complete

complete

complete

complete

complete

not complete

Condition

Tab. 2.3 Helmets of Type Paks.

HU

HU

HU

RO

SI

AT

RO

AT

HU

HU

DE

HR

HR

HR

–

–

–

–

–

–

HU

–

–

State

5.5

3.5

–

–

High
Knob
(cm)

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

11.5

13.5

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

4.1

4.4

–

–

–

–

–

–

5

5

–

–

total height: 19.5

12.1

11.5

13.1

13.5

High Cap
(cm)

5 × 8.7

10.5 × 7.9

–

3.3 × 3.6
6.0 × 4.2

3.9 × 3

8.5 × 5.2

–

–

9.1 × 8.7
7.7 × 5.9

c. 12.5 × 4.5
c. 16.2 × 5.2

5.9 × 3.75

7.1 × 10.5

11.5 × 5.8

6 × 4.1

21 × 16

20.8 × 18

–

–

22.5

20.8 × 18.2

17.0 × 20.5

17.2 × 20.9

13 × 20.8

Dm (cm)/
Fragments

–

–

–

–

–

0.7–0.8

–

–

–

–

0.25 / –

0.4–0.8 / 3

–

–

– / 1–2

0.5–0.8 / –

–

–

–

0.4 / 2

0.3 / 1

0.4 / 1

0.4 / 1

Thickness
Cap/Rim
(mm)

–

–

–

–

3.5

28

–

63.2

–

–

–

23.5

28

10.1

407

345

–

–

–

–

340

292

–

Weight
(g)
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2.1.2.1 Research History
  $  #"    ##   * >$##  #  $  ! 
 !  !+ §    *    "! > $   ! "  $ 136 It was
later recognised as a helmet by v. Merhart, and included as part of his group of ‘decorated cap
helmets’, despite the fact that all other examples in this group are without knob.137 It was Hencken who provided an alternative corpus of ‘cap helmets with star decoration’ and added further,
possibly related fragments.138 Soon after, Borchhardt discussed these helmets following the clas"  !   Y#  ! !  ! #  +   ¦     $ # *!   ? #
unprovenanced helmet cat. no. 13 and the helmets from Straßengel (cat. no. 28), Szczecin-Zdroje (cat. no. 59), Fermo and Cuneo.139 The group of helmets of Type Paks was most recently
expanded upon by Clausing.140 It has been during the last 15 years, however, that the number of
#     *  #  +!"!  ! >    !        §   >
! !+  # !$ "!  !    !  # §    #      #  
!   #  ¹! ! >141 and from the Danube at Paks (cat. no. 15).142 The helmet from Paks represents the only known complete helmet with a reliable provenance. Two illegally found and sold helmets, presumably deriving from Bajmok and Dusnok (cat. nos. 18 and
19), were recently published by G. V. Szabó.143 Two further unprovenanced helmets were sold in
2002 and again later (cat. nos. 20 and 21).144 Another helmet was sold in 2002 in Basel (cat. no.
17).145 A further helmet (or the helmet from Bajmok) was presented to the museum of Subotica,
Serbia, 25 years ago.146#!    !  # "  §#   ! !*! $!
< $   # !; # + ! >$##$! ! "  !+!+   ed discs rather than helmets of Type Paks, further bronze sheet fragments previously associated
with helmets of Type Paks were also recently excluded.147 This includes fragments from Uioara
de Sus,148 Palotaboszók,149 Bizovacs,150 & !#>151  ;·#+* >152 Suseni153 !  154
Another fragment from Uioara de Sus may, however, indeed belong to a helmet of Type Paks
(inv. no. III–6003).155 The 3 × 2.5cm fragment has rivet holes parallel to the edge with a distance
of 1cm between each one and above the rivet holes three preserved ribs parallel to the rim. The
 !   *!     #     *    #         Û ! !
Techirghiol, Romania (cat. nos. 68 and 69)156 cannot be added to the list of helmets of Type Paks
due to their poor preservation, with both knobs being highly fragmented, and missing both the
upper and lower end, and are therefore discussed separately in Chapter 2.1.6.

136
137
138
139
140
141
142



143
144
145




146
147
148
149




150
151
152



153
154
155
156



Hampel 1887, pl. 66.5.
v. Merhart 1941, 4.
Hencken 1971, 146.
v. Merhart 1941; Borchhardt 1972, 125.
Clausing 2001.
Bartík 2009.
 ¥¥
Szabó 2013.
_  !+¥¥>²>"+
_  !+¥¥>>>"+¨
Szabó 2013, 805, note 23.
Mödlinger 2013b, 73–74.
  %  ¨«>>! «> ¨«¥¸'¥#+ ! #!   !    !
_  !+¨¨¸>¨>"+²«#+ !  !+   *   
Mozsolics 1985, 26; Clausing 2001, 208. The ribs of the fragment bear cord-like impressions.
Mozsolics 1985, pl. 40. The fragment does not have any parallel ribs or (rivet) holes.
Q#¥¥>"+#   #+ !   #!!$  
Rusu 1990, 70, pl. I.1. The fragment does not bear any rivet holes.
Clausing 2001, 214.
Rusu 1990, 76.
  %  ¨«> ²²¸
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2.1.2.2 Distribution and Deposition
##  $   #   >  !+ "! ! >  + !   
*!  !       # !      #   $ #  "!  !    #
#   * >$ # #"! !    #   #  !+!*! $!
One unprovenanced helmet (cat. no. 21) was reputedly found together with two disc pendants,
two bracelets and an arrow head.157  ##   #"!># $> #   #
association must be questioned.

Fig. 2.9 Archaeological distribution of helmets of Type Paks: 13–14. Unprovenanced; 15. Paks; 16. ¹ !
Hronom (?); 17. Unprovenanced; 18. Bajmok (?); 19. Dusnok (?); 20–21. Unprovenanced; 22. Markovac-Grunjac;
23. { *  Ú 24. Poljanci; 25. Elsterwerda; 26. ; !  27. Nadap; 28. Strassengel; 29.  
30. Wöllersdorf; 31. *  # }32. Uioara de Sus; 33. ¾} ;·!  34.Y;·!35. ; ! 
Numbers correspond to the catalogue numbers.

The main distribution area of these helmets reaches from the Carpathian Basin until the
beginning of the eastern Alps (Fig. 2.9). Associated deposits with fragments of helmets of Type
* *! $!  $> !` ! ²>! #!  #>  >] !
(cat. no. 29), in the east, and from Straßengel, Austria, in the west, to Poljanci, Croatia (cat. no.
24), in the south. Two bronze sheet fragments from the Nadap associated deposit, Hungary158
also belong to helmets of Type Paks. These were placed in the same associated deposit as an
older helmet of Type Oranienburg (cat. no. 9).159
2.1.2.3 Chronology
Complete helmets per se !!       > ! # "! 
!*! $!   #!    !+ "! > #  ##  
157

 & !'! !¥¥>¸>"+²«
Makkay 2006, pl. 5.10–11.
159
See cat. no. 9 and Mödlinger 2013a.
158

!  
* #
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# ! +   "  !  #   ! #      $## ! !
fragments of helmets of Type Paks. So far, we can only assign these helmet fragments to the
+!  +   #     * >  # #!  !  # $  " ! >  
aspects of chronological variation are at least apparent, on the basis of the occurrence of rib
decoration only or ribs and star motif.
The associated deposits are dated, without exception, to the period Bz D–Ha A, on the basis
of those from Wöllersdorf,160 { *  Ú `  !  >161 Poljanci I,162 Nadap,163 and
 >164! <! #   *  # }165 Some of these associated deposits can
be narrowly associated with Ha A1, including those from Markovac-Grunjac (cat. no. 22),166
Straßengel,167 Elsterwerda,168 Y;·!>169 Uioara de Sus,170 ¾} ;·!  171 and
; ! 172
Decorated discs, such as those with star motif and their precursors, all fall within a very limited chronological horizon of Bz D–Ha A1 based on these associated deposits, indicating a rapid adoption of known decorative elements, such as the ring-and-dot and circular arrangement of
arcs of ‘star motif’.173 The distribution of the different types of discs widens with the increasing
complexity of the decoration.174 The distribution area of the discs with star motif overlaps then
$ # #   ! #   * >! !+ # !¡!! !  #
   # #   !  <> $##    !"   # ! $ # ! + 
range of most of the deposits to this phase.
It remains unclear why the ring-and-dot motif was not also adopted to decorate the helmets.
The motif is also lacking on bronze cups, while the rib decoration of the helmets was transformed into a row of bosses on cups. It seems as if the helmets of Type Paks had largely gone
   !+<`!  #  #!  +!  !+  #"!   
# # _ ! !+ #+ +#    !!# ! +   "  !   >
helmets and cups, the Ha A1 helmets of Type Paks seem the most likely medium by which the
star motif was transmitted from the southeastern European Bz D–Ha A1 discs to the northwestern European Ha A2–Ha B1 decorated bronze cups.175
Catalogue
Helmets Type Paks with Rib and Star Decoration
Cat. no. 13. Unprovenanced (Hungary?) – almost complete helmet. Measurements: height:
²     ¥ Ü ¥«  $+#  !       > ! "§ $ # !
bronze sheet – Magyar Nemzeti Múzeum, inv. no. 62.1.213 – Pl. 2.13. References: Hampel
««¸> \Ý{@²'  ««> ¸¸²'Y ;  ¨²²>>"+Y %¨²¨>
 !;¨¨>¨'«¥>"+²& !'! !¥¥>¸>"+²¸_  !+¥¥>² 
¥¥>¨Q#¥¥>¨¸>"+Y^ !+¥> ! ²¥
160
161
162
163
164



166

165

167
168
169
170



171
172
173
174



175

Pittioni 1954, 534; Müller-Karpe 1962a, 272.
Vinski-Gasparini 1973, 186.
Miklik-Lozuk 2009.
Makkay 2006; Uckelmann 2012.
  %  ¨«>¥'
¯!¥¥>²
 ! [¥¥>«
Clausing 2001, 214.
Martin 2009, 120.
Kemenczei 1984, 51.
  %  ¨«>'²Y ;  ¨«²>²
Mozsolics 1985, 25.
Szabó 2013, 811.
Mödlinger 2013b.
QY^ !+¥>"+ >²
Martin 2009, 46; Mödlinger 2013b.
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The helmet was joined together with modern bronze sheets during restoration before 1954.
Today, the original helmet is riveted together with these recent metal sheets.
Cat. no. 14. Unprovenanced (Northern Hungary?) – almost complete helmet. Measurements:
height: 13.1cm; diameter: 17.2 × 20.9cm; weight: 292g – Magyar Nemzeti Múzeum, inv. no.
 '    ]!   !; ¨¨> ¨'«¨> "+  ' Y ;   ¨«²> ²> ¥«>  
¸ & ! ' ! ! ¥¥> ¸> "+ ²² _  !+ ¥¥> ²> "+    ¥¥> ¸'¨
Mödlinger 2013b, cat. no. 51.
The helmet was bought by the Magyar Nemzeti Múzeum from a private collection in 1977,
         #    $! ++   "!   ! ! #   + !
between Hungary and Slovakia, close to the Danube.
Cat. no. 15. Paks, kom. Tolna, Hungary' !+ "!`!'   #  
Measurements: height: 11.5cm (cap), 3.5cm (knob); diameter: 17.0 × 20.5cm; thickness: 0.3–1
`  $+#  ¥+ ' {  Y;  * > ! !  ¥¥ '   ² ]!  _  !+
¥¥>²>"+¨ ¥¥>¸'>"+ '²Y^ !+¥> ! ²
# #   $   !   &!  !+  # !      $
!+   !
belonging to Paks in 1999. The helmet is complete and was only slightly compressed during its
 <  > #"!  ##    #{ Y; !* 
@# $%'! * %[!  %[! kia?) '"! ! !*! $!'   #  Y  ! #+#  `*! 
5.5cm); diameter: 20.8 × 18.2cm (knob: 12.5 × 36.0mm); cheek plates: 11.0 × 8.4cm; thickness:
cap edge: 0.8mm; cheek plates: approx. 0.5mm; weight: cap 385g, cheek plates: 33.3g and 39g –
Archeologické múzeum SNM, inv. no. AP 75.990 – Pl. 3.16. References: Bartík 2009, 37–48,
"+ '¸Y^ !+¥> ! ²
##  $  !   #<# +* ; QY#¢! ¢*>_Q!
2008.
Cat. no. 17. Unprovenanced – complete helmet. Measurements: height: 19.5cm; max. diameter:
22.5cm; weight: unknown – present repository unknown; sold at the auction Cahn in Basel on
19. October 2002; formerly in private hands in North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany – Pl. 2.17.
]! _  !+¥¥>>'²>"+¨_#!<*  ! *  +¥¥>¸>! ²> 
57.315; Mödlinger 2013b, cat. no. 54.
Cat. no. 18. Unprovenanced (Bajmok, Serbia?) – complete helmet. Measurements unknown –
 «]! Y^ !+¥>>"+¸<Q;¥>«¥²>"+
The helmet with rib and star decoration (four ribs arranged in a star shape on the top, six ribs
about the middle, and three ribs at the rim) was presented to the Municipal Museum of Subotica, Serbia, in February 2011. Another similar, or perhaps even the same, helmet had been presented to the museum some 25 years ago.176 The current location of the helmet is unknown.
Cat. no. 19. Unprovenanced (Dusnok, Hungary?) – complete helmet. Measurements
!*! $!' ¨]! Y^ !+¥>'«>"+¸<Q;¥>«¥¸>"+
The helmet was offered for sale by a person working in Dusnok, Hungary, on a dredging
boat at the end of the 1990s. The helmet was sold later in Germany.177

176
177

Szabó 2013, 805.
Szabó 2013, 806.
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Helmets Type Paks with Rib Decoration
Cat. no. 20. Unprovenanced – complete helmet. Measurements: height: 18.5cm; diameter: 20.8
× 18.0cm; thickness: 0.5–0.8mm; knob: height: 5cm; hole in the knob: 3.2cm deep; knob diameter: 1.6 × 1.5cm; base diameter: 3.6 × 3.0cm; helmet weight: 345g – present repository
unknown; Guttmann collection, inv. no. AG 246 – Pl. 3.20. References: Born – Hansen 2001,
¸'¸²> ²> '²> ¥> > "+  «'«>   @Ý'Ý _  !+ ¥¥> ²> "+  Q#
¥¥>"+_# ? ¥¥Y^ !+¥> ! ²¨
The helmet was sold at auction at Christie’s in London on 6 November 2002.178
Cat. no. 21. Unprovenanced – complete helmet. Measurements: height: 16.5cm; diameter: 21 ×
16.0cm; thickness: 1–2mm (rim); left cheek plate: 11.2 × 7.4cm; right cheek plate: 11.4 × 7.8cm;
knob: height: 5cm; rectangular opening: 0.9 × 1.0cm, deepness 5cm; thickness knob: on top
1.8cm, in the middle 1.5cm and on the base 2.7cm; helmet weight: without cheek plates 407g;
left cheek plate: 36g; right cheek plate: 40g; total weight: 483g – present repository unknown;
Guttmann collection, inv. no. AG 1126 – Pl. 3.21. References: Born – Hansen 2001, 62–66, 68,
> ²> ²'¸> > ¥> "+  «'¨>   Ý@'Ý@@ _  !+ ¥¥> ²> "+   !!
Historica 2008; Mödlinger 2013b, cat. no. 60.
The helmet was reputedly found with a number of other objects, including two disc pendants, two bracelets and one arrow tip.179 The helmet was part of the Guttmann collection
(bought in Munich in 1994) and put up for auction (Lot 4, not sold) at Christie’s in London on
28 April 2004. It was later sold at Hermann Historica on 8 October 2008,180 but has recently
reappeared on the art market in Vöcklabruck, Austria, at the Galerie Kunst der Antike.
Fragments
Cat. no. 22. Markovac-Grunjac, Serbia – associated deposit – fragment. Measurements: 6 ×
 $+# ¥+' * ;}{>!! ¥²²' ]!  ! [
2010, 70, 98, pl. 59.497; Mödlinger 2013b, cat. no. 55.
The associated deposit was discovered in 1958 and consists of 1008 objects with a total
weight of 19.3kg, which makes it the largest Bronze Age associated deposit from Serbia. Almost
all objects are fragmented or represented by unsuccessful casts. Another fragment from the
associated deposit is also possibly from a helmet.181 The associated deposit also contains a fragment of a greave Type Lengyeltóti (cat. no. 182). Single objects from the associated deposit have
been published by various authors.182
{| }  ~ _: _  _  – associated deposit –
+ !  Y  !  ² Ü ²«  $+#  «+ ' <# * ;}  +> ! ! 
10.237 – Pl. 3.23. References: Vinski-Gasparini 1973, 186, pl. 44.2; Hansen 1994, 574, JU 315;
_  !+ ¥¥> ¸> "+ «²>  Q# ¥¥> "+ ¸ ![ ¥¥¨> '« Y^ !+
2013b, cat. no. 56.
#    $  !!+" $ *!¨  #!    !   @  !    !; } >  !+ !+ >!! >! >" > ! >
+ !    >+   ` ! ¨'¨>#  !  > # > + !   ¡!+ #  $     ] !+!> *  > *  § > $!+
axes, saws, rings, bands, wires, stabs, and rolls.183

178

Christie’s 2002.
 & !'! !¥¥>¸>>"+²«
180
Hermann Historica 2008.
181
  ! [¥¥> ²¨«
182
 +{ ¨¨!+¨¨²{ ¨¨¨{ ¥¥
183
Vinski-Gasparini 1973, 186, 221.
179
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{_$%   _ – associated deposit – fragment.
Measurements: 10.5cm × 7.1cm; thickness: 0.4–0.08mm; weight 23.5g – Brodsko Posavlje
Muzej Slavonski Brod, inv. no. A–1805 – Pl. 3.24. References: Vinski-Gasparini 1973, 87, 183,
«> «_  !+¥¥>¥>¸>"+«¨_  !+¥¥>"+¸²²¥Q#¥¥>"+«
![¥¥¨>¥>! ¨¸'«Y* *%\ ;*¥¥¨>¸¨> ! ««Y^ !+¥> 
no. 57.
The associated deposit was found in 1958 during ploughing and consists of 178 bronze
}  !   #       !+ >!*!+ >">    > ! >!! >   $"+!   !;>! >+ !  
¡!+#  $  >*! >$!+§ >#  > *   $  + !  #  !
the fragment of a greave (cat. no. 163).184 Vinski-Gasparini published only 55 objects from the
associated deposit.185
Cat. no. 25. Elsterwerda, Lkr. Elbe-Elster, Brandenburg, Germany – associated deposit –
fragment. Measurements: 5.9 × 3.75cm; thickness: 0.25–0.3mm; weight: unknown – Landesmuseum Sachsen-Anhalt, Halle, inv. no. 10.727 – Pl. 3.25. References: Bornschein – Gandert 1929,
²'¸ Q *#  ¨> «> "+  <+ ¨¨> ¥> "+  !+ ¨> «> ¨  &!!
1968, 143, 156, 317, no. 57; Hansen 1994; Clausing 2001, 208–216; Martin 2009, 99, no. 133d, pl.
41.133d; Mörtz 2011a; Mörtz 2011b, 102; Mödlinger 2013b, cat. no. 58.
The associated deposit was found around 1887 in the centre of a small hill in a ceramic vessel. The bronzes have a total weight of 3.2kg. As well as the helmet fragment, the associated
deposit consists of possible fragments of a situla of Type Hajdúböszörmény, four fragments of
sword blade(s),186 two fragments of spearhead, 53 fragments of sickles, 15 fragments of winged
!*! § > §+ !  *! ` ! " !#> §+ !   $ >
fragments of bracelets, a fragment of a pin and a spiral, two buttons, 32 fragments of rings,
+#  #+ !  }$ > $ + !  !+ ` # # $##$ "
to chisels and punch), wire, bronze sheet fragments, 64 fragments of casting cake and several
#!! "+ ! 187
{ !%Q [\* – associated deposit I – four fragments. Measurements
!*! $!]! Y^ !+¥>>"+¸<Q;¥>«Q;¥¸>«'«>
"+«
For description of the associated deposit, see cat. no. 131.
Cat. no. 27. Nadap, Kom. Fehér, Hungary – associated deposit – two fragments. Measure!  ¨ Ü «   Ü ²¨  ' Q;!  @ !   Y;  Q;* #> ! ! 
!*! $! '    ]!     ¨«> ¸'¸> "+ ¥ Y** ¥¥¸> >   {¥'
Uckelmann 2012.
For description of the associated deposit, see cat. no. 9.
Knobs
Cat. no. 28. Straßengel, Styria, Austria – associated deposit – fragment of a knob. Measurements: height: 4.4cm; diameter: 1.4cm (knob), 2.8cm (base); weight: 63.2g – Universalmuseum
Joanneum Graz, inv. no. 7219 – Pl. 4.28. References: Pittioni 1954, 517; Müller-Karpe 1959, 113,
! ²>> ¸<!*!¨>²²>"+  ¨«¸>¨'¨>! ²! !¨¨>
²¸><¨«_  !+¥¥>'²  #¥¥>«'²>"+Y^ !+¥> ! 
61.

184
185
186
187

Miklik-Lozuk 2009, 45.
Vinski-Gasparini 1973.
Wüstemann 2004, nos. 628–629, 629 A, 655.
After Martin 2009, 99, no. 133.
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The associated deposit was found in 1891 in two ceramic vessels. As well as the knob, the
initial contents comprised a fragment of an axe,188 sword fragments, fragments of spearhead(s),
and knife fragments,189 as well as fragments of arm rings, bracelets, bronze sheets, and a cast
#! | #"! $    +#   #   >! !+ *  >190 another sword
fragment,191 a fragment of a spearhead, another arm ring fragment, and a cast disc with loops
on the back.
{'[!!%Q=<!– associated deposit – fragment of a knob. Measurements: height: 4.1cm; diameter knob: 1.96cm; shaft lenght: 2.81cm;
diameter hole in knob: 8mm; diameter base: 2.0 × 1.8cm; diameter hole on the base: 4.5mm;
weight: unknown – Muzeul National Brukenthal, archaeological collection, inv. no. 546 (old
and new) – Pl. 4.29. References: Reissenberger 1872; Gooss 1876, 226; Hampel 1886a, 56;
Hampel 1892, 143–155; v. Merhart 1941, 12, note 15, no. 10; Holste 1951, 24–27; Mozsolics
¨²²>¨  %  ¨¸¥>« ¨¸> «  %  ¨«>¥'>
no. 141, pl. 115.277; Bader 1983, 38, no. 22; Schauer 1988, 184; Rusu 1990, 70–71, pl. V.5; Bader
¨¨>¨>! ¨¥_  !+¥¥>²>"+¥  #¥¥>«'²>"+Q  Ù!¥¥«>
85, no. 33–34; Mödlinger 2013b, cat. no. 62.
G. v. Merhart dated the associated deposit on the basis of similar early Hungarian associated
deposits of Bz D–Ha A. G. Kossack placed the associated deposit more narrowly in Ha A1, and
Y ;  > ! #     "!   #Y+ ; Y; >  # !   !#  &; } ! #
zon between Ha A and Ha B.192Y  %  !  
associated deposit, and assigns the deposition of the associated deposit to Ha A, as does MüllerKarpe.193 M. Rusu placed the associated deposit in Ha A1, as does Schauer.194 M. Gimbutas dated it to Bz D.195 It is clear that the associated deposit can only be dated accurate if all various
objects in the different museums were studied systematically.
Cheek Plates
Cat. no. 30. Wöllersdorf, Lower Austria, Austria – associated deposit – fragments. Measurements: 8.5 × 5.2cm; thickness: 0.7–0.8mm; weight: 28g – Naturhistorisches Museum, Vienna,
!! ¥' ¥]! Q;  #¨¥²>> «  !¨²>'>"+ 
287, 417, 814, note 686; Müller-Karpe 1959, 108–110, 113–114, 226, pls. 135.B, 136; Müller¨¸>!*!¨>¨>"+¸& # ¨>>"+¸<  ¨«¸>! 
499; Bartík 2009, 44; Mödlinger 2013b, cat. no. 63.
The associated deposit was found before 1905. As well as the cheek plate, the associated
deposit comprises a fragment of a knife, two bronze sheets, a median-winged axe, a knobbed
axe, a fragment of another axe, three fragments of sword blade(s), two pin fragments, one fragment of an arm ring, two cast discs, a sheet buckle, a decorated bronze sheet, fragments of
twisted neck rings, a bronze bar and 14 sickles. The cheek plate survives only as a fragment of
  $!@! #!     +#  < ! #¡ !  #  $ 
holes to hold the organic lining. A wire ring, still attached in the hole at the end, indicates that
##*    #!"§$ # #  !#*  +# ! ##!
|@ [:  _ '=   – associated deposit – fragment. Measurements: 3.9 × 3cm; weight: 3.5g – Pokrajinski muzej Maribor, inv. no. 2146 – Pl. 4.31. Referenc188

Mayer 1977, no. 1113.
 Þ¢#  *ã¨>! >¨
190
Primas 1986, nos. 479, 492, 527.
191
Schauer 1971, no. 598.
192
v. Merhart 1941, 13; Kossack 1954, 17; Mozsolics 1955, 46.
193
   %  ¨¸¥>«Y %¨¸>
194
Rusu 1963, 184; Schauer 1988, 184.
195
Gimbutas 1965, 328.
189
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 &¨>Q ¨²²>¨Y %¨²¨>¨#¨¸>«¨>¨#¨²>
330; Gabrovec 1983, 75; Hansen 1994, 564, JU 96; Kajzer 1995, 177–196; Šinkovec 1995, 178
å! æ> «¸«>²¸²¯!¥¥>²Y^ ;¥>Y^ !+¥> ! ¸
#       $     ! ¨ !+ "  $ * Y  #! *+  #
associated deposit were taken to a smelting company, and only 4kg now survive. Since invento!  $! 
     #   > # !  $##"!  !+
to the associated deposit is not entirely clear. Presently, the associated deposit is divided into
three association groups, represented by those objects of certain association, those of probable
association, and those recently attributed to the associated deposit.
|{ # %  '!-_ = _%  <! – associated deposit –
fragments of two cheek plates. Measurements: ca. 3.3 × 3.6cm and 6.0 × 4.2cm – Muzeul de
  _ }> ! !  @@@ ¸¥¥² ! @@@ ²¨ '    ]!    %   ¨¸¥
]  ¨¸> «'« !*! ¨> «¥> "+ «'   %   ¨«> '²>  
¨«¥²> ¥¥ Y ;   ¨«²> ² ]  ¨¨¥> ¸ Q# ¥¥> ¨> "+ ²'¸ Y^ !+
2013b, cat. no. 65.
The associated deposit was found in 1909 during excavations after an axe had appeared during ploughing. The associated deposit weighed some 1.1 tons, and consisted of about 5812
objects buried in a deep pit some 1.2m deep and with a diameter of 1.5m. After the excavation,
further pieces of rough bronze, as well as a piece of pure tin, were also found.196 The associated
deposit was bought by the Muzeul de istorie Cluj, though some objects from the associated
  ! $  !+  #   ! #!+  %    !!+ ! 
of helmets and seven cuirass fragments.197 M. Rusu notes that three knobs (?), one cylindrical,
one tubular and one with a ribbed cross section (inv. no. III 6158, III 6154 and III 6178), are part
of the deposit.198 However, these knobs do not look like other knobs known from helmets, which
are much smaller. Here, only the fragments of the two cheek plates are considered as coming
from a helmet.
||_*!! !!!\![\* – associated deposit –
fragment. Measurements and weight unknown – Magyar Nemzeti Múzeum, Budapest, inv. no.
64/1885/1–36; the cheek plate fragment cannot be found – Pl. 4.33. References: Hampel 1886b,
pl. CXXV.25, 29; Hampel 1887, pl. CXXV.47; Lindgren 1938, note 26; v. Brunn 1954, 293, note
24; Schauer 1975, 310; Müller-Karpe 1980, pl. 376.B; Peschel 1984, 84; Mozsolics 1985, 25, 207;
Patay 1990, 52, no. 74; Hansen 1994, 556, H 746.
#       $   +#     #!  ! ««²> !+ # "!   ! $ 
¾} ;·!   !  ! #"!   ! +# #  !&!#  #  !ing of Tata.199 Today, the associated deposit contains fragments of a cup of Type Blatnica, fragments of another cup of unknown type, two fragments of knobbed axes, one sickle and 13 further sickle fragments, two fragments of sword blade(s), a fragment of a cheek plate, a hilt from a
razor, massive open arm ring, broad arm ring with C-shaped cross section, one fragment of an
 !+$ #   !>$  >!+ > #    > !! # >"! 
 ! > $  !; # + ! > !; *!"!! " !;+ ! 
|*% !%-_![\* – associated deposit – one
almost complete cheek plate. Measurements: 7.9 × 10.5cm; weight unknown – Herman Ottó
Muzeum Miskolc, inv. no. 74.38.1 (not to be found in the museum) – Pl. 4.34. References:
Kemenczei 1979, 51, 83, note 14; Kemenczei 1984, 149, no. 20; Mozsolics 1985, 149–150; Patay
196

   %  ¨«>
   %   ¨«>  !! + !   #
(pl. 198.1031–1033). See Chapter 3, p. 171.
198
Rusu 1990, 76, pl. II.2–3.
199
Hampel 1886b; Hampel 1887.
197

  `  ¨«¥'¥¥ ! ! + !    
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¨¨¥>¨>! ! !¨¨>²²>¸ ! ¨¨¨¥¥¥& !'! !¥¥>¸>"+
57; Vachta 2008, 123, list V.1.5, no. 9; Mödlinger 2013b, cat. no. 66.
The associated deposit consists of 56 pieces, comprising a vessel with triangular attachments, two cups of Type Blatnice, one vessel, nine spearheads, two arm spirals, eight bracelets,
two fragmented phalerae, 33 spirals, a necklace, and a single cheek plate.
|  !%Q [\* – associated deposit I – fragmented. Measurements
!*! $!]! Y^ !+¥>>"+¸<Q;¥>«Q;¥¸>«'«>
"+«
For description of the associated deposit, see cat. no. 131.
2.1.3 Helmets of Type Nagytétény
The helmets of Type Nagytétény bear a small, solid knob on the cap. The knobs rise from a
base in the shape of a disc. The shape of those knobs which are plain and undecorated resem   #  !#    > # +#   #   #   !  +#>$
!!    # *!  $    !> ! #!   !  "§ $ # # !!+  >   #
knob was cast separately with a ‘rivet’ at the base, which then passed through a small central
# ! #!$ "§$ # !!+ 
The hemispherical cap of these helmets is thinner at the centre, with a maximum thickness
of just 0.2–0.4mm (e.g. cat.no. 38), and gets thicker toward the rim, with a thickness of
2–2.5mm (e.g. cat. no. 39). These helmets weigh less than a third of the average weight of the
#    
The helmet from Nagytétény (cat. no. 37) has 25 rivet holes running along the edge, each
with a diameter of 0.4–0.6cm, punched from the outside to the inside. On the inside of the helmets from Batina (cat. no. 36), and the two unprovenanced helmets (cat. nos. 39 and 40), traces
of hammering are clearly visible.200 Inside one of the unprovenanced helmets (cat. no. 40), vertical radial traces are visible on the upper area, and horizontal traces on the lower area, and again
vertical traces close to the rim. The helmet from Brodi/Termopil (cat. no. 38) has 14 rivet holes
along the edge. The rivet holes were punched through from the inside to the outside, while the
cap was placed on a small ring, as indicated by the round impression all around the rivet holes.
On the outside of the helmet, all along the rim and above the rivet holes, the corrosion differs,
indicating the application of an organic lining, which was bent from the inside to the outside
!"§$ # 
!+      #      #!! 
#+  #* #! #!¡ !>  !  +# !$ ##    #
Römisch-Germanisches Zentralmuseum Mainz (cat. no. 39) has 17 rivet holes with a diameter
'²
>$##$   #!   #  # +!" !+  ##  
was folded on to the outside to a height of about 1.5cm, as visible from the different corrosion
products above the rim on the outside of the cap. During restoration, around the rivet holes the
impressions left by the lining discs for the rivets were just possible to discern. No rivets or lining discs are now preserved. The outside of the helmet is covered with vertical traces of polishing. One of the unprovenanced helmets (cat. no. 40) has a row of 27 rivet holes, with a diameter
of 0.4–0.6cm, running parallel to the rim. The rivet holes were punched through from the outside to the inside of the helmet, as indicated by the supplanted sheet metal. The patina of the cap
!   #  #!! !!+  ##  $ "§ !   #  ! #   
well, reaching up to a height of 2.2–2.5cm above the rim. While attaching the knob to the cap,
the metal sheet was slightly deformed. On one side, the knob bears a casting failure. On the
!!   ##  >Ü²  !!+ $ #!    ¡ %#  ports the attachment of the knob.201
200

 _  !+¥¥>"+_  !+¥¥²>'«>"+ '²
 _  !+¥¥²>'«>"+ '²
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2.1.3.1 Research History
Hencken included in his group of ‘cap helmets with cast knobs’ the helmets from Cuneo,
Veji, Batina, and Nagytétény.202 Schauer used the same grouping but excluded without explanation the helmet from Cuneo, and added the fragment of a knob from Škocjan.203 Borchhardt
included in his group of schlichte Kappen mit Knauf only the helmets from Nagytétény and
Batina.204&  ! # #!$"! >  !+ #  ¦!+?#  ! # !
from the Ukraine, this helmet type can now be characterised more precisely. The decorated helmets from Cuneo and Veji have been excluded because of their decoration, and the different
 !  ! ` #  #*! ! " >  #!*! #  $ # 
recent Iron Age types, even though on the helmet from Cuneo the method of joining cap and
*!   #    ! ##   +  ! ! >"#   + tény are known (Tab. 2.4).
Cat. Find
Find Site
No. Circumstances

State Condition

36

associated
deposit (?)

unprovenanced
(Batina?)

37

river

38

High
Cap
(cm)

High
Knob
(cm)

Dm (cm)

Thickness Weight
Cap/Rim
(g)
(mm)

–

almost
complete

15.4

3

18.8 ×
23.2

–

643

Nagytétény

HU

complete

12.5

3.5

20.4 ×
22.3

0.2 / 1.2

402

unknown

Brodi/Ternopil

UA

complete

14

3

20 × 21.6

–

–

39

unknown

unprovenanced

–

complete

13.3

3.5

22 × 22.7

0.22 / 4

530

40

unknown

unprovenanced

–

complete

c. 14

4.1

21.8 ×
23.5

– / 2–2.5

–

Tab. 2.4 Helmets of Type Nagytétény.

2.1.3.2 Distribution and Deposition
Q!     #"#  ! !! #! "!#  ` ! 
36, 38–40), little can be said regarding the depositional norms for this type of helmet. We know
only that the helmet from Nagytétény was dredged with a ‘rapier Type E’ from the Danube in
1952.205 This helmet and the unprovenanced helmet said to be from ‘Batina’ (cat. no. 36), point
to a distribution in the Carpathian Basin, and extends as far as northwestern Ukraine (Fig.
¥ # #     &    $    # !       !+  "!>
# +#  #"!$ ! !#>     #$  #  ! #
   "!  # § !   $## #  #    $  +!     $  !  
   #"!  
2.1.3.3 Chronology
  # !*! $!  ! ! "!  ! > # #     & ! ! # $ 
unprovenanced helmets cannot be provided with a secure chronological association. J. Harmatta
dates the helmet from Batina to late Ha B, and v. Merhart dates it to early Ha C.206 Mozsolics
notes that the helmet from Batina is older than that from Haydúböszörmény,207 and dates the
202
203
204
205
206
207

Hencken 1971.
Schauer 1988, 182.
Borchhardt 1972, 121–124.
Kemenczei 1988, 42, no. 173.
Mozsolics 1955, 35.
Foltiny 1961, 187.
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Fig. 2.10 Archaeological distribution of helmets of Type Nagytétény: 36. Unprovenanced, probably Batina;
37. Nagytétény; 38. Brody/Ternopil; 39–40. Unprovenanced. Numbers correspond to the catalogue numbers.

helmet from Nagytétény to Ha B.208 Clausing instead dates the helmet to the 9th–8th century
BC.209< !+ Û [> ##   !+   #  }+ 210 The two unprovenanced helmets (cat. nos. 39 and 40) are also dated by Clausing to the 9th century BC.211
 $> ##   +  ! !!  "!>!!   
the rapier with which it was dredged in 1952, then the consequences for its chronology are sig!"!  #   !+   #     ! #   "  !    !;212 These
          #   Y  & !; <+    ~!"      
types B and C (Bz C2/D), which would indicate that they were possibly contemporary with both
helmets of Type Oranienburg and helmets of Type Paks. Based on stylistic similarity, helmets
+  !        > +#   ! #    
with a rounder cap. The large number of rivet holes and the thin cap, common to both helmets
* !
  ##   !!+>!  !  !¡!  !
  #! #  #     +#  #     !  
helmets of Type Oranienburg to helmets of Type Nagytétény, dated to Bz D/Ha A, and then to
#    
Catalogue
| # $% '*  _: _  _  'Q! \[\*= – associated deposit (?) – complete helmet. Measurements: height:
18.4cm (helmet), 3cm (knob); diameter: 18.8 × 23.2cm; weight: 643g – Römisch-Germanisches
!     Y!;> ! !  ²¸ '   ²¸ ]!  ]!* ¨¥> > "+ ¸# 
208

Mozsolics 1955, 37.
Clausing 2005, 34.
210
 Û [¥¥«>¸¸>"+¨
211
Clausing 2005, 34, 38.
212
Kemenczei 1988, 42, no. 173.
209
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Y# ¨>²>"+  ¨«>¥¨'Y ;  ¨²²>²>"+| !¨¸>«>
«> !*!¨>²«'²¨>"+¥'Q#¨««>«>! >"+«¨>! 
¸² ++ ' * ¨¨¥> > !   _  !+ ¥¥> ¥¸'¥> "+  _  !+ ¥¥²> > «
Bader 2008, 179, cat. no. 50.
@!¨¥> !+ !!+$ *!!! #!  # & ! *· ;+> #
helmet was bought by the collector J. Frey. As well as a number of other objects, he also mentions fragments of two further helmets but in poor condition, so does not purchase them.213 The
location of these possible helmet fragments is unknown. E. Foltiny provides a somewhat different description: the Römisch-Germanisches Zentralmuseum Mainz bought on May 27 in 1902
several bronzes from the merchant Fejér, Budapest, which originate from the former Komitat
& %&  +!    !+ + #214&    !+ >  >" >!
 !; #   > ##  $   !  !| ! !  #  #"!  & na is uncertain and the objects were recovered from several different places in the former Kom  & %&  +! #   \ 215!  !   *!+"!  & na, comprising Vienna, Budapest, Berlin, Sombor, Subotica, Keszthely and Pécs, and suggests
#  # +# #! Q! #"!   $ # #   & !! #
Natural History Museum in Vienna range from the Neolithic to the Roman Period, a single
associated deposit seems extremely unlikely.
Unfortunately, the helmet from Batina was damaged during the Second World War and had
to be partly restored. As a consequence, the original weight of the helmet might have been higher. Inside the helmet, primarily close to the rim, marks from a tool with sharp edges are visible.
Cat. no. 37. Nagytétény, kom. Budapest, Hungary'"!`!'   # met. Measurements: height: 16.5cm (cap); 3.5cm (knob); diameter: 20.4 × 22.3cm (cap), 2.1cm
(knob); thickness: 1–1.2mm (rim), 0.2mm (cap); weight: 402g – Magyar Nemzeti Múzeum, inv.
! «¨²`²«' ²]! Y ;  ¨²²>¸>"+!*!¨>¨>"+
' & ##  ¨> > "+ ² Y ;   ¨«²> ²> ²²>   ¸ Q# ¨««> «¨>
! ¸¸_  !+¥¥>¥>"+_  !+¥¥²>>«
The helmet was dredged with a ‘rapier Type E’ from the Danube in 1952.216
Cat. no. 38. Brody/Ternopil, obl. Ternopil, Ukraine ' !+  "! `» '     #  
Measurements: height: 14cm; knob: height: 3cm; diameter: 20 × 21.6cm – private collection –
Pl. 5.38. References: unpublished.
#"! ! >! !+ #§    !>!*! $!@ $   #!
found in the forest near to Brody/Ternopil, Ukraine, close to a river, at a depth of c. 80–100cm,
  !+ "!# !$#  ! ##  $ ¦!#?>!!   ! #er bronzes together with the helmet.217 The helmet appeared on a Ukrainian internet forum at
the end of 2013 and attempts were made to sell it in November 28, 2013, at Violity Auctions.
However, the seller broke the auction guidelines, and the sale was closed. The current location
of the helmet is unknown.
Cat. no. 39. Unprovenanced – complete helmet. Measurements: height: 16.8cm; diameter: 22 ×
22.7cm; thickness 0.22–4mm; knob: height: 3.5cm, attached with rivets; diameter of the pommel of the knob: 2.24cm; diameter knob disc: 4.3 × 4.6cm; diameter lining disc: 3.2 × 3.5cm;
weight: 530g – Römisch-Germanisches Zentralmuseum Mainz, inv. no. O.42514 – Pl. 5.39. Ref! _  !+¥¥>¨¨'¥¥>"+ '_  !+¥¥²>>«

213

Mozsolics 1955, 35.
Foltiny 1961, 178.
215
Reinecke 1907; Foltiny 1961, 176.
216
Kemenczei 1988, 42, no. 173.
217
 <    #"!  !+
214

!    !   ##
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um before 2001.

! !"!   !!*! $!##

 $  +#  #  -

Cat. no. 40. Unprovenanced – complete helmet. Measurements: height: 18.7 or 17.3cm; diameter cap: 21.8 × 23.5cm; thickness: 2mm, on the rim 2.3 × 2.5cm; knob: height: c. 4.3cm; diameter: base: 3.6cm; shaft: 1.1cm; pommel: 2.4cm; weight: unknown – private collection – Pl. 5.40.
]! _  !+¥¥²>'«>"+ '²
#"! ! !"!   !!*! $!##  $   !  ! 
the Jean-David Cahn AG in Basel before 2005 and again at another auction of the Jean-David
Cahn AG in Basel on September 16, 2010, listed as no. 311, and noted as coming from ‘northern
Europe’.


  

        # + !> !     !  # $ #>     #+# #
height ranges from 18–27.5cm and the diameter at the rim from 19–23cm. The weight ranges
 ¥'«+>!+ +!"!   # # +# #   _  @` |+>
and especially from helmets of Type Oranienburg, which never weigh more than 700g.218 The
higher weight is, apart from the size of this helmet type, also due to the thickness of the cap,
which can be up to 5mm at the rim or up to 3mm at the top of the helmet’s cap. The helmets do
not have any Ausschnitt `     !!+   ! " ! #    #    
Oranienburg.219
The helmets have a row of rivet holes running parallel to the rim. Unlike helmets of Type
Paks or helmets of Type Nagytétény, the number of rivet holes on these helmets is only between
¸'>$##  +!"!  $! # ;!    ##  ! # ence of rivet holes, it is clear that there would have been an organic inlay or an organic cap
would have been worn underneath the helmet. This organic inlay or cap was placed inside and
#+  # !!+!   $ !"§$ #   #    # !;#  >
as indicated by different colour corrosion products on the outside of the helmets, usually reaching from the rim to a few millimetres above the rivet holes, resulting in a much darker area of
corrosion.220 #  *   # ! ! " ! # #     Y;·*^  ` 
no. 45) and Hajdúböszörmény (cat. no. 44), as well as on three unprovenanced helmets (cat. nos.
50, 52 and 53).221
The knob on the unprovenanced helmet cat. no. 53 has a vertical hole, which was closed with
 % ! ! #!   ##  @!  ## >
 +!" !+ +# #!served, as might possibly be the case in the knob of the unprovenanced helmet cat. no. 52.222
#   ##     !!!  !  #!  *!  
decorated, about the shaft, with either several horizontal lines (such as those from Sehlsdorf,
Û* }!> Y;·*^ >   `  !  > ! # ! !! #     !  ²  $ #
  ! #!+ ! ! !   !` #   >Q !>!"! !!#  ` ! ²¥>²'²²# ! §  !  ##   !·` ! ¸>$#
# #   #*!    !   $ ## ! !" $ ## #!+>! ## met from Monte Altino, where the knob is undecorated. All of the knobs have a tubular hole,
which passes through its entire length.
Two similar knobs from Škocjan (cat. nos. 57 and 58), where the helmet caps have not sur>!    #  ! ! ##    >  ! # " > #
and decoration, wherein the cast-on, solid knobs have a stepped base and a plain shank. The
218

Mödlinger 2013a; Mödlinger 2013b.
Mödlinger 2013a.
220
 Y^ !+¥>"+
221
 Q#¨««>& !'! !¥¥>> Ý{@_  !+¥¥²>²>"+¸
222
Clausing 2005, 36.
219
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head of one of the knobs has broken off and the whole fragment has been distorted by heat. The
lack of a tubular hole, however, makes this knob different from all other knobs related to or
    !+!+  #       # # *!    Û* }! #  # !  >
 #  ! ! #*!    ##    _@   #*!  
from Škocjan with Italian cap helmets,223 most likely based on a fragment from the rim of a helmet, possibly of this type of helmet, which they associated together with the two knobs.
Due to their size and weight, as well as the lack of any decoration on the solid cap, helmets
    !+ #   # #  > #!!>! +# #  
of Types Paks, Oranienburg, and Nagytétény, as well as the more recent decorated Italian helmets with solid knobs. In comparison with these much lighter and smaller helmets, the larger
;!  !   ##    >$##    #   ! 
thicker, higher protective organic inlay, must surely represent an improvement in the level of
   !  # !$!+ #  # #    $ !  
is indicated by traces of weapon damage, such as that on the helmet from Hajdúböszörmény.
A number of the helmets also show traces of repair, as well as evidence of use-wear. The
#    ` ! «# ! #!   #     !;
sheet, which was riveted on. On the inside of the helmet, it is supported with a further rectangular, undecorated bronze sheet.224 These likely cover a hole or crack, which was hidden by means
of the small decorated bronze sheet. Several such cracks are present on the cap of the helmet
 !·!  # * $ !+ #& !;<+$ # !+   
 !; #  #!  ##   !   +>¡ %# 225
2.1.4.1 Research History
Y# $  #"   #     Glockenhelme, Knaufhelme
and ungarische Helme.226 Amongst these he included the helmets of Type Oranienburg from
!!+>&;>!\*> $   #@  !#   !` # +#!  # 
these helmets were to be addressed separately). Soon after, Mozsolics described helmets of
  glockenförmige Helme or Typ Hajdúböszörmény.227 Hencken discussed them as
‘rounded bell helmets’, and Clausing as Helme mit glockenförmiger Kalotte und durchlochtem
Scheitelknauf.228 Both Hencken and Clausing included Italian cap helmets as well as the helmets
from Tarquinia, an Italian helmet now kept at the museum in Karlsruhe, Germany, and the helmet from Populonia, Italy, amongst their group of helmets.
~! * # @  !#  > #_ #!#    > $   ##  
  Y ! < ! ` ! ¨! #! !!#   ! ²¥>
all undecorated and have a particularly large, high cap. The central knob is usually decorated
with horizontal lines on the shaft. Those Italian helmets previously associated with the helmets
  # #!!  >  >##  # ! 
¡ ! *!   _ ! ! > #  #    !     $ # # +   #   
 ! # $!+>!     > ! + 229
<  ! > # !    
   #    > $ *!  ! !
 # !  + !  #    >*! $!230 Two further knobs, those
from Škocjan, are also related to this type of helmet (Tab. 2.5).

223

 @¥¥²>¨'²¥>"+²
 Y^ !+¥>"+¸
225
 Y^ !+¥>"+  
226
v. Merhart 1941.
227
Mozsolics 1955, 38.
228
Hencken 1971; Clausing 2001.
229
See Chapter 2.1.6, p. 83.
230
Hencken 1971, 43; Mozsolics 2000, pl. 40.14; Mödlinger 2014a. See cat. no. 56.
224
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Cat. Find
Find Site
No. Circumstances

State Condition

High
Cap
(cm)

High
Knob
(cm)

18.4

6.8

Dm (cm)/ Thickness Weight
Fragments Cap/Rim
(g)
(mm)

41

bog

Sehlsdorf

DE

complete

42

associated
deposit

Q ¢!

CZ

knob

–

6.2

–

–

–

43

votive deposit

Škocjan

SLO knob

–

6.4

–

–

–

44

associated
deposit

Hajdúböszörmény

HU

complete

25.5

5.8

20.5 × 23.5

<1 / 3

1338

45

associated
deposit

Y;·*^ 

HU

not
complete

23.5

6.2

22.5

–/2

1340

46

river

!·

HU

complete

26.1

6.2

19 × 23.2

<1 / 5

1032

47

associated
deposit

 

RO

not
complete

25

6.1

–

<1 / 4–5

524

48

associated
deposit



RO

not
complete

18

6.5

22

<1 / 4

1094

49

unknown

Monte Altino
(?)

IT (?) complete

–

–

23.5 × 21

–

–

50

unknown

unprovenanced

–

complete

20.5

6.1

22.7 × 23.5

0.8 / 4

1478

51

unknown

unprovenanced

–

not
complete

17

6.1

20.5 × 24.9

0.5–1 /
2–3

912

52

unknown

unprovenanced

–

complete

21.5

4.5

19.5 × 21.3

1.2 / 3.5

1150

53

unknown

unprovenanced

–

complete

total height: c. 24

c. 21

– / 2.5

–

54

unknown

unprovenanced

–

complete

total height: c. 25

–

–

–

55

unknown

unprovenanced

–

complete

19.1

6.4

23.5 × 25

–/2

c. 1400

56

associated
deposit

& !#

HU

fragment
cap

–

–

–

–

–

57

votive deposit

Škocjan

SI

knob

–

4.7

–

–

–

58

votive deposit

Škocjan

SI

knob

–

2.3

–

–

–

² 

  

22.2 × 23.2 – / 2.5–2.7

1455



]! > !  + #       $       !    !!   !
Munich on 15 October 2012 and again on 21 April 2016.231 The origin of the helmet is sadly
unknown, though it previously belonged to a ‘private collection in Vienna from the 1960s’.
Elsewhere, we have discussed in some detail the likelihood that it is in fact a forgery232 that is
unless we are willing to accept the possibility, however unlikely, that an original helmet cap
!$!  +!"! +    "  !# > ##  $ !  !  ! #  $!+ <! #     #           !  !   ` 
no. 55).
<
   #       $ # *! $! "!  !       
deposits, the exception being the helmets from Škocjan (votive deposit) and Sehlsdorf (single
"!>$##$  !! +# !  !!  #*!   !! !!
helmet (cat. no. 52) might also indicate that it had been deposited in water. As will be discussed
 $> $ !     !+ # #         #  #    
Oranienburg and helmets of Type Paks, in terms of their typo-chronological basis, and in

231
232

Hermann Historica 2012; Hermann Historica 2016.
Mödlinger 2014a.
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respect of their manufacture and chemical composition. We can, therefore, postulate a separate
development of this helmet type in the Carpathian Basin.
2.1.4.2 Distribution and Deposition
       !   ! ! # _ #! & ! |  # ¸ #   *! $!
`! !+ #+ !  & !#> ! ²¸> #"!   !  !  ##   
either unknown (cat. nos. 50–55) or is unsecure (cat. no. 49). Due to the corrosion of the unprovenanced helmet cat. no. 50, a wet context was assumed for it in 1892,233 which was copied since
#!@ #   !    #  #   !  !  # $! "     !+
this claim. In the case of the remaining nine helmets, six derive from the Carpathian Basin
`}^ ;^ !>Y;·*^ >!·> > >& !#> ! !!   # 
+ ! ! #    $!+ #!!Y   `Q ¢! ! !# met is known from Sehlsdorf, Germany, and the knob of a further example was found in the
votive deposit from Škocjan, Slovenia. Two further knobs likely to be from helmets of Type
 $ ! + #! #         # #
distribution ranging from Sehlsdorf in the northwest to Monte Altino in the south (Fig. 2.11).
The helmets from Škocjan, Sehlsdorf, and those from Monte Altino and the unprovenanced helmet cat. no. 50, are most likely imports from the Carpathian Basin.234 The helmet from Sehlsdorf, when taken alongside the situlae of Type Hajdúböszörmény (such as those from Siem/Aal + ! !;!\; ! #  !;     ! >     # §#!+ ! works between the Carpathian Basin and northern Germany, and more generally the area west
of the Baltic Sea, which is also evident in the sharing of various traditions, including depositional practices.235

|+  <# +     !  #       41. Sehlsdorf; 42. Q ¢! 43. Škocjan;
44. Hajdúböszörmény; 45.Y;·*^ 46.!·47. 48. 49. Monte Altino (?); 50–55. Unprovenanced; 56.& !#57–58. Škocjan. Numbers correspond to the catalogue numbers.
233
234
235

Pertusi 1892, 3, no. 26.
Mozsolics 1972, 373, 393.
Born – Hansen 1992, 354.
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##   !· !  !+ "! $  ! § >  +#  #! nanced helmets cat. nos. 50 and 52. The helmet from Sehlsdorf, which was found in a bog, can
also be connected to this depositional group. The large copper carbonates in the cracks on the
unprovenanced helmet cat. no. 51, however, might instead indicate its deposition in soil.236 Sev!  ##    $ #*! $!"! !     its or votive deposits.237#      !  ##   Q ¢!>& !#> Y;·*^ > }^ ;^ !  > !  ê #     !  #    
   $ #     Q ¢! !      >   
fragmentary bronze objects (12 sickles, seven socketed axes, the knob of a helmet of Type
 >  * >!+ !   $   !   # * 
ornaments in this associated deposit is unusual for deposits of the Lausitzer group of the Urn"   
!! #_ #! & !238#     & !# 
  +    + !  !; < $   ##    + ! >
it consisted of more than 200 objects, including fragmented spearheads, knife, daggers, chisel,
sickles, rings, arm rings, belt buckles, pins, fragments of a bronze cup, spirals, several bronze
sheet fragments, perhaps from vessels, as well as winged and socketed axes.239< Y;·*^ >
the bronzes were instead deposited complete, with the bronze objects placed inside a ceramic
vessel. The bronzes had also been placed inside one another, with two arm spirals with twisted
ends having been placed inside the helmet, which in turn had been placed inside a bronze situla
of Type Hajdúböszörmény. The ceramic vessel also contained fragments of two bronze Type B1
vessels placed as a cover over the situla. The associated deposit from Hajdúböszörmény instead
contains both fragments and complete objects.240 In addition to the helmet, the associated
deposit consists of a situla of Type Hajdúböszörmény, the handles of two other situlae, a cup of
! %*!> $  !;* $ #  #!  >241¥'¥ $  `"
Q *# @@> $  Q *# @@>    #  $  $ #¡ 
 >
two metal hilted swords with oval knob, six Type Schalenknauf swords, and three blade frag! $##! $ # #         !    ## met and a bronze cup, which can be dated only broadly to Ha A.242 The limited contents might
  #"! ! >  #    $  !!+ # !   ! 
a road in 1969, and under such conditions it is not unlikely that not all bronzes were recovered.
< !+  #       > #
          !     #     
Q!   > #    !  #      +!"!   #  
author (see Tab. 2.6).243
#    !>   # !"! !   #     $ 
"   ! |>244 who noted that only part of the deposit was sold to the Ackner collection.245 Weber himself donated four socketed axes to the Brukenthal Museum in 1836.
According to J. Neigebaur, however, the contents of the associated deposit is somewhat differ! >!+    # # >#  !" `   !246 According
to C. Gooss, most of the objects from the associated deposit were sold to a private collection in
!!  ` #  ! #  >  ¥ *  § > ! # " >  !+ #  * 

236

Born – Hansen 1992, 340.
 Û* }!
! > *¥!  ¥²
238
 Q 'Û ¢¨¨¨>
239
Mozsolics 2000, 102–104.
240
Mozsolics 1984; Patay 1990, 22; Mozsolics 2000, 46.
241
Type B1 according to Patay 1990, 21–22.
242
Born – Hansen 1992, 348.
243
 <*! «> '«² + «²> ² 
 «¸> ²¥ Y ;   ¨²²> ¨   %   ¨«>
144; Luca – Georgescu 2008, 27–33. For an overview, see Mödlinger 2014a.
244
Luca – Georgescu 2008, 27.
245
Ackner 1834, 274, pl. I.1.
246
Neigebaur 1851, 275.
237
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Author

Axes

Helmets

Luca – Georgescu 2008,
citing Weber (who bought the hoard)

> 30

2

2

2

Ackner 1834: Weber sold to Ackner
collection

1

1st helmet

1

1

Luca – Georgescu 2008, citing Weber:
donation 1836 to Brukenthal Museum

4
1

3

Neigebaur 1851

«¸"! 
in Hannover

  

  !

Mozsolics 1955
  %  ¨«

2nd helmet

30

2

21 and > 9
2
(min. 3 Hannover) (1 Hannover)

Schauer 1988
¸ _

> 30

21
   !  #

2

Spearheads Sickles

Varia

" `»
" `»

2

few

2

2

2

few

mace head

mace head

     ê !+ !  #  

Neigebaur).247 !  !  !>  ! ! #      >  ilarly found by Roma and also containing a helmet.248 Reputedly, this associated deposit was
also sold to a private collector in Hannover. Mozsolics stated that 30 axes were found inside the
! $  !+#  \!+  #  $# # ! ¥ #§   " ! 
& !;<+#  >Y ;  !   #  # ! !   #"     >  !+
two spearheads, a mace head and a few sickles, were also deposited inside the helmet.249 This is
  #"    #  # # !  !+  $ # #    >
$## *        #!+ !   ! #        #     
deposit in the publication of Ackner.250   %  > # $>    #> 
* >"§ > ##  > $      !#  >  !+!+ }  !     > ! ¡ !  !  #   ¥ § > $  *   ! $  #  $
found inside the two helmets.251 < !+    %  >  §  $   
inside the helmet, and despite the problems that would be involved in achieving such a circumstances, it is further repeated by Schauer.252 One helmet and three axes are reported as held by a
     ! ! !!   !+    %  253 The only bronzes which
! $    #       `          ! #  > !
#$ #¡ >#  > *  ~ ¨> * §$ ##!+ !
decoration, two socketed axes of Type Wanzek 2.b.7, one socketed axe of Type Wanzek 2.b.6.a
or Boroffka-Ridiche 2.b.6.a.3–0/3, and an axe with concave mouth.254 Since the second helmet
    $  !  >255 we cannot be sure if it is represented amongst the already
*! $! #       `  # #    ì        !  !*!
favoured the unprovenanced helmet from the Lipperheide collection (cat. no. 54), a view which
was rejected by Schauer.256 Alternatively, one of the unprovenanced helmets cat. nos. 52 and 53
+#  #   !#    !! ># $> ! #  ##    >   #       #   #   #  § ! #"  
247

Gooss 1876, 50.
Hampel 1886b, 96.
249
Mozsolics 1955, 39.
250
Ackner 1834, pl. 1.
251
   %  ¨«>
252
Schauer 1988.
253
   %  ¨«>
254
Luca – Georgescu 2008, 54.
255
The second helmet depicted by Hampel (1876, pl. XII) next to the helmet from Hajdúböszörmény is the helmet
 !·Q  «>    Ý@@@
256
Hencken 1971, 50; Schauer 1988.
248
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can therefore note only that a possible second helmet, potentially associated with the known
#    >$       !!!! ! # %¨th century.257 There
are also speculations about a second helmet from the Hajdúböszörmény associated deposit, but
which no longer survives.258 Consequently, we must also consider the possibility that one of the
#    $ #! ! !! +#  +!  }^ ;^ !
2.1.4.3 Chronology
  Y#  + #  #         !  #! # #    
Oranienburg.259Q#># $> ++  #  #*!   #       #    !+  !   $ ##   !!+>$ ed by Born and Hansen.260 It is now clear that helmets of Type Oranienburg, dating to the 15th–13th
!  &_>  +!"!   #! #      > ! #  # #    
!!+  ! ! #    &         \* ! Q¶+     
antiques associated with much later objects.261 Prototypes for such large, heavy Bronze Age helmets are so far unknown, though we might consider the older helmets of Type Nagytétény with
 *! > +! #      !  "  ! #>      !   !  !*!
argued, on the basis of broad similarities in shape, for a direct connection with Greek boar tusk
helmets and their role as potential prototypes.262 Apart their chronological distance, and also
according to the recovery area, their local development in the Carpathian Basin seems more likely.
 # ²  #      >   $    #  !   + !    & !#>
!  #     Q ¢!>}^ ;^ !>Y;·*^ > >! >!
  !     !   !!+  # ! +    "  !   #      
The votive deposit from Škocjan has a rather wide chronological time frame, stretching from the
12th to 8th century BC,263 and provides little basis for narrowing the chronological range for the
#    > # +#
   #      !+ &# !!+
    $ ##    ># $> !      
&#     Q ¢!  > ! #    # * § >  #] # 
 > !  !+  #          "    < &>
# +# !!+   # +!!!+   & !    !  !ï* # ; ! Y 
! >YQ # + ! +!    ! &264 The associated deposit
from Hajdúböszörmény provides the basis for the Hajdúböszörmény horizon,265 which is associated with Ha B1.266 Given its similarity to the associated deposit from Hajdúböszörmény, the
     Y;·*^     &267#      
is associated with Transylvanian Bronze Age IV.268 S. A. Luca and A. Georgescu dated the asso     #Y +'  >  $ #&>   ] 269 The associated
       !+  &>270   "  &271
257

Gooss 1876, 50.
Mozsolics 2000, 45.
259
v. Merhart 1941, 4, note 3.
260
Schauer 1988, 191; Born – Hansen 1992, 348.
261
Mödlinger 2013a.
262
Hencken 1971, 8.
263
Turk 2012, 137.
264
 Q 'Û ¢¨¨¨>Q ¥¥²>²«
265
Mozsolics 1955, 37.
266
Mozsolics 1955, 37: Hajdúböszörmény horizon, B Via; Müller-Karpe 1959, 114, 139, 167, 204; Gimbutas 1965,
151–153; Patay 1969, 200.
267
Patay 1969, 200.
268
Mozsolics 1955, 48.
269
Rusu 1990, 70; Luca – Georgescu 2008, 33, 54.
270
Németi 1972, 120.
271
Rusu 1990, 77.
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#    ! #    $ #&   !    
  !+! !!#    > $   #  !+ "! > #  ##     !· ! Q#  >  #   #  # #         Y ! 
Altino might also represent a further potentially later deposition (and not necessarily later pro  !> !@   #  !  # # #      #+!!!+
Iron Age and adaption of it by pottery cap helmets might indicate.272
Catalogue
Cat. no. 41. Sehlsdorf, Lkr. Parchim, Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, Germany ' !+  "!
(?) – complete helmet. Measurements: height: 25.2cm; 6.8cm (knob); diameter: 22.2–23.2cm;
#*! ²'
` $+# ²²+'\!   !!*  ¡+Y*lenburg-Vorpommern, inv. no. 315 (?) – Pl. 6.41. References: Beltz 1910, 253; Sprockhoff 1930,
Y# ¨>Q *# ¨²¸>«² #¨²«>²!*!¨>>"++'#
& ## ¨>¨> ! ¨² !+¨«>¨¸>"+²¥Q#¨««>««< # ¨¨>
13–16; Calzecchi-Onesti 1991, 77, no. 8; Born – Hansen 1992, 344; Hundt 1997, no. 132, pl.
39.2; Götter und Helden 1999, 257, no. 154; Born – Hansen 2001, 79; Clausing 2001, 219; Hän ¥¥Q#  ¥¥>«'¨²>¨²> ! ²¥>"++¨_  !+¥¥²>¸Y^ ;¥>
¸Y^ !+¥>"+ >> ! 
##       !+ "! !+  !+!«¸
{    _  $ <$ – associated deposit – knob. Measure!  #+#  ¸²       ¸  ' Y;   } > ! !  ¸¸« '   ¸
]!  Q  ' Û ¢ ¨¨¨> ¨> > "+   ¥ _  !+ ¥¥> ¨ _  !+ ¥¥²>
¸'Q ¥¥²>²¥'²> Y^ !+¥>"+ >> ! 
@! 
 ¨¨ ! #  #  Q ¢!>    *>  +       #
\  ;+   #~!"  $ !@! #!  #!#   !  #  +
pits, just 30cm below the ground, a ceramic vessel, covered with the base of another ceramic
vessel with a hole, was uncovered. The vessel contained 22 complete, destroyed and fragmented
bronze objects, comprising the knob of a helmet, seven socketed axes with the blades all pointing north or northwest, 12 sickles with the decorated side upside, a cast tube or socket, and a
fragment of a sword blade.273
|  $_      – votive deposit – knob. Measurements:
height: 6.4cm; weight: 248g – Naturhistorisches Museum, Vienna, inv. no. 47.626 – Pl. 6.43.
]! Q;  #¨>¨>"+¨Y# ¨>>"+¥  !*!¨>«>
"+¸'& +!¨¨¨>²«>"+²_  !+¥¥>¨_  !+¥¥²>¸Y^ !+¥>
"+ >¥>> ! 
The votive deposit from Škocjan contains over 600 metal objects and fragments (mainly
fragmented and deliberately destroyed arms and armour). First objects were discovered in 1909,
$##  " §  !  #Prähistorische Kommission, k. u. k. Naturhistorisches Hofmuseum (today the Natural History Museum Vienna).
Cat. no. 44. Hajdúböszörmény, Hajdú-Bihar megye, Hungary – associated deposit – complete helmet. Measurements: height: 25.5cm (cap), 5.8cm (knob); diameter: 20.5 × 23.5cm;
thickness: 3mm (rim); weight: 1338g (not 2335g or 2355g!) – Magyar Nemzeti Múzeum, inv. no.
«²«' ¸]! !«¸¥>'>"+ ¸¸'  «¸> Ý@@
  ««¸>> ÝÝÝ@@@  «¨>¨'²«Y# ¨>>"+Y# 
¨²> ²  * ¨²> > !   Y ;   ¨²²> > «> "+  Y % ¨²¨> > ¨>
272

See Chapter 2.1.6, p. 83.
 Q 'Û ¢¨¨¨>
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¸>¥   ¨¸²>²'² ¨¸¨>¥¥!*!¨>>"+'& ## 
1972, 129, cat. no. 29.2; Mozsolics 1984, 81–93; Kemenczei 1988, 57; Patay 1990, 21, no. 7;
_ ;#%!  ¨¨> > !  ¥    ¨¨> ²> "+ ¨ Q  Ù! ¨¨²> ¸² Y ;  
2000, 45, no. 5, pl. 30.5; Clausing 2001, 120; Clausing 2005, 36; Vachta 2008, 123, list V.1.5. no.
Y^ ;¥>¸Y^ !+¥>"+ >>> ! ²
The associated deposit was found close to Csege hill in 1858, and some of its contents
reached the Magyar Nemzeti Múzeum, with further objects from the associated deposit only
coming to the museum later, whilst some appear to have been melted down immediately after it
$   Q "!   #  #    #]  _ + !
For detailed description of the associated deposit and its history, see Mozsolics.274
   X % %-_! !\* [\* – associated deposit –
complete helmet. Measurements: height: 23.5cm (cap); 6.2cm (knob); diameter: 22.5cm; thickness: 2–3mm (rim); weight: 1340g – Magyar Nemzeti Múzeum, inv. no. 60.2.2 – Pl. 6.45. Refer!  ¨¸¨>>¨¥>"+ '«> '²!*!¨>'²>"+' !;
1984, 149, no. 19; Schauer 1988, 188; Patay 1990, 23, nos. 19–20; Calzecchi-Onesti 1991, 77, no.
11; Mozsolics 2000, 55, no. 5, pl. 52.3; Clausing 2001, 219; Clausing 2005, 36; Soroçeanu 2005,
¥«{# ¥¥«>>  {²! «Y^ ;¥>¸Y^ !+¥>"+ >>> 
no. 6.
The associated deposit was found during levelling work in 1959 at a depth of 60–65cm.275 A
ceramic vessel contained a situla of Type Hajdúböszörmény, in which the helmet had been
placed, with the knob pointing downwards. Due to pressure from above, the knob perforated
the base of the situla. Inside the helmet, two arm spirals were found. The situla itself was covered with two bronze vessels of Type B1.276
%%'*!%%= !\*[\*' !+ "!`^^ 
– complete helmet. Measurements: height: 26.1cm (cap), 6.2cm (knob); diameter: 19 × 23.2cm;
thickness: up to 5mm (rim) – Erkel Ferenc Múzeum Gyula, inv. no. 60.113.1 – Pl. 6.46. Refer!     ««¸>   ÝÝÝ@@@' Q *#  ¨¥> ¸  Y#  ¨> > "+ 
Y ;   ¨²²> «> "+ ² !*! ¨> ²> "+  & ##  ¨> ¨>   !  ¨
Schauer 1988, 188; Makkay 1989, 181, pl. 28; Calzecchi-Onesti 1991, 77, no. 99; Clausing 2001,
¥_  !+¥¥²>¸Y^ !+¥>"+> ! 
The helmet was found in the bed of the river Körösök in or before 1874.
"'$$=_% <! – associated deposit – half preserved. Measurements: height: 25cm (cap), 6.1cm (knob); diameter: approximately 23cm;
$+# ²+'Y;  ! &*! # >Q>!! ¨¨ð<¸«²' ¸]ences: Ackner 1834, 274, pl. I.1; Neigebaur 1851, 275; v. Arneth 1851, 289; Gooss 1876, 50; v.
Y# ¨>>"+Y ;  ¨²²>¨>"+²!*!¨>²¥'²>"+'  
¨>²  %  ¨>²> «  %  ¨«>> &¨
Wollmann 1982; Bader 1983, 122, no. 421; Mozsolics 1985, 25, note 119; Schauer 1988, 188;
] ¨¨¥>¸¨> {_ ;#%! ¨¨>>! ¸& !'! !¨¨>¸'«>"+@
Clausing 2001, 219; Hansen 2001, 80; Clausing 2005, 36; Ciugudean et al. 2006, 27–33, 51, 54,
 Ý@'Ý@@@{# ¥¥«>>  {²>! Y^ !+¥>"+> ! «
# "!  !   #      >
 *     ! # !  
 >  !*! $! #       $  #    Q!   ] !   |
> #!+    > «277

274

Mozsolics 1985, 102–104; Mozsolics 2000, 43–47.
  ¨¸¨>"+
276
Patay 1969; Patay 1990, 23.
277
For composition of the associated deposit, see Tab. 2.6 and Chapter 2.1.4.2.
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$_%<!– associated deposit – complete helmet. Measurements: height: 18cm; knob: height: 6.5cm; diameter: 22cm; weight: 1094g – Muzeul Munici  _ `+*  {  Y; > ! !  ¨¥ '   « ]!     ¨>
'>"+ '> ¸''Q#¨««>««>"+] ¨¨¥>> {¸_ ;chi-Onesti 1991, 80, no. 17; Born – Hansen 1992, 384; Clausing 2001, 219; Clausing 2005, 36;
Soroçeanu 2008, 47, no. 10; Vachta 2008, 123, list V.1.5, no. 11; Németi 2009, 65–67; Mödlinger
¥>"+> ! ¨
The helmet was found in 1969 at via Veche ‘Livada’ Öregszölö, when several trees were
removed during the preparation for the construction of a road. The helmet was most likely
found together with a bronze cup of Type Fuchsstadt.278
Cat. no. 49. Monte Altino, prov. Campobasso, Italy ' "!  !  !*! $! '  plete helmet. Measurements: height: 27.5cm; diameter: 23.5 × 21cm – Museo Provinciale Sannitico, Campobasso, inv. no. 1250 – Pl. 7.49. References: Sogliano 1889; Calzecchi-Onesti 1991,
¸«>«¥>! «>"+ '_  !+¥¥>¨_  !+¥¥²>¸@¥¥²>²'¸> ! >"+
Y^ !+¥>"+> ! 
#"! ! !"!   ##  !*! $!##  $  
noted in the inventory of the museum in 1889.
Cat. no. 50. Unprovenanced (formerly known as ‘Mantova’, prov. Mantua, Lombardia,
Italy) – complete helmet. Measurements: height: 26.6cm; 6.1cm (knob); diameter: 22.7 ×
23.5cm; base of the knob: diameter 6.2cm; thickness cap: 0.8–4mm; weight: 1478g (1280g
according to Pertusi 1892) – Antikenmuseum Berlin (Lipperheide collection), inv. no. L 68 – Pl.
7.50. References: Pertusi 1892, 3, no. 26; v. Wieser 1894, pl. 7.43; v. Lipperheide 1896, 128, no.
¥Q#^¨>>"+²Q;  #¨>¨>"+¨Y# ¨>>! «>! 
²!*!¨>²¥>"+«& ## ¨>¨>! ¨Y ;  ¨>'>¨'
¨Q#¨««>«>««>>"+²'¡+¨«¨>¸²>! ²++'*¨¨¥>>
! ²>"+«_ ;#%! ¨¨>«¥>! ¨& !'! !¨¨>²& !'! !
¥¥> ¨> ²> "+ ¥¥ _  !+ ¥¥> ¨> "+ « _  !+ ¥¥²> ¸ @ ¥¥²> ¸> "+ 
Y^ !+¥>"+ >> ! 
The helmet was purchased from the Amilcare Ancona collection in Milan, with the note that
according to its colour, it might have derived from water.279 It is unknown from whom the
Amilcare Ancona collection bought the helmet and where it might have come from. As v. Merhart pointed out,280 #"!  ¦Y! ?$  !   >281 probably according to a misunderstanding.
Cat. no. 51. Unprovenanced – complete helmet. Measurements: height: 23.1cm; 6.1cm (knob);
diameter: 20.5 × 24.9cm – Museum Berlin (formerly: Museum für Völkerkunde, Leipzig; Grossenhain, Saxony), Zschille Collection; inv. no. 13.167 – Pl. 7.51. References: Forrer 1894, no. 12;
Y# ¨>>"+Y ;  ¨²²>«>"+²  !!¨¸>¨« ¨¸¨>¨
!*!¨>²¥>²>"+¨'Q#¨««>««< # ¨¨>_ ;#%! ¨¨>
«¥>! ¥& !'! !¨¨>¨'²¸& !'! !¥¥>²>"+¥_  !+¥¥>
¥_  !+¥¥²>¸'Y^ !+¥>"+ >> ! ¥
#   "!   ! !*! $!#   !$ # !$Ó * 
1896 by R. Zschille. The helmet had been repaired several times, riveting different brass plates
to the inside of the rim of the helmet, covering also the rivet holes.282
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Martin 2009, 168.
Pertusi 1892, 3, no. 26.
v. Merhart 1941, 12, note 18.
Szombathy 1913.
Born – Hansen 1992, 340.
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Cat. no. 52. Unprovenanced – complete helmet. Measurements: height: 21.5cm (cap); diameter:
21.3 × 19.5cm; thickness of the edge: 1.2–3.5mm; knob: height: 4.5cm; base diameter: 3.9cm;
opening: 7mm deep; weight: 1150g – present repository unknown; Guttmann collection, inv. no.
<¥¥¥' ²]! & !'! !¥¥>>²>²'²¥>¥>"+ ¨²>¨¨>¥'
203, pl. XVI; Clausing 2001, 219; Clausing 2005, 36–37; Hermann Historica 2005b; Eisenberg –
Price 2006, 37, no. 73; Y^ !+¥>"+ >> ! < §!<!! < ¥
The helmet was part of the Guttmann collection and was put up for auction (Lot 9, not sold)
at Christie’s in London on 28 April 2004. It was sold on 19 October 2005 at Hermann Historica283 and again in 2007 at Royal-Athena Galleries.284 Its current location is unknown. On the
basis of traces of sand/chips inside the helmet, it has been suggested that it was recovered from
a water context.285 Further details are unknown.
Cat. no. 53. Unprovenanced – complete helmet. Measurements: height: 24cm; diameter.
approx. 21cm; thickness: 2.5mm (rim) – sold at an auction of ‘Gorny und Mosch’ in Munich
  > ¥¥ !   '   «² ]!  _  !+ ¥¥²> ¸'«> "+ ¸ Y^ !+
2014a, cat. no. 12.
The origin of the helmet is unknown, as is the current location.
Cat. no. 54. Unprovenanced – complete helmet. Measurements: approximately 25cm (total
height) – Königliche Museen Berlin, lost during World War II – Pl. 8.54. References: v. Merhart
¨>!*!¨>²¥>"+«Y^ !+¥>"+> ! 
The helmet belonged to the Lipperheide collection and was lent to the Königliche Museen zu
Berlin in 1905 but after the World War II it went missing.286 A surviving picture published by
!*! # $  #  ##   !+   #+  #    
Cat. no. 55. Unprovenanced – complete helmet. Measurements: total height: 25.5cm (total
height); knob: height: 6.4cm; diameter pommel: 3.4 × 3.5cm; diameter base knob: 5.8 5.8cm;
weight: c. 1400g – Pl. 8.55. References: Phoenix Ancient Art 2012, 32–33, no. 8.
The helmet presumably derives from an ex-European private collection from the 1990s. It
was put up for auction (Lot 210, not sold) at Christie’s, New York on June 10, 2010 and is currently (June 2017) on sale at Phoenix Ancient Art in Geneva. The helmet has 14 rivet holes,
which were most likely cast, and during the manufacturing processes were enlarged by being
!# # +###    ! # +!"!  #*  #! #   #> 
!  ! ##    
  *% Y !\* [\* – associated deposit – fragment. Measurements: ca. 15 × 18cm. Magyar Nemzeti Múzeum, inv. no. 107/1889/167 – Pl. 8.56. References:
Hampel 1892, pl. CLIII.7, 10; Wosinsky 1896, 381–392; Hencken 1971, 43; Mozsolics 1985, 102–
104, no. 75, pl. 40.14.
# §  "!    #         !*! $! @   !     #! ¥¥
objects, including fragmented spearheads, daggers, knife, sickles, chisel, arm rings, rings, pins,
belt buckles, spirals, fragments of a bronze cup, several bronze sheet fragments (vessels?), as
well as socketed and winged axes.287
The bronze sheet was folded over twice. On one side, rivet holes are visible as well as differing corrosion products parallel to the slightly stripped edge, which is common on bronze hel ~  >#     # +   #  + #! #   #
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Hermann Historica 2005b.
Eisenberg – Price 2006, 37, no. 73.
Born – Hansen 1992, 245.
Hencken 1971, 50.
Mozsolics 2000, 102–104.
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+ !  & !#>! #     !  #+  #
not entirely certain.

  

 

Related Helmets
 "  $_      – votive deposit – knob. Measurements:
height: 4.7cm. Museo Civico, Trieste, inv. no. 47.627 – Pl. 8.57. References: Szombathy 1913,
¨Y# ¨>>"+¥+# !*!¨>²>"+¸'& +!¨¨¨>²«>"+
²_  !+¥¥>¨_  !+¥¥²>¸!  ¥²
The cast-on, solid knob has a stepped base and a plain shank.
   $_       votive deposit – knob. Measurements:
height: c. 2.3cm. Museo Civico, Trieste, inv. no. 47.628 – Pl. 8.58. References: Szombathy 1913,
¨!*!¨>²>"+¸'_  !+¥¥>¨
The cast-on, solid knob has a stepped base and a plain shank. The head of the knob has broken off and the whole fragment has been distorted by heat. The lack of a tubular hole makes
# *! !    #*!       ! # #    
2.1.5 Single Helmet Types, Cheek Plates, Knobs and Possible Fragments
Two complete bronze helmets, as well as a unique helmet from Malpensa, potential helmet
knobs, and several cheek plates and fragment, potentially related to helmets, will be discussed
! # $!+<! $ ! #"!     !>! # 
mapped in Fig. 2.12.288

Fig. 2.12 Archaeological distribution of single cap helmet types, cheek plates and sockets/knobs: 59. SzczecinZdroje; 60. Fiave; 61. Malpensa; 62. Ialysos; 63. Dendra; 64. Kourion; 65. Schmiedehausen; 66. Weißig; 67. Podcrkavlje; 68. !69. Techirghiol; 70. Grepci. Numbers correspond to the catalogue numbers.
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For the Viksø helmets, see Chapter 2.3.
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2.1.5.1 Single Helmet Types
Only three complete helmets are described in the group of single helmet types, represented by
the bronze helmet from Szczecin-Zdroje (cat. no. 59), the helmet from Malpensa (cat. no. 61)
and the organic cap or helmet from Fiavé-Carera (cat. no. 60). The helmet from Szczecin-Zdroje, the single example of its Type Szczecin-Zdroje, with unique decoration of ribs and bosses,
  *      "  ! #   *    "§ ! #   $ #    
Around the socket, the helmet is decorated with three parallel, concentric rows of punched dots.
Above the row of rivet holes, totalling eighteen with just one rivet surviving in place, two ribs
and one row of punched dots was applied. The central zone of the helmet is decorated with double circles of pellet decoration with a central boss.289 Clausing most recently included it amongst
#  +   ¦ #   $ #   !   ?> + # $ # # @  ! "!    | >
three helmets from Tarquinia, and an unprovenanced helmet from the museum in Karlsruhe.290
Hencken associated the helmet with his group of ‘cap helmets and others with plain socket’,
which includes not only the above mentioned helmets from Tarquinia and Fermo but also frag!  Q Ø!+ >Û* }!> >Û !!#+# 291 G. v. Merhart regarded
the unique helmet as an import but did not specify from where.292< !+ "! $ #  lar decoration (see below), a local production or at least a production in the (north)eastern zone
 #~!"    
 * 
Q! ##   Q;;!% }  !+ "!  #>$#!  !    !> #   "! > !$##    # # ! +   "tion. Hencken notes that the decorative elements are common between the Elbe and Vistula during Ha B3 and the beginning of the Iron Age, relative with period V-VI of the Nordic Bronze
Age, indicating a date in the 8th century BC or perhaps later.293 However, similar decorative elements are already present during the Late Bronze Age. The horizontal ribs can be found on helmets of Type Paks,294 though not on the Italian helmets with which the helmet from SzczecinZdroje was associated.295 The pellets are of uniform size (apart the central bosses in the circles),
which is also uncommon on Early Iron Age Italian armour. The double circles made out of pellets with the large central boss can however be found on the complete cuirass from the Danube
(cat. no. 134), on one of the cuirasses from Jura (cat. no. 138), on the helmets from Tiryns (cat.
! ¥! \+> $   ! !; #  Q  [} *>Q>296 >
Romania,297 Pila del Brancon, Italy,298 Dresden-Dobritz, Germany,299 and from an Iron Age
devotion from Sicily.300 Similar decoration is also known on sheet fragments from Techirghiol.301 Sadly, the fragments are too small to reconstruct the object they were once part of. The
riveted-on socket from the helmet from Szczecin-Zdroje does not point to a later date, despite
its apparent similarity to those helmets with riveted on socket from Grepci (cat. no. 70), Tarquinia and Fermo, since earlier riveted-on knobs are also known, as demonstrated by the helmet
of Type Oranienburg from Knossos (cat. no. 2). A date relative to Bz D–Ha A for the helmet
from Szczecin-Zdroje seems, therefore, to be most reasonable.
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Albrecht 1991.
Clausing 2001, 217.
Hencken 1971, 155–162.
v. Merhart 1941, 11.
Hencken 1971, 159.
See Chapter 2.1.2.
Clausing 2001, 217.
{ [¨¨> «
Bronze sheet fragment: Rusu 1990, 73, pl. V.5.
& !; # + ! Q ;!¨¨«>"+«
Bronze cup: Martin 2009, pl. 30.119.
++¨«>"+'²
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The helmet from Malpensa (cat. no. 61) is a unique and at present the single example of Type
Malpensa. It derives from the same associated deposit as the greaves (cat. nos. 160–161, 179).
The deposit is dated accordingly to the greaves to Ha A1 and contained furthermore ingots and
ingot fragments, three spearheads and a fragment of further spearhead, two axes and a further
axe fragment, two sickles and further fragment, and fragments of bronze sheet recently con"  #  302
It consists of a very thin bronze sheet with eight strips, reaching from the upper third of the
cap to the base, similar to the medieval Spangenhelme. The strips are bent inwards at the base.
@!  ##  > # #* !; # $"§> #+" !+! # #!$
bent strips, in this way protecting the whole head with bronze. Impressions upon the bronze and
broken off sheet fragments on the top of the helmet indicate the former presence of a cast-on
knob, which was not recovered. Chemical and microstructural analyses were carried out by the
author in summer 2015. Two detailed publications on the associated deposit and the helmet in
particular were recently published.303
The development and improvement of arms would have had a mutually dependant relationship with contemporary improvements in defensive armour, irrespective of the material either
were made of. Before the appearance of metal armour, and certainly following its appearance,
we can rightly assume considerable diversity of form in organic armour, as is demonstrated by
   ! !   ! # ! !Q!! !;"+! 304 Compared
with Europe, the Aegean and the Near East provide a much richer source for the reconstruction
of organic helmets. Whilst no complete helmets are preserved, we can reconstruct them from
their depictions, and from those non-perishable components used in their construction, such as
in the case of boar tusks. The work of Borchhardt represents an early discussion concerning the
details of the types, distribution and chronology of Aegean organic helmets, including boar tusk
helmets and zonal helmets, of which many depictions and miniatures are known.305
The only surviving organic European Bronze Age helmet is from Fiavé-Carera, TrentinoAlto Adige, Italy.306 The frame of the helmet was made of spliced branches of spruce. Small
branches of viburnum were wrapped in spirals around them and additionally secured with reed,
and therein providing a higher protective ‘buffer’ than that of leather helmets alone. This helmet
may then also have been furnished with a leather covering. In Mariupol, Ukraine, the use of
boar tusks on organic caps as head protection might already have been developed during the
Neolithic.307 Rectangular boar tusk plates were found upon the skull, breast and knees of skeletons. The plates were arranged horizontally rather than vertically, as on the later Aegean boar
tusk helmets. Contemporary boar tusk blades are also known from graves from the Cortaillod
culture in Chamblandes, Switzerland.308
& !; # + !  \** #`ò>$##    # !    #>
were, as were the fragments from Tiryns, interpreted as parts of bronze or organic cuirasses.309
 $> $ ! $ *! $> #!*   # !"    !  "!  #  # + !   
Kallithea and Lakkithra most likely belong to tiara-like helmets or headgear (also known as
‘feather crown’, or ‘feather-headgear’). A good example of such a helmet is that from the tholosgrave at Praisos-Foutoula, which is dated to c. 1200 BC.310 The cylindrical helmet is bucketshaped and decorated with alternating single, horizontal ribs of rows and ornamental rivets.
Another, 16cm high, similar head gear is known from a grave in Portes-Kephalovryson (1200–
302

de Marinis et al. (2009, 148) originally noted that these fragments might potentially belong to a helmet.
de Marinis 2016; Gambari et al. 2017.
304
Lilliu 1966; Borchhardt 1972.
305
Borchhardt 1972.
306
Perini 1987, 190.
307
 Y*!* ¨>²'²>"+ >²
308
Twelve plates in three rows with holes on each end, found under the skull, see Borchhardt 1972, 29.
309
  ¢*¨¸«>²>"+«Q#¨«>¸'Q _# ¸
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Deger-Jalkotzy 2006, 714.
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1100 BC).311 The head gear has a cylindrical shape with an oval section and straight sides. It is
decorated with bronze strips with horizontal ribs alternating with horizontal lines of ornamental
rivets. Both ends of the helmet bear wider bronze bands with relief ridges at the edges.312 The 16
 ! # $"§ !! ! #+   +# *!  $313 Depic !   ##++*! $!     ` !     !"+# !+
sea people from both the land and sea battles from the Medinet Habu frieses. An organic cap
was worn under the bucket-shaped bronze sheet band. On the top of the helmet, all along the
bronze sheet band, different organic materials could be applied, such as feathers, or reed.
Catalogue
Cat. no. 59. Szczecin-Zdroje (Finkenwalde or Stettin), woj. Zachodniopomorskie, Poland –
!+ "!`'   '#+# ² `> ` *   ¨²Ü
21.3cm; thickness: 1–1.2mm (rim); 0.2–0.3cm (calotte); weight: 646–649g. Museum für Vorund Frühgeschichte Berlin, inv. no. Ic 3669 – Pl. 9.59. References: Schuchhardt 1912/1913;
Q *# ¨¸>¨Q *# ¨¥>Y# ¨>>"+«!*!¨>²'
²«>"+Q#¨««>¨>"+¨< # ¨¨& !'  !!¨¨& !'! !
¥¥>>"+²¨_  !+¥¥>Y!+#!'!  ¨¨>`$ #"+
The helmet was found in the river Oder in 1909 and brought to the museum in Berlin in
¨¥| #"! !  !; $ ! #$ #¦    !  ?> 
they might not be associated with the helmet.314
Cat. no. 60. Fiavé-Carera, Trentino-Alto Adige, Italy'   ! "!'   Y ments: 21cm; diameter: 21.5cm; outer diameter: 26cm; diameter spruce: 15 × 8mm; diameter
! $  #Ü
   +
Y    "  \+ 
\ >!! |_²²' ¨¸¥]! & ¨¨>¨«>"+!¨«>¨¥>¸¥'
¸>"+ ¸'«>«> ÝÝÝ@@@!¨¨¥>²'¸²& !'! !¥¥>¸¥>"+²
The organic helmet or head protection was recovered from the Early to Middle Bronze Age
settlement of Fiavé-Carera, Italy.
Cat. no. 61. Malpensa, reg. Lombardia, Italy – associated deposit (?) – fragments of a helmet.
Measurements: 9 × 4.6cm (inv. no. 21.885); 10.2 × 8.6cm (inv. no. 25.820); 10.5 × 7 (inv. no.
25.821); 6.4 × 3.3cm (inv. no. 25.823); thickness: 0.1 cm; weight: 240g. Museo Civico Archeologico di Varese, inv. nos. 21.885, 25.820, 25.821, 25.823. References: de Marinis 1979, 511–514;
Mira-Bonomi 1979, 125; Mozsolics 1985; de Marinis 1988, 161–163; Peroni 1989, 88, 278; Hans!¨¨>_  !+¥¥>²²Y! ¥¥¨>«'²Y! ¥¸>"+ '   ¥>"+ '
The associated deposit contained three greaves (cat. nos. 160–161, 179), ingots and ingot
fragments, three spearheads and a fragment of further spearhead, two axes and a further axe
+ ! > $  *  ! #+ ! >!+ !   !; # !  !" 
as a helmet.
2.1.5.2 Cheek Plates
!*!$  #"    & !;<+#*   315 He distinguished two basic shapes
amongst the Minoan-Mycenaean sphere, which differ from the U-shaped cheek plates known
311

 Y # ¥¥¨>"+ '
Cf. Mödlinger 2014b, 28.
313
Papadopoulos 1999, pl. LIXb; Kolonas 2001, 260.
314
Riemer 1997, 132.
315
Hencken 1971, 179–182.
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from the Near East (e.g. Boghazköy). Hencken’s Type 1, which has its origin amongst the Minoan-Mycenaean world, is triangular in shape with more or less curved sides and a small projection. This type of cheek plate can be connected with the boar tusk helmets. Several depictions
on helmets of apparently different materials, are known from the middle and late Mycenaean
period.316#"!   #_ #!& !> $   Y  >$  
Hencken to this type and dated to Bz D–Ha A2 (Weißig, Schmiedehausen). Hencken’s Type 2
has a similar shape as Type 1 but incorporates an additional projection to protect the cheekbone
and jaw. Type 2 is known from LM II or the 15th century BC onwards, mainly in combination
with boar tusk helmets and ‘conical bell helmets’, as known from Aegean graves and depictions.317 Their use may have lasted until the 11th century BC, as the cheek plate from grave 28 in
Tiryns suggests. Borchhardt divided Bronze Age cheek plates into four different groups, represented by his Type I–IV.318 Type I has a projection to protect the cheekbone (Knossos, Dendra,
Tiryns, Hagia Triada and Wöllersdorf), Type II is decorated (A: Pass Lueg, Agros; B:
& ô;*^>@@@#  ! ! !     #+`@  >Ø+>Q# dehausen; Katsamba, Isopata, Mykenai), and Type IV has a rounded edge (Altin Tepe).
More recently, K. Peschel distinguished three different types of cheek plates,319 with Type A
>!>
having a double bowed front edge (depictions: Pylos, Hagia Triada;320"! !
321
(Mycenae), Tiryns), Type B a single bowed front edge (depictions: Keos, Katsamba,
Isopata,322Y!"! @  >\+> * }%Q  ! *& >Ø+>Q# # !>!_#!+ !+  $ ! +!    `"! ^   >
Uioara de Sus). Schauer mentions a cheek plate and further fragments of helmets from the
   &  *{ 323 However, the rectangular edges of these bronze sheets, as well as
their decoration, does not resemble any of the other known cheek plates.
The very few surviving bronze cheek plates compared to the relatively high number of preserved bronze helmets might suggest a greater use of organic cheek plates,324 perhaps attached
not to the helmet but to the organic inlay of the helmets. The conspicuous absence of bronze
cheek plates might also suggest that they were purposefully separated before deposition. Some
helmets, however, clearly did not incorporate cheek plates at all, such as those of Type
Biebesheim, which appear to have used only a chin strap. Presently, six helmets with cheek
plates are known, comprising a helmet of Type Lueg from Pass Lueg (cat. no. 83), the helmets
*  ¹! ! ` ! ¸>! !! !!#  ` ! 
The boar tusk helmet from Dendra, the helmet from Knossos, and the helmet from Tiryns, also
have bronze cheek plates. Clearly, bronze cheek plates are not exclusively associated with helmets only produced in bronze, and were compatible with both bronze and organic helmets. On
all the above named helmets both cheek plates were preserved. The ‘bronze collar’ from Kouri!% ;*$ ! ! "!+!$   !  # !; #    ing two cheek plates (cat. no. 64).325 However, the interpretation of the bronze bands found in
the same grave as coming from a helmet, to which the cheek plates belonged,326 can be questioned, since holes for attaching these bands to the organic cap of the helmet would certainly
have to be more numerous than they are and positioned closer to the inner rim. The grave is the

316
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Hencken 1971, 18, 179.
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Caskey 1966, 375, pl. 90b.
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Bartík 2009, 44.
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oldest from the Kaloriziki cemetery, and is dated on the basis of the associated pottery to the
beginning of the 11th century BC and LC III.327
As well as those associated with helmets, several individual examples of cheek plates are
also known. Unlike those from the Mediterranean area, most of the cheek plates from central
and northern Europe have come from associated deposits, the only exception being if the associated deposit from Schmiedehausen is in fact a grave (cat. no. 65). Many of these cannot be
  $ # "#    >  #     #    ! #
associations can provide important clues as to their likely attribution. However, no cheek plates
are known from western Europe. It is reasonable to assume that the decoration on the cheek
plates is connected with the decoration on the helmet, as is suggested by the decoration on the
" #  $ ##*   Y  > ! #       #> $   #
   !>$!  
  # !+ #*   $ # "#    
As indicated by both the chronological proximity and close morphological similarity
 $! ##*    ! #! !!#  ` ! ¥! ##   ¹
!  ! > # #*       ^   >  *   # }> ~   Q > ¾} ;·!
  !Y;·!>!  $ ##   * 328
A close relationship between the cheek plate from the Bz D–Ha A2 associated deposit from
Podcrkavlje-Slavonski Brod (cat. no. 67)329 with the only decorated crested helmet, the unprovenanced helmet cat. no. 100, which is related to the western European helmets of Type
Biebesheim, seems reasonable, since both have wheel decoration of similar size. Except for the
Bz D–Ha A1 greaves Type Lengyeltóti, armour with wheel decoration is unknown. Interestingly, the rim of the cheek plate is folded outwards.
The deposit (or possible grave) from Schmiedehausen was dated by C. Eckhart to around
1100 BC, as does Borchhardt.330 The fragment of cheek plate has two holes at one end to attach
it to the helmet. On the other end at least one hole for the chin strap is visible. The two lines of
pellets parallel to the rim suggest its production during Bz D–Ha A1,331 and is most likely of
local manufacture.332 Assuming similar decoration for both cheek plates and helmet, the only
helmets with pellet decoration are those helmets similar to that from Szczecin-Zdroje. Other
#  $ #     !> #  #  \+> +!"!  >!! #
case of the helmet from Tiryns, have a different form of cheek plate. An association with helmets of Type Biebesheim seems less likely since they are without decoration and appear to have
been used with chin straps rather than cheek plates.
Dated variously to Bz D–Ha A1/late period III, the cheek plate from Weißig (cat. no. 66) was
associated with helmets of Type Lueg333 and the cheek plate from Ialysos334 (cat. no. 62). The
cheek plate from Weißig has two holes at the tip, perhaps used to secure the cord that attaches it
to the helmet and also under the chin, or to be able to hang up the helmet. The two rivet holes
for attaching the cheek plate to the helmet are spaced c. 6cm apart. Apart from those from the
Aegean,335 similar cheek plates are unknown. Establishing a relationship between the use of
cheek plates with those helmets with more localised distributions, such as Type Biebesheim, or
western European helmets in general, does not seem likely. All helmets of this type have a maximum of three rivet (?) holes positioned very close to one another on both sides of the helmet,
immediately above the edge, which served more likely for the attachment of a chin strap (the
only exception being the two unprovenanced helmets of Type Montbellet (cat. nos. 77 and 78),
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335

Matthäus – Schumacher-Matthäus 2014, 54.
Mödlinger 2013b.
Vinski-Gasparini 1973, 217.
Eckhart 1962/1963, 301; Borchhardt 1972, 136.
Jockenhövel 1974, 39.
Peschel 1984, 72.
Kleemann 1941/1942.
Hood – de Jong 1952, 260.
Such as the cheek plate from Ialysos (LH IIIA) and in the depictions from Katsamba and Isopata (Borchhardt
1972, 72).
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the Type Mantes helmet from Mainz, and another unprovenanced helmet (cat. no. 100), related
to Type Biebesheim). Helmets Type Paks also have a completely different type of cheek plate. It
therefore seems more likely that the Weißig cheek plate belongs to an as yet unknown form of
bronze or organic helmet.
! # +# ## ! +   "  !> #   !  +!! ! #  # 
of attachment to the helmet is different from Aegean cheek plates, the similarities in shape and
 "    >! #  !  !¡!     ! ! #<+!+ !
Catalogue
Cheek Plates of Helmets Type Paks
See Section 2.1.2.
Aegean Cheek Plates / Associated Ones
Cat. no. 62. Ialysos, Greece – grave – fragment. Measurements: 17.5 × 12.5cm; weight: 75g –
British Museum, inv. no. 36.1872.6–20.50 – Pl. 9.62. References: Walters 1899, 211, pl. XIII.I;
Kukahn 1936, 2, 6; Lorimer 1950, 211, pl. 13.1; Hood – de Jong 1952, 258, note 70; Yalouris
1960, 55; Müller-Karpe 1962a, 271; Wace – Stubbings 1962, 515; Verdelis 1967, 43; Hencken
¨>>¸>"+¨Y %¨«¥>>! 
The cheek plate was recovered from a group of Mycenaean tombs in 1872 by the British
consul in Rhodes. It is heavily fragmented and severely corroded, and no pure metal survives.
##*  #   #  !!!+    #+   "§ # +!! $ #
twine, some of which is still preserved (Chapter 2.4, Fig. 2.50).
Cat. no. 63. Dendra, Peloponnese, Greece – grave 12 – complete. Measurements: 15.5 ×
10.5cm – Archaeological Museum of Nafplion, inv. no. unknown – Pl. 9.63. References: Verdelis 1967, 42–44, suppl. 20.1–2; Borchhardt 1972, pl. 6; Mödlinger 2013a.
|  #   ! #"! ! ! # ++   ! >  ! 
123. The cheek plates have a similar shape as the one from Knossos but are a little broader and
shorter. The left cheek plate consists of various fragments and repairs. The right cheek plate is
missing almost the whole front area, but the rest is in somewhat better condition and not as corroded as the left cheek plate. Both cheek plates have small holes running parallel to the edge,
$##   "§ # +! !  $ # $!>
  $##       ! #  
cheek plate.336
Cat. no. 64. Kourion-Kaloriziki, Limassol, Cyprus – grave 40 – two fragmented cheek
plates. Measurements: c. 17.2 × 8cm – Kourion Museum, Episkopi inv. no. unknown – Pl. 9.64.
References: Mc Fadden 1954, 140, no. 35, pl. 26.35; Catling 1964, 143, no. e, pl. 17e; Benson
¨>¨'²¥& ;*¨««  ¨««& ;*¨¨>¨>"+²Y # 'Q# #%
Y # ¥>"+ ¨'¥
#+>  \_@@@>$     !¨¥Q   #"! $ gally sold but the police were able to rescue some, such as the golden sceptre. In 1953, McFadden undertook further excavations and discovered the shaft grave, which had been covered by a
bench of sandstone, which is where the robbers had stopped, allowing for the recovery of fur# "!  ! #  !# $       >  + !   !; >   !;
amphora covered with a sieve and fragments of a bronze wand or stick. The amphora contained
the cremated remains of what was likely a female, along with a bronze ring, an amber bead, a
+ !!> $    $" >!  +! !@! $! # !#! #
western wall of the shaft grave a ceramic oinochoe, an iron dagger, and several bronze fragments were documented. The robbed part of the grave also contained a further bronze spear336

Verdelis 1967, 43.
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head. Another robbed bronze amphora allegedly covered with a sieve and containing a cremation, twelve gold sheets with rosette-motif, and more ceramic, is now lost. The preserved golden
sceptre was found below (or perhaps inside?) the amphora. A small and a large bronze tripod
were also stolen by the robbers but were rescued by the police.337
#+  #    # ;*  >! !    +!"! <+!
!¡!> !  #   > #     !> #  $ ! >!
the presence of older luxury objects. It can be connected with other tombs that show Aegean
!¡!> # +¥'¥  #  #_  !!
>+ÝÝ{@@@!yns, and the burials in the so-called Heroon at Lefkandi.338
The cheek plates had previously been misinterpreted as being a bronze collar,339 perhaps a
consequence of all the fragments not being fully published until 2014.340
The holes along the rim of the cheek plates indicate the attachment of an organic lining to
the inside face. Both cheek plates are similarly decorated with three rossettes with six leaves
surrounded by a circle along the backside, and three smaller, similar ones on the front side, with
each positioned relative to the chin, cheek bone and eye brow. The motifs are produced with
pellet decoration. Larger pellets are randomly distributed in between the rosettes.
No similar cheek plates are known but from the region of the eastern Mediterranean, the
largely contemporary helmet from Tiryns (cat. no. 120) provides a useful parallel. The cheek
plates are the only reference to helmets from the transitionary period from the Late Bronze Age
to the Early Iron Age on Cyprus.
Cat. no. 65. Weißig, Lkr. Meißen, Saxony, Germany – associated deposit – complete. Measurements: 13.3 × 7–8.8cm; thickness: ca. 2mm; weight: 210,1g – Staatliches Museum für
Archäologie Chemnitz, inv. no. S113/43 – Pl. 9.65. References: Kleemann 1941/1942, 74, 134,
"+ ' !+¨²>¸¥!*!¨>«¥>"+& ## ¨>¸> '
2; Peschel 1984; v. Brunn 1968, 74, 344, pl. 178.6.341
The associated deposit was found in 1853 during ploughing between Weißig and Leckwitz.
The bronzes were found in a ceramic vessel, which is now lost. The associated deposit consists
 ! + !   $   ` > " # > ! #*      #  >     
and fragmented palstaves, 16 complete and broken winged axes, nine further fragments of axe,
two small chisels, two fragments of twisted bronze, fragments of knives, a fragment of razor,
more than 140 fragments of sickles, fragments of bronze cups, fragments of pins, fragments of
foot rings, several different bronze sheet fragments, fragments from eight almost complete arm
rings and bands, fragments of wire, fragments of one torque (?), fragments of ingot and sprue/
waster. In other collections, there are further fragments reputedly from the same associated
deposit.342 In Bautzen there are eight sickles and associated fragments, in Berlin a fragment of
!>$!+§!" #+ ! >! *  >!|+$!+§> #
fragment, and sickles, in Görlitz and Leipzig there are sickles, in the British Museum a complete sickle and several fragments, in Zittau there is a fragment of a pin, and in a private collection a further pin.
The cheek plate from the right side of the helmet is slightly curved and the edges are bent
over to hold the now missing organic inlay. On the upper part there are two holes to attach it to
##  $  ##    "§ ##! 
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Matthäus – Schumacher-Matthäus 2014.
Matthäus – Schumacher-Matthäus 2014.
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Older literature, mainly from the 19th century, which discuss the associated deposit in general are noted by v.
Brunn 1968, 345.
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Single Types of Cheek Plates
Cat. no. 66. Schmiedehausen, Lkr. Weimarer Land, Thüringen, Germany – associated
deposit or grave – right cheek plate. Measurements: 13.3 × 7cm; thickness: 1mm; weight: 67g –
Vorgeschichtliches Museum der Friedrich-Schiller-Universität Jena, inv. no. III 55.255 – Pl.
9.66. References: Eichorn 1904, 132; Eckhart 1962/1963, 301, no. 6, pl. 30; Hencken 1971, 179,
"+  & ##  ¨> > ¸> "+ ¸>   '  #  ¨«> ¸'> «'«²> "+ ² 
Brunn 1959, 7.
H. Eichorn describes in 1904 a circle of elevated stones buried within a layer of ash, wherein
the bronzes and a human jaw, now lost, were found sometime before 1897.343 The associated
deposit presently consists of the cheek place, three bracelets and two neck rings. It was originally held by a private collection.
"%$  _  %%   _– associated
deposit – fragment of a cheek plate. Measurements: 10.2 × 4.4cm – Zemaljski Muzej Bosne e
Hercegovina, inv. no. 3734 and 3730 – Pl. 9.67. References: Holste 1951, 6, pl. 8.27; Peroni 1956,
75, 88, 90; Vinski-Gasparini 1973, 217, pl. 66.37; Müller-Karpe 1980, 805, no. 314; Bouzek
¨«> ²> !  ¨> "+  ! ! ¨¨> ²¸¨> ~ ¥ _  !+ ¥¥> «> "+   [
¥¥>![¥¥¨>¥¥>! ¸'«
#          * >  ! ! «¸   ¦  ?> ! Q  ! * & 
`¦& ?> $  +#   #    ! «¸«> ! $    § #  ¦  
  ?   } >! !+ !+ > ! >  >! >" > !; # >
!! > $> + !   $     &  * { > # > ++ > * 
axes, knives, razors, saws, sickles and raw bronze.344
2.1.5.3 Sockets of Other Helmet Types
# *  Û !` ! ¸!#+# ` ! ¸«!  !  
On the basis of their shape they most likely came from helmets of Type Paks, though the lack of
decoration might suggest their origin amongst another, as yet unknown type or variant of
bronze helmet, or even organic head protection.
#   # *  Û !   !+##    # +# #! >! #
shank is undecorated. The current location of the socket in unknown, for it is not in
Bucharest,345 Gothenburg, Aiud or Budapest.346 A fragment of the socket of a helmet, as well as
other possible fragments of another (?) helmet, are known from the Ha A1 associated deposit
from Techirghiol.347 The decoration on the three sheet fragments look similar to that found on
the helmet of Szczecin-Zdroje.348 The socket is undecorated, and can be dated to Ha A1,349 only
based on the associated deposit associations.
At Grepci in Bosnia-Herzegovina, an Early Iron Age deposit was recovered (cat. no. 70).
 + #$ # !;¡!+#  $ >! ! #> !; > !;!+>
grindstone and an iron fragment, and the bronze knob of a helmet. The knob is riveted onto the
 $ # # ¡  #   ! # ! > #      !  "§ $ # !!+
discs. The tubular shaft ends in an oval knob which is decorated with vertical lines of herringbone ornament. Only the parts of the cap attached to the knob are preserved. No human bone or
   !$  !  # !  !  } ¡   #!!  ! @ !
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Age grave than it does an associated non-sepulchral deposit, and it is therefore possible that the
human remains were overlooked during the building of the new church and its cemetery.
Catalogue
`$_%<!– associated deposit – fragment of a possible socket – height: 5.4cm; diameter: 1.8cm (shaft). Muzeul de Istorie Aiud, inv. no. 312.314 – Pl. 9.68.
]!      ¨«> > "+ ² !*! ¨> ¸¥> "+ ¨   %  
1978, 127, no. 177, pl. 157.614; Bader 1983, 33, nos. 16–17; Bader 1991, 123, nos. 315–316; Hansen 1994, 593, RO 425; Clausing 2001, 214; Soroçeanu 2008, 37, no. 2.
#    $  !Y !!+" $ *! # ¦?
in August 1887.350 The bronzes were buried approximately 60cm deep in the soil, in a pit some
110cm in diameter, and there may have been an ash layer at the base of the pit. The total weight
was perhaps 1–1.2 tons. The associated deposit was bought by the museum for 1.400 Lei in
1888. Already it was noted that a large part of the associated deposit had disappeared.351 The
associated deposit was formerly kept at the Muzeul National de Istorie Romaniei. Today, it is
stored in a number of different museums, in Aiud, Bucharest, Cluj, Deva and Budapest. At the
museum in Bucharest, it was recored under the inventory numbers 98–107, and listed more than
530 objects. Most of these objects could no longer be located as early as the 1930s.352 In 1958,
just 501 objects of the 1058 originally listed were found to still be present in Budapest.353
Y$\_%<!– associated deposit – fragments of a pos  * Y  ! ²Ü Y; <# +_ ! !õ>!! ²'²'
 ¨¸¨]! ] ¨¸>«< ¨¸²>>"+²²< ¨¥>!*!
¨>¸¥>"+¥  %  ¨«>¸>! ¨> ²<¸'<¨] ¨¨¥>¸> 
II.4, 10; Bader 1991, 83, no. 135.
The associated deposit was found on the side of a little hill close to a lake in 1959. It was
recovered at a depth of approximately 70cm. The associated deposit had a total weight of about
2.4kg and consisted of 28 objects, including ten sickles, three socketed axes, sword fragments,
four casting cakes fragments, sheet fragments, the possible socket of a helmet.
Cat. no. 70. Grepci, Bosnia-Herzegovina – associated deposit/grave (?) – knob – diameter
 ¸    «    # ¥ #+#  $+# +'|!}*
muzej i galerija Livno, no inv. no. – Pl. 9.70. References: Marijan 1995, 54, no. 4, pls. 1.4; 2.4;
_  !+¥¥>¥>"+²
#     +"!  !    !; !! ! #
The helmet might represent a relic or antique of the Bronze Age.
2.1.5.4 Possible Fragments of Helmets
The Bz D–Ha A1 associated deposit from Bizovac, Croatia, was discovered in 1895. The 333
bronzes were placed inside a ceramic vessel, including the potential helmet fragment, fragments
from a situla of Type Kurd, decorated discs, sword fragments, daggers, spearheads, saws, socketed axes, bracelets, sickles, casting cakes, and more.354 Clausing rejects the fragment as being
from a helmet, apparently following Mozsolics who suggested it was more likely a fragment of
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a cuirass.355 The c. 12 × 12cm fragment has a rim with a parallel row of holes, positioned roughly 1cm away from each other.356 The fragmentary decoration, and two ribs with cord-like
impressions parallel to rim, is unknown on other helmets.357
A small bronze fragment from the Bz D–Ha A1 associated deposit of Poljanci IV, Croatia,
might also derive from a helmet (Brodsko Posavlje Muzej Slavonski Brod, inv. no. A–4032).
The 6.5 × 3.3cm fragment has one rivet and clear traces of hammering on both sides.358 On the
outside, a black band of corrosion is visible, as known from other helmets, such as the helmet of
  Y;·*^ >! !+ # +!  !  +!      !
against the bronze.
#  !    "! !+   #   {      
to a several reasons, including the generally reduced number of grave goods used during this
period, the use of the ‘ustrina’ funeral process (‘ustrina’ indicates the site of a historical funeral
pyre, which is not identical with the position of the grave), as well as the nature of the excavation itself (with most of the graves having been opened from the side, rather than from above,
and only the core of the grave, such as the urn and content of the stone lining, being documented). We also have to consider the possibility that the remains of later burials were interned in
earlier graves.359 Grave 322 contains only objects, which had been included in the cremation
process, such as a metal hilted sword of Type Wörschach, a fragment of a double-edged razor,
! +  !" #   # $ #+ ! 
 *  !+!+ ! 
armour are the three small, deformed and partially molten bronze sheets, having a bent edge
and decorated with several small bosses and one large big boss measuring 28mm in diameter.
Whilst the greaves from Canosa (cat. nos. 193–194), have similar but smaller bosses, and the
helmets of Type Biebesheim, such as those from Blainville, Paris, Montmacq A and Chalonsur-Saône, have the same large single boss decoration, there are no more exact parallels.
A further potential helmet fragment is known from an early Ha B1 grave from Acholshausen, Germany.360 The fragment, which was burnt during the funeral, consists of a large bronze
cone with a slightly rectangular shaped shaft base, which was most likely cast on a metal sheet.
However, similar sockets are unknown, though the vertical ribs on the whole shaft suggest a
     ! #$ # # *  ! ##    @ # }  !
socket, it is of an as yet unknown helmet type.
The associated deposit of Pila del Brancon, Italy, was found in 1993 during agricultural
work 1.5km to the south of the Middle Bronze Age cemetery of Olmo, on the bank of the river
Tartaro.361 It is very possible that the deposit was not completely recovered. Presently, it consists
of 51 spearheads and fragments, ten swords and fragments, including Type Allerona, Type
Cetona and Type Arco, two daggers of Type Santa Agata and Pertosa, 28 spearheads, one fragment of a winged axe, 73 bronze sheet fragments, and nails. The associated deposit is dated to
c. 1200 BC.362 All objects appear to have been intentionally destroyed, bent or broken and
§  "!*  !  
  # !; # + !   # !!  
defensive armour, including helmet, cuirass and greaves, as does Bietti Sestieri and colleagues.363 #  !   #       + !  `{] ¸¸¥² #  § #   !!!+
parallel to the rim.364 The rivet holes were punched through using a ring die, which is rather
! *  #    #+ ! # 
#>!  +   ! #  
side, clearly indicating that it could not have come from a helmet (the cap of helmets of Type
355
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       ! !+  !; # !  # # + ! #    ments (consisting of two circles made out of pellet decoration with central boss) similar to other
body armour, such as the helmets from Tyrins, Pass Lueg and Szczecin-Zdroje, as well as the
cuirasses from the Danube (cat. no. 134) and Jura (cat. no. 138). Other bronze sheets with the
 
    Q   [} *> Q>365  > ] !>366 Dresden-Dobritz,
Germany,367 and from an Iron Age devotion from Sicily.368 The fragment from Pila del Brancon
does not have any original rim or edge surviving, making it almost impossible to reconstruct or
discern its relation to any original form.
The associated deposit from Suseni (Gyergyóújfalu), Romania, was found in 1924. The
bronzes have been placed inside a ceramic vessel. The associated deposit consists of ten axes,
15 sickles and a further 11 fragments, four knives, one bronze vessel, seven fragments of sword
blade(s), eight fragments of spearhead, 32 arm rings and related fragments, a fragment of a pin,
!   ! %"  !    + ! >   !>  ! + !     !;
belt, one socket (?), one bronze object with two nails (?), three fragments of raw bronze, a gold
wire measuring 15cm, and one gold pearl (?) which was sold.369 The possible fragment of a hel  `    # Y;   <# + ' @  ! ¶+ Y ! !  ² !    
bronze sheet with three ribs parallel to the edge, similar to the fragments from Uioara de Sus
but without any rivet holes running parallel to the edge.370 It remains uncertain if the bronze
sheet was without doubt part of a helmet.
#     ~ Q `| ·%Y }>] !>$  !!¨¥¨
during excavations after an axe had appeared during ploughing. The associated deposit weighs
approximately 1.1 tons, and consists of some 5812 objects, which had been buried in a 1.2m
deep pit with a diameter of 1.5m. After the excavation, further pieces of rough bronze, as well
as a piece of pure tin, were found.371 The associated deposit was bought by the Muzeul de istorie, Cluj. Some objects from the same associated deposit are today in the museum in Gothen+  %   !  ! !!+ !  #  ! !+ !   372
Rusu notes that one of the fragments is similar to the helmets from Škocjan and Tarquinia.373 He
also suggests that several other bronze sheet fragments are from helmets.374 However, based on
the nature of the decoration, as well as the narrow distance between the rivet (?) holes, this
seems very unlikely.
2.1.5.5 Bronze Objects Formerly Interpreted as Fragments or Sockets of Helmets
Bronze sheet fragments with parallel ribs and parallel rows of large bosses have often
! !      !+   #   #  !   + !    &  * { >
Croatia,375 Debeli Vrh, Slovenia,376 Y* %_!}> _  >377 { %Y}!> Q>378
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Bronze sheet fragment: Rusu 1990, 73, pl. V.5.
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Bronze cup: Martin 2009, pl. 30.119.
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Rusu 1963, 184, 208; Rusu 1990, 76, pls. I.1; IV.2.
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 ] ¨¨¥> @@'²>'ð!! @@@¸¥²@@@²¸@@@²¨²@@@²¨¨@@@@@@«] !  thermore three sockets (?): one cylindrical, one tubular and one with a ribbed cross section (inv. no. III 6158, III
6154 and III 6178) from the same deposit (Rusu 1990, 76, pl. II.2–3). However, these sockets do not resemble
those found on any helmet, which are much smaller.
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 ;·#+* > !+>379 & !#> !+> ! ]! ;! * > !+380 Compared
with the similar bronze sheets from Nadap, Hungary,381 it is clear that these actually belong to
belt plates.
Further objects interpreted as parts of (organic) helmets are cast, hollow sockets. They usually have an oval, hollow base, which can also be stepped and ridged along its length, from the
smaller end from the base to the socket, and a round, thin and long socket on top. Some of them
still contain wires with a quadratic cross-section, which are usually bent inside. An unequivocal
interpretation of their use, however, is still lacking. They might have served as parts of chariots
or as metal end of organic helmets, as Paulík suggests,382 though the latter still lacks important
   ! !§   *! $! Q ¢!>_;#] >383  >_;#
Republic,384  !> !+ `Y+  ;  Y; > Y  > _;# ] >385
  *>_;#] >386 Poljanci I, Croatia,387!Y* '_!}>_  388
Mozsolics notes that three plane, >1–2mm thick fragments from the associated deposit from
Q;! + *`# ; !&{<> +#  !+ #     389 Instead, they
    # !"! # $ * ! # !    !; #    #    !  
much larger bronze sheet object. The associated deposit is stored at the Magyar Nemzeti Múzeum, Hungary (inv. nos. 4/1886/100–101, 103).
#      ;*}!·$  !!" !  |  #
pieces recovered just 162 are listed in the inventory of the Magyar Nemzeti Múzeum, meaning
that some one third of the associated deposit is now lost. The associated deposit, which is associated with the Gyermely horizon BVc/Ha A1,390 contains fragments of a vessel and no helmet
(inv. no. 16/1933/149–150).391
The associated deposit from Dolné Janíky, Slovakia, was found in 1963 at a depth of 50cm
in a ceramic vessel during ploughing.392 It is possible that the associated deposit was not recovered completely. Currently, the associated deposit comprises a saw, an anvil, two belt buckles, a
possible socket from a leather (?) helmet, several fragments of tools and jewellery, two possible
gravers for making arm rings, and a melted fragment of bronze. Paulík compares the possible
socket (height: 3.2cm; diameter 1–3cm) with the one from Straßengel as well as other tubeapplications from the Velatice culture.393  $>     !        !"  #  
* # }     #<# +*ã Q<{! >Q *`!*! $!!
no.).
M. Rind and Schauer published the fragments from Abensberg as potential helmet fragments.394 $> #    !*!     !!"§$ #¡ %#ed rivet. Further fragments have an inwards bent rim, shaped as if to surround a wire (the latter
 !+»  #  #  #"! !  !  ! $ # #    ##  >! 
provenance uncertain, having been recovered illegally by a metal detectorist, it cannot be
securely dated to the Bronze Age.
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The potential socket of a helmet from the Bz D–Ha A associated deposit from Mixnitz,
Austria,395 held at the Universalmuseum Joanneum (inv. no. 22.593 (1158)), might in fact be part
of a chariot, a similar example of which is known from Staudach.396 The fragment from Mixnitz
has a rather short socket, a wide hole and is formed from sheet metal rather than cast, as other
sockets and knobs are.
A potential fragment of a helmet from an associated deposit from the Rabenwand bei Bad
Aussee, Austria, more closely resembles the head of a pin than the socket or knob of a helmet.397
The fragment is stored at the Kammerhofmuseum Bad Aussee, Austria (unknown inv. no.).
S. A. Luca and A. Georgescu mention a possible fragment of a helmet found in Ciceu-Corabia, Romania.398 The associated deposit was found in 1968 in a Ha B settlement. The contents of
the associated deposit had been placed in a ceramic vessel. Earlier, G. Marinescu had suggested
that the fragments were from a helmet and a cuirass.399 However, none of the fragments resemble any known cuirass or helmet.
] !    + !  #  ! #     & !>] !>
but provides neither photograph nor drawing of the relevant fragment.400   %  
has described the deposit but here no bronze fragment, which might be part of a helmet, can be
! "> # +# * % * }   >   !; # $ #! $#    
 #+>!  `"!+»!+401 None of these objects has any similarity with other
known helmets. It appears unlikely that the associated deposit contains a fragment of a helmet.
#        #Y; @  >] !`!! ¨'
#     _!>] !>$   !«««!" 402 The fragment interpreted by Rusu as a part of a helmet403 seems more likely to be part of a belt. The ribs
and dots arranged in a single row in the middle of the ‘helmet’, as well as the single pellet and
roundel, does not have any parallels amongst known helmets. The fragment is stored at the
Y;   ! &*! # !Q>] !`!! <²¥ð¥¸¸
#     >] !>$  !  ¦\& +?! #  #east of the village in 1911, and contained around 406 objects.404 According to that listed by H.
Ciugudean and colleagues405 the associated deposit contains 138 sickles, 46 axes (39 of them
socketed axes), six socketed hammers and anvils, nine fragmented knives, 16 saw blades, four
chisels, eight fragments of swords of types Uriu/Aranyos and Reutlingen, ten daggers, seven
# > % §>   !   > #" + ! > !*
rings, six pendants, an ornamented belt, two buttons, 36 fragments of bronze sheet from vessels, including at least two cups, cauldrons or situlae, seven bronze bars, and 262 ingots. The
total weight of the associated deposit is about 72.8kg of bronze. The alloy composition of 49 of
the objects were studied by XRF by T. Kienlin and E. Pernicka.406  %   
conical, funnel-like bronze object from the associated deposit, which was interpreted by Rusu
as the possible knob of a helmet407 but which seems more likely to be a casting sprue or waster.
  %      !    # # + !    #      > $##
were interpreted by Rusu as parts of a helmet.408 These fragments are also not mentioned by
395
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Ciugudean and colleagues.409 The reconstruction of the possible helmet by Rusu can be doubted
based on the lack of any scale and in having no equivalents amongst known helmets.410 The
fragments concerned are stored at the Muzeul National Brukenthal in Sibiu, Romania (inv. no.
A 5718–19).
#<     Q   %Q >] !>$  !  # ²¥ 
in August 1959.411<   $  ! # "§ !§+ ! > $  # >" *  !  + ! > $ !*!+ > $ + !  *! > >`»> $   > !+*>" >!!! " !; } >!  
bronze sheet interpreted as a spiral arm guard by I. Nania and S. Holtei.412 Both ends of this 6.4
× 3.1cm bronze sheet fragment are bent around a wire, and instead was interpreted by Rusu as a
helmet.413 However, the decoration on the fragment has no equivalent amongst known helmets.
It seems more likely that the fragment is from a belt. The fragment is stored at the Muzeul
!<+>] !`!! ¨«
With the exception of helmets, discs or cups, other sheet bronze objects decorated with a star
  §    > !+  !  !    + !    Q > ] ! #
+ !  ¡ >!! !   ++  # * # ] >! # ! *  
from a helmet.
The second deposit from Vîlcele, Romania, was found sometime before 1982. The associated deposit consists of 51 bronze objects and has a total weight of 2.4kg. The associated deposit
$  !   ! !   + !  " > § !+ !  
+ ! > !  $   > ! !+ >  # ! *  + ! > " §  ! §
fragments, a blade fragment, 18 sickles and related fragments, a fragment of a knife, a fragment
of twisted wire, a loop, a bronze bar, a possible fragment of a neck ring, a possible fragment of
an arm ring, a fragment of a pin, three casting cakes, and a decorated bronze sheet.414 Rusu
interprets one sheet fragment (Muzeul de Istorie Cluj, Romania, inv. no. 67.799; ANr. 48) as
coming from a helmet, which he compares with the helmet from Fermo, Italy.415 However, the
+ !  ¡ ! #   ! ! * #  !!*! $!#  >!    * 
to derive from a belt plate.416
2.1.6 Outlook to the Iron Age: Italian Cap Helmets
@  ! & !; <+    #    > !      }  # " #    
Iseo, Oggiono-Ello, Brancere, ‘Mantua’ and ‘Monte Altino’. The remaining bronze helmets
from Italy all date to the Iron Age or prima età del ferro (Tab. 2.8). The details of the latter will
¡  +#  !;#  $ #  ! % !   !*! > 
$  "  #  $ #  *! > !   #!  @  !!  lis of Tarquinia, Populonia, Fermo and Veii.
$ #  $ #*! ! !!>! *!+!    ! !!!+"!
spot and context. One of these, which is presently held in Karlsruhe, might derive from Tarquinia. The second was recently sold at Hermann Historica on 6 November 2013 and again,
having been restored, on 5 November 2014. On 30 October 2015 it was put up for auction once
again, but not sold (Fig. 2.13.8).417 # "!   ! $  !       #   |+ ! 
belonging to potential decorated Italian cap helmets are also known from Škocjan (Fig. 2.14).
409
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Fig. 2.13 Italian cap helmets with knob or socket: 1. {`+` _  !+¥¥>¥>"+2. Tarquinia ]_  `²¥ `  !*! ¨> "+  3. Tarquinia RC 254; 4. Tarquinia RC 291; 5. Unprovenanced
(today kept in Karlsruhe); 6. Fermo; 7. Poggio-Populonia; 8. Unprovenanced (before restoration, Hermann Historica 2013; drawing by the author). Numbers relate to those in Table 2.8 (drawings after Iaia 2005, if not indicated
otherwise).

These helmets were probably produced during the end of 
and the initial phase of
the prima età del ferro, with their deposition most likely occurring during the prima età del
ferro I.
The continuity and development of metal helmets from
to prima età del ferro
can also be seen in the production of pottery replicas of the metal armour. From  ,
helmet-like covers for urns are known from the Italian protovillanovian Tolfa-Allumiere
group.418# !  # ;>¡ #  #  #>$ # # !   ! 
actual helmets being distorted by symbolic imitation or artistic freedom. The oldest pottery replica of a bronze helmet appears to be that from the tomb of Montorgano 2, Sasso di Furbara,419
and already more closely resembles the metal helmets of prima età del ferro than it does those
of the preceding Bronze Age. These pottery replicas become common across southern Etruria
and Campania, and were deposited in graves from the 10th–9th century BC. Though the decora !       +!"!   #  ! !    !;#  >!+
418
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419
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Fig. 2.14 Italian cap helmets without knob or socket: 9–10. Tarquinia (grave II); 11. Tarquinia 23.3.1883 (M8)
` !*!¨>"+¥¨12. Populonia (Poggio del Molino o del Telegrafo); 13. Unprovenanced (today at the
Louvre); 14. Škocjan. Numbers relate to those in Table 2.8 (drawings after Iaia 2005, if not indicated otherwise).

+  ! +!> #"!   !  ! #    >$ #! ##  
along the rim having been imitated. The most realistic of these pottery replicas derive from Tarquinia. The replica helmet from Monte San Angelo/Veii, dated to the beginning of prima età
del ferro IA, even has a knob with a stepped shaft, similar to that of Ha B1 helmets of Type
 > $#  #        #  #       ! # #  #
cap.420 With 35 pottery replica helmets having been documented from the cemetery of Pontecagnano, it provides an important site for reconstructing the development of pottery replica of
bronze cap helmets.421 During site phase IA, the replica helmets closely resemble helmets of
 >! !+  *! $ +  #   #    #_ #!& !>
   #  # ! #     *! $! _ !#  
"!  ##     Y ! < ! >_   ` ! ¨@!  # @&
instead, the cap of the pottery replica helmets becomes more conical and the knob demonstrates
 !    !!  ! #>! !+# !!!  "+ >  > 422
No metal helmets are known from Pontecagnano.
@  !  #  $!  "  !+ + ! + !   #$ *
of Iaia,423 and were instead usually associated with broader types and groups of helmets.424 For
example, v. Merhart and Hencken both associated the two helmets from Tarquinia (RC
232/150), and the unprovenanced helmet from Karlsruhe (probably also from Tarquinia) with
#    425 The helmets from Cuneo and Veii were associated with the helmets
of Nagytétény and Batina within the group of ‘cap helmets with cast knob’,426 and the helmets
from Fermo and Tarquinia (RC 260) with the group of ‘cap helmets and others with plain
420

 + !#    ! +!! > @¥¥²>"+
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422
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socket’.427##   _! >@  > !+ "!   #  # 
between 1855 and 1870, is usually discussed together with other Bronze Age (Italian) helmets,
   #  #     +!"!   |Y    ##    # ²th
century BC, as does Clausing,428 whilst Hencken dates the helmet based on the saw-tooth edge
of the disc to Ha C/D.429 Given this dating it will not be discussed in detail in the following. The
three cap helmets without knob from Tarquinia were discussed by Hencken alongside the
Bronze Age group of helmets of Type Montbellet.430 Clausing assigned most of Italian cap helmets without knob to his group of ‘cap helmets without knob’, which includes both Bronze Age
and Iron Age helmets. Most of the Italian decorated cap helmets with knob or socket were
included in his group of ‘cap helmets with rib and boss decoration’.431 He included in this group
the helmet from Tarquinia (RC 232, RC 254, RC 291), the unprovenanced helmet from
Karlsruhe, and the helmets from Fermo and Szczecin-Zdroje. The fragments from Škocjan and
the helmet from Populonia might also be related to this group. Due to its chronological association with the beginning of the Late Bronze Age and the stylistically different decoration, we
have excluded the helmet of Szczecin-Zdroje from the list of Italian cap helmets. Clausing also
included the only plain, undecorated Italian cap helmet with knob (chamber tomb 1, inv. no.
¥²²>     !> $ # # #      432 Due to the distribution of rivet
holes, shape, thickness of the metal sheet, and decoration of the knob, we cannot agree with his
  "  !  # #  >!#!  +! # #    #+  @  !
helmets with knob or socket.
More recently, Italian cap helmets were discussed by Iaia.433#     "
type but instead a broad group (‘gruppo San Canziano-Tarquinia’) of diverse Italian helmets,
!" # #  #! # % !   !*!  # + < !+ #
$  *!     Û* }!> $##     # !   #      >434 while
group B (with variants) includes the helmets from Tarquinia (RC 232), an unprovenanced helmet (no. 5 in Tab. 2.08), and Populonia (chamber tomb 1, inv. no. 10.355). The helmet from Tarquinia (RC 291) with riveted on knob is related to group B, as are two potentially related fragments from Škocjan.435 Iaia considers the third helmet from Tarquinia (RC 254), and that from
Veii with solid knob, as unique pieces, since their knobs were riveted and not cast-on.436 The
helmets with knob in fact demonstrate three different types of knob application, with most having cast-on knobs, one of the helmets from Tarquinia (RC 291) has a knob that is riveted on,
whilst the knob on the helmet from Veii is also riveted on and solid.
Two undecorated rim fragments from Škocjan, each having two rivet holes and a rather high
  " >437 probably derive from double crested helmets of Type Novilara, and were most
likely one of the last objects deposited in the cave in which they were found.438
2.1.6.1 Italian Cap Helmets with Knob or Socket
The cap helmet from Veii (Grotta Gramiccia, grave 431) has a large, cast knob, which is
attached onto the cap with rivets. The rim is bent outwards, and above the rim are two raised
427
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mouldings. Above these, there is a series of arches with one boss in the centre of each. The
knob of the helmet is attached by means of three rivets, which are no longer visible on the
inside of the helmet due to the nature of the restoration and installation of supplementary material. Hencken dates the grave and the helmet to the 8th or late 9th century BC.439 Schauer associates it with site phase IIA or IIB at Veii, as does A. Berardinetti and L. Drago (Veio IIA).440 Iaia
recently dated the helmet ‘a campana svasata, con apice pieno e inchiodato’ to Veii IIA, relative
to Tarquinia IIA1.441
The helmet from Tarquinia (RC 232/150) served as the lid for an urn, which contained a cremation and two bronze horse-bits. The helmet is slightly dented on the top and decorated with
four rows of small bosses and three rows of larger bosses between them. Above, there is a double arch of small bosses, surrounding one larger boss. Small rivet holes are positioned in pairs
parallel to the rim. The shank of the cast-on knob is decorated with horizontal lines. The knob
 # *  ¡ !@ !   ##   !`]_²¥  #   
his group ‘San Canziano-Tarquinia’, variant B and dates it to a transitionary horizon between
the end of  and the beginning of prima età del ferro, on the basis of its decoration,
$##      #  ! *!%!   !; 442 According to Hencken, the helmet
dates to the late 10th to 8th century BC, and which Schauer attributes to the late Villanova period.443
The knob of a further helmet from Tarquinia (RC 254/260), now broken, had been cast-on.
Around the rim, there is an irregular row of holes, and above them a row of bosses. On the
front, the bosses appear to be arranged so as to resemble eyes and eyebrows. The helmet is dated to the beginning of prima età del ferro.444
The cast knob of a further helmet from Tarquinia (RC 291) is attached to the cap by four rivets. The knob is decorated with stamped rings and dot ornamentation. Parallel to the rim, there
are pairs of small holes. When the helmet was found, fragments of organic lining, possibly
leather and wood, were also discovered as well.445 The cap is decorated with rows of small and
large bosses and dots, some in the form of triangles. Helbig also notes eleven fragments of
bronze sheet with embossed decoration, and on the rim attached hooks for securing a bronze
ring, from which the pendant rings hang. These were found directly beneath the helmet. The
helmet is dated no later than the initial phase of prima età del ferro.
An unprovenanced helmet (no. 5 in Tab. 2.08), was bought from a dealer, and little is known
concerning its history, though Tarquinia or its surrounding vicinity are suspected as being its
area of origin. An urn might have been found together with the helmet. This urn shows similar
corrosion as that on the helmet and is decorated with classic bird and boat motif
(Vogelsonnenbarke).446 On back and front of the helmet two rivet holes are present, with three
rivet holes having been applied to each side. Above the rivet holes, the cap is decorated with
three rows of small bosses and two rows of large bosses. The knob is cast-on. Hencken notes a
   !; # !   ##  ! # #  ! $ # ## !"+! 
on top.447 There are no contemporary examples for such attachments, with the closest being the
Celtic helmet from Filottrano, Italy. The authenticity of the attachment for the Italian cap helmet
is not secure. The helmet is dated to the 9th or early 8th century BC based on the decoration on
the knob, which is similar to that on the helmet from Populonia, and on the cap, also seen on
one of the helmets from Tarquinia (RC 232), as well as the associated vessel.448
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On the front and back of the helmet from Fermo, a central hole was applied immediately
above the rim, whilst on the sides there are three holes above the rim. Unlike on other helmets,
the cap is complete and does not have a central hole under the riveted-on socket. This socket
$      !; # ! !  # $! !   $ !"§ 
the cap with four rivets. Seven further holes in the cap surround the tube at its base. The helmet
is decorated with both small and large bosses, arranged in horizontal and vertical rows, as well
as in circles. Between these circles, crested Villanovan helmets are depicted, as known from the
Villanovan helmet from Bisenzio (Villanovan IIB). Iaia dates the helmet to the central phase of
prima età del ferro I.449
In Poggio del Molino o del Telegrafo, Populonia, two cremation burials and two inhumation
burials were found in a single grave. Recovered from the same grave, which was clearly reused
over a considerable period, was a decorated cap helmet without knob.450 The grave appears to
#!"  ! #¨th century BC and was possibly still in use as late as the 8th century
&_< $   ##  ` > !;§> $   >" >! !+  }$ 
were found.
The other Italian cap helmet with cast-on knob, which was put up for auction at Hermann
Historica four times451 allegedly derives from the Italian antiquities market where it was bought
in the 1980s. The undecorated cap of the helmet is severely corroded and almost completely
destroyed, with the surviving fragments having been joined together with wax. Only the lower
part of the cap remains intact, along with the knob. The shaft of the knob is decorated with
three central horizontal lines and two further lines on the base of the knob, and is similar to that
found on the helmets from Populonia and Karlsruhe. On both sides of the helmet, immediately
above the rim, there are two rivet holes, positioned close to one another.
Possible helmet fragments from Škocjan may also belong to the group of Italian cap helmets.452
2.1.6.2 Italian Cap Helmets Without Knob or Socket
The cap helmet without knob from Populonia, Poggio del Molino o del Telegrafo, which derives
from the same grave as a decorated cap helmet with knob, is dated to site phase 1B1. The three
cap helmets without knob from Tarquinia are all dated to Tarquinia IIA1.453
The helmet from Populonia and an unprovenanced helmet (no. 13 in Tab. 2.08) have almost
the same decoration. Horizontal lines of pellets and bosses on the base and top of the cap
encompass a central band of water bird heads motif with concentric ring and dot decoration in
front of them, as well as alternating zones of geometric decoration, including a cross formed of
pellet and boss decoration, within vertical pellet and boss lines.
From the Impiccato grave II, Tarquinia, a cap helmet, which was covering the urn, was
recovered, as well as another bronze object454 interpreted as a helmet or ceremonial basin.455 The
decoration of the front of the cap helmet suggests a human face.456 The sides and the back are
instead covered with upside down arches and inside are bosses in concentric circles. Toward the
rim, the cap is decorated with three lines of small dots and in between two lines of bosses,
arranged in a rectangular shape so as to surround four bird heads, and in between them bosses
¦ !%  ? !  !+    !!   #  !#   ¡ !! torted, and is without rivet holes. It is decorated with a line of chevrons and above of it are two
449
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# ; !   >$##!  !   | #    +# !"  #!  
part of the cap. Inside the arches, one or two bosses with a central impression were applied.
From another grave from Tarquinia, found the 23.3.1883 (M8), one more helmet is known.457
It is stored in the Museo Archeologico Nazionale, Tarquinia (inv. no. 4416). The helmet has four
pairs of holes along the lower edge. It is decorated with two concentric bands of three smaller
bosses, and in between them two rows of larger bosses. In the middle, there is a decorated band
of birds heads, separated by vertical lines of larger bosses.458
2.2 Western European Helmets
Western European helmets comprise all helmets of Class II and helmets of Type Montbellet
(Fig. 2.2). In western Europe and the eastern Alpine region, the helmet cap is usually made of
two bronze sheets, joined together by folding, which form a central crest. The only exception
are helmets of Type Montbellet and some of the helmets of Type Mantes, the latter bearing only
a basic ridge. The date of almost all western European helmets is a matter of discussion, since
#    !   !+ "!   #  % !   Q >$! tinguish four main types of crested helmets (in chronological order): Type Mantes with a basic
ridge, Type Lueg with a three-pointed crest, Type Biebesheim with a conical, rounded crest and
Type Bernières d’Ailly with a triangular, pointed crest. The recovery area of types Mantes,
Biebesheim and Bernières d’Ailly overlap, as it partly does also with helmets of Type Montbellet (Fig. 2.15). Therefore, and as pointed out later (Chapter 2.2.1), they are discussed together
with the other western European helmets.

Fig. 2.15 Archaeological distribution of western European Bronze Age helmets:  Helmets of Type Montbellet.
 Helmets of Type Mantes. U (grey) Helmets of Type Lueg. S Helmets of Type Biebesheim. U Helmets of Type
&!ù ?<   $ #!*! $! ! "!   !!  
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(not to scale). Crested helmets with rivets (1–3) and other helmets or headgear (4–12): 1. { !< ! @@@
2. Santa Ana de Trujillo; 3. ;  Y ! !#; 4. Solana de Cabañas; 5. Cabeza del Buey III; 6. Cabeza del
Buey I; 7. Zarza Capilla III; 8. Q " 9. Almargen; 10. Las Herencias I; 11. Ategua; 12. Barranc de la Gasulla.

The known corpus of crested helmets, comprising some 40 examples, and helmets of Type
Montbellet were found mainly in northern and central France, western Germany, western Austria, and northwestern Switzerland. Fragments and depictions of European crested helmets are
also known from Portugal and Spain. Helmets of Type Bernières d’Ailly and Type Biebesheim
show an overlapping distribution between the Seine and Oise and the middle part of the Rhine.
Helmets of Type Mantes instead range from northern Italy to Mantes in the northwest and
Mainz in the northeast, overlapping with Type Biebesheim. The recovery area of Type Lueg in
the western Austrian Alps does not overlap with any other helmet type.
Depictions of crested helmets are restricted to the southwestern area of the Iberian Peninsu459
la. None of the northern stelae depicts helmets.460 #    !      "!  
crested helmets and these depictions do not overlap. The oldest stelae with helmets show point #   $ #  !§  " > $#  #  !    # $ # ! #  461 and hel $ # +# %  " `|+¸462 The crest is never clearly indicated, but we can
 +!  #           #   #  "   #   #  
resembles those of Type Bernières d’Ailly, as indicated by the long conical rivets and the double
horizontal line of the base. The interpretation of the depicted helmets as Type Bernières d’Ailly
instead of Type Biebesheim is also more consistent with the distribution of the actual helmets.
So far, around ten depictions of crested helmets are either known as separate motifs or worn by
459

The Iberian stelae with the central depiction of (mainly Type Herzsprung) shields date to the end of the Atlantic
Bronze Age (Bronce Final I–II) (e.g. Uckelmann 2012, 128) but also thought to be of more recent origin in the
9th/8th century BC (Celestino Pérez – López-Ruiz 2006). For the chronological discussion and overview: see
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a warrior.463Y   ##  $ !# !"+ # # #*> ! # 
thinner, pointed ‘V’-shaped form.464 The stele from Santa Ana de Trujillo,465 Subtype II B after
Almagro-Gorbea,466 might actually depict two helmets inside one another, which is rather unusual, since normally only one helmet per stelae is depicted. Since only the outer helmet has recognisable rivets, we might alternatively interpret the inner one as the organic inlay of a crested
helmet. This may also be the case for the helmet depictions made of double lines on the stelae
 Q" !_; &@467 Similarly the round head protection around the head of
## !"+  #   _; &@ +#    !  +!#
protection.
The origin of European crested helmets as well as their chronology is still a matter of discussion. Most recently, Brandherm468   #  !   # #! "   # 
Western European crested helmets to that of eastern Mediterranean cap helmets, with the former developing from the latter. However, the Alpine crested helmets of Type Lueg are considered older than the western European crested helmets, and are not connected to any eastern
Mediterranean cap development. Hencken, Borchhardt and Schauer also emphasised an origin
in the Near East.469 R. v. Laur-Belart suggests helmets of Type Mantes as potential ancestors of
crested helmets,470 but Brandherm argues that their simple shape alone does not necessarily
indicate an older type.471 A. Lippert sees the origin of crested helmets not in the Near East but
as a local development out of previous organic bi-valve helmets.472 Egg and Tomedi date the helmets of Type Lueg already to Bz C, interpreting them as one of the oldest metal helmets and
consequently reject any potential origin in the Aegean or the Near East.473 This is criticised by
Schauer due to the wide chronological variation seen in the votive deposit from the Piller Sattel
`&;_'<&! #!    !  #"!   # \+  474 Lippert recently suggested a slightly diverse approach for the development of crested helmets, placing Type Bernières d’Ailly at the beginning, in the 13th/12th century BC.475 Accordingly, Type
Bernières d’Ailly would be followed by Type Biebesheim (12th/11th century BC), which he connects with two ceramic helmets from Veii (graves nos. 4–5, necropolis Quattro Fontanili) and
Populonia. Connecting the helmet from Tiryns with the ones of Type Lueg, he dates the latter to
the 11th century as well, noting that Type Lueg and the earliest Italian helmets overlap chronologically.476 The Italian crested helmets made of ceramic and bronze then dominate his following period IIIB.
Seeing in helmets of Type Mantes the origin of both central and western European helmets
$   "!    ! !  #    !  $# #  !  #   #     
Near Eastern or Aegean crested archetypes. Despite this, there is still the impression that an
eastern origin is sought by some authors, based on two depictions and a crested Anatolian (?)
#  $ #  !*! $!"! ! §     #    + ! 477 the depiction of a
boar tusk helmet from a 16th century silver vase from Mycenae, grave round A, grave IV478 and
# $       %& +;*^> <!  `th/13th century BC). It is usually over463
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looked that this boar tusk helmet from Mycenae shows an organic crest (as indicated by the parallel lines), as also found on many other depictions,479 which clearly indicate organic crests. The
 %& +;*^#    # $ $#     ! +! `  »>$##   !
the forehead and reaches the middle of the back of the person wearing the helmet (there does
not seem to be a separation between crest and tail), as known from the relief of Suppiluliuma II
    #   *! $!   #     ! Y !! +! !  !  
* !!    ! !!!+"! !     !480@ #  !  " 
! ! >      #  >   !§  "  &!#  !   #  #    
 !  #! # $ !  !   #   !       !¡! ! # 
helmet from the western European crested helmets.481 There are no known depictions similar to
this helmet and its date remains unclear. Schauer argues that based on this helmet, a development from crested helmets made out of one piece of bronze to later ones made of two halves
joined together at the crest must have taken place.482
!! +!  #  # *! $ + Y !!#   !#!¡enced the production or development of Late Bronze Age European helmets – but not in the
form of direct prototypes. Such knowledge is demonstrated by the presence of a fragment from
a Mediterranean pointed helmet in the deposit from the Río Huelva.483Q#! "  
part of an Urartian/Syrian helmet.484
Due to the small number of crested metal helmets from the Aegean and Near East (the late
11th century BC helmet from Tiryns, one of the Ur-helmets and the most likely more recent
‘Anatolian’ helmet),485 which are both typologically and chronological diverse, the argument for
the local development of European crested helmets gains more weight. This process might have
occurred with the imitation of organic helmets or, more likely, with the development of crests
on cap helmets.486 The development of crests out of cap helmets is supported by three massive
cap helmets – found in Mantes, Oggiono-Ello and Mainz – with a central ridge or little crest
and one massive helmet with a little crest, and already made out of two bronze sheets (Weil).
All helmets belong to helmets of Type Mantes. These helmets might be the crucial point for the
development of crested helmets. Here, the relationship of Type Mantes and Type Biebesheim
and between types Mantes and Type Lueg is of particularly interest.
Besides stylistic approaches, the development from a simple hemispherical cap to a shape
which leaves more space above the head and increases also the buffer zone during weapon
impact (as we evidenced on Type Biebesheim), thus supporting a ‘gliding’ of the blade along the
helmet’s side rather than allowing to ‘hack’ right into it (i.e. so that the angle of impact is not
90° but higher), improves the protective aspects of the helmet – a surely convincing argument
for the person using the helmet as head protection. Further similarities between cap helmets of
Y!  !& #  #+ $!+ > # !+> #`!  »¡ %#ed rivets on some helmets of Type Biebesheim and the partly straight rim (Le Theil). Between
Y!  !\+> ##  #  #  #> #¡  ! #!$ 
bent rim without a wire indicate a close connection.487 According to these similarities, we identify helmets of Type Mantes not only as the precursor of Type Biebesheim, but also of Type
Lueg. Besides the shared characteristics, this is also supported by the compactness and thick!   #  !; #  ! # *  ! "!    ! ! # #     Y!  >
479
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amongst the western, but rather massive helmets of Type Montbellet.
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which is far from the delicate structure and decoration of the later helmets of Type Lueg and
Type Biebesheim and which would make development in the opposite direction rather unlikely.
2.2.1 Helmets of Type Montbellet
Helmets of Type Montbellet are undecorated, plain cap helmets with a hemispherical cap, which
were made from a single bronze sheet. The rim at the top of the cap is thicker than the sides,488
because of the use of an open die for the production of the helmet.489 The rim of the helmet from
@   ! !$ >   "§! +! !!+   * #   ! #  
also noted on the helmet of Type Mantes from Oggiono-Ello and those of Type Lueg. Just at the
fold on the helmet from Iseo, holes were applied: in front and back were placed two holes, and
to the sides, with three holes on each side (diameter 3–4mm). On the front and back of the helmet from Brancere, one single hole is visible, whilst each side has seven, most likely to attach
cheek plates than a chin strap; most of these holes are torn. The helmet from Montbellet has
instead just one hole each on each side, while the helmets from Szikszó and Wonsheim have
two on each side. The helmet from Thonberg has an additionally two holes on both the front
and back. The quality of the photographs of the today lost, unprovenanced helmets cat. nos. 77–
78 do not permit any detailed description. It is only possible to note that both bear a high number of rivet holes; interestingly, the same weight is published for both helmets (Tab. 2.9). How> # !     ! # !   $  !  #   ! !  #   "!
known under two names.
Cat. Find
No. Circumstances
71

river

72

Find Site

State Condition

Montbellet

High
Total
(cm)

Dm
(cm)

Thickness
Cap/Rim
(mm)

Weight
(g)

FR

not complete

14.5

22 × 18.5

0.6–1 / –

–

associated deposit (?) Thonberg

DE

complete

13.7

17.5 × 21.6

2–3 / 5

678

73

associated deposit (?) Wonsheim

DE

complete

12

18.6 × 22

1.5

563

74

associated deposit

Szikszó

HU

complete

14.4

18 × 21.7

–/3

638

75

river

Brancere

IT

complete

14

17 × 21.5

–

370

76

bog

Iseo

IT

complete

11

16.5 × 19

–

–

77

unknown

unprovenanced

–

lost

–

–

–

1140

78

unknown

unprovenanced

–

lost

14

23 × 21.5

–

1140

Tab. 2.9 Helmets of Type Montbellet.

2.2.1.1 Research History
G. v. Merhart subdivided helmets made of one piece of bronze into group A, the Kappenhelme,
and group B, the Glockenhelme, which have a more conical or bell shape.490 Hencken used the
terminology of v. Merhart and divided cap helmets into several different groups: conical bell
helmets; rounded bell helmets; cap helmets with stars; cap helmets with cast knobs; cap helmets
and others with plain sockets; cap helmets without knobs or sockets. He included in the latter
group also helmets of Type Mantes and the Iron Age helmets from Tarquinia, Cuevas de Vin >&ã¢ * > $   !  #   _ ! # ! #   
Schoonaarde (see below).491 Thus, only the six helmets from Montbellet, Thonberg, Wonsheim,
488
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Szikszó, Brancere and Iseo are associated with the helmets of Type Montbellet. G. v. Merhart
notes another helmet, presumably from Rome (cat. no. 77),492 which was part of the collection of
Amilcare Ancona, Milan, but not the later Zschille collection, as a comparison of the photographs of the two helmets indicate.493 The helmet from the Zschille collection (cat. no. 78) was
destroyed during the Second World War, as noted by Hencken;494 the location of the helmet
from ‘Rome’ remains unknown. As well as these six helmets, Schauer included in his group of
undecorated cap helmets also those of Type Mantes from Oggiono-Ello and Mainz, as well as
#!"! #> !  #      #!+!495 In addition, he associated the helmet from Brancere with decorated cap helmets. Most likely, the so-called helmets from Ehingen, Baden Württemberg, Germany,496 are not helmets at all, since they are too small and there
are no rivet holes to attach a chin strap or cheek plates. Moreover, their shape, with wide-open
+> !  ! !! ##   @ #!"! ##      # +#>
according to Hencken,497 they already are so thin that it seems impossible to thin them even
more to achieve the shape of a functional helmet. In any case, the probable type of helmet (or
vessel?) cannot be detected. The associated deposit is dated to the beginning of Ha B1.498
The helmet from Schoonaarde is usually associated together with other helmets of Type
Montbellet499 or considered as potentially Celtic in origin.500 It is the only plain cap helmet,
$## $  !   ! $ #! #   # ~!"    # §  "!  !  '
 +  !+ "!  #Q#  '!*! $!<  ! ##   @  !
&!> #   ##   ! !$ >  "§! +! !!+   * #
cap more resistant. On the sides of the helmet from Schoonaarde are two small gaps were we
can see a wire which passes through the inwards bent rim. It seems as if the wire here formed
tiny loops, maybe to attach a chin strap. The helmet is also the only plain cap helmet with decoration: three lines parallel to the rim are engraved on the outside. Considering the unique decoration, the inwards folded rim with wire and the loops it forms, we might indeed interpret it as a
more recent helmet, which is not necessarily connected with helmets of Type Montbellet.
& #Y# !!*!! "!    § !  !  # +! #  
of Type Montbellet.501 Schauer connects the European cap helmets with depictions on Assyrian
and Egyptian reliefs (Luxor, Abydos, Abu Simbel and Medinet Habu), referring to the depicted
Shardana helmets, indicating they might also represent metal helmets and not only organic head
protection, as suggested by Borchhardt.502 Schauer locates the precursors of the European plain
cap helmets between Egypt and the Caspian Sea.503 However, his connection between European
cap helmets with Persian helmets with gold and silver applications from the 13th–12th century
BC seems somewhat farfetched.504
#  ! $  "!     #     #>      #    
described,505 based on that of undecorated, plain cap helmets (Type Montbellet) and those cap
helmets with central ridge or basic crest (Type Mantes) and others506 allows the clearer visualisation of the development of these two types. It seems rather unlikely that cap helmets with
492
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ridge or basic crest are older than basic cap helmets; consequently, we interpret the latter as older than helmets of Type Mantes but having a longer life span.
We also have to consider them a local invention, developing out of organic head protection,
which had been in use at least since the Early/Middle Bronze Age (see e.g. the conical head protection from Fiavé-Carera, Italy (cat. no. 60).507 Helmets Type Montbellet are without doubt the
    #  ! # $ #      ## !#<  !+ #" # mets of Type Montbellet are older than Type Mantes, would make them also the precursor of
the later western European crested helmets, from Type Mantes with basic crest, to types Lueg,
& # !&!ù ?< $ #    >!"!  #@  ! #  
Y  > $ #  * !   !  #  # "!    #     Y !   >
   # !+  "!   Q;* ; `
 *  !    > !     $ # # "!  
western European crested helmets.
Most of the helmets of Type Bernières d’Ailly, all those of Type Lueg, as well as helmets of
Type Montbellet, the helmets from Iseo and those of Type Mantes (helmets from Mantes and
Oggiono-Ello), have an inwardly bent rim, usually enclosing a wire. Such is never observed on
eastern European helmets, apart the unprovenanced crested helmet (cat. no. 100). While the
shape of the cap changed with the development of the crest in western Europe, its basic shape
remained with the crested helmets of Type Lueg – though the latter is a much thinner, more delicate version of the rather massive helmets of Type Montbellet. Thus, it is in the form of the cap
#  >  # #! ! #   !   #   #  > #  $ "!  !!  !  $ #
Eastern European prototypes, which, as helmets of Type Oranienburg demonstrate, themselves
surely had Aegean precursors. Due to the basic, easy to produce shape of plain cap helmets such
as helmets of Type Montbellet, we might reasonably assume that such helmets continued to
exist even after the development of more elaborate types; though their number is rather small,
we suggest that they were a long-lived phenomenon.
A similar development from plain, undecorated cap helmets to crested helmets can also be
noted in Mesopotamia: the oldest metal helmets are, without doubt, plain, undecorated Sumerian cap helmets found in Ur (2nd half of the 3rd millennium BC).508 Interestingly, one of the three
helmets also bears a basic ridge as found on our helmets of Type Mantes. More elaborated,
organic crested helmets appear only shortly after (see the helmet on the tropaion from Mari).
2.2.1.2 Distribution and Deposition
< #   Y !   $ !$ #! #  #~!"  >! !  !
 # !  !; !`|+|!  !"! !   #! !!
helmet (cat. no. 77) remain unclear. Helmets Type Montbellet were recovered from the Po basin
in the south to the Jura Mountains in the west and to the Main and Rhine in the north. Their
recovery area overlaps widely with helmets of Type Mantes. The helmets from Brancere and
Y !   $ !! > # ! @  ! +>$#  # $  !"!  
Thonberg and Wonsheim probably derive from associated deposits. The exact composition of
#     > #"! ! ! #§    !  !! 
The helmet from Szikszó, the only one found in eastern Europe, also derives from an associated
deposit. This helmet, most likely an import, provides the most secure information on the chronology of these helmets.

507
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Fig. 2.17 Archaeological distribution of helmets of Type Montbellet: 71. Montbellet; 72. Thonberg; 73. Wonsheim;
74. Szikszó; 75. Brancere; 76. Iseo; 77–78. Unprovenanced. Numbers correspond to the catalogue numbers.

2.2.1.3 Chronology
The helmets from Montbellet, Brancere and Iseo are of little use in any consideration of the
# ! +   "  !  # #   ~ ! $> ##   Y !   # !
associated with both the Iron Age and the Late Bronze Age.509 The helmet from Wonsheim was
associated with Ha B(1) based on the cups in the same associated deposit.510 However, according
to Martin, the cups of Type Ehingen-Wonsheim date to Ha B3.511 The potentially associated
"!   ##   # !+ !!  # > # ! # ! +   
associated deposit is that from Szikszó, containing three small sickles (Bz D) and three large
ones (Ha B) (two Knopfsicheln, four Zungensicheln), as well as a median winged axe of Type
Kleedorf.512 According to Hansen and Mozsolics, the associated deposit may have been deposited in Ha B1, or, according to Hencken, at the transition from Ha A to Ha B or at the beginning
of Ha B, while Kemenczei associates the associated deposit with Ha A2.513 Thus, we are left
with a wide chronological time frame for helmets of Type Montbellet, which ranges from Bz
D–Ha B. This necessitates then the reconstruction of tentative chronology based on the temporal development of these helmets using typological characteristics instead, based upon the
sequence outlined above: helmets of Type Montbellet are the most basic helmet shape, developing from local organic precursors, and therefore older than helmets of Type Mantes (Bz D),
which develop from them. As helmets of Type Montbellet are the simplest metal helmet to be
produced, we consider them to have been an especially long-lived phenomenon, which, despite
#  ! > #  !!   #!  #~!"  
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Catalogue
Cat. no. 71. Montbellet, ‘Pont de Fleurville’, Dép. Saône-et-Loire, France'"!`
Saône) – complete helmet. Measurements: height: 14.5cm; diameter: 22 × 18.5cm; thickness:
0.6–1mm – Musée de Tournus, inv. no. 88.4.20 (collection Musée Greuze) – Pl. 10.71. Referenc & !! ¨«²>"+& !! ¨¨¥>>! ¸¥>"+²|+¨¨> ¥¥>
"+ '> @{|+¥¥²>«²'¨
The helmet was considered by M. Feugére as Type Mannheim/Coolus, but later revised.514
Cat. no. 72. Thonberg, Bayern, Germany – associated deposit (?) – complete helmet. Measurements: height: 13.7cm; diameter: 17.5 × 21.6cm; thickness: 5mm (rim), 2–3mm (cap); weight:
678g – Germanisches Nationalmuseum Nürnberg, inv. no. V 1962 – Pl. 10.72. References: Hock
¨>« *¨>¨> @« ¨>¸Y# ¨>²>"+«!!!+¨¥>
«>! ¸> «!*!¨>«>"+¨¨Q#¨«¥>²'²Q#¨«>¥>! ²>
"+ «'Q#¨«>¥¨'²_  !+¥¥>< ¥¥>¸# ¥¥
This helmet and ‘other stuff’ was found allegedly in a sand pit at Sandpfeife near Thonberg
in 1906, appeared on the market in 1911 and was bought by the Germanisches Nationalmuseum
from a dealer from Nuremberg. The impression on the cap might be recent damaged, as children reputedly played with the helmet before it was sold.
Cat. no. 73. Wonsheim, Rheinland-Pfalz, Germany – associated deposit (?) – complete helmet. Measurements: height: 12cm; diameter: 18.6 × 22cm; thickness: 1.5mm (edge); weight:
563g – Landesmuseum Mainz, inv. no. 2222 – Pl. 10.73. References: Reinecke 1900, 343; Rei!*¨¥¸ ¨>¸Y# ¨>²>"+!*!¨>¥>"+¥¥Q#
¨«¥>²²Q#¨«>¥>! >"+ ¸'_  !+¥¥>\ ¥>
The helmet was found allegedly together with nine bronze cups, of which six are still preserved, in 1858. Two very similar looking cups might belong to the same associated deposit and
were bought by the museum in 1860, ‘deriving from the vicinity of Wonsheim’, from the
Nationalmuseet in Copenhagen (inv. no. 19.253–OAV.11.C48; 19.254–OAV.11.C49).
Cat. no. 74. Szikszó, kom. Borsod-Abaúj-Zemplén, Hungary'    `¦"!@?'
almost complete helmet. Measurements: height: 14.4cm; diameter: 18 × 21.7cm; thickness: 3mm
(rim); weight: 638g – Herman Ottó Múzeum in Miskolc, inv. no. 66.14.1 – Pl. 10.74. References:
 !;¨¸¸>¥> Ý{!*!¨>¥>"+¥Q#¨«¥>²²Q#¨«>
¥²>! «>"+² !;¨«>²¥'²²>²>! ¨> _Ý{@@! !¨¨>¨>²²>
677; Mozsolics 2000, 80, no. 6, pl. 99.7; Clausing 2001, 221.
The helmet was found together with three small sickles (Zungensicheln) (Bz D) and three
large sickles (Knopfsicheln) (Ha B), as well as a median winged axe of Type Kleedorf515 in 1965.
Cat. no. 75. Brancere, Lombardia, Italy'"!` '   #  Y ments: height: 14cm; diameter: 17 × 21.5cm; weight: 370g – Museo Civico Ala Ponzone di Cremona (Inventory Vol. S, oggetti di scavo, 93, no. 3) – Pl. 10.75. References: Patroni 1909, 276,
"+Y# ¨>²>"+!*!¨>¥>"+¥ !  ¨>'>! 
Q#¨«>¥²>! >"+_  !+¥¥>Y ! ¥¥>¥
The helmet was found in 1896 at Brancere in the sands of the river Po and bought by the
museum in 1906.
Cat. no. 76. Iseo, prov. Brescia, Lombardia, Italy ' !+  "! ` + '     #  
Measurements: height: 11cm; diameter: 16.5 × 19cm – Museo Preistorico Luigi Pigorini, Rome,
inv. no. 66.152 – Pl. 10.76. References: Castelfranco 1887, 145–147, pl. V.5; Ruffoni 1888, 36;
514
515

Feugére 1994, 47; Feugére 2005, 61–67.
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The helmet was found before 1887 at a depth of 3m in the bog while cutting peat close to the
Lago d’Iseo. It was said a now lost (?) bronze sickle was found together with the helmet.
Cat. no. 77. Unprovenanced (known as ‘Rome’, Italy) – complete helmet. Measurements
unknown; weight: 1140g – repository unknown – Pl. 10.77. References: Ruffoni 1891, pl. VIII.8;
  «¨>>! > {@@@¸Y# ¨>²>¥>"+¸!*!¨>_  !+
2001, 221.
#"!  !"! !   # #  !*! $!@ $    # tion of Amilcare Ancona, Milan. The current location of the helmet is unknown.
Cat. no. 78. Unprovenanced – complete helmet, but destroyed during WW2. Measurements:
height: 14cm; diameter: 23 × 21.5cm; weight: 1140g – Pl. 10.78. References: Forrer 1894, 2, pl.
@{!*!¨>>"+
The helmet from the Zschille collection was not the one from ‘Rome’, which belonged to the
Amilcare Ancona collection from Milan, as a comparison of the two photographs of both helmets demonstrates;516 both helmets though are indicated with the same weight.
2.2.2 Helmets of Type Mantes
   Y!  '!   #|!#"!  #Q! Y!  >Q!% %
Oise – are rather heavy, massive cap helmets with a slight, central ridge running from the front
to the back (Tab. 2.10). These helmets, manufactured from either one or two bronze sheets, are,
strictly speaking, a transitionary form between helmets of Class I and Class II. Whilst some
were still formed from a single bronze sheet, as is characteristic of Class I helmets, the form of
their crest and their distribution also relate them to Class II helmets. Given this mixed heritage,
they are clearly the local precursor of crested helmets of Types Biebesheim, Bernières d’Ailly
and Lueg. The crest of helmets of Type Mantes is either solid (Oggiono-Ello, Mainz-Kostheim)
 #
$ `Y!   #    # #     +#  ! +!"!  #* #! # 
(Mantes, Mainz-Kostheim) or folded inwards (Oggiono-Ello), as on helmets of Type Lueg. Both
the helmet from Oggiono-Ello and those of Type Lueg are not bent around a wire, as known on
crested helmets of Type Biebesheim and Bernières d’Ailly or the helmet from ‘Hungary’. At the
rim of the helmet from Oggiono-Ello are two rivet holes in the front and the back of the helmet
as well as three on each side, though not exactly opposite one another. The helmet also has a
 !  %   ! #*! ##   Y!;% # >
  #  !¡ 
headed rivets survive, mainly due to the use of internal lining discs. The now conserved copy of
the helmet from Mantes does not show any rivet holes. While the Italian and the German helmets are without any decoration – and here we exclude the massive, inwards bending rib parallel to the rim of the helmet from Oggiono-Ello as ‘decoration’ – the helmet from Mantes is decorated with three negative lines parallel to the edge.
Cat. Find
No. Circumstances

Find Site

State Condition

Dm
(cm)

Thickness
Cap/Rim
(mm)

Weight
(g)

79

river

Mantes

FR

complete

24

21 × 17

–

–

80

river (?)

Mainz

DE

complete

16.7

22.3 × 21.7

2–3 / –

1208

81

associated deposit

Oggiono-Ello

IT

complete

13.6

20.3 × 18.7

–

750

82

river

Weil am Rhein

DE

complete

19.6

22.7 × 17.4

–

804

Tab. 2.10
516

High
Total
(cm)

Helmets of Type Mantes.
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Fig. 2.18
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Helmet of Type Mantes from Weil am Rhein, Germany (© Archäologische Bodenforschung Basel-Stadt,
photograph: P. Saurbeck).

Around the rim of the helmet from Mainz a blackish band is visible. This is due to the
turned-out edge of the inner organic lining, which then reacted on the outside with the bronze
and led to the formation of different corrosion products.
Even though the helmet from Weil is, technologically speaking, closer to the classical crested helmets, with its cap made from two different bronze sheets joined together in the centre,
this helmet still more closely resembles the helmets from Oggiono-Ello, Mainz-Kostheim and
Mantes (Fig. 2.18). The lack of decoration and the shape of the massive cap, which is more
 ! #! !>!     ! #   Y!  #   $ ¡ %#ed rivets on both the front and back demonstrates the connection to crested helmets of Type
Lueg. We can interpret this helmet as a transitionary form from Type Mantes, as the prototype
of crested helmets, to the highly developed crested helmets of Type Lueg or Type Biebesheim.517
2.2.2.1 Research History
As noted at the beginning of Chapter 2.2, helmets of Type Mantes were considered also as
potential ancestors of crested helmets,518 even though their simple shape alone does not necessarily indicate an older type.519 Sperber interprets the helmet from Mantes as the one-part version of the two-part Type Biebesheim helmets, but not as an ancestor of the latter, while Schau517
518
519

E.g. v. Laur-Belart 1950, 202–208.
v. Laur-Belart 1950, 205.
Brandherm 2011, 43.
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     "        #  520 \    "  # #     Y!   !
Weil as Art Biebesheim.521 Type Mantes were also interpreted as a product of the combination
of contemporary cap helmets and bi-valve crested helmets,522 though their date of Bz D (if not
  !+  #  "! ! #   ++ ! %  ++  #$ 
2.2.2.2 Distribution and Deposition
# "!    #   #      $     Y!   ! # !  #$  
Mainz in the northeast and southwards to Oggiono-Ello, Lombardia (Fig. 2.19). The helmet
from Mantes was found in the Seine in 1860. It was part of the collection of Dr. Bonneau at
Y!  > #  "!   !!+!*! $!<   !   ! #Y  
Antiquités Nationales in Saint-Germain-en-Laye. From a private collection, another helmet,
said to be found in the Main/Rhine (estuary of both rivers?) close to Mainz before 1940, is
*! $!##    $  ! !!*  #]#!!¨¥ > #¡ 
terrace of the river Rhine next to the village of Weil, Germany, in the north of Kleinhüningen,
Q$ ; !>    #
 * "!  ##  $  +#  #  # 
Museum Basel and kept there for several decades before it moved to the Museum der Kulturen.
The helmet from Oggiono-Ello was found as a part of a deposit in a quarry. G. v. Merhart notes
loose fragments of a bronze sheet probably found together with the helmet, which might have
been attached to it, since also on the inside of the helmet a bronze sheet was attached by rivets
(Fig. 2.20).523

Fig. 2.19

520
521
522
523

Archaeological distribution of helmets of Type Mantes: 79. Mantes; 80. Mainz; 81. Oggiono-Ello;
82. Weil am Rhein. Numbers correspond to the catalogue numbers.

Schauer 1982c, 704; Sperber 2011, 23.
Lippert 2011, 42.
Brandherm 2011, 44.
v. Merhart 1941, 6–9.
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Bronze bands found under the helmet of Type Mantes from Oggiono Ello, Italy (after Ghislanzoni 1929,
"+`!   

2.2.2.3 Chronology
Q! #  # #   !+ "!   > # ! #      !+ 
the one from Oggiono-Ello. The associated deposit contains two swords of Type Oggiono,524
two Griffplatten daggers, four Bz D spearheads and two axes (Type Möhlin/variant B) as well
    !! " + !    !; #  !  $ #   `» #   ! #  525
According to Hansen and Hencken the associated deposit dates to Bz D.526 Though, some of the
bronzes, such as the two axes, might already date to Bz B/C according to Schauer.527 V. BiancoPeroni dates the associated deposit to the Middle Bronze Age, and M. Egg – G. Waurick to
‘most likely’ 12th/13th century BC.528 A chronological range for helmets of Type Mantes of late
Bz C to Bz D therefore seems to be most likely.
Catalogue
Cat. no. 79. Mantes, Dép. Seine-et-Oise, France ' !+   "! ` Q! '    
helmet. Measurements: height: 24cm; diameter: 21 × 17cm – Musée des Antiquités Nationales
Saint-Germain-en-Laye, inv. no. 4778 (copy; the depository of the original is unknown) – Pl.
¨]! #  ¨¥>_   ¨>¸¨'¸¨²>"+_   ¨>¸'¸¸
Y# ¨>¸>! >"+¨!*!¨>¸>«>"+¨Y #!¨>'>"+ !
p. 149; Schauer 1982c, 704; Clausing 2001, 221; Lippert 2011, 75.
The helmet was found in the Seine in 1860. It was part of the collection of Dr. Bonneau at
Y!  > #  "!   !!+!*! $!<   !  ##  ! ! 
the Musée des Antiquités Nationales in Saint-Germain-en-Laye.

524

Bianco-Peroni 1970, 19–22; Schauer 2003, 193.
 # !; !¨¨>>! >"+
526
Hencken 1971, 135; Hansen 1994, 19, note 41.
527
Schauer 2003, 193.
528
Bianco-Peroni 1970, 18; Egg – Waurick 1990, 14.
525
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Cat. no. 80. Mainz, Hessen, Germany ' !+   "! `» `   ! #    #
rivers Main and Rhine) – complete helmet. Measurements: height: 16.7cm; diameter: 22.3 ×
21.7cm; thickness: 2–3mm; weight: 1208g – Landesmuseum Mainz, inv. no. 17.124 – Pl. 11.80.
]!   Y#  ¨> ² !*! ¨> «> "+ ¨« Q# ¨«¥> "+  '« Q#
¨«>"+ '²++'*¨¨¥>²>"+«\ ¥>¸> ²
The helmet comes from a private collection and was said to be found in the river Main close
to Mainz. It was bought by the museum in 1917.
Cat. no. 81. Oggiono-Ello, prov. Lecco, Lombardia, Italy – associated deposit – complete
helmet. Measurements: height: 13.6cm; diameter: 20.3 × 18.7cm; weight: 750g – Museo Civico,
_
> ! !  Ý'¨ '   « ]!  # !; ! ¨¨> > !  > '> "+  
Y# ¨>²>"+&! % !¨¥>«> &!*!¨>>"+¥²& ;*
¨«>>"+Q#¨«>¥'¥>! >"+++'*¨¨¥>! !¨¨>
¨>_  !+¥¥>Q#¥¥>"+
The helmet was presumably found together with two swords (Type Oggiono), two Griffplatten daggers, four Bz D spearheads and two axes (Type Möhlin/variant B) as well as several
fragments of bronze sheets in a quarry in a cleft in the rock with view to Lake Annone, some
300m above sea level. As E. Ghislanzoni pointed out, the objects were not found all together at
once but over a period of several months.529
Cat. no. 82. Weil am Rhein, Baden-Württemberg, Germany (former Kleinhüningen,
Basel, Switzerland)' !+ "!`]#!'   #  Y  ! #+# 
19.6cm; diameter: 22.7 × 17.4cm; weight: 804g – Museum der Kulturen, Basel, inv. no. I.21690
' «]! \%&  ¨²¥>¥'¥«!*!¨>¸>"+¸ !¨«>
² & !#  ¨«  ¨«²> ¸'¸¸ &!; ¥¥«> ¸> "+ !  ¨¥ \  ¥> ¸²>   
Sperber 2011, 23.
##  $  ! !!*  #]#!!¨¥ > #¡    #
river Rhine next to the village of Weil am Rhein, Germany, in the north of Kleinhüningen,
Q$ ; !>    #
 * "!  ##  $  +#  #  # 
Museum Basel and kept there for several decades (old inv. no. 1910.181) before it was moved to
the Museum der Kulturen.
2.2.3 Helmets of Type Lueg
All three helmets of Type Lueg have a bi-valve, round cap bearing a three pointed crest. Most
likely, the helmets from Anlauftal and the Piller Sattel also had cheek plates as found on the
helmet from Pass Lueg, as suggested by the presence of two rivet holes on each side. The crest !    $  !; # >"§ + #  # $ #  !+! !$ #
rivets on the front and back. The helmet from Pass Lueg is the only complete helmet of this
type, which includes preserved cheek plates.
All three helmets (Tab. 2.11) have as decoration a massive, broad rib parallel to the rim, a
dotted line parallel over it and two dotted lines following the edge of the crest. In the centre of
the cap, three dotted circular lines as well as a central boss complete the similarities in the decoration. Additionally, the Pass Lueg helmet has two smaller circles of the same kind left and
right of the central one; the helmet from the Anlauftal has one boss to the side of the big circle
close to the front side of the helmet. Similar decoration is also known on the helmets from Szczecin-Zdroje and Tiryns, the cuirass from Jura B and a complete bronze cuirass from the Danube as well as one of the bronze cups from the associated deposit from Dresden-Dobritz.530 Further fragments with the same kind of decoration are known from the Late Bronze Age associat529
530

Ghislanzoni 1929, 15.
Martin 2009, pl. 30.119; Mödlinger 2014b.
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   Q  [} *>531 >] !>532 Techirghiol, Romania,533 and Pila del
Brancon,534 as well as an Iron Age deposit from Sicily.535
Cat. Find
Find Site
No. Circumstances

State Condition Fragments
(cm)
AT

complete

Dm (cm)

27.5
18.3 × 21.3
(15 cap)

Thickness Weight
Cap/Rim
(g)
(mm)

83

associated
deposit

Pass Lueg

84

votive deposit

Piller Sattel

AT

fragment

19.6 × 16.2

c. 34

19.6 × 16.2

0.9 / 1.3

500

85

river

Anlauftal

AT

fragment

18.9 × 19.3

–

–

–

279

Tab. 2.11

–

High
Total
(cm)

–

998
(cap)

Helmets of Type Lueg.

The decoration of the crest on Type Lueg is completed by a vertical, broad rib, which also
serves as stabilisation. Unfortunately, the upper part of the crest of the helmet from the
Anlauftal is missing. Additionally, the helmet from Pass Lueg has on each side four bosses on
the crest; one in the middle of each small point of the crest, and two left and right of the vertical
rib. The helmet from the Piller Sattel does not bear any bosses at all on the crest. The helmet
from Anlauftal bears one boss preserved on the smaller point of the crest. Moreover, the helmet
from Pass Lueg shows three parallel, vertical, dotted lines reaching from the end of the crest to
the horizontal line of pellets on one side of the helmet – the one closest to the holes for the
cheek plates. The helmet from the Anlauftal has the same kind of decoration but with just two
lines of pellets and on the side opposite to the holes with which to attach the cheek plates. The
helmet from the Piller Sattel bears no such decoration on the preserved part.
The helmet from Pass Lueg has on what is assumed to be the front three parallel lines of pellets which reach from the horizontal line of pellets to the beginning of the crest, where the three
lines meet. On the back or ‘neck’ side of the helmet, no such decoration is visible. In addition,
$"!  !§   #  > $   ! !#   #  ! #   #
front and back point. The cheek plates are decorated with three parallel, horizontal lines of pellets, parallel to the upper edge of the cheek plates, which are followed by three circles of pellets
(diameter approx. 2.5cm) with one central boss inside. Below the circles, there are again three
parallel, horizontal lines of pellets with three circles of pellets and a central boss. Beneath the
#  > # !  #  ># ; !   !    ~! # >$"!
two circles of pellets with a central boss. Both circles are surrounded by one line of pellets.
Approximately 2cm above the rim, the helmet from the Piller Sattel has a broader, plastic
rib. A vertical rib similar to the horizontal one is found on the central part of the crest. Parallel
to the horizontal rib, a line of pellets is visible. On the sides of the helmet, three circles of pellets with a central boss were applied. Two lines of pellets follow the whole edge of the crest. No
part of the opposite half of the helmet survive (not even any overlapping parts to join the two
parts together on the crest).
The helmet from the Anlauftal shows approximately 1.6cm above the rim a 3mm broad convex rib, parallel to the edge. Parallel to the horizontal rib and approx. 1.4cm above it, a line of
dots is visible. A double line with small dots is following the edge of the crest; the dotted line
on the outside is irregular. Both lines were punched before the two parts of the helmet cap and
crest were joined together; one joint is overlapping the dotted lines. On the front of the helmet,
right under the ending of the crest, two vertical dotted lines are visible. In the middle of the preserved half of the helmet, three circles of dotted lines (diameter 5.9–6.9cm) and a central boss
(diameter 1.5cm) were applied. The size of the central boss corresponds with the ones from the
531

 { [¨¨> «
Bronze sheet fragment: Rusu 1990, 73, pl. V.5.
533
 & !; # + !   %  ¨«> ²'¨
534
Salzani 1998, no. 139.
535
 ++¨«>"+'²
532
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preserved part of the crest; the slightly deformed single boss on the right side of the one surrounded by the three dotted circles is slightly bigger (diameter 1.6–1.8mm). This single boss
might be interpreted as ‘eyes’, such as is known from helmets of Type Biebesheim (Paris, Montmacq A, Blainville) or as a reduction of the motif found on the Pass Lueg helmet. In any case,
the boss itself is too well preserved and in a too much similar position to conclude, that it resulted from depositional damage from being in the river, such as a stone bending the metal sheet as
suggested by M. Mehofer.536
2.2.3.1 Research History
Helmets of Type Lueg remain the basis for lively discussion, especially concerning the chrono+    "  !  #     #    ~!   ¥¥> # #       \+>
$## $   ! ! ««> $  # !  §      *! #    ! $ # # "! 
from a potential deposit, to which the helmet might also belong, remains unclear, thus resulting
in a range of different chronological assignations.
# !$ #   "!    #   `      $ #  ²¥  !; > !+!+ '
according to different authors –from Bz A/B to Ha A1,537 or even Ha B1538! # !+ "!
from the Anlauftal in 2006, have resulted in further diverse discussions about the dating of
these helmets, but at least rendered the interpretation of the form as a local Alpine variant of
Early Iron Age Italian crested helmets539    # # ! +    !  !¡enced the general discussion about the origin of crested helmets in general; dating the helmets
of Type Lueg to Bz C as Egg and Tomedi have, would make them one of the oldest metal helmets, making an origin for crested helmets in the Aegean or the Near East impossible.540 This
view, however, was criticised by Schauer due to the wide chronological range of the votive
    # Q  ! #! !   #  "!   \+541
2.2.3.2 Distribution and Deposition
All helmets of Type Lueg were found at passes or close to them in the west of the eastern Alps,
not far from the copper mining areas in Tyrol and Salzburg (Fig. 2.21), to which they are moreover connected through their alloy composition patterns and lead isotope characterisation. Both
 !   #   !      ##  #! !! $ # "
events or situations, such as votive deposits to mark good passage along long distance trading
routes, local copper mining and its control, the presence of elites or the exchange of smiths and/
or their products.
The votive deposit at the Piller Sattel/Moosbruckschrofen is around 2km from the Bronzeand Iron Age cremation sanctuary at the Piller Sattel, the pass from the Pitz to the Inn valley.
All bronzes were found together in a large ceramic pot. The helmet from Pass Lueg was found
in 1838 during work on the street over the pass. The pass Lueg might not be a very high pass
but nevertheless marks the entrance or end of a dangerous gorge through which the river
Q ;#! < !+  #"!> ##  $  ! + #$ # # !; } 
   ¥   #   ##    #<!       !+ "!
from the creek Anlauf. Following the Anlauf creek, we reach the Korntauernscharte (2460m
above sea level), from where it is easy to reach the upper Möll Valley and then the Drau Valley,
an important route to the south.
536

Mehofer 2011, 121.
Egg – Tomedi 2002; Tomedi 2002; Schauer 2003; Tomedi 2004; Tomedi 2007; Lippert 2010; Lippert 2011.
538
 \ ¥>"+
539
So v. Merhart 1969, 137.
540
Egg – Tomedi 2002, 556.
541
Schauer 2003, 201.
537
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Archaeological distribution of helmets of Type Lueg: 83. Pass Lueg; 84. Piller Sattel; 85. Anlauftal.
Numbers correspond to the catalogue numbers.

2.2.3.3 Chronology
The dating of helmets of Type Lueg is still a matter of discussion, and opinions differ widely.
Older publications could take into account only the helmet from Pass Lueg; the helmets from
# Q  `   !<!   ` !+ "!#!+! ! ! !¥¥!
2006 respectively. Today, the theory of v. Merhart, who assumed that the helmet from Pass
Lueg was a local Alpine variant of Early Iron Age Italian crested helmets,542 is now redundant.
]  !  ##    \+  #  ~!"  >$# Y % 
   # ~!"  >  # & ;*!!*!   543
_ ! !+ #  # !    "!   # \+#   #>  &;
C/D seems reasonable. The axe associated with the helmet from Pass Lueg might be of Type
Gmunden, which was widely distributed during Bz C1, but is also known from Bz D.544 The
picks of Type Mitterberg do not allow any detailed dating,545 though some of them were also
found in the deposit from Sipbachzell, Upper Austria, which contains bronzes ranging from the
Y & !;<+  # ~!"  546
The votive deposit from the Piller Sattel is dated to Bz C–Ha A but there is still debate concerning this.547< !+  #  "!   ##  >++!   ##  
to Bz C/D:548 the oldest object can be dated to the transition of Bz A/B – a Flügelnadel (winged
pin), whose basic shape is already known in the Early Bronze Age – and the most recent to Bz
C2/D (median-winged axes). According to Egg and Tomedi, there is no object typical for the
Late Bronze Age, which is questioned by Schauer, who mentions that due to the longer life span
542
543
544
545
546
547
548

v. Merhart 1969, 137.
Pittioni 1954, 514; Müller-Karpe 1959, 10, 113; Müller-Karpe 1962a, 273; Hencken 1971, 58; Bouzek 1981, 24.
Mayer 1977, 130.
Egg – Tomedi 2002, 553.
Höglinger 1996, 87.
Most recent, the overview in Mörtz 2013.
Egg 2002; Egg – Tomedi 2002, 545; Tomedi 2004; Tomedi 2007.
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  #"! ! #  ' ! * `Zungensichel), one axe and the fragment of a
Griffzungenschwert – the helmet from the Piller Sattel might date also to Bz D–Ha A.549 As C.
Jahn recently pointed out,550 the sickle might also indicate a date in the Middle Bronze Age, and
!!  #  ! "    \ & !;<+ _ !  > # *  
of Type Uioara (which occur in Bz C2 but are most common during Bz D–Ha A1) do not seem
to be used much after casting. P. Schauer was also criticised by Tomedi, who included a discussion on circular-arguments of axe/sickle-dating and the dating of associated deposits in general
in his publication.551 A completely different chronological approach has been taken by Lippert,
based on his correspondence analyses. He suggested that the helmet was deposited at the end of
Ha A2/B1,552$## "!     $ !  #  "!   #  
 $> $ #  * !   !  # 
    "!    #   Q  
  > #   # *       * `&;  ! # !%$!+ §   
Freudenberg (mainly Bz D), do point to a slightly different chronological approach than that
presented by Egg and Tomedi. The helmet was unlikely to have been produced in Bz C (an
argument perhaps predicated more on wishing to have the oldest European metal helmets), and
$  #  *  !&;< >   § $ !! #+ ¯*
and in the deposit of Ducové,553 and the manufacturing technique, mainly the production of two
halves to mount the cap, cannot be too far removed chronologically from Type Mantes, the
archaic ancestor of European crested helmets. Another argument is the production of the earliest central European bronze defensive armour in the Carpathian Basin from Bz D onwards,
which has close connections to the slightly older armour from Greece (e.g. the cuirass from
Dendra and helmets of Type Oranienburg; the helmet from Biecz, dated to Bz C/D, is most likely an import from the Aegean).554#!  #"  !   #  > >
bi-valve and highly elaborated helmet in the Alpine region of central Europe, does not seem
very likely; as already pointed out before (Type Mantes, Chapter 2.2.2), it seems more likely
that helmets of Type Mantes represent the base of development for European crested helmets,
thus also being the ancestors of helmets of Type Lueg.
Therefore, it seems most reasonable that helmets of Type Lueg were deposited in Bz D2, or
potentially even Ha A1, after a short period of use. A dating to Bz D–Ha A1 is supported by the
construction technique using two bronze sheets joined together on the crest and the applied decoration, i.e. the three circles of pellet lines with a central boss. This element of decoration is rare
and is found mainly on Late Bronze Age armour, and is unknown for the Middle Bronze Age:
on the helmet from Tiryns, one of the cuirasses from Jura (cat. no. 138) and a complete bronze
    # !   ! #  !; #  }    Q   [} *> Q>555
 > ] !>556 Techirghiol, Romania,557 Pila del Brancon, Italy,558 Dresden-Dobritz,
Germany,559 and from an Iron Age deposit from Sicily.560
Catalogue
Cat. no. 83. Pass Lueg, Salzburg, Austria – associated deposit – complete helmet. Measurements: height: 15cm (cap), 27.5cm (with crest); diameter: 18.3 × 21.3cm; weight: 1134g (total);
549
550
551
552
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554
555



556
557




558
559

560



Egg – Tomedi 2002, 545 with notes; Schauer 2003, 193.
Jahn 2013, 235.
Tomedi 2007.
\ ¥>"+
Sperber 2011, 17.
See Chapter 2.1.1, cat. no. 3.
{ [¨¨> «
Bronze sheet fragment: Rusu 1990, 73, pl. V.5.
& !; # + !   %  ¨«> ²'¨
& !; # + ! Q ;!¨¨«>"+«
Bronze cup: Martin 2009, pl. 30.119.
++¨«>"+'²
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998g (without cheek plates); ‘right’ cheek plate: 14.8 × 9.3cm (for more detailed measurements
see Mehofer 2011, 121); weight: 57.5g; thickness: 0.8–1.3mm; ‘left’ cheek plate: 15.5 × 9.7cm;
weight: 78.5g – Salzburg Museum, inv. no. ARCH 122 – Pl. 12.83. References: Seethaler 1839;
QØ«>¸<! #«²Y#«« ¨«>«¥>"+ '>'¸Y
 !¨«
Urbanek 1991, 61; Moosleitner 1993; Tomedi 2007; Lippert 2010; Lippert 2011; Lutz 2011; Marx
2011; Mehofer 2011.
##  $  !!««!+$ * ! #    # < !+  #"!er, the helmet was found together with other bronze objects close to a loose precipice 10m above
#    Ó   > # "!   !  !  ¦ #  !; ?   #   "!  
which he threw away.561 The recorded composition of the deposit differs over time, comprising
either:
1. helmet, one axe, two pickaxes, two pieces of molten ore562
2. helmet, one axe, a pickaxe, three antique bronzes563
3. helmet, one axe, two pickaxes, two pieces of metal564
4. helmet, a winged axe, two pickaxes and another one in the Natural History Museum Vien!`  ! #"!  > $    !+*565
However, today it seems that two pickaxes and a winged axe (Salzburg Museum inv. no.
123–125, and maybe also another pickaxe from the Natural History Museum Vienna, inv. no.
18.000) as well as three bronze bars and two pieces of casting cake (also in the Salzburg Museum) were indeed part of the deposit. After the helmet was found, it was boiled in oil to receive
# " !  #  ! $\ !Y# ! ! $+#   ##  !
the same publication.566
Cat. no. 84. Piller Sattel, Tirol, Austria – votive deposit – fragment (half of the helmet).
Measurements: fragment: 19.6 × 16.2cm; height: approx. 34cm; thickness: 0.9–1.3mm; diameter
approx. 20–22cm (for more detailed measurements see Mehofer 2011, 124); weight: 500g –
Archäologisches Museum Fließ, no inv. no. – Pl. 12.84. References: Tomedi et al. 2001; Egg
2002; Egg – Tomedi 2002; Nowak 2002; Tomedi 2002; Schauer 2003; Tomedi 2004; Tomedi
2007; Lippert 2010; Lippert 2011; Lutz 2011; Marx 2011; Mehofer 2011; Tomedi 2012.
In 2001 F. Neururer located with the aid of a metal detector a votive deposit of more than
350 bronzes in a crevice at the Moosbruckschrofen am Piller. The deposit is around 2km from
the Bronze- and Iron Age cremation sanctuary at the Piller Sattel, the pass from the Pitz- to the
Inn valley, and was excavated by the Institut für Ur- und Frühgeschichte from the Innsbruck
University only three days after its discovery. All the bronzes were found in one big ceramic
pot. The deposit contained amongst other things the helmet, one Achtkantschwert Type Haus!!+> ! $  Q ;!# !> !¡!+#  $ > # `! !+ 
    # # >! "  #>++ > #> !%$!+§ > *  >!  
pins, pieces of a bronze belt, pendants (Brillenanhänger), discs (Stachelscheiben), spiral rolls
still containing leather, etc. Almost all objects show traces of intentional destruction, including
indications of burning.
Cat. no. 85. Anlauftal, Salzburg, Austria' !+ "!'+ ! `#   ##  Y urements: 18.9 × 19.3cm; approx. height of the cap: 14cm (for more detailed measurements see
Mehofer 2011, 120); weight: 279g – Montanmuseum Altböckstein, Bad Gastein; no inv. no. – Pl.
13.85. References: Lippert 2010; Lippert 2011; Lutz 2011; Marx 2011; Mehofer 2011; Weber
2011.
561
562
563
564
565
566

Egg – Tomedi 2002, 551.
Seethaler 1839.
v. Süß 1844; v. Arneth 1851; both note a pickaxe instead of spearheads.
Much 1883.
Kyrle 1918.
Lippert 2011, 20; Mehofer 2011, 121, 123.
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Following the Anlauf creek, we reach the Korntauernscharte (2460m above sea level), from
where it is easy to reach the upper Möll Valley and then the Drau Valley. In August 2006, on the
left side of the Anlauf creek, E. Tschitschko found the fragmented half of the helmet with a
      #  + "!      ! ¥¥       ! $   !"  
pollen analyses of residues inside the crest of the helmet and the surrounding of the presumable
"!  567 The fragment was found in the humus, sandy earth 6m from the river. The partly
§  !;   #+ ! ` !+  #"! +#  #    ! !ous abrasion of the surface (but then no traces of manufacture would have been left) or the
result of the oxygen poor surrounding in the bed of the creek. However, the edges are patinated,
so the fragment was deposited as such.
Only one half of the helmet, the ‘left’ side (the same as the Piller Sattel helmet), is preserved.
The front and the back were broken off as well. On one of the smaller points of the crest, the
folds are still preserved (two on the lower side, one on the upper side). The central part of the
helmet is partly damaged due to its deposition in the river; it is folded and partly broken
through. The overlapping parts of the two halves of the helmet as well as the rivet holding them
together are missing. On the outside of the helmet, the patina is partly chipped off. The colour is
dark green to dark brown.
2.2.4 Helmets of Type Biebesheim
Today, 13 complete and one fragmented helmet, the latter from Otterstadt, Germany, are known
(Tab. 2.12). The crest of helmets of Type Biebesheim is generally narrow, and cap as well as
crest are pointed or rounded (Ebing, Montmacq A and B, Seurre, Paris) at the top. Unfortunately, the upper part of the helmet from Le Theil is missing. The edge of the crest of one of the
Cat. Find
No. Circumstances

Find Site

State Condition

Fragments
(cm)

High
Total
(cm)

Dm (cm)

Thickness Weight
Cap/Rim
(g)
(mm)

86

river

Biebesheim (A)

DE

complete

–

27.9

22 × 17.6

0.75–1 / –

–

87

river

Biebesheim (B)

DE

complete

–

26.1

19.2 × 19.6

–

770

88

river

Bremen

DE

almost
complete

–

29.5

23.5 × 17.5

–

794

89

river

Ebing

DE

complete

–

29

21.5 × 16.2

–

829

90

river

Pockinger Heide

DE

almost
complete

–

22.6

20 × 18.9

–

804

91

river

Otterstadt

DE

fragment

18 × 27.6

–

–

–

–

92

river

Auxonne

FR

complete

–

25.5

20.7 × 18.3

–

690

93

associated Le Theil
deposit

FR

not complete

–

24

20.7 × 18.6

–

–

94

river

Blainville-surl’Eau

FR

complete

–

32.5

27.1 × 17.8

–

1020

95

river

Chalon-sur-Saône

FR

complete

–

31

21.4 × 18.5

–

491

96

river

Montmacq (A)

FR

complete

–

26

22 × 17

–

650

97

river

Montmacq (B)

FR

complete

–

25

23 × 17

–

725

98

river

Paris

FR

complete

–

26

23 × 18

–

760

99

river

Seurre

FR

complete

–

23

22.5 × 18.8

–

689

–

complete

–

24.5

19 × 17

0.5 / 4

465

100 unknown

unprovenanced

Tab. 2.12 Helmets of Type Biebesheim and related helmet (cat. no. 100).
567

Weber 2011.
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Front-view of the helmet of Type Biebesheim from Seurre, France (© Musée Denon, photo: Antoine
Maillier)

halves overlaps the crest of the other half. Both the front and back of the rectangular sheets of
 # #     ! $ "§ + # $ # $ >
    #>   ! 
& #  #  #¡  `<§ !!>& # &>   >Q`|+
or conical rivets (Biebesheim A, Bremen, Pockinger Heide, Ebing, Blainville, Chalon, Montm <>   # #     Y !  & ! #     ¡ > ¡  #  
Since the helmets from Biebesheim and Montmacq were deposited together, there does not
   ! "    # ! + !   +!
The rim is straight (Le Theil) or bent outwards around a wire. On the sides, the helmets usually have two holes close to each other to attach cheek plates or, due to the short distance
between the holes, more likely a chin strap. The rivet holes on the helmet from Paris were
punched from the inside to the outside after the rim of the helmet was bent outwards.568 The helmet from Chalon-sur-Saône even shows separately attached bronze sheets, each with three
holes to attach cheek plates or chin strap. The helmets from Montmacq A, Chalon-sur-Saône
and Paris show so-called ‘eyes’ (large bosses) on the sides, while the helmet from Blainville
shows large bosses close to one another on each side of the helmet. Above the rim, the helmet
from Paris bears a parallel circumferential rib. The helmet of Montmacq B has two ribs parallel
to the rim right above it, while the helmet from Montmacq A bears a line of 63 small bosses
568

 Y #!¨>"+ !
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immediately above the rim. The helmet of Chalon-sur-Saône instead shows a line of large bosses along the rim.
2.2.4.1 Research History
In discussing the broader context of western European crested helmets, v. Merhart grouped helmets of Type Biebesheim amongst his group CI.569 30 years later, Hencken called them ‘crested
helmets with conical cap’, and Schauer discussed them as helmets Art Biebesheim.570 Shortly
 > { !+  ! "  #  !   #     & #  !
 @! lae.571 It is only in recent years, however, that western European crested helmets have once more
begun to be discussed in their wider context.
Schauer suggests that the undecorated helmets of Type Biebesheim belong in Ha A, while
the helmets with ‘eyes’ are more recent and closely related to the western European cuirasses.572
Moreover, he sees in the helmet from Bremen, with its higher crest, a close connection to the
Italian helmets. Lippert sees Type Biebesheim (which he dates to the 12th/11th century BC) as the
predecessor of helmets of Type Bernières d’Ailly and connects those of Type Biebesheim with
the ceramic helmets from Veii (grave nos. 4–5, necropolis Quattro Fontanili) and Populonia.573
Type Biebesheim are identical to Sperber’s Art Billy, which he distinguishes into two variants,
which are both mainly current in Ha B1. He interprets the helmets from Otterstadt, Seurre and
<§ !!>  ! # $ > *  !  !!  " >  +# 
older examples (‘variant Auxonne’) of his Art Billy, dating them to his late Sb IIb (Ha A2),
while all other helmets of Art Billy are dated to his Sb IIc (early Ha B1).574 The unprovenanced
helmet assigned here to Type Biebesheim (cat. no. 100) is suggested by Sperber as a potential
transitionary form between the eastern European helmets and the western European crested
helmets.575 In his recent discussion of the origin of European crested helmets, Brandherm dates
helmets of Type Biebesheim to no later than Ha A.576 Müller-Karpe narrows the chronological
  $!  # #   #  ~!"  >$ # #" !!&;>577
while A. Coffyn assigns the helmets to the very end of    I or the beginning of
  II (Ha A1).578
2.2.4.2 Distribution and Deposition
Helmets of Type Biebesheim have been found only in southeast France and western Germany,
from Bremen in the north to Ebing in the south, with the helmet from the Pockinger Heide as
the most eastern example, and that from Paris as the most western example (Fig. 2.23). The
main distribution area is from Bavaria in the east to almost Clermont-Ferrand in the west, but
$ #!   !"! !Q$ ; !§   ##   \# > !
deposit (though unlikely a grave), all examples are from wet contexts, mainly from rivers and
old river beds. The helmet from Otterstadt was intentionally bent and destroyed before it was
deposited in the river Rhine. All other helmets are complete or suffered just slight damage during recovery.

569
570
571
572
573
574
575
576
577
578

v. Merhart 1941, 16.
Hencken 1971, 58–65; Schauer 1980, 532–540.
Pingel 1974, 1–19; Pingel 1993, 209–231.
Schauer 1980, 533.
Lippert 2011, 40–45.
Sperber 2011, 23.
Sperber 2011, 21–23.
Brandherm 2011, 43.
Müller-Karpe 1959, 113.
Coffyn 1985, 171.
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Fig. 2.23 Archaeological distribution of helmets of Type Biebesheim: 86–87. Biebesheim; 88. Bremen; 89. Ebing;
90. Pockinger Heide; 91. Otterstadt; 92. Auxonne; 93. Le Theil; 94. Blainville-sur-l’Eau; 95. Chalon-sur-Saône;
96–97. Montmacq; 98. Paris; 99. Seurre; 100. Unprovenanced, related to helmets of Type Biebesheim. Numbers
correspond to the catalogue numbers.

2.2.4.3 Chronology
Q!
 #   & #  !+ "! > ## ! +   "tion is based on one potential association (Chalon-sur-Saône) and the deposit from Le Theil, as
well as what we perceive to be the general typological development of crested helmets. Schauer
considers helmets of Type Biebesheim, due to the decorative ‘eyes’ which some have, to be
closely related to western European cuirasses, and accordingly dates the helmets to Ha B1,579
with the undecorated helmets being older and belonging to Ha A.580 On the other hand, he considers the helmet from Bremen, with its higher crest, as closely connected to the Italian crested
helmets. G. v. Merhart and H. Müller-Karpe assign the deposit of Le Theil to Ha A; Müller! $  ## ! +   $!  # #   #  ~!"  >$ #
#" !  # #  !&;581 According to G. Cordier, the deposit or grave
from Le Theil dates to   I/Ha A2, as note Kossack and Sperber (Ha A2/B1).582
Assuming the helmet from Chalon-sur-Saône was indeed an associated deposit (possibly
including two swords of Type Forel, a sword of Type Hemigkofen, a sickle and a bracelet), Sperber suggests a depositional date in Ha B1. He also notes that helmets of Type Biebesheim and its
variant Auxonne (not considered as a variant here) are mainly found in Ha B1. According to
him, helmets without conical headed rivets and with a lower crest (Auxonne) might also be dated to Ha A2.583 A. Coffyn suggests a date at the very end of   I or at the beginning of
579
580
581
582
583

For discussion of the chronology of the western European cuirasses, see Chapter 3.4.
Schauer 1980, 533.
v. Merhart 1941, 24, 38; Müller-Karpe 1959, 113.
Kossack 1954, 30; Cordier 1997, 87; Sperber 2011, 20.
Sperber 2011, 20, 24.
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  II (Ha A).584 The helmet from Chalon-sur-Saône is also dated by L. Bonnamour to
   IIIa (Ha B1)585 even though it might be contemporary with the sword of Type
Hemigkofen, thus dating to Ha A. D. Brandherm recently associated the deposit from Le Theil
and helmets of Type Biebesheim in general not later than Ha A.586 The associated median$!+§`¦##þ  !  ! ? !   !  " !    
of the Rosnoën phase (Bz D2–Ha A1).587 The deposit is just outside the immediate zone of origin, which is France to the west of the border with Switzerland.588
F. Audouze characterised the girdle as an early type of one of his ceintures articulées en
bronze, groupe II, which he broadly dates to   IIIb, but admits an earlier date due to
constructional aspects for the Le Theil helmet.589 The alleged casting mould for winged axes
and (on the opposite side of the mould) a further unknown type of object, as well as the gold
  >$## * !  > !  !   +!"!   # !+  #  ~ mately, a date in Bz D2–Ha A(1) for helmets of Type Biebesheim seems to be most likely.
2.2.4.4 Associated, Unprovenanced Helmet
#"!  !"! !   # #      ¦!+?
!*! $!` ! ¥¥##      >$ #  !§> $ !¡ %
headed rivets below the crest, most closely the shape of helmets of Type Biebesheim. One of the
two halves of the helmet was folded over the other at the crest to join the two parts. The rim was
bent inwards around a bronze or copper wire, which resulted in several cracks on the metal
sheet. Parallel to the rim 13 (partly rectangular) rivet holes were punched through the metal
sheet from the outside to the inside with a distance of 4–5.5cm each. Also on the top of the crest
! !# $  >
 *  "§    >! !+ #} !  # $ 
halves of the helmet. Bands or strips on the corroded surface might be the result of imprints of a
former organic wrapping, or otherwise from an organic mat which the ‘grave’590 had been furnished with.
Unlike other helmets of Type Biebesheim, this unprovenanced helmet has an inwards bent
rim and is richly decorated. The cap is decorated along the rim and the crest on both sides with
alternating lines of pellets and bosses, as is found on other classes of body armour, e.g. greaves
   >591 and western European cuirasses.592 In the blank areas left and right of the
lines of pellets and bosses in the centre, a wheel motif with pellet lines, bearing a central boss,
was applied. The wheel motif is only known on armour from Bz D–Ha A1, including greaves593
and a cheek plate from the Bz D–Ha A1 associated deposit from Podcrkavlje-Slavonski Brod
(cat. no. 67), which might be contemporary with this regional variant of Type Biebesheim.
Assuming the helmet is original,594   ! !¡!$ ! !#   
Type Biebesheim, to which local elements of decoration were applied. We might therefore interpret it as having been locally produced in the Carpathian Basin, than as an imported helmet of
Type Biebesheim which was then decorated to suit local tastes, as is indicated by the inwards
!  < !+   "!  $ ##   & # > # !  #
584

Coffyn 1985, 171.
Bonnamour 2000, 80.
586
Brandherm 2011, 43.
587
 < Y
  ¨¸«>'¸>"+
588
 Y
  ¨¸«>"+>! 
589
Audouze 1976, 77, 81–83, 87, 132, no. 164.
590
Born – Hansen 2001, 241.
591
See Chapter 4.1.3, p. 233.
592
See Chapter 3.5, p. 188.
593
See Chapter. 4.1.2, p. 227.
594
As indicated by the AAS analyses: see Born – Hansen 2001, 270. However, we still have to take into account
#     #  # & !; <+    "!  $
! !      # #   !   
metallographic analyses have been carried out in order to eliminate any doubts on the originality of the helmet.
585
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wheel motif and the combination of pellet and boss decoration, the helmet might be dated
slightly later than the more western examples of Type Biebesheim.595
Catalogue
Cat. no. 86. Biebesheim A, Kr. Groß-Gerau, Hessen, Germany' !+ "!  $ # mets (river Rhine) – complete helmet. Measurements: height: 27.9cm; diameter: 22 × 17.6cm;
diameter inside: 20.7 × 16.7cm; rivets: length: 3.25cm – Landesmuseum Darmstadt, inv. no.
unknown – Pl. 13.86. References: Jorns 1964, 183–184; Jorns 1972, 76–85; Müller-Karpe 1980,
pl. 439.B1–2, cat. no. 572; Lippert 2011, 64, pl. 2.1.
The two helmets were found no more than 6m away from one another in an old river bed of
the Rhine in 1963, some 8–9m depth below the ground water level, during work in a gravel pit.
They were found with almost no corrosion on the surface.
Cat. no. 87. Biebesheim B, Kr. Groß-Gerau, Hessen, Germany' !+ "!  $ # mets (river Rhine) – complete helmet. Measurements: height: 26.1cm; diameter: 19.2 × 19.6cm;
diameter inside: 18.7 × 19.4cm; diameter rivets: 1.6cm; weight: 770g – Heimatmuseum
Biebesheim, inv. no. unknown – Pl. 13.87. References: Jorns 1964, 183–184; Jorns 1972, 76–85;
Müller-Karpe 1980, pl. 439.B1–2, cat. no. 572; Lippert 2011, 64, pl. 2.3.
The two helmets were found no more than 6m away from one another in an old river bed of
the Rhine in 1963, some 8–9m depth below the ground water level, during work in a gravel pit.
They were found with almost no corrosion on the surface.
Cat. no. 88. Bremen, Kreis Bremen-Blumenthal, Bremen, Germany' !+ "!`
Lesum) – complete helmet. Measurements: height: 29.5cm; diameter: 23.5 × 17.5cm; weight:
794g – Focke Museum Bremen, inv. no. 8058 – Pl. 14.88. References: Grohne 1939, 22; v. Mer# ¨>¸ %| !' %| !¨¸>>"+¨¸!*!¨>¸>"+\pert 2011, 64, pl. 7.1.
The helmet was found during dredging works in November 1938 in the river Lesum close to
the city of the same name. The crest is higher than on other helmets of the same type. It shows
on the front and back a pair of conical headed rivets, as well as a further pair of rivet holes on
# ##  $  !$ #  !   !  #"! ! > ## met was severely deformed and the two halves almost torn apart. A copper smith restored the
helmet, which included the use of hard solder for brazing.
Cat. no. 89. Ebing, Kreis Staffelheim, Bayern, Germany ' !+   "! `    #
river Main) – complete helmet. Measurements: height: 29.5cm; diameter: 21.5 × 16.2cm; thickness: 0.5mm; weight: 829g – Landschaftsmuseum Ebing, inv. no. unknown (Prähistorische
Staatssammlung, Munich, inv. no. 1967, 1279) – Pl. 14.89. References: Pescheck 1967, 264, 271,
"+ #*¨¸«>'²!!!+¨¥>¨¥> «'«²* ¨<   ¨¨¸>¨
Lippert 2011, 65, pl. 3.2.
The helmet was found in September 1964 in the gravel pit of the Porzner und Söhne company, 700m to the east of Ebing, in 3–5m depth, in one of the old river beds of the river Main.
Cat. no. 90. Pockinger Heide, Oberindling, Gem. Pocking, Kr. Griesbach, Bayern, Germany' !+ "!`!    #@!!'   #  Y  ! #+# 
22.6cm; diameter: 20 × 18.9cm; length rivets: 1.7–1.9cm; height crest: 1.9–2.5cm; weight: 804g
– Bayerisches Nationalmuseum, Munich, inv. no. IV 567 – Pl. 14.90. References: Lindenschmit
1881, pl. III.1–3; Hager – Mayer 1892, 95, no. 567; Coutil 1911, 7; Coutil 1912; Coutil 1926; v.

595

See also Born – Hansen 2001, 75; Sperber 2011, 21.
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Y# ¨!*!¨>¸>"+«Y %¨«¥>@{> \ ¥>¸²> 
2.2.
##    !+ "!  «²! #!    #@!!>  
Indling.
Cat. no. 91. Otterstadt, Rheinland-Pfalz, Germany ' !+   "! `  ]#! ' +!  Y  !   « Ü ¸  `  ¡  $+#  !*! $! '   $! #> ! 
inv. no. – Pl. 14.91. References: Sperber 2011, 38, pl. 3.2; Sperber 2017, cat. no. 578.
The helmet was found in the old Rhine’s riverbed around 2000; the current owner bought the
#    #"! !¥¥²
Cat. no. 92. Auxonne, Dép. Côte-d’Or, France ' !+   "! ` Qÿ! '    
helmet. Measurements: height: 25.5cm; diameter: 20.7 × 18.3cm; weight (after B. Mille): 690g –
Musée des Antiquités Nationales at Saint-Germain-en-Laye, inv. no. 1237 – Pl. 14.92. Referenc _   ¨>Y# ¨>¸>"+¸!*!¨>²«>"+'\ ¥>¸>
pl. 5.2.
The helmet was found before 1911 in the Saône at Auxonne.
Cat. no. 93. Le Theil/Billy, Dép. Allier, France – associated deposit – almost complete helmet. Measurements: height: 24cm; diameter: 20.7 × 18.6cm – Musée des Antiquités Nationales
at Saint-Germain-en-Laye, inv. no. 22.239 – Pl. 15.93. References: Bourgeois 1875; Chantre
«²_   ¨>#  ¨>'!*!¨>²¨>"+< ;¨¸>
_ ¨¨>¨>"+¨\ ¥>¸²> Q¥>¥
The helmet was found in 1875 as a part of an associated deposit, together with an early
median-winged axe (hache à ailerons medians), a chisel, a girdle with lancet-shaped pendants
(articulées en bronze/groupe II),596 two punched gold sheets, eleven glass beads, three amber
beads, one spindle whorl; some sherds of pottery and a casting mould made of stone for axes
and an undetermined object. There were no traces of ashes or bones. The helmet is rather fragmentary and was restored with plaster.
Cat. no. 94. Blainville-sur-l’Eau, Dép. Meurthe-et-Moselle, France ' !+   "!
(banks of the river Meurthe) – complete helmet. Measurements: height: 32.5cm; diameter: 27.1
× 17.8cm; weight (after B. Mille): 1020g – former collection A. France-Lanard, now private collection of A. France-Lanord, Nancy; a copy is at the Musée des Antiquités Nationales at Saint !%!%\>!! «¸¨¸' ²¨]! !*!¨>²«>"+'!
¥¥>¨>"+¸\ ¥>¸> ² #¥>"+
The helmet was found on the banks of the river Meurthe in 1971.
Cat. no. 95. Chalon-sur-Saône, Dép. Saône-et-Loire, France'"!`Qÿ!' plete helmet. Measurements: height: 31cm; diameter: 21.4 × 18.5cm; weight: 491g (not 1780g!) –
Y _# !% %Qÿ!>!! ' ²¨²]! & !! ¨²>¸'>"+
²& !!   ¨¸>¸>"+& !! ¨«¨>>"+& !! ¨¨¥¨¨>
>! ¸>"+ ¸'& !! ¥¥¥>> ! ¸>"+ !«¥& !'! !¥¥>
75–76; Lippert 2011, 64–65; Sperber 2011, 20.
The helmet was found together with a sword of Type Hemigkofen, two swords of Type Forel,
a bracelet and a sickle in the river Saône in the North of Chalon, at Port Ferrier, before 1974.
Cat. no. 96. Montmacq A, Dép. Oise, France' !+ "!  $ #  ` '
complete helmet. Measurements: height: 26cm; diameter: 22 × 17cm (21.7 × 16.1cm according
to Hémery 1929, 423); weight: 650g – Musée Vivenel, Compiégne, inv. no. H 898 – Pl. 16.96.
596

After Audouze 1976, 77.
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]!    ¨¨> '  Y#  ¨> ¸ !*! ¨> ¸> "+ ' & !# '\  ¨²>'¸>! \ ¥>¸²> ²\# ª¥>«>"+
In 1921, two helmets were found close to each other in the river bed of the Oise.
Cat. no. 97. Montmacq B, Dép. Oise, France' !+ "!  $ #  ` '
complete helmet. Measurements: height: 25cm; diameter: 23 × 17cm (21.8 × 17.8cm according
to Hémery 1929, 423); weight: 725g – Musée Vivenel, Compiégne, inv. no. H 897 – Pl. 16.97.
]!  ¨¨>'Y# ¨>¸!*!¨>¸>"+'& !# '\  ¨²>'¸>! \ ¥>¸²> ²\# ª¥>«>"+
In 1921, two helmets were found close to each other in the river bed of the Oise.
Cat. no. 98. Paris, France ' !+ "!`Q!'   #  Y  ! 
height: 26cm; measurements: diameter: 23 × 18cm; weight (after B. Mille): 760g – Musée des
Antiquités Nationales at Saint-Germain-en-Laye, inv. no. 358 – Pl. 16.98. References: Coutil
¨>Y# ¨>"+!*!¨>¸>"+²Y #!¨>>"+  !+ >
>«\ ¥>¸²> ²²\# ª¥>"+«
The helmet was found in the river Seine before 1911.
Cat. no. 99. Seurre, Dép. Côte-d’Or, France' !+ "!`    #Qÿ!'
complete helmet. Measurements: height: 23cm; diameter: 22.5 × 18.8cm, weight: 689g – Musée
Vivant Denon, Chalon-sur-Saône, inv. no. 98.19.1 – Pl. 17.90. References: Bonnamour 2000,
>! ²¨>"+ !+«& !! ¥¥¨>¸²\ ¥>¸²
The helmet was found close to the Île aux Bœufs at an old ford of the Saône in 1977 and
bought by the museum in July 1998. It formerly belonged to D. Chaffote.
Cat. no. 100. Unprovenanced (Hungary?) – complete helmet. Measurements: height: 24.5cm;
diameter: 19 × 17cm; thickness: 0.5–0.8mm, on the edge 3.5–4mm; weight: 464–466g – private
ownership; Guttmann collection, inv. no. AG 1125 – Pl. 17.100. References: Born – Hansen
¥¥>²¨>²>>"+ ¨'¨> Ý@@@>Ý@{_  !+¥¥>« !! ¥¥²
Eisenberg – Price 2006, 37, no. 74; Lippert 2011, 65, pl. 6.1; Sperber 2011, 21.
|!  !"! ! !*! $!##  $    # !! lection. It was put up for auction (Lot 16, not sold) at Christie’s in London on 28 April 2004 and
sold on 19 October 2005 at Hermann Historica in Munich.597 It was sold again at the RoyalAthena Galleries in 2007.598 The wheel motif of the helmet might connect it with the cheek plate
from Podcrkavlje, Croatia (cat. no. 67), which bears similar decoration.
2.2.5 Helmets of Type Bernières d’Ailly
Currently, ten complete helmets of Type Bernières d’Ailly are known, as well as fragments of at
least eight further examples (Tab. 2.13). Typical for helmets of Type Bernières d’Ailly is the
 !    ! #  !+    
 !+   " > $ # 
    +# 
 +!+# " #!+  !
 !+  #!!  #$ !|! 
 !+    "   ! ! #   ! !  ! #  +#   !      ! 
from west to east (taking into account also the Iberian depictions of crested helmets on stelae
(Fig. 2.16). A vertical ridge on the sides of the cap, which runs to the top of the crest, improves
the stability of the cap and would have provided additional protection during use. Rivet holes on
both sides on the helmet, for attaching cheek plates or a chin strap, are common or, as seen on
# #     &!ù  ?< >  "§  !; !  !  # #     &!ù 
d’Ailly have holes on the front and/or back accompanying those found on the sides, which were
597
598

Hermann Historica 2005a.
Eisenberg – Price 2006, 37, no. 74.
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unprovenanced (‘Normandy’)
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–

–

–

–
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–
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–

–
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!  "§  # ; !   !;! !  ##  599 The bands in the front additionally held together both parts of the cap. These bands might also have served as clamps to
   # " !+  # +!  ! #    #   |  # #    
Bernières d’Ailly (helmets A, B, E, F, H) have a hollow attachment made of bronze sheet on the
 # $#   !$
 *   "§ +!  !; !600
mentation. The attachments on the helmet from Armancourt are no longer survive, only the
 #   "§!+ #  !#  #   &!ù ?<  ! !$ 
 !   !;$  
#
¡ >   +# ! #!  
secure the perishable material from lining. So far, only the helmet from ‘Normandy’ has an outward bent rim.
On the crest, the edges of one sheet were folded over the other sheet. Sometimes, the crest
$ "§$ #!  !  `&!ù ?< >#  !|>Y!;% # #
two halves of the helmets are usually attached in the front and back with three long, conical rivets, which have a slightly curved, concave cross-section. Only the helmet from Mainz-Kostheim
#  !#  !¡ %#  !  ##   &> !  #   #
crest survives; right under the tip of the crest, a rivet hole is visible. The bronze sheets forming
the crest of the heavily fragmented helmet G from Bernières d’Ailly are not only attached by
 !+ !  # # ! #       ¡ %#  ! # 
of the crest.
The helmet from ‘Normandy’ bears on the front- and backside a V-shaped, but not completely preserved, bronze sheet, probably covering the today lost rivet joining the two halves. The
sheet is attached with one conical headed rivet each on the upper end on the two halves. The
V-shaped sheet is decorated with small embossed dots. Above the rim a row of larger bosses is
visible. A lot of them are broken through, caused by the corrosion process and the thinness of
the metal sheet. The crest of the helmet has at the base an embossed rib parallel to the upper
end of the cap.
All other helmets have one or two decorative, plastic ribs parallel to the edge; in every case
they are below the beginning of the crest. The crest of the helmets is usually decorated with
"!>    !  Q  #  > #   #    < !   ! Y!;% # > 
without any decoration on the crest.
# "   ##  #!+  !+  #+ +#   !$# 
!  #$ ! #   `&!ù  ?< > ¦  !? #  +#    "  !  > #
more southeasterly helmets, such as that from Nemours, already begin to show instead a slightly curved or concave crest. The helmets from Armancourt and Mainz-Kostheim, as the most
 !#    #  >#   "   #! # !  
development from simple rounded cap helmets to helmets with a raised, rounded or slightly
 ! `& #  #+#  !  $ # +# >
 !+  " 
(Bernières d’Ailly).
2.2.5.1 Research History
Most of the helmets of this type derive from the associated deposit of Bernières d’Ailly, whilst
#   #  # !  "!  !       > !  ! !  *
   "!  #         !   #  +!!!+> # > #   #
 !! # # ! +    "  ! #   #   "!   #  > !+ #
 !   "!  &!ù  ?< > $ "    "   _  !  !!  $ # #
Gauls.601 Found in 1832, these helmets were widely regarded amongst the art scene of a wide
599
600

601

Hencken 1971, 66.
E.g. feathers, hair or bronze sheets in the shape of horns, as on the Iron Age helmet from Ordona, Apulia, as
suggested by Brandherm 2011, 47.
As noted by Coutil 1902, 71–82.
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entry in 19th century France.602 It was Coutil, at the beginning of the 20th century, however, that
  " #  #    !+!+  #& !;<+603 G. v. Merhart grouped helmets of
Type Bernières d’Ailly amongst his group CII.604 In contrast to other scholars, such as Hencken
(‘crested helmets with pointed caps’), Egg and Waurick (Kammhelm mit spitzer, konischer
Kalotte), Milcent (Type ‘Bernières d’Ailly’), Sperber (Type ‘Armancourt’) and others, which
date the helmets to the very end of the Bronze Age, Lippert places his helmets of Type ‘MainzKostheim’ at the beginning of the Late Bronze Age.605#"   !!$ # # !struction of these helmets was undertaken by Hencken.606 But it is only recently that the manufacture and chemical composition of helmets of Type Bernières d’Ailly have been studied.607
Currently, the helmets are undergoing restoration at the Musée de Normandie in Caen, France.
2.2.5.2 Distribution and Deposition
In 1832, a deposit of ten helmets was found in Bernières d’Ailly, in the south of Caen, France.
The helmets were allegedly found one upon another with the crest pointing upwards. They were
   ! # +  > $ # # ! "!  +      # # $ >608 and not
arranged in the form of a triangle as some authors have suggested.609 L. Coutil mentioned asso-

Fig. 2.24 Archaeological distribution of helmets of Type Bernières-d’Ailly: 101–110. Bernières-d’Ailly;
111. Armancourt; 112. Unprovenanced; 113. Nemours; 114. Mainz-Kostheim; 115. Roxheim; 116. Larnaud;
117–118. Huelva; 119. Monte do Crasto. The numbers correspond to the catalogue numbers.
602

E.g., F. A. Bartholdi 1864, Vercingétorix statue in Clermont Ferrand; F.-É. Ehrmann 1869: Vercingétorix appelant les Gaulois à la défense d’Alésia, Musée d’Art Roger-Quilliot, Clermont Ferrand; H.-P. Motte 1886: Vercingétorix se rendant au camp de César, Musée Crozatier, Le Puy-en-Velay; L.-N. Royer 1899, Vercingétorix jette
ses armes aux pieds de César, Musée Crozatier, Le Puy-en-Velay.
603
Coutil 1902, 71–82.
604
v. Merhart 1941, 16.
605
 !*!¨>¸¸'++'*¨¨¥>\ ¥>>"+Q¥Y ! ¥>>
606
Hencken 1971.
607
The publication is currently in preparation by Brun and colleagues.
608
de Linas 1869; Coutil 1902, pls. 9–10; de Beauregard 1909.
609
Hencken 1971, 66. See Warmenbol 2010, 564–565.
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 "!  !  !+ $!+§> $  # ! $   >$##! $ 610
Other complete helmets are known from Nemours, ‘Normandy’ and from Armancourt in the
north of Paris, thus placing the main distribution area in northern France. Another complete
#     *! $!   Y!;% #  <    #    !+  "!     & 
deposition, the helmet from Roxheim was bent, broken and partially burnt – the latter perhaps
indicating its participation in a cremation rite. Fragments of two helmets derive from the Huelva
associated deposit from the estuary of the rivers Odiel and Tinto. Other fragments are known
from the associated deposit of Monte do Crasto. Also, the associated deposits from Grañón611
and Castro de Avelãs612 contain likely fragments of helmets of this type (Fig. 2.24).
The Iberian helmets are the only ones with datable contexts, while the German and French
#    !+ "!  $  ! §  > ! #   #   &!ù 
d’Ailly, the exact nature of the supposed associations are unknown. Unlike the complete French
and German helmets, the Spanish helmets are severely fragmented, might have been deposited
as pars pro toto, and may thus derive from several different helmets (e.g. the Huelva helmet
fragments). The associated deposit from Larnaud, France, also contains what appears to be a
rivet from a crested helmet of Type Bernières d’Ailly.613 Y   # |!# "!  
(Bernières d’Ailly, Armancourt, Nemours) are in the vicinity of the river Seine, while Larnaud
    #   #Q!| $!+ #Q!  > # "   ##  
#!+   +#  !   !>!  $!%! " >$##  
observed on the helmets found more to the east.
2.2.5.3 Chronology
  # "!  ! § >     "        #     &!ù  ?< 
|!#! !"!  # !+ "!   >#!*! $!"! ! 
>$#    > #"!   #+ ! #   ] §#  
  !+ "!# +!  ¦< ! ?  !;    #  
area of deposition and dated to SB IIc–IIIb (Ha B) by Sperber,614 however, might be contemporaneous with the helmet.
The helmets from Bernières d’Ailly were part of an associated deposit, of which other
 + "!  '  $!+ §> $  #  ! $     '  !    ! ! 
depictions exist.615Q#  #    #  ~!"  `&>616 while Hencken assigned it to the 8th century BC.617 Egg and Waurick suggest that the oldest crested helmets
have a rounded crest and helmets with pointed, conical crest are later and belong most likely to
the 9th/8th century BC.618 P.-Y. Milcent dates the deposit to late (or récent)   II or early
(ancien)   III.619 Lippert assumes, on the basis of his correspondence analyses, that
helmets of Type Bernières d’Ailly are actually the oldest European crested helmets, and dates
them to the 13th–12th century BC.620 Unfortunately, the rivet of a helmet of Type Bernières
d’Ailly from the associated deposit from Larnaud, France, is not of much chronological help: the
contents of the associated deposit varies from Bz D (e.g. butt of a Rixheim sword) to Ha B1 (the
¦ # %
!?"! +  &!! %!%_#  621
610

Coutil 1907, 960.
 < ! |!!;' !;#¢¥¥¨>
612
  ¨«¥>¨>>"+ >'¸ +¨««>¨'¨«
613
 !*!¨>²>"+¨Y #!¨>Q¥>¥
614
Sperber 2006b, 359.
615
Coutil 1910, 580.
616
Schauer 1975, supp. 49.4.
617
Schüle 1969, 65–72, 76; Jacob-Friesen 1968, 271; Hencken 1971, 74, with references to Arribas 1964, 50.
618
Egg – Waurick 1990, 14.
619
Milcent 2012, 131, 213.
620
 \ ¥>>"+
621
Mohen 1977, 122; Sperber 2011, 20.
611
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There are both helmet fragments and depictions from the Iberian Peninsula, which contribute to the chronology of the Iberian helmets of Type Bernières d’Ailly. The deposition of Huelva
` #!  !>   &$"!  # +#   &;>622 while the
deposit from Grañón (which also contains potentially a fragment of a crested helmet) is dated to
1200–1100 BC/Grañón horizon, based on the association of swords of Type Vilar Maior, which
are also found outside Iberia in southwest France, and a sword of Type Fontanguillere, which is
mainly distributed in southwest France.623 The deposit from Vila Cova de Perrinho/Monte do
Crasto, Portugal, contained alongside the helmet fragments two daggers of Type Porto de Mós
!  > !      !       ! #   "! @       !+   #
Blackmoor/Braud/Huelva phase.624
Thus we can conclude that helmets of Type Bernières d’Ailly were deposited in the Iberian
Peninsula from the 12th century BC onwards, after a rather short period of use, considering the
most likely French origin. Some helmets though might have been used somewhat longer, as sug+   #     ;  Y ! !#; @ # ! "  !  #   $   
being of Type Cordeiro is correct,625 the stele might be dated to late Ha B1. Thus widening the
time frame for helmets of Type Bernières d’Ailly, at least in the Iberian Peninsula, from the end
<   &>$ #*!   !!+<## ! +   "  !
of the French helmets of Type Bernières d’Ailly is, according to the deposit of Larnaud, ranging
from Bz D–Ha B1, similarly broad. Based on their physiognomy, it is clear that helmets of Type
Bernières d’Ailly are later than those of Type Biebesheim, with earliest helmets of Type
Bernières d’Ailly probably appearing in Ha A1 and spreading rapidly. They might have been in
use then until late Ha B1.
Catalogue
Cat. nos. 101–110. Bernières-d’Ailly, Dép. Calvados, France – associated deposit – ten helmets, most of them complete. Measurements: see Tab. 2.13 – museums and inv. no. see below –
Plates 17–20. References: Lambert 1837; Fallue 1866; de Linas 1869; Mériel 1890; Coutil 1901,
71–82, pls. IX–X; Coutil 1907, 960; de Beauregard 1909; Coutil 1910, 579–588; de Beauregard
¨¥> ²>   > "+ _ #   ¨¥> ¨'> ²>  _    ¨ _    ¨> ¸'¸¸
 ! ¨²¨²>¨'¸!*!¨>¸¸>>"+ ¥'¸{ !¨>²>! >"+ !
+¡+¨«¨>¨²> ! ««++' ¥¥>"+&!  ¥¥> ! ¥¥>²¸'²¸²\# ª¥>"+\ ¥>¸& # ¥
The ten helmets were found in 1832 in Falaise.626 The helmets were allegedly found one atop
the other, divided between three groups, with the crest pointing upwards, the third group positioned atop the other two groups.627 The piles of helmets were not placed in the form of a triangle, as stated by some authors.628_    !  !   "! > !  !+ $!+§>
two spearheads and two bracelets.629 According to de Linas, nothing else was found with the
helmets.630

622

Brandherm 2007.
 &!# ¥¥>< ! |!!;' !;#¢¥¥¨]    ¥>²>"+²Y #$ 
2017.
624
Brandherm 2007, 14, 81.
625
Brandherm 2007, 140, class F, cat. no. D15.
626
 # "!   !       ¦þ §    |  > ù    !   !  ?! ? `|  «¸¸>
260–263), ‘à mille trois cent mètres d’Ailly et à six cent mètres environ de Sainte-Anne d’Entremont’ (Mériel
1890, 259–260), or ‘au pied du mont d’Éraines et près du hameau de Sainte-Anne d’Entremont […] à dix mètres
du fossé du château’ (Coutil 1902, 71–72). Cf. Berthelot 2014.
627
de Linas 1869; Coutil 1902, pls. 9–10; de Beauregard 1909.
628
Hencken 1971, 66. See Warmenbol 2010, 564–565.
629
Coutil 1910, 580.
630
de Linas 1869, 4–5.
623
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During the two or three decades after they were found, the helmets were donated or sold to
different museums and private collections. Today, the helmets are kept in several different
museums: the helmet formerly owned by Ernest d’Acy and Costa de Beauregard is today at the
University Museum of Philadelphia (cat. no. 101; inv. no. 70.4.1; purchased from J. J. Klejman in
1970), and the helmet formerly owned by the Comte Ladislas Odescalchi (bought 1902 from L.
de Glanville) was transferred to the Palazzo Barbérini, Rome, in 1903 (cat. no. 102; inv. no.
1022.1727) and then on to the Museo Nazionale del Palazzo di Venezia, Rome in 1959.631 Another helmet is kept by the Musée des Antiquités de Rouen (cat. no. 103; inv. no. 227.78.A; formerly
970.227; it was owned by Mrs. Davois du Mesnil-Sous-Lillebonne, who sold it 1840 to the
museum). After extensive damage to the museum at Falaise in 1944, the other helmets were
stored in the library of the city. Since 2006, these helmets have been kept at the Musée de Normandie, Caen (cat. nos. 104–110; inv. nos. D.2006.6.1–D.2006.6.7). The numbering of the helmets in Tab. 2.13 and in the following follows that used by de Beauregerad and Hencken.632
Cat. no. 111. Armancourt, Dép. Oise, France' !+ "!` '   # met. Measurements: height: 26.5cm; diameter: 22.1 × 16cm; weight: 520g – Musée Vivenel,
Compiégne, inv. no. H899 – Pl. 21.111. References: Hémery 1926, 195–200; Coutil 1927, 362–
¸¸   ¨> ¸'  Y#  ¨> "+  !*! ¨> ¸¸> "+ ¨ & !#  '
Lambot 1975, 45–46, no. 35; Lippert 2011, 63, pl. 1.4.
The helmet was found in 1913 or 1914 in the river Oise.
Cat. no. 112. Unprovenanced (known as ‘Normandy’, France) – complete helmet. Measurements: height: 22.3cm; diameter: 22.5 × 17.2cm – private collection in Switzerland – Catalogue
 &!!  <!  ¨«>¸¸'¸¸' ]! ¡+¨«¨>¨²> ! 
««++' ¥¥>"+¨\ ¥>¸
The helmet was sold in France by the Galerie des Pyramides to Switzerland. Find spot and
"! !   ##  !*! $!@ $ "  ! !! " # +cal context during the Schutz und Zier exhibition in Basel, Switzerland.
Cat. no. 113. Nemours, Dép. Seine-et-Marne, France'"! ! !*! $!' plete helmet. Measurements: height: 26cm; weight: 462g – Musée de Préhistoire d’Ille-deFrance, inv. no. 80.20.1 – Pl. 21.113. References: Roy 1983; Bonnamour – Mordant 1988, 363–
372.
#"! !   ##  !*! $!
Cat. no. 114. Mainz-Kostheim, Hessen, Germany ' !+   "! `   # 
Main into the Rhine) – complete helmet. Measurements: height: 25cm; diameter: 21.5 × 16.8cm
– Römisch-Germanisches Zentralmuseum, inv. no. 2219 – Pl. 22.114. References: v. Merhart
¨>"+!*!¨>>"+++'*¨¨¥>²>"+«\ ¥>¸> 
1.5.
##  $  ! ¨¥! #   #Y!  ¡ $ !  #]#!
Cat. no. 115. Roxheim, Lkr. Ludwigshafen, Rheinland-Pfalz, Germany ' !+   "!
(old Rhine) – fragment. Measurements: c. 10 × 17cm – Historischen Museum der Pfalz, inv. no.
Y¥¥¥¥¥¥'¸¥' ²]! Q¥¥¸>¥>"+Q¥¥¸>¸>
"+¨Q¥>«>"+Q¥> ! ¸
The fragmented helmet was found in the Silbersee (‘silver lake’) at Bobenheim-Roxheim, a
quarry pond in a bend of the former riverbed of the Rhine. In the Silbersee, a large number of
#\ & !;<+"! $  >
¸¥µ!+ ¦< ! ?  633
631
632
633

Lehoërff 2011.
de Beauregerad 1910; Hencken 1971, 66–73.
Sperber 2006a; Sperber 2006b.
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Cat. no. 116. 40 Larnaud, Dép. Jura, France – associated deposit – one rivet. Measurements:
length: 2.7cm – Musée des Antiquités Nationales at Saint-Germain-en-Laye, inv. no. 21.695 –
 ¸]! !*!¨>²>"+¨Y #!¨>Q¥>¥
The associated deposit from Larnaud, France, which contains a rivet from a crested helmet
of Type Bernières d’Ailly, has a rather wide chronological span. The contents of the associated
deposit varies in age from Bz D (e.g. the butt of a Rixheim sword) to Sperber’s SB IIIa1 (1020–
¨¸¥&_> !    &  &`+¦ # %
!?"!  #   
Type Bénévent-en-Champsaur).634
Cat. nos. 117–118. Huelva A & B, Andalusia, Spain – assemblage in river (estuary of the rivers Odial and Tinto) – fragments of two helmets. Measurements: fragment A: height: 25cm;
diameter: 21.5 × 16.8cm; weight: 150g; fragment B: length: 8cm; weight: 12g – Museo Arqueológico Nacional, Madrid inv. no. 229 (helmet A) and 318 (helmet B) (old inv. no.: 32.606;
32.525) – Pl. 22.117–118. References: Almagro Basch 1958, Fas. 4, E.1.39, nos. 269–272; Henck! ¨> > > "+ « Q# ¨«> «² Q  ¨¨> ¨²>   <>   ];% ;
Priego 1995; Harrison 2004, 15; Brandherm 2007, 29–30; Lippert 2011, 64, pl. 1.1–2.
The bronze objects were dredged from the estuary of the river Odiel between February and
Y#`< »¨>  # ¨'¨² >  # !¡!  #  !! #
mechanical dredger, with buckets on a continuous chain, brought the sediment to the surface,
where the workmen picked out the bronzes they saw. During later dredging further objects were
discovered, but they cannot be clearly associated with this assemblage. The assemblage contains, based on the description of Brandherm, swords of Type Rixheim, Type Cordeiro, a transitional type, 93 swords and fragments belonging to at least 51 swords of Type Huelva, two carpstongue swords, 28 daggers, 92 spearheads and fragments (belonging to at least 81 spearheads),
¸+ ! ! #+ !   # >²¸ > $# >   >!+ >"
+ !      $  !;#  >   $" ! #"   > +!       #  > $  *  > "  !; # > !! }   !  !
type, a pin, a chisel, and some iron fragments.635
Cat. no. 119. Vila Cova de Perrinho (Rossio) / Monte do Crasto, prov. Beira Litoral, Portugal – associated deposit – three fragments. Measurements: fragment ARQ A: 7.8 × 3.4 × 0.3cm;
20g; fragment ARQ 34: 13.5 × 9.6 × 0.1cm; 40g; fragment ARQ 35: 11.2 × 10.7 × 0.1cm; 45g –
Museu Municipal de Vale de Cambra, inv. no. ARQ033–35 – Pl. 22.119. References: Brandão
¨¸>«>! ¨> ¨' ¨«¥>¨>"+ >«'¥_ !¨«²>¨¥> Ý\& !'
] + ¥>¥¨>"+ >«'¥& !'] + ¥>'>"+²> &!herm 2011, 40.
The associated deposit636 was found in 1959 or 1960 in Rossio, Vila Cova de Perrinho. It
consists of a ceramic vessel, three beads, three axes, three chisels, two daggers of Type Porto de
Mos, two fragments of bracelets, and three bronze sheet fragments of a crested helmet. The
beads and the ceramic pot are now lost.
2.2.6 Helmet from Tiryns
The helmet from Tiryns is the only crested helmet not assignable to any of the previously
"!   !   Y!  >\+>& #  &!ù ?< ##  
from Tiryns is only partially preserved. It was made out of six elements: two halves of a cap,
two bands in between and two cheek plates, which is similar to the helmet indicated on the Linear B tablets from Pylos (around 1200 BC), where the helmet (ko-ru-to) is described as com634
635
636

Mohen 1977, 122; Sperber 2011, 20.
Brandherm 2007, 29.
Interpreted as a grave by Brandão 1963, 114.
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posed by four elements (o-pa-wo-ta) and two cheek plates (pa-ra-wa-jo). The cheek plates of
#! #   # $ $   #  `  
    #+ "§ #
organic inlay, with a distance between each of them of 5mm. During the excavation, residues of
linen were still present between the rivet holes but were not preserved during restoration work.
#! # ##  ! #! >    "§$ ! # 
On the two halves of the cap of the Tiryns helmet, a dotted line with pendant and another
line parallel to it, below the chevrons, follows the rim of the cap. From the Aegean-Cypriot
world we know openwork triangles found on several Cyprian tripods and stands from the 12th
century BC onwards,637 though these might not have been cut-out but by bending a rod. The
decoration of open elements is documented also from the Nordic Bronze Age in period II.638
Mozsolics sees the origin of the openwork triangles in Southern Russia, the Caucasus and the
Koban during the 13th century BC, which then appears in Transylvania and Hungary shortly
afterwards.639
In the centre of each side of the Tiryns helmet, as well as in the centre of the cheek plate,
two circles of pellets with a large central boss were applied. This central element is known from
other European defensive armour, as on the helmets from Pass Lueg and from Szczecin-Zdroje,
on the cuirass from Jura (cat. no. 138), and the complete example from the Danube.640 Other
 !; # $ # #  
 Q  [} *>Q>641 >] !>642
643
Techirghiol, Romania, Pila del Brancon, Italy,644 Dresden-Dobritz, Germany,645 and from an
Iron Age deposit from Sicily.646 Borchhardt instead sees in the central decoration a close connection to the older Zonenhelme, which bear both zig-zag bands and additional round metal
discs.647
The grave dates to the early 11th century BC or LH IIIC (late).648 N. M. Verdelis assumes the
helmet was produced in a local workshop, using yet unknown Cretan-Mycenaean archetypes,649
which is strengthened by the similarity of the form of the cheek plate with the ones from Knos ! ! # !¡!  # ~!"      !  ! # !      ! 
both helmet and cheek plates. Thus, we might regard the helmet from Tiryns as a hybrid
 $!<+!!~!"    
Cat. no. 120. Tiryns, Argolis, Greece – grave 28 – almost complete helmet. Measurements:
height: 17cm; diameter: 22.5cm; thickness: 0.1cm; measurements cheek plates: 16 × 9cm; measurements bands: 30.5/29/10.5.5 × 3cm – Archaeological Museum of Nafplion, inv. no. unknown.
' ¥]! §¨²«{  ¨¸>>"+²¨>  ¸'   +#¨¸>
¸> «¥> «!*!¨>'¸>"+« & ##  ¨> '>   «'² & ##  ¨>
¸«>"+¨> @{Q#¨«>\ ¥>²'¸> «²'¸
The geometric graves, located some 150m to the south of the acropolis, were excavated in
¨²  «  ! ! $    !  > $ #   !    "! > !   
grave, containing the helmet itself, one bronze spearhead, two iron daggers, one 79cm long bro*!  !; #  !> !  !; #   #  * > $   !; "!+ !+  ! !
Bügelkanne. Schauer argues that the position of the helmet was relocated to the area of the chest
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Catling 1964, 190–223.
Hencken 1971, 23.
Mozsolics 1955.
Mödlinger 2014b; cat. no. 132.
{ [¨¨> «
Bronze sheet fragment: Rusu 1990, 73, pl. V.5.
& !; # + !   %  ¨«> ²'¨
& !; # + ! Q ;!¨¨«>"+«
Bronze cup: Martin 2009, pl. 30.119.
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Borchhardt 1972, 44.r
Desborough 1964, 241.
Verdelis 1963, 23.
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during the decomposition process, dislocating the bronze phalera, which was positioned so as to
provide protection for the heart, and was not, as Verdelis suggests, a shield buckle.650 Schauer
also suggests that the bronze disc may also have been used as a cover for the helmet.
2.2.7 Single Helmet types and Potential Helmet Finds
The only western European helmet, which could perhaps have been dated more precisely, was
that found in Picquigny, Dép. Somme, France, in peat at a depth of 3m, together with an antenna sword, next to one of many skeletons.651 The helmet was sold to a copper smith, however, and
melted down. No drawings were made, which was already regretted in early writings of A.
Mongez.652
Coutil and L. Hémery both cite a helmet from Posen,653 similar to the one from Mainz,
which according to A. Demmin: ‘On a trouvé un exemplaire tout pareil [as the helmets from
Bernières d’Ailly] à Posen et un autre en Bavière dans la rivière de l’Inn’.654 The latter is very
likely the helmet from the Pockinger Heide. It is not clear to which helmet Demmin refers. In
1869, only the crested helmets from Bernières d’Ailly, Pockinger Heide and Pass Lueg were
known.
Some 13 conical-headed rivets, potentially belonging to crested helmets, were found at Flag
Fen, Peterborough, United Kingdom.655 The rivets from the Nottingham Hill associated deposit,
Gloucestershire, which was deposited inside a hillfort,656 are more likely from a bronze vessel
than a crested helmet (Fig. 2.25).

Fig. 2.25 Potential rivets of helmets of Type Biebesheim or Type Bernières-d’Ailly: 1. Nottingham; 2. Flag Fen;
3. Saint-Brieuc-des-Iffs.

The associated deposit from Vénat, France, is dated to the transition from Ha B to early Ha
C. It is thought to contain a single potential rivet from a crested helmet of Type Bernières
d’Ailly.658 The cross-section of the rivet, however, is rather unique – the angle between shaft and
head is not 90° but 45°, and is different in form from those rivets found on known helmets.
The rivets from the    II associated deposit from Saint Brieuc-des-Iffs, France,
interpreted as transitional between early or    II ancien (i.e. Ha A2) and late or
   II récent (i.e. Ha B2),659 are assumed to come from a crested helmet of Type
Biebesheim.660 However, the rivets do not have a solid, conical head but are instead hollow, a
form, which is currently unknown on helmets of Type Biebesheim. More likely, they derive
from another type of object.
657

650

Schauer 1982a, 343; Verdelis 1963.
Athenas 1828, 280; Breuil 1900, 520; Coutil 1911, 7, no. 8.
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Mongez 1803/1804, 499–501.
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Coutil 1926, 303; Hémery 1926, 198.
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Demmin 1869, 149.
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Coombs 1992, 509.
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Sperber describes burnt fragments of bronze sheet, decorated with small bosses and having
a folded rim, from Volders, grave 322, Tyrol, as being fragments from Type Biebesheim.661
However, according to their decoration, they appear instead to come from either bronze vessels,
+   >662 or possibly from helmets related to the Italian crested series.
The associated deposit of Grañón was ‘discovered’ in 2007 (or at least brought to the attention of the Dirección General de Patrimonio del Gobierno de La Rioja, at that time). The associated deposit was originally much larger, weighing over 50kg, but most of the associated deposit
was sold to a junkyard. Today, just 18 objects survive, consisting mainly of swords, spears and
ferrules, with just three of the objects being complete. It is said that the associated deposit origi!  ! ! #  `$##$  #  #  #"    !; #   !! #
@!!!  >#  >" !  + !   #   #    
have so far been recovered, and no further information on them is available.663
2.2.8 Outlook to the Iron Age: Italian Crested Helmets
The peak in the development of prehistoric crested helmets is surely to be found in central Italy.
Far less practical than earlier such helmets but richly decorated, some 55 crested helmets with

Fig. 2.26 Archaeological distribution of Italian crested helmets: S Metal crested helmets: 1. Asti; 2. Bisenzio;
3. Campora San Giovanni; 4. Delphi; 5–6. Fermo; 7. Gabii; 8. Hallstatt; 9. Narce; 10. Olympia, Greece; 11. Porto S.
Elpidio; 12. Sala Consilina; 13–15. San Francesco, Bologna; 16. Santa Maria di Capua Vetere; 17–18. Škocjan;
19–21. Tarquinia; 22–33. Unprovenanced; 34–42. Veii; 43–48. Verucchio; 49. Volterra; 50. Zavadinsy; 51. Unprovenanced. U (grey) Ceramic replicas of metal crested helmets: 52. Chiusa Cima; 53. _  54. Falerii;
55. Populonia; 56. Sala Consilina, S. Antonio; 57. San Giuliano (Barbarano Romano, VT); 58–65. Tarquinia;
66–67. Verucchio; 68–96. Veii. U Figurines with crested helmets: 97. Bologna; 98. Cupramarittima; 99. Lozzo
Atestino; 100. Reggio Emilia; 101. Tarquinia; 102. Vetulonia; 103. Strettweg. Numbers relate to those in
Tables 2.14 and 2.15.
661
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See Chapter 4.1.3, p. 233.
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Museum Olympia
Museo Archeologico Nazionale, Ancona

Bisenzio (Capodimonte), Bucacce, grave 1
Campora San Giovanni

Delphi, Greece

Fermo, contrada Misericordia, grave 8

Fermo (Ascoli Piceno), Misericordia,
grave 74
Gabii, Osteria dell’Osa, grave 600

Hallstatt, Austria

Narce, Calcata, Mazzano Romano VT,
grave 43
Olympia, Greece

Porto S. Elpidio

Sala Consilina

San Francesco, Bologna

San Francesco, Bologna

San Francesco, Bologna

Santa Maria di Capua Vetere

Škocjan

Škocjan

Tarquinia, Arcatelle, grave 20.3.1882

Tarquinia, Arcatelle, grave 24.2.1882

Tarquinia, poggio dell’Impiccato,
grave 1
unknown

unknown

unknown

unknown

unknown

unknown

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

10

Y  <! # > !

Asti, Alveo del Tanaro (1875)

1

Tarquinia (?)

Tarquinia (?)

Tarquinia B

Verucchio A

Tarquinia or Veii

Narce

San Canziano/Škocjan

Asti A

Veii A2

Tarquinia A

Veii A1 (?)

crested helmet (general)

Veii B

Asti B

Type

Iaia 2005

Tarquinia

Tarquinia A

Veii A1

San Canziano/Škocjan

San Canziano/Škocjan

Tarquinia

3540

1917.1230

3606

–

–

–

Tarquinia B
1917.1228 Narce

–

47.409 (?) Tarquinia A

83.379/A

RC 258

RC 269

47.635

–

–

65.749a–b Verucchio (?)

65.770

65.771

L 43

–

10.301

M. S. 850

–

–

20.018

16.473

–

–

85.531

1126

Inv. No.
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Civiche Raccolte d’Arte, Castello Sforzesco, Milan

Museum für Kunst und Gewerbe, Hamburg

Musées Royaux d’Art et d’Histoire, Brussels

Museum für Kunst und Gewerbe, Hamburg

National Museum Copenhagen

National Museum of Wales, Cardiff

Museo Archeologico Nazionale, Florence

Museo Archeologico Nazionale, Tarquinia

Museo Archeologico Nazionale, Tarquinia

Museo Civico, Trieste; Natural History Museum,
Vienna
Museo Civico, Trieste

Metropolitan Museum, New York

Museo Civico Archeologico, Bologna

Museo Civico Archeologico, Bologna

Museo Civico Archeologico, Bologna

Antikenabteilung Staatliche Museen, Berlin

University Museum, Philadelphia

Landesmuseum Linz

Soprintendenza Archeologica, Rome

Museo Archeologico Nazionale, Ancona

Museo Archeologico Nazionale, Ancona

Museo Delphi

unknown

Museo Archeologico Nazionale, Florence

Museum

No. Find Spot
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–

–

–

57

25

20

22

21

37

34

33

26

54

28

27

23

49

46

56

35

29

40

19

38

45

42

91

57

56

68

55

53

52

Fig.

round cap

round cap

–

round cap

pointed cap

pointed cap

pointed cap

pointed cap

pointed cap

76–77

75

74

65

64

59

60,
a–b
58

pointed cap 92, b

pointed cap

pointed cap

–

–

–

pointed cap

–

–

round cap

–

–

–

pointed cap

–

–

pointed cap

Cat. Type
No.
31 pointed cap

Hencken 1971

–

–

type 2

–

type 2

type 2

type 1

type 3

type 1

–

–

type 1

–

Type

10

11

9

5

1

12

4

18

19

3

17

15

Cat.
No.
8
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unknown

unknown (fake?)

unknown, maybe Vulci

unknown, maybe Vulci

Veii, Grotta Gramiccia, grave 272

Veii, Casale del Fosso, grave 1036

Veii, Casale del Fosso, grave 871

Veii, Grotta Gramiccia, pozzo 648

Veii, Quattro Fontanili, grave AA1

Veii, Quattro Fontanili, grave M9B

Veii, Quattro Fontanili, grave AA10B

Veii, Quattro Fontanili, grave Z15A

Veii, tomba a fossa con 2 loculi

Verucchio, le Pegge, grave 23

Verucchio, Moroni, grave 23

Verucchio, Moroni, grave 32

Verucchio, Moroni, grave 35

Verucchio, necropoli Lippi, grave 57

Verucchio, necropoli Lippi, grave 89

Volterra, tomba di Poggio alle Croci
(1996)
Zavadinsy, Ukraine

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

unknown

29

Inv. No.

SAT
21.50.80
–

28.537

160.587

72.745

8845

8539

–

–

–

65.213-16

60.304

66.269

35.231

36.452

–

–

4399

–

Iaia 2005

after Iaia: plate: type
3A; cap: system 2;
crest: system 1
after Iaia: plate: type
3B with conical headed
rivets (!); cap: system
3B; crest: system 7A
–

Type

–

–

San Canziano/Škocjan

Asti A

Verucchio A

Verucchio A

Verucchio B

Verucchio

Verucchio B

Verucchio B

Narce (?)

Asti B

Veii B

–

pointed cap, high crest

Tarquinia B

crested helmet (general)

Veii B (?)

1968.27.1 Veii A2

–

–

47.409 (?)

Tab. 2.14 continued

Soprintendenza per i Beni Archeologici della Toscana
Museo Masséna, Nice

Museo Archeologico Nazionale, Verucchio

Museo Archeologico Nazionale, Verucchio

Museo Archeologico Nazionale, Verucchio

Museo Archeologico Nazionale, Verucchio

Museo Archeologico Nazionale, Verucchio

Museo Archeologico Nazionale, Verucchio

lost (?)

Museo Archeologico Nazionale di Villa Giulia,
Rome
unknown

Museo Archeologico Nazionale, Civita Castellana

Museo Archeologico Nazionale di Villa Giulia,
Rome
Soprintendenza per i Beni Arceologici dell’Etruria
merid.
Museo Archeologico Nazionale di Villa Giulia,
Rome
Museo Archeologico Nazionale, Civita Castellana

unknown

Louvre, Paris

British Museum, London

sold at Hermann Historica, October 2005

prev. Guttmann collection,
sold at Hermann Historica, April 2009

prev. Seiffert collection,
sold at Hermann Historica, October 2006

Ashmolean Museum, Oxford

unknown
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36

30

47

48

50

53

52

51

58

–

–

32

41

–

55

24

44

43

39

78-79

pointed cap

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

round cap

round cap

pointed cap

pointed cap

round cap

round cap

93

72

63, a

69

70

pointed cap 61-62

–

–

pointed cap 66-67

–

–

–

–

–

–

Fig.

Hencken 1971
Cat. Type
No.
–
round cap

–

–

type 1

–

–

type 2

–

Type

20

2

13

6

14

16

Cat.
No.

v. Hase 1988
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Fig. 2.27 Italian crested helmets: 1. Zavadintsy; 2. Santa Maria di Capua Vetere; 3. Unprovenanced (‘Copenhagen’); 4. Tarquinia, poggio dell’Impiccato, grave 1; 5. Veio, casale del Fosso, grave 1036; 6. Sala Consilina; 7. Tarquinia, Arcatelle, grave 24.2.1882; 8. Fermo, contrada Misericordia, grave 8; 9. Veio, Quattro Fontanili, grave
M9B; 10. Asti, Alveo del Tanaro (1875); 11. Unprovenanced (‘Cardiff’); 12. Gabii, Osteria dell’Osa, grave 600
(drawings after Iaia 2005).
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Fig. 2.28 Italian crested helmets: 1. Fermo (Ascoli Piceno), Misericordia, grave 74; 2. Tarquinia, Arcatelle, grave
20.3.1882; 3. Škocjan (drawing: Mödlinger); 4. Unprovenanced (‘London’); 5. Volterra, tomba di Poggio alle Croci
(1996); 6. Škocjan (drawing and photo: M. Mödlinger; photo © Prähistorische Abteilung NHM Wien, inv. no.
47.633); 7. Škocjan (drawing: Mödlinger); 8. Bisenzio (Capodimonte), Bucacce, grave 1; 9. Veio Quattro Fontanili,
grave AA1; 10. Unprovenanced (‘Louvre’); 11. Bologna, San Francesco; 12. Delphi; 13. Veio, Grotta Gramiccia,
grave 272 (drawings after Iaia 2005, if not indicated otherwise).
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Fig. 2.29 Italian crested helmets: 1. Verucchio, necropoli Lippi, grave 89; 2. Verucchio, Moroni, grave 32;
3. Verucchio, Moroni, grave 35; 4. Veio, casale del Fosso, grave 871; 5. Verucchio, le Pegge, grave 23; 6. Veio, tomba a fossa con 2 loculi 1886; 7. { >  | ! ! >+²<` !*!¨>"+8. Narce, Calcata,
Mazzano Romano VT, grave 43; 9. Unprovenanced (‘Hamburg’) (drawings after Iaia 2005, if not indicated otherwise).
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Fig. 2.30 Italian crested helmets: 1–2. Bologna, San Francesco; 3. Olympia; 4. Škocjan (after Hencken 1971,
"+ ¨ 5. Capora San Giovanni; 6. Hallstatt. (no scale for nos. 1–3) (drawings after Iaia 2005, if not indicated
otherwise).

round or pointed cap are known from the early Iron Age Villanovan culture.664 For an overview
of the main information available on these Italian crested helmets, as well as their typological
  "  ! !+    #  >665 see Tab. 2.14 and Figures 2.27–2.30).
The most comprehensive study of these Italian crested helmets was recently published by
Iaia.666 Using morphological and decorative characteristics, established on the basis of the
examination of different aspects of some 50 metal helmets (including classifying the decoration
of the cap and crest into no less than seven types and six variants), he arranged the Italian hel ! " !+  !>< >Q!_!;! Û* }!>{!{# >! passing several variants and subtypes.
F.-W. v. Hase distinguished the Italian crested helmets with pointed cap into three different,
mostly contemporary, variants,667 based on the 20 or so examples then known to him. Variant I
is characterised by a round, stocky cap with a horizontal based crest. These helmets appear
already in Villanovan IB. Helmets associated with variant II are characterised by an elongated
cap with a horizontal based crest. F. W. v. Hase dates variant II according to a ceramic helmet
from Tarquinia, grave 39, which is assigned to the 9th century BC. The latest helmet is the one
from Veii, grave 1036, which is dated to the second half of the 8th century BC.668 Variant III is
"! #> !! @ @@>!#  +#     #  664
665
666
667
668

Hencken 1971, 78–110; v. Hase 1988; Iaia 2005.
Hencken 1971; v. Hase 1988; Iaia 2005.
Iaia 2005, 65–114.
v. Hase 1988.
v. Hase 1988, 201.
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Fig. 2.31 Ceramic models of Italian crested helmets: 1. Veio Quattro Fontanili, grave CC18–19B (after Alciati –
  ¨¸>"+2.{   | ! ! >+'²`  ¨««>"+«3. Veio Quattro Fon! > + <<« `    !  ¨¸> "+ ² 4. Veio Valle la Fata, grave 18 (after Lippert 2011 pl.11.1);
5.{ {  | >+«`  ¨««>"+«6. Veio Quattro Fontanili, grave AA7 (after Terrosi Zan ¨¸>"+««@7.{   | ! ! >+¨` <  '  ¨¸>"+¸8. Veio Quattro
| ! ! >+¸<` |   ¨>"+¸²9.!Y !  ;;`»` !*!¨¸«>"+
440); 10. ! @  > + ¸² `  !*! ¨¸«> "+  11. Tarquinia Selciatello Sopra, grave 85
`  !*! ¨¸«> "+ ²« 12. ! @  > + ²« `  !*! ¨¸« "+ ¥ 13. Tarquinia
Y !  ;;`»>!! ]_¨` !*!¨¸«>"+«14. Tarquinia Monterozzi (?) (after Hencken 1968,
"+¨15.!Y !  ;;>+¸¸`  ¨««>"+¨16. Tarquinia Impiccato, grave 80 (after
!*!¨¸«>"+17.!@  >+¨` !*!¨¸«>"++
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rated with at least three rows of bosses, Ringbuckel and bird head depictions. The helmet from
Tarquinia, as one of the oldest, marks the appearance of variant III (Villanovan IB according to
Hencken).669 The most recent helmet is that from Bisenzio. Crested helmets with rounded cap
occur as metal examples only in the late 8th century BC, but are already known from earlier
contexts in the form of ceramic models.670 Only a few metal helmets are known (Tab. 2.14). The
lack of crested metal helmets in Bologna and Este is most likely connected with different burial
traditions, as generally no defensive armour is known from this area.671 According to the densely narrow distribution area of both metal and ceramic helmets in southern Etruria, the local production of helmets of variant I–III in this area seem to be most likely. The helmets from
Zavadintsy, Hallstatt and Asti, which also partly include other decorative elements, were surely
produced by other workshops that were nonetheless extremely familiar or closely related to the
Etrurian workshops. F. W. v. Hase locates these other workshops in northern Italy.672
Italian crested helmets unify characteristics of both western European and eastern European
#    #  #  "    !+   ! #$ # ! !#  
` # "      #  #    !> # +#   +!"! > #  
of Type Nagytétény, the crest certainly derives from western European helmets. The thin,
pointed upper end of the cap was applied so as to increase the stability of the large crest, as
already known on helmets of Type Lueg. We would also suggest that the vertical stabilisation
rib on the central point of the crest of Type Lueg might be the precursor of the more massive
midribs as found on the Italian crested helmets.
# !!  ! $! #~!"   #  !@  ! #  $ 
suggested by v. Merhart.673 The relationship is even more evident, however, when including
consideration of the ceramic helmets, skeuomorphs of unpreserved or unrecovered metal helmets. H. Born and L. D. Nebelsick assumed that the metal helmets depicted by Italian ceramic
helmets might have had functional decorative rivets, as found on Type Biebesheim and
Bernières d’Ailly, and might therefore be contemporary, if not precursors of the latter helmets.674 Moreover, both authors consider Italian crested helmets as older than the western European examples since both organic and metal crests are known in Italy, indicating a possible
‘metallisation’ of the older dated organic crested helmets. This view led them to conclude that
the origin of this type of helmet lay in the Aegean and Anatolia, from where it spread to Italy
and then north- and westwards.675 According to the chronology of helmets of both Type
Biebesheim and Bernières d’Ailly, as well that of the Italian crested helmets (ceramic and metal), this is, as we will see, extremely unlikely.
Today, some 45 ceramic models of crested helmets are known (Tab. 2.15; Fig. 2.31). They
were found, like the metal helmets, mainly in Tarquinia and Veii, with just one helmet known
from Vulci and none from Bisenzio. From northern Etruria, there are just a few examples of
!  $ #     #  `+_  >{  !*! $!  < 
the beginning of the Iron Age, some of the necropoli in Etruria and Campania demonstrate contemporaneity between the bronze cap helmets and ceramic imitations, of which the closest were
found in Tarquinia. The ceramic helmet from Monte San Angelo/Veii (beginning of prima età
del ferro IA) even shows a knob with a stepped shaft, pointing to the Ha B1 helmets of Type
 <! # #²   #  $ #*! *! $!  ! +!no.676 The helmets served as urn covers in the Villanova culture. Iaia suggests that the crested
ceramic helmets from the transitional phase between late prima età del ferro I and initial phase
669
670
671
672
673
674
675
676

Hencken 1971, 78.
Hencken 1971, 97–110; v. Hase 1988, 202.
Stary 1981.
v. Hase 1988, 204.
v. Merhart 1941, 29, note 2.
Born – Nebelsick 1991, 32.
Born – Nebelsick 1991, 32–33.
Gastaldi 1998.
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II, represent the continuation of the older ceramic helmet tradition.677 O. H. Frey distinguishes
between the older ceramic imitations of crested helmets, with pointed cap, and more recent
ones, with round cap;678 more likely, however, the helmets with rounded crest are older. According to R. Peroni and A. Vanzetti, the helmets can be generally dated to prima età del ferro IIA,
despite the helmets from Tarquinia Impiccato, pozzo grave 65 (Fig. 2.31.10; dated to prima età
del ferro IIA/B) and Tarquinia Selciatello Sopra, pozzo grave 85 (Fig. 2. 31.11; dated to prima
età del ferro IB/IIA).679
No. Find Site

No. Find Site

51

‘Italy’ (private collection)

74

Veii, Quattro Fontanili, Pozzo grave CC 18–19B

52

Chiusa Cima

75

Veii, Quattro Fontanili, Pozzo grave CC10

53

_  

76

Veii, Quattro Fontanili, Pozzo grave DD 19

54

Falerii

77

Veii, Quattro Fontanili, Pozzo grave M 9D

55

Populonia

78

Veii, Quattro Fontanili, Pozzo grave NO 4–5

56

Sala Consilina, S. Antonio

79

Veii, Quattro Fontanili, Pozzo grave O6A

57

San Giuliano (Barbarano Romano, VT)

80

Veii, Quattro Fontanili, Pozzo grave P 16

58

Tarquinia Impiccato, Pozzo grave 39

81

Veii, Quattro Fontanili, Pozzo grave R 2–3

59

Tarquinia Impiccato, Pozzo grave 58

82

Veii, Quattro Fontanili, Pozzo grave T 5

60

Tarquinia Impiccato, Pozzo grave 65

83

Veii, Quattro Fontanili, Pozzo grave V 19

61

Tarquinia Impiccato, Pozzo grave 80

84

Veii, Quattro Fontanili, Pozzo grave V 3B

62

Tarquinia Monterozzi, Pozzo grave 66

85

Veii, Quattro Fontanili, Pozzo grave W 19

63

Tarquinia Selciatello Sopra, Pozzo grave 76

86

Veii, Quattro Fontanili, Pozzo grave X 4–5

64

Tarquinia Selciatello Sopra, Pozzo grave 85

87

Veii, Quattro Fontanili, Pozzo grave Y 11A

65

Tarquinia Selciatello Sopra, Pozzo grave 186

88

Veii, Quattro Fontanili, Pozzo grave Y 11A

66

Verucchio, Campo ‘Lavataio’, Pozzo grave 52

89

Veii, Quattro Fontanili, Pozzo grave Z 10

67

Verucchio, Ripa Lavatoio, grave 52

90

Veii, Quattro Fontanili, Pozzo grave Z 8

68

Veii, Quattro Fontanili, Pozzo grave AA13

91

Veii, Quattro Fontanili, Pozzo grave Z 9

69

Veii, Quattro Fontanili, Pozzo grave AA19

92

Veii, Valle la Fata, Pozzo grave 18

70

Veii, Quattro Fontanili, Pozzo grave AA19B

93

Veii, Valle la Fata, Pozzo grave 28

71

Veii, Quattro Fontanili, Pozzo grave AA7

94

Veii, Valle la Fata, Pozzo grave 5

72

Veii, Quattro Fontanili, Pozzo grave AA8

95

Veii, Valle la Fata, Pozzo grave 7

73

Veii, Quattro Fontanili, Pozzo grave BB16B

96

Veii, Valle la Fata, Pozzo grave 8

Tab. 2.15

Early Iron Age Italian ceramic imitations of crested metal helmets. The numbers are those used in
Fig. 2.26.

Iaia suggests an earlier date for the helmets from Tarquinia Monterozzi, grave 66 and Tarquinia Impiccato, graves 37, 39 and 65 (prima età del ferro IB1).680 He associates the helmets
from Tarquinia Selciatello Sopra, graves 85 and 186 and Tarquinia Impiccato, graves 58 and 80
with prima età del ferro 1B–2A1. The ceramic helmets from Veio are associated by J. Toms to
phase IB (Valle la Fata, tomba 8), IC (Quattro Fontanili graves AA19A, AA19B, V3B), phase
IC–IIA (Quattro Fontanili grave BB16B, Valle la Fata, tomba 5) and phase IIA (CC18–19B).681
Some ceramic helmets from Veii, associated with Veii I, appear to resemble most closely the
crested helmets of Type Biebesheim. The two most similar are the helmet from Valle la Fata,
677
678
679
680
681

Iaia 2013b, 83.
Frey 1990, 225.
Peroni – Vanzetti 2005.
Iaia 2005, 112.
Toms 1986.
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grave 28 (Fig. 2.31.5) and the one from Quattro Fontanili, grave no. 4–5 (Fig. 2.31.2).682 However, they also already demonstrate, as a consequence of the centrally pointed cap and the high
crest, a close relationship to the later Italian crested helmets. Also, the connection between
crested helmets of Type Biebesheim and the ceramic models of crested helmets from Tarquinia
and Veii, as described by v. Hase, can be questioned since the latter helmets were deposited,
 !+ ! %# ! +> !¨¥¥'«²¥&_>!$
 *  "  !factured for the burial.683 It is the same for the ceramic helmet from Tarquinia, Monterozzi,
grave 66 (Fig. 2.31.15): the similarity with crested helmets of Type Bernières d’Ailly is striking
but the high crest and the pointed cap show a closer relationship to the Italian helmets than to
older western equivalents. Nevertheless, the close relationship to older forms suggests that there
$ *! $ +  & !;<+#  >! #  #!¡! ! # !  
Italian crested helmets made of bronze, especially in the adoption of their ‘archaic’ style and
shape, must have been especially meaningful (see below).
< +!"! #!+! # !   !  #!     !; #   
marked by the form of the rivets. They generally grew in size and with increasing decorative
purpose. But whilst they served a functional purpose on Bronze Age helmets, they are reduced
to a purely decorative element on the Italian crested helmets, providing a clear typo-chronological order of development. On the Italian crested helmets, the earlier more conspicuous rivets,
$## !  !  #  + # # $     # #  >     ¡ %#>
inconspicuous rivets, in combination with an additional rectangular bronze sheet.684
The necropolis from Veii and Tarquinia contained the highest number of both bronze crested
helmets and their ceramic models. Single metal helmets considered imports are known from
Delphi, Olympia, Hallstatt, Škocjan and Podolia/Zavadintsy (Ukraine).685 A number of other
unprovenanced helmets can also be connected to central Italian workshops, close to the two
necropoli. The helmets found in Delphi and Olympia are interpreted as donations during the
Greek colonisation of southern Italy in the 8th century BC.686 |! ! !"! 
of the helmet from Podolia/Zavadintsy are unknown. Coutil notes that the helmet was part of
the Poulaski collection and cites a ‘Congrés de Moscou T. II, 1892, 348’.687 Today, the helmet is
  #Y Y !!>|!#¡ >#  #   # #  >
which belonged to the Guttmann collection and was sold at Hermann Historica in 2005688 was
made from a single metal sheet and has a separate crest, attached by means of rivets. The crest
is decorated with large bosses, which are randomly distributed. The helmet lacks any counterpart in both construction and decoration, and its authenticity must be questioned.
]  "!  @  ! #  > !+ !  + ! > *! $! 
Škocjan.689 The fragments appear to belong to at least three helmets; two of them show complete bird depictions, without legs and with triangular tails, while the third helmet depicts bird
heads with a central sun disc. It is unclear if a further fragment from the top of a crest belongs
to the latter, third helmet or to a further fourth helmet.
Figurines with crested helmets have been dated to the 6th–7th century BC,690 suggesting the
continued use, and possible manufacture, of crested helmets for both foot soldiers and horsemen.691 #    !  #   #   "+!      # !  # #! #   #
main distribution area of the actual metal helmets, and reaches as far as Styria, where we know
horsemen with crested helmets from the Strettweger Kultwagen.
682
683
684




685

686
687
688
689



691

690

Fabbricotti et al. 1972, 287 and v. Hase 1988, 208, and not the 11th century BC as in Lippert 2011, 43.
v. Hase 1988; Iaia 2005.
!*!¨>"+ ²«²¨'
<!  #!«¨>>"+ ¨««>¨²
Egg – Tomedi 2002, 556.
Coutil 1911, 7.
See p. 130.
!*!¨>"+ ¨'¨
!*!¨>'¨ ¨««>¥²'¥¸>"+ !¥¥>«'
|   !*!¨>"+ «¥>«'«>«'««   !!*!¨>"+ «>«²>«¨'¨¥
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2.3 Horned Helmets
Horned helmets do not form a geographically discreet group. They cannot be associated with
the western European helmets with crest and bivalve cap, nor with the eastern European cap
helmets, and therefore do represent a discreet typological group. So far, only two horned metal
#    *! $! `  !     !  ! "+!   & !; <+ $      
with horned helmets are numerous, indicating both a wide distribution and common use of such
helmets, ranging from Scandinavia to the Iberian Peninsula, and as far east as the eastern Mediterranean. This distribution includes a range of depictions upon different types of media,
including upon exposed natural stone surfaces (Scandinavia), on stelae (Iberian Peninsula, Sip  > !# `_  !  !  $ #! # !  >|+>    
(Grevensvænge, Fogdarp, Sardinia, Enkomi, Ugarit or Luristan), wall decoration (the sea people
on the reliefs from Luxor, Abydos or Medinet Habu, faïence from the Mycenaean shaft grave
III, and the Mycenaean Warrior Vase, seal stone from Thebes), as well as in much later depictions of helmets with horns.692 Such a broad spectrum over such a large area demonstrates that

Fig. 2.32

692

Menhirs with unpreserved, presumably horned headgear from Cauria, Corsica (photo: H. and J.
Mödlinger).

E.g. Anatolia (?), see: Schauer 1983, 185.
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|+    ! > "+!  !
   # ! #     # <+! !    1.  
& ô;* > * ]  `++ '   ¥¥> "+  2. Q  < #> @ Q     !
(Borchhardt 1972, pl. 12.1); 3. Ugarit/Ra’s Schamra, Syria. Head of a Ba’al statuette (Borchhardt 1972, pl. 12.2);
4. Enkomi, Greece (Seeden 1980, pl. 112); 5. Enkomi, Greece (Càssola Guida 1973, pl. XXXVII.1); 6. Dendra,
Greece (tholos grave). The lead horns were found at the feet of the deceased under his weapons. The tholos grave is
dated to LH IIIB (Borchhardt 1972, 40, pl. 15.3) (not to scale).

horned helmets were widely distributed during the Bronze Age and early Iron Age.693 The oldest depictions of horned helmets derive from the Near East (Fig. 2.33): Depictions are known
 Q <#>@`    !¥¥'¥¥&_>~+ ]? Q# >Q`# &? "+!¥¥¥'«¥¥&_ & ô;*^>*` th century BC) and the Warrior Vase from Mycenae (12th! &_| #"+! $ ## !
headgear are known from Enkomi.694 From a Tholos grave at Dendra there are horns made of
lead, which were deposited at the feet of the deceased.695 The horns might have been part of a
headgear.
693

694
695

For references, see: Lilliu 1966; Borchhardt 1972; Harrison 2004; Kristiansen – Larsson 2005; Brandherm
2007; Brandherm 2008; Cesari – Leandri 2010; Brandherm 2011; Gonzalez 2012.
Càssola Guida 1973, pl. XXXVII.1; Seeden 1980, pl. 112.
Borchhardt 1972, 40, pl. 15.3.
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Fig. 2.34 Horned helmets worn by the sea people on the temple reliefs of Medinet Habu, Egypt: 1. Attacking mercenaries of Ramses III (Borchhardt 1972, pl. 13.2); 2. Medinet Habu, Egypt. Temple relief: the guards of Ramses III
(Borchhardt 1972, pl. 14.3); 3. Attacking sea people (Borchhardt 1972, pl. 13.1) (not to scale).

The actual function of horned helmets, or the meaning of the horns themselves, is unclear,
and therefore it is necessary to consider individually the full range of types and their depiction.
Despite religious or ritual associations, we have to assume their practical use as defensive
armour. As depicted on the reliefs from Luxor, Abydos and Medinet Habu, the sea people clearly used their helmets in battle (Fig. 2.34 and 2.35). Sherden warriors, depicted on the Medinet
Habu frieze, wear a yellow helmet, with clear red horizontal and vertical lines, perhaps indicating a base organic netting. The horns are light or pale blue, suggesting a different material than
the helmet’s cap.696 Horned helmets with a central ‘knob’ and without Ausschnitt of the cap or
ear protection were used by Egyptian mercenaries. No further distinction can be made based on
the helmets alone if the wearer was an Egyptian mercenary or an enemy.
In comparison to their large number, and the diverse range of sources used in the depiction
of horned helmets, the number of actual preserved examples is extremely small: the two bronze
helmets from Viksø are the only metal helmets with horns so far recovered (Tab. 2.7; Fig.
2.36.1).697 It is still not clear where the helmets were produced or assembled, since the helmets
 ! # !~!"   #   !  " $! ~!" 
traditions, whereas most of the other characteristics belong to the Nordic Bronze Age tradition.698 Also, the craftsmen must have been familiar with the construction of two-piece western
European crested helmets, though devising a different means for joining the two halves of the
 # #   $    $   !; #    + # !   !  "§  
 > " !+ ! # >  !+  $ ## **>! !+ 
prey. The lateral arms of the crest each cover a slit in the top of one of the two bronze sheets of
696
697
698

Photograph: e.g. D’Amato – Salimbeti 2015, 16.
Most recently Vandkilde 2013.
Vandkilde 2013, 171–173.
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Fig. 2.35
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Egyptian depictions of horned helmets of the Shardana (after Borchhardt 1972, 113–115) (not to scale).

#<  ! >! #!   ##   # % !" !+ !      !;
sheet ‘arms’, which touch the helmet. On each of these, one small cylindrical mounting was
   !  #   !     !     > $## $ "§ $ #    !+
through the holes of the cylindrical mounting. Feathers, hair or some other material used in the
  !  #      "§!  #+ !!!+ !+ #    #
crest. On both sides of the beak there are large bulging eyes with eyebrows, imitating a human
& # $ !  # !"§ !     ! #!   #
helmet. Finally, the horns (resembling bronze lurs, which also occur in pairs), were riveted onto
##  $ #"§ " !+ ## ! #
$ >$##$ #! ! 
cast bronze mountings which then were riveted onto the cap. There are two rivet holes on each
side of the helmet near the rim where a chin strap or cheek plates could have been attached. The
cap itself is decorated with bosses of different size. Parallel to the rim, a line of pellets is visi >!!+! % #"+  # > ! ! !+# #`Vogelsonnenbarke).
It remains unclear if the general purpose of the horns was to intimidate an opponent, for the
! "  !     $# !  ! > !++ +    ! #!
those helmets without horns. Indeed, the function and use of the Viksø helmets is still a matter
of debate; most recently, H. Vandkilde reviewed in detail previous theories and hypothesis, noting that an association with warfare has not yet gained the same degree of support as has ritual
or religious interpretations of their function.699 Despite this, she proposes that the function of
##   +#  ! #! #"  $!   > $  ! #  
practices of religious beliefs. The occurrence of the helmets in pairs might point to the so-called
twin gods.700 Without any doubt, these so far unique helmets must certainly bear a rich cultural
biography, irrespective of whether their function was a peaceful one or not.
The 32cm long bronze horn from Grevinge, Denmark, which parallels the horns of the
Viksø helmets, might originally have been attached to a helmet (Fig. 2.36.4). The absence of
 ##  "!  +#     # 
!   +!   ! #
construction, not only for the horns but for the complete helmet. Unfortunately, due to the
!   #   ! > #         ! "  !  #      ! #
699
700

Vandkilde 2013.
Kristiansen 2006.
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Fig. 2.36 Horned helmets from the Nordic Bronze Age: 1. Viksø, Denmark (Borchhardt 1972, pl.15.1); 2. Fogt>Q$!` {!* ¥>"+3. Grevensvænge, Denmark (Borchhardt 1972, pl. 14.14); 4. Grevinge,
Denmark (credits to the Nationalmuseet/The National Museum of Denmark) (to better compare the size and details
of the horns, the drawings are not to scale).

construction. Other reasons for the scarce recovery of Nordic Bronze Age metal helmets with
# !  +#       ! !  "    !         !+  gies. Metal depictions of these horned helmets are further known from Grevensvænge, Denmark and Fogdarp, Sweden (Fig. 2.36.2–3) (see also below).
| Q!  #!¥¥¥ !;"+! *! $!> $##
¥µ#!
  # !+ # ¦~ %<!?"+! ! #  # ! ¦Y !an’ group.701 The unpublished examples have been described by G. Lilliu as being of ‘no artistic
and low archaeological value’702 [sic]. From the more recent ‘Mediterranean’ group, no horned
headgear is known.
Y  #!#   #¥¥! # 
#& !;<+¦~ %<!?"+!  $ors and archers, dated to the 11th–10th century BC.703 The warriors are usually equipped with
$  ! #  !  !     # "+!  $  ! !   " !% 
domestic structures known as nuraghe, in sacred springs and in sanctuaries. The horns of the
#+$ !
$ "+! ! +!"! ! ; # #§  ! 
# %  ¦$ % ! ? `"+!  $ #    >   ¦ ?>    § $  > !
$  #  > #$ "+! #    !  # !   >! # $ +# 
assume that it is the same for the related horned headgear (Fig. 2.37 and 2.38). Figurines of
bulls with complete horns show the wide variety of different sized horns,704 which were most
likely used for the composition of the horned headgear of the warriors. However, it is questiona  #  ;# !   # "+!  !      # ; 
the body of the bulls (Fig. 2.38.20, 25). We might exclude the possibility of their being depictions of aurochs, since these are not known from Sardinia.
!   #²¥¦~ %<!?"+! $ ## !#+# +> !+# ! $ #
 !   >  $## }  !   ! # Y!  # "+  +!  # $  *! 
horns, so we cannot identify if they once had long, slightly curved or small and short, strongly
forward curved horns. Only about one in every four of the archers has headgear without horns.
The horns of their headgear is small, usually pointing forwards and placed on an organic cap
with a small, two-pointed central crest. Only a few archers (Fig. 2.37.12) bear long, forward
 !   # !  ! # #+ ! "+ '  $## !  # # ! $   '
shows between the upwards bent, small horns, a disc or round object, similar to that worn by
the Shardana as depicted in the relief of Medinet Habu (Fig. 2.37.17).
701
702
703
704

Gonzales 2012.
Lilliu 1966, 63.
Gonzales 2012, 86, 89, 100.
Lilliu 1966, 396–417.
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|+  !#+ Q!! !;"+! 1–12. Archers; 13–17. Single fragments of heads with
horned headgear. Note the single cases of upwards bent short horns (no. 4) and long, slightly curved horns (no. 12)
(after Lilliu 1966; his catalogue numbers are placed in [brackets]) (not to scale).

The warriors wearing horned headgear generally do not show different combinations of arms
and armour than the ones with other form of head protection, with the only exception being the
so-called warrior-demons or over-equipped warriors (Fig. 2.38.17, 21–24). The headgear with
long, slightly curved horns of a warrior and a warrior-demon (Fig. 2.38.23–24) as well as two
further warriors wearing a headgear with parallel horns touching each other (Fig. 2.38.18–19)
!      !+ ## ! !+> ##   {* >! #"+! 
from Grevensvænge, Denmark, and Fogdarp, Sweden (horned helmets of two men’s heads on a
horse collar), indicating a close connection (Fig. 2.39). All have cutaway tips which were substituted by a round ring, bowl or ball, sometimes with ribs immediately beneath it, symbolising the
+!$!+  "§ 705 The Fogdarp heads are, at just 4 × 3.5cm in size, particularly
 # "+!   _! %+ !  >Q!>  
with large horns, where the tips were cut off and substituted by a round object (Fig. 2.38.20, 25).
#  "     !  ! ! #  ! # !  !@!  !!
  *  $>  *! $! ! #{* #  > #!+# !>! #"+rines from Grevensvænge and Fogdarp. The similarities in form and shape noted by Borchhardt
$ # #   Y+ `|+¥¨!!  !" 706 Also, the distribution area of
horned headgear does not overlap with that of Type Herzsprung shields.707
~! * #  & !;<+# ! !"+! > ## !#+ 
!Q!!! *    >!  §#  +# # !   +!"! 
curved ones with tips pointing towards each other (Fig. 2.39). The head is rarely recognisable,
! ## !   §    #!* #+#   !+>  * "+ures with horned headgear are male (ithyphallic; no indication of breasts) and are furnished
with weapons, such as swords, axes and spears.
705

 \ !¨²>¸'«>"+ ²'
 & ## ¨>¨>"+  !¥¥>! _«
707
For the difference between U-notched Herzsprung shields and related but later V-notched Mediterranean
shields, see Uckelmann 2012, 63–68.
706
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|+«  !#+ Q!! !;"+! 1–8. Warriors with short, small and forward bent horns
on the headgear; 9–14. Warriors with long, slightly curved horns on the headgear; 15–16, 18–19. Warriors with
long, slightly curved horns touching each other along the whole length; 17, 21–24. Over-equipped warriors and socalled warrior demons with different sized horns on the headgear; 20, 25. Two bulls; 26. Separate horns from Tergu, loc. Santa Maria, collezione Vallero-Usai (original height c. 25cm). Note the wrapping of the horns at the tip
! # ¦ ?   !   !  # # ! "+  !   `!  «'¥ '¸ `  \  ¨¸¸ #    +
numbers are placed in [brackets]) (not to scale).

Spears are usually held above the horned headgear in a clearly aggressive way. Swords are,
   !  !`|+¨> $  # $! # #! # Q   #"+ 
  $ *!+`|+¨'>$#  #   "+# >$ # #  #!
up or on the side and usually the right on the scabbard (Fig. 2.39.3–4; this motif can be found
also on the Iberian stelae; see Fig. 2.40.1). Spears are often depicted as held in the left hand (Fig.
2.39.8–10). Since the sword hand usually is the right one, we might think of them not as depict  # !    #* ¦  ?$>  #"+    #
back it might explain their larger size, being in the foreground, than that of the opponent, which
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Fig. 2.39 Warriors with horned headgear on Scandinavian rock art: 1. Hede (Kville); 2. Borge (Ostfold); 3. Bottna
(Bohuslän); 4. Slänge (Tanum); 5. Österöd (Kville); 6. Smörsten (Tanum); 7. Hede (Kville); 8. Karlsund (Kville);
9. Karlsund (Kville); 10. Hede (Kville); 11. Tuvene (Tanum); 12. Bro Utmark (Tanum); 13. Kalleby (Tanum);
14. Vitlycke (Tanum); 15. Sotetorp (Tanum); 16. Varp (Skee); 17. Kalleby (Tanum); 18. Lövåsen (Tanum).

+#  #! #$>! #*+ !! # > #"+ $ ## !#+
 # !!+ `|+ ¨> # !!+ `# #» ++   `|+ ¨²>  "+# !+
(Fig. 2.39.16, with axes). A coup de grâce seems to be shown, involving an axe, in front of a
ship on a depiction from Tuvene, Tanum (Fig. 2.39.11). Men with horned headgear are also
depicted dancing and running (Fig. 2.39.6), with lures (Fig. 2.39.13), or on a two-wheeled chariot with a tiny horse or goat in the front (Fig. 2.39.14). Between the chariot and the man’s penis a
snake is depicted. Nevertheless, the main motif of men with horned headgear is embedded
$ #!"+# !+ $ !
Horned headgear on Iberian stelae only occurs on the stelae of group IIc in the scheme of V.
!+ >$## #   #!    ! # !"+ `|+¥708 The stelae of
+  @@   !  # "!  + ! #   !   #  @! $   709
The absolute chronology of the stelae is still a matter of debate.710 Nevertheless, the depicted
$  > "  ! #   + !  !    #  !+ #    ; !+
shields cannot be used as an argument for the general dating of the stelae to the 9th–8th century
BC, since radiocarbon dates from Irish shields and moulds for their manufacture point to a sig!"!   711Y   # $   !  !   !+ "+ $ ## !
headgear have a slender parallel-sided blade and only in some cases do they have a leaf-shaped
blade.712 The substitution of leaf-shaped swords with Type Huelva swords, which have parallel708
709
710

711
712

Pingel 1974; Pingel 1993.
Pingel 1974, 14; Almagro Gorbea 1977, 188; Brandherm 2008, 482.
Burgess 1991, 39; Celestino Pérez 2001; Harrison 2004, 13–16; Brandherm 2008; Díaz-Guardamino 2012, 389–
416; Mederos Martín 2012.
OxA–2429: 3470±70 BP; OxA–3228: 3150±90 BP; see Uckelmann 2012.
Brandherm 2008, 482.
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sided blades, by the end of the second millennium BC713 indicates that the horned headgear
depicted on the stelae appeared no later than the end of the 11th! &_  $" !
 +      $ # #   !  "+  $ # # ! #+714 # "    $
"  ! #  th/early 10th century BC.715 Crested helmets with rounder cap
are depicted on several stelae from group IIc and some earlier stelae,716 while helmets with a
more pointed cap (Type Bernières d’Ailly)717 are depicted only on stelae belonging to group
IIc.718 According to the iconographic development of the Iberian stelae, crested helmets were
substituted by horned helmets or headgear at the end of the 11th century BC.719 The horned headgear then might have been in use until the 8th century BC.720
*!+    *   #   # ! "+  $ # # ! #+ ! # @!
stelae,721 we note that in six cases horns (partly with a second twist) exit horizontally/with a c.
90° angle, directly from the head – which occurs alongside an increasingly geometric depiction
 #"+ $# `|+¥'¸'!!! #+#  !!  
# ; !  > # $!+   ! $  ! # `|+¥'¥ $ "+  ! #   _ ;
del Buey IV and from Orellana;722 potentially also the stelae from Castuera I). These characteristics are also known from the aurochs or ancient Iberian cattle races as the Cachena, Sayague Y ! > !  ! !+ #  ! # !     +!|"+ #
 > +#   # !  `|+ ¥> ²> ¸ $#  # "+  # #  > +#  # ! 
(Fig. 2.40.2–4). No helmet cap is visible, if we do not want to assume that it was not protruding
from the tiny head. Two stelae from Olivenza and El Viso I (Fig. 2.40.3, 5) show oval ‘ears’
 $ ## ! & #"+  # $ # + !     }  $ # #
# !"+`! !+$+ !> $> # >" >!+ > $ > >! <! #
stelae, from El Viso IV (Fig. 2.40.15), might indicate the use of horns still attached to part of the
bull’s cranium, since the base of the horns as found on the bull’s head is visible. Generally, the
horns depicted on Iberian stelae do not closely resemble the Sardinian ones, which are usually
much smaller (potentially referencing something other than bovine horns!) and, also if longer
(see below), are just slightly curved, never pointing sideways or show a second twist. The differ! +   #+!   $ #! " !  !  # ! 
! ! !  #  # $ "+ $ ## !#+!¦ ? # $ ##+# !  
objects around them.
We might identify two main types of horned headgear in Sardinia and the Nordic Bronze
Age: a higher number of small horns on organic head protection, probably used in a more profane way (in Scandinavia, as depicted on rock surfaces; in Sardinia, as mainly worn by archers),
and a smaller number of headgear with massive, long and slightly curved horns with cut-off
ends and with ball- or bowl-reinforced tips, for a purpose other than profane use, as indicated
by the Sardinian warrior-demons which wear the latter, and as seen in the Nordic bronze hel !"+! `|+¸$ ## !#+#  §#  # $  !
groups of horned headgear found in Sardinia and the Nordic Bronze Age, is completely lacking
amongst the Iberian stelae; at least four different types of headgear are depicted, being associat$ #! # "   !>$   ! ! !  !$ # # ! 
< > #  !   !  # $    +!"!   $! !  #! !  #!
Europe: while the depicted warriors in Scandinavian rock art are part of a story and seem to be
+# !¦  !?> #$   !@! #Q!!"+!   > !+ !
713
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Brandherm 2007, 16.
Celestino Pérez 2001, nos. 35, 53, 65, 76, 85; Harrison 2004, 161–163.
Brandherm 2008, 483.
See also Celestino Pérez 2001, nos. 12, 17, 21, 22, 25.
See Chapter 2.2.5, p. 116.
Celestino Pérez 2001, nos. 71, 80, 84.
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Fig. 2.40 Horned headgear depicted on Iberian stelae: 1. Talavera de la Reina; 2. Esparragosa de Lares I;
3. Olivenza; 4. Valdetorres I; 5. El Viso I; 6. Las Herencias II; 7. Alamillo; 8. São Martinho I; 9. Magacela;
10. Aldeanueva de San Bartolomé; 11. Écija III; 12. Fuente de Cantos; 13. El Coronil; 14. Écija V; 15. El Viso VI;
16.¿}@@`  !¥¥>"+`"+ !    

seem to be out of their war context, or at least are not embedded in a vivid, story-telling context: the warrior alone is the centre of attention, dissolved from the context he was acting in.
#  # + ! >     ! " !  ! #   !  # ! #gear, represent the highest number of such depictions, and also share certain general similarities; it seems that all show complete or partially equipped warriors. This equipment though dif  + ! + !> !+ !    ! !"+# !+ #! Y   #
warriors wear swords; in Scandinavia and the Iberian Peninsula we also see spears, whilst these
are almost completely absent in Sardinia; instead, the Sardinian warriors bear stick or bow.
! "  #@!  $ ## !#  #  !   $ Q#  $ !
by almost all warriors in all three regions; whereas axes are only depicted with warriors in
Scandinavian. The Sardinian warriors are never connected with a means of transport; but a
third of the Iberian warriors are depicted with chariots, and several Scandinavian warriors (and
bulls!) on or close to ships.
The correlation between the Iberian Peninsula, Sardinia and the Nordic Bronze Age in the
  # !#+ +#     #  #  "!  # $"+ $ ## !
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headgear which bear (or are associated with) other arms and armour. As already pointed out by
&!# > $ !!  
      !    !   " !!+ ! #   
horned headgear across such a wide geographical area;723 though, he sees in the beginning of
the development of horned headgear in Anatolia and the Levant, a common symbolic ancestor
as represented by the bull or weather gods of the Hittite, Hurrian and Semitic pantheon. The
two small statues of a warrior or god from Enkomi with horned headgear might demonstrate
just such an adoption (Fig. 2.33.4–5). Horns or horned headgear, however, is a widely distributed and long lived common motif, evident since the Palaeolithic, and will have come into fashion
independently again and again.724 It is not necessary therefore to seek a single causal link of
development, and we must take into account the many different practical and cultural reasons
! ! $ *  $## !¡! #   ! >  #   ! + ! >  # ! #+!#  !# !#+ +!"!   !   !!  ! $! #
 & !;<+> #~!"  >!  Y !!! $ *  ¥¥&_
onwards and as a thread, which ‘leads from war and social upheaval in the east Mediterranean
over Sardinia and Iberia to Viksø with offshoots to adventurous sea travels, warfare, material
culture emulation, transfer of cosmological elements, myth-making and the transport of bronze
along the Atlantic coasts’725 and copper mining or trade, as Vandkilde pointed out recently
remains to be seen in further research.
Catalogue
Cat. no. 121. Viksø, Denmark' +"!' $    #  Y  !   <
height: 17.7cm; diameter: 21.7 × 20.6cm. Helmet B: height: 17.7cm; diameter: 19.9 × 22cm –
Nationalmuseet København, inv. no. B 13, 552–553 – Fig. 2.36.1. References: Norling-Christensen 1943; Broholm 1944, 253, pls. 67–68; Norling-Christensen 1946; Althin 1952; Kossack
¨²> ¸ &!  ¨²«> @@> «¸ &!  ¨¸> @@> «¸ !*! ¨> > ¸¨'> "+ 
138–139; Vandkilde 2013.
The Viksø helmets were discovered in 1942 during peat digging in the Brøns Mose at Viksø,
in the northwest of Copenhagen. A nineteenth century map suggests that the ‘Brøns Mose’ bog
was a pond or a lake during the Bronze Age. The helmets were found together with additional
pieces of pottery and wood and are dated to Period IV (c. 1200/1100–1000 BC).726#"!$ 
published by Norling-Christensen, who mentioned that at least one helmet might have been
standing on an ash wood tray (or shield?); however, radiocarbon dates of the wooden remains
thought to have derived from the tray are much older than the helmets.727 The peat workers
moreover noted that the ceramic pot was found above the helmet, and is therefore not necessarily associated with them.
In 1944, the alloy composition of the helmets was studied;728 unfortunately, the analytical
method used is not described, so we cannot be sure if the high amount of Sn of the cap of 16.8
$ µ     !!¡! !  ! !! 
! > # > ! # tion of the use of regular imported metal supplies or the use of recycled metal. Both helmets
show low-level impurities of lead (0.3–0.9 wt%), arsenic (0.2 wt.%), antimony (0.1–0.2 wt.%)
and nickel (0.1–0.3 wt.%) as well as traces of silver (0.05–0.06 wt.%).

723
724
725
726
727
728

Brandherm 2011, 49.
Hencken 1971, 171–173.
Vandkilde 2013, 175; referring to Ling et al. 2013 for copper mining and trade.
Vandkilde 2013, 165.
Norling-Christensen 1946; Vandkilde 2013, 165.
Vandkilde 2013, 167.
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2.4 Analyses Helmets
The manufacturing process is largely the same for all helmets of Class I and will therefore be
§ !   ! !    !   # #      >  !    ! 
data from helmets of Type Oranienburg, Type Paks, and Type Nagytétény. The helmets, as were
the greaves and cuirasses, were sampled either with a 1mm drill to detect the alloy composition
or a micro-sample was taken to enable further metallographic analyses of the microstructural
features. Micro-samples were only taken from incomplete or fragmented armour.
Drilled samples were analysed using a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) equipped with
an Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscope (EDXS), which enabled measurements directly on
the metal and permitted the avoidance of corrosion. The micro-samples were mounted in epoxy
 !    +#!   !  #$ # !  ¥²  +!
try. Those samples were studied by SEM-EDXS and Light Optical Microscope (LOM) using
Bright Field (BF) and Dark Field (DF) contrast methods before and after etching (for observation of corrosion and microstructural features respectively). The chemical characterisation was
carried out via SEM-EDXS (Evo40 Zeiss with PENTAFET® EDXS detector sensitive to light
  ! >²# !  ! ! " $ _> Q!> > < > Q> |> !> > <+> &> _ 
and Au. In the original routine the detection limit for most elements was 0.1 wt.%. The operating conditions were an accelerating voltage of 20 kV, chamber pressure lower than 10 –5 mbarr
(for the SEM). The EDXS was calibrated with a cobalt reference sample, an acquisition time of
60 seconds with 2000 channels of 5 eV each and ZAF 5 correction. Real reference standards
were used for the quantitative analyses in order to improve the accuracy of the measurements.
The compositions reported (normalized and in weight percentages) correspond to the mathe  + ² ¥  $ #   " !§#     !  !! tions <0.3 wt.% were considered as semi-quantitative and taken into account only when the
! "  !* $    ! #     # ! ! %
and intra-crystalline corrosion products, the matrix was in most of the samples clearly visible
and etching was not necessary. In any case, etching was carried out after SEM-EDXS analyses
! #!+   !  #  #   #    ! # "# # 
acid affect the composition of inclusion and corrosion products by the introduction, for instance,
of Cl and Fe to the composition of patina and inclusions. In most cases, intergranular corrosion
or ghost microstructure present in the inner layers of corrosion patina exhibited the microstructural features needed to reconstruct the thermomechanical history of the object.729 All compositions reported are normalised and in weight percentage.
According to the microstructure observed, the most probable thermo-mechanical history of
the object was suggested. Moreover, also the total deformation of the original as-cast ingot was
calculated. The average total deformation depends less on the tin content of the helmets (which
$  # !¡! #!! !+   ! #!  ! !! !+
circuits), and more on the thickness of the as-cast plate and the zone of the helmet from which
#   $  *!#    ! !"! $   
 Q# $ *!+ # #"!  #*! `#+#        ! >$## 
"!  #   !  #*!  #     !   #    "!  
mono- or bi-axial in order to decide if one or two orthogonal cross-sections are needed
for the interpretation of the inclusions
 Q#!+`$!+ # #"!  #>$##> !+ > #!+  #
shape of inclusions, but in a more limited way. The information provided clearly depends
on the sampling position, but can also provide information about point 1
The total amount of applied deformation can be calculated by measuring the length and
thickness of Cu2-xFexS-inclusions usually present in archaeological bronzes. These inclusions
   !     !!  #     § !>  >  !  !¡!  #
729

Piccardo 2000; Ienco et al. 2007.
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common annealing temperatures. Thus, their shape factor (SF, thickness/length ratio) gives
clear information about the total amount of deformation as well as the direction of the mechanical deformation applied during the manufacturing process.730 For the calculation of the SF only
complete inclusions must be used, since some can be broken as a consequence of the effect of
external factors, such as a violent corrosion processes (Fig. 2.41). Attention has to be paid to not
 ¡ !     _2-xFexS-inclusions (Cu2-xFexS enriches on the inside of
#  ! $ # # ¡ !!+    ! # #  ¦ !? _ 2-xFexSinclusions is much thinner than pure Cu2-xFexS-inclusions and gives a wrong impression of the
actually carried out total deformation). The calculated SF cannot take into account the massive
  
  !+!+ #!+> # ¡*!+   § >  #!+>+!!+!
use. Recent experiments carried out on the production of bronze sheets with 13 wt.% Sn showed
#    #  %   # "!  # > !   !+
 «       # !! !+
(2–5h in total) and cold deformation (3–4h in total), the weight loss was in the range of 7–30%.

|+ _ %   !  ##     Q¶+>] !>   #*! #  %    
unetched. Note the massive deformation visible by the light grey, highly elongated Cu 2-xFexS-inclusions. In the corroded area, these inclusions are heavily deformed and torn apart due to the heavy corrosion (dark grey).

The average SF (shape factor) and the corresponding percentage of reduction of the as-cast
plate was calculated for every helmet cap fragment analysed according to the deformation of its
Cu2-xFexS-inclusions. To have a statistical validation of this method, it is important to measure
#Q|    ¥¥!   !  ! !    #"       !
2.4.1 Chemical Characterisation – Cap Helmets
Q >"#   !!+>+# #   * !!  #*
  > !#   +  !> !#    ! # ! #   
Malpensa, have been chemically analysed (Tab. 2.16 and 2.17). The numbers presented in Tab.
2.17 show a wide range for Pb and As as a result of the low sensibility of the Prompt Gamma
Activation Analyses (PGAA), the analyses on the corroded surface via Particle-induced X-ray
emission (PIXE) and the fact that Pb was ignored by the Time of Flight Neutron Diffraction
(ToF-ND).731
Elements such as Ni, Ag, As, and Sb as well as Fe, S and Pb are common in prehistoric
bronzes and detected as minor and trace alloying elements according to their concentration.
Such elements are connected to the smelting and casting processes of copper and copper ore.
730
731

Piccardo – Pernot 1997; Mödlinger – Piccardo 2013.
Mödlinger et al. 2013; Mödlinger et al. 2014.
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Tab. 2.17 Chemical characterisation of armour from Hungary by PGAA, PIXE and ToF-ND in wt.% (Mödlinger et al. 2013; Mödlinger et al. 2014). The focus on the analyses was on
the detection of alloying elements as Sn and Pb. Results clearly deriving from analyses on severely corroded areas were excluded. The ToF-ND data is corrected for the mass fraction of
Cu and Sn measured by PGAA. The measured values are marked in brackets. Since ToF-ND analyses ignored the Pb content, these results are normalised to the sum of the Cu and Sn
 ! !  !+  #   !!+ << @Ý<!     # `ðY^ !+  ¥`ðY^ !+  ¥` ð  !ð!   \ð  !   Qð !  !`% < % !!   !  <<! !  !     `     !    <<«$ µ$ #²µ
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Due to their low and different boiling point, elements like As and Sb vary in quantity during
any re-melting and recycling processes involving copper or bronze. Together with Ag, these elements concentrate as minor or trace elements at the grain boundaries, while Fe, Pb (up to 1
wt.%) and S are usually found as inclusions (i.e. as iron rich copper sulphides or lead nodules).
Surface analyses732 obviously revealed higher amounts of elements ‘concentrating’ in the corrosion due to the faster diffusion of copper ions in soil, thus only providing qualitative or semiquantitative analytical results. In the case of surface analyses carried out on the patina, detected
elements such as Al, Si, P, Ti derive from the soil, S, Fe, Co, Ni might derive in unknown quantities from the soil or be part of the metal, while Cu, Sn, Pb, As, Sb, Bi are part of the alloy only.
In Chart 2.1 the alloy compositions of the three main types of eastern European helmets are
indicated. At the base of the graph are the analyses as indicated in Tab. 2.16. Due to the wide
uncertainty range, the analyses indicated in Tab. 2.17 were not taken into account. The differences in the alloys chosen for caps and knobs, are obvious: while for the caps all helmets show
an alloy composition ranging between 7–12 wt.% of Sn, the alloy diversity is much higher for
the smaller components of the helmets (such as knobs). The alloy range of 7–12 wt.% Sn is connected to:
 #    ¡   # >733 which permits the casting of thinner bronze plates for
#   !  #! #  #  !!+ +!"!  # $!+$ *!+   
reduce the thickness, and
2. increasing the tensile strength and hardness of the alloy.
& $! #!   > ##+# !    # #    
  +!"! |  ##   Q#  >$## # $  # $ !  >$# 
!  #  #!    !    ! #   Q+!"!  $ ! 
of Pb are furthermore noted on the helmet from Škocjan and the unprovenanced helmet of Type
  `  !  ²¥     !!+ !   ! !   Q! #! #    
Paks, but this might be mitigated given the opportunity to analyse the clean metal of the Hungarian helmets instead of the external patina (as has so far been the case, together with bulk
analyses on corroded samples without knowing the corrosion thickness) (Tab. 2.17).
As demonstrated by recently published analyses, helmets of Type Oranienburg show a rather
uniform alloy composition.734  # # §  !  #   # #     Q * & >
which contains 8.6 wt.% Sn, the helmets analysed were made of a binary CuSn alloy with 10.3–
14.4 wt.% Sn. Most common trace elements are S and Fe, followed by Pb, Ag, As and Ni. Only
! ##   !^ ! ;  $#+# !    >735 which
is connected to the analytical methods used (surface analyses via PIXE; low sensibility for Pb
with the PGAA). Also, the knob of the Biecz helmet contains slightly higher amounts of Pb.736
| #    > # !  Q!!+  $!¸'$ µ  #!
*! !  #*!   ##     # $  +!"!   Q!>$ #$ µ>$# 
# *!    # #     }^ ;^ ! ! Y;·*^   !   +!"! 
higher amounts of Sn, with over 16 wt.%.737 Such high amounts of Sn measured on Late Bronze
<+ !; `  !+ #!   $! !¡! # !    !
products). The rather high amounts of Sb, As and Ni of 1–1.6 wt.% of the knob of the helmet of
   !   #  |# $ #`
!    !+  
for the production of the copper which was used for the knob.

732

 | §  > !   $   ! #! !!#    ` ! ²²!
other, mainly Hungarian, armour: Mödlinger et al. 2013; Mödlinger et al. 2014.
733
Piccardo et al. 2009.
734
Mödlinger et al. 2013.
735
Mödlinger et al. 2014.
736
 ] _ $  !  !> &  # Y  >  !   _ !   ! ! Q! " ] #> ! !  " 
number 6427.
737
Born – Hansen 1992, 339–356.
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Sn vs. Pb distribuon, eastern
European helmets: knobs
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Chart 2.1 Sn vs. Pb distribution of eastern European helmets. The base of Chart 2.1 are the values indicated in
Tab. 2.16. The uncertainty range for the SEM-EDXS is about 5%. Left: Sn vs. Pb distribution of the cap of the helmets. Right: Sn vs. Pb distribution of the knobs of the helmets.

The Sn amount of the helmet’s knob shows a rather wide range, from 1.7–16.6 wt.%, for hel   >²¨'¨$ µ #   * ! #   !!burg from 13.5–14.4 wt.%. The rather high amounts of Ni (1.4 wt.%) and As (1 wt.%) of the knob
of the helmet of Type Paks from Strassengel should also be noted; these might again be connected to the use of Fahlore. The only analysed helmet of Type Nagytétény contains 7–8.5 wt.% Sn in
#*! `#   +  !# >!  "!! #  Q!  #*! 
according to helmet type is perceptible; only the rather high amount measured on the two helmets
of Type Oranienburg is unexpected, but might be mitigated against by further analyses of the
knobs on other helmets of Type Oranienburg. For the cap, Sn was added in similar quantities: hel    # $'$ µQ!>#   * «²'$ µQ!>#   
Type Oranienburg 8.6–12 wt.% Sn and only helmet of Type Nagytétény analysed 7–8 wt.% Sn.
#     !  #!  #       #   # 
helmets of Type Oranienburg and Type Paks, since the Pb amount of the helmets of Type
  ! #!*!   +!"! #+#>   !¥«'$ µ>!#!+
up to 3.1 wt.% (Tab. 2.16). This is in agreement with the general tendency of central and eastern
 !  &  !;   ! !!+ +!"!   `! !  !    #! 
 !;  # #         Q#  > Û* }! ! # ! !! #  
 ! ²¥ # +# # $ $ !   ¥²$ µ! #!*! #  
other cap helmets instead contain max. 0.4 wt.% Pb. On the cap of the helmet from Nagytétény,
the Pb amount could not be exactly detected (PIXE: 2.8 wt.%; PGAA: under detection limit).
#*!  !    ##   !!+`Q *& !Q¶+>! # $ 
helmets of Type Paks (cat. nos. 15 and 20) show the lowest Pb amounts. The Pb amount on helmets of Type Paks though reaches up to 1.2 wt.% (cat. no. 21). The amount of Pb in the knob of
the Nagytétény helmet is found to be around 2.8 wt.% with 54% relative uncertainty by the
PGAA, close to its detection limit, while PIXE showed 1.4 wt.% Pb.
# $  #*     !    $  ! #     ! # !    * 
Pohorje, Slovenia, has up to 12.2 wt.% Sn and less minor elements, while the second one from
Wöllersdorf, Austria, only 7.1 wt.% Sn with slightly higher amounts of trace elements.
The rivets analysed from the two helmets of Type Paks (cat. nos. 20 and 21) have 5.2 to 12.5
$ µQ!>$#  #   !! !!#    ` ! ²# 
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$ µ #   #!   >!  " !  ! > $ +# §  !
amount depending on date or type of object at least for the chronological period and helmet
type concerned. The wide variability of the Sn amount found in rivets is clearly illustrated by
the variability found in those rivets used in swords.738
On some of the helmets studied, both cap and knob could be sampled. Thus, the use of different alloys for the purely cast knob and the severely deformed cast bronze plate, which
became the cap, could be detected. According to the composition of knob and cap the helmets
analysed are divided into the following three groups:
 #   `!!Q!$ µ! !   ! ¥$ µ
2. a similar alloy (difference in Sn 1–4.5 wt.%)
3. two different alloys (> 4.5 wt.% Sn difference).
The division is made according to notable changes in the material characteristics (e.g. from
! $ #$ µQ! ! # !$ #¥$ µQ!> !  ! ##    
The chemical composition of the alloys used for the production of both cap and knob of the
#   *  ! ¥> $   # $ #    ` ! ¸!²>
indicates the use of the same alloy for the production of the two helmet parts. Moreover, the
analysed rivet from the unprovenanced helmet of Type Paks (cat. no. 20) was made with the
same alloy as the cap and the knob. The differences in the Pb amounts measured on cap and
*!   # !· #    #     !  !+ #  %     # *!  @ 
microstructure contains larger Pb inclusions than found in a severely worked bronze; during
!   > #"  +# #! #
##   *  Q  !+ ! # $ #     ! 
and 50), seem to have been made with a similar alloy (differences in Sn max. 1.7 wt.%).739 On
the helmet of Type Paks from Strassengel, which also shows a similar Sn amount for both cap
and knob, only the amounts of Pb, As and Ni differ. The analyses of the Sehlsdorf helmet have
 !    > ! #$  ! +!"!    #ferences in the minor elements detected in the Škocjan samples indicate the use of a slightly different alloy. We might also add – with reservation, due to the restrictions of the analytical methods used – the two Hungarian helmets from Paks and Nagytétény; both show similar amounts
of Sn for both cap and knob (Tab. 2.17).
For those helmets with the same or similar alloy composition in both cap and knob, we
+#    #  ! #$ "! #> # !!+   #   #$ 
melted again to be used for the cast-on of the knob. If necessary, further scrap metal or ‘fresh’
metal was added, which might have changed the alloy composition but only marginally (e.g.
such as for the helmet from Škocjan).
##   !!+ Q¶+!Q *&  # # $ +!"! ferent alloy composition for cap and knob: the caps have 8.6 and 10 wt.% Sn respectively, while
# *!   # $ +!"!  #+#  !   Q! $ # ²' $ µ <  # #   
  Y;·*^ !}^ ;^ ! # $²$ µQ!! #*!  #!! #
cap, while the Pb amount differs only in max. 0.5 wt.% (referring to the AAS-results; see Tab.
2.16). An expected difference in the colour of both cap and knob for the helmets from
}^ ;^ !!Y;·*^ >  #!+! ²$ µ!Q!>  ! 
be observed due to the present corrosion.740
Unlike these four helmets, the unprovenanced helmet of Type Paks cat. no. 21 and three hel   ` ! >«>!²> # $#+# !  Q!! # #!! #
738
739

740

E.g. Riederer 2004.
Nevertheless, we have to keep in mind the different analytical methods used: the cap helmet from Strassengel,
 $   ##     Û* }!>$!   # #  !  QY%ÝQ #
unprovenanced helmet cat. no. 50 was studied by AAS and without taking into account elements other than Cu,
Sn and Pb; the analyses of the Sehlsdorf helmet are from surface analyses only and were carried out on a corroded surface.
Ammannati et al. 2006.
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*!  # *!   #   #    ! !    #!  $ µ Q!>   +!"!  #+#
amounts of Sb, As and Ni (over 1 wt.% each), while the cap has over 10 wt.% Sn, and no espe #+# !   !   ! #*!    ##    ! #! nanced helmet (cat. no. 51) contain 4 wt.% less Sn than the cap. The cap from the helmets of
       ! # ! !! #     !  ² # $ +!"!  #+#
amounts of Pb than the knobs.741 Considering the recently carried out analyses, we cannot
assume that the results from the unprovenanced helmet (cat. no. 51) need suggest a different
workshop, as suggested by Born and Hansen,742 especially as it is rather similar to the alloy
    !  # #       !  > $##  # # $ +!"!  #+#
amounts of Sn in the cap than in the knob.
<     ##    > #!! # !  Q! ! #!
knob must have resulted in a visible colour difference: while the cap is a tin-bronze with 10.3
wt.% Sn and 1.6 wt.% Pb, the knob contains 0.3 wt.% Pb with only 1.7 wt.% Sn only.
In summary, the measured amounts of Sn in cap helmets indicates that its amount does not
! ! #  #  > #+ +#    !>!  ## ! +   "  !
@! > +!"! #+# !  $!  !&#    Q!
detailed studies on minor and trace elements and on the origin of the metal were not the primary interest in this study, concerned as we are with manufacturing techniques, they must be discussed elsewhere.
2.4.2 Chemical Characterisation – Crested Helmets
To gain more information about the origin of the ores used in the production of the three hel  \+>   # $! !  \ ;$ #Ý]|`Ý%¡  !
analyses), NAA (Neutron Activation analyses, including quadrupol ICP-MS) and multicollector-ICP-MS (inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry).743 The helmets from Piller Sattel
and Anlauftal were sampled on the cap, whilst analyses on the helmet from Pass Lueg included
both cheek plates and the two halves of the cap. The most likely area of origin of the ores used
for the production of the helmets is the Greywacken zone in the eastern Alps, known to be
mined in the Bronze Age (including the areas of Mitterberg/Salzburg, Kelchalm/Tyrol, and
Viehhofen/Salzburg). Comparing the composition of the helmets with the already known data,
#  "  $ # #Y +    >744 even though the helmets contain more Sb than
the latter group of results. Also, the results of lead-isotope analyses so far indicate a close relation to slag from the Mitterberg region. The amount of trace elements in the helmets is rather
low; the use of Fahlore therefore does not seem likely, if we do not want to assume several
cycles of recycling and its accompanying loss of Sb and As. The helmets from Piller Sattel and
Anlauftal both contain about 8 wt.% of Sn; whereas the Sn amount of 10–12 wt.% Sn from the
helmet from Pass Lueg, and especially that from a cheek plate, with 14 wt.% Sn, is clearly high# !;!   #     !   !& !;<+"! `«745
Neither the alloy composition nor the material structure of any helmets of Type Mantes has
yet been analysed. However, three helmets of Type Biebesheim have been analysed. The two
helmets from Biebesheim were already analysed in the 1960’.746 The two fragments of helmet B
show a widely varying amount of Sn (6.4–10 wt.%) and Pb (1.2–3 wt.%). Helmet A instead has
10 wt.% Sn and almost 1 wt.% Pb. An unprovenanced helmet (cat. no. 100), related to crested
helmets of Type Biebesheim, was analysed with AAS by Born and Hansen.747 Despite 7 wt.%
741

Mödlinger 2014a.
Born – Hansen 1992, 346.
743
Lutz 2011.
744
 \ ;¥>²>"+
745
Lutz 2011, tab. 1.
746
Jorns 1964, 76–85; the analytical method is not mentioned.
747
Born – Hansen 2001, 270, no. 1125.
742
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Sn vs. Pb distribuon
western European helmets:
caps

Sn vs. Pb distribuon
western European helmets:
cheek plates, rivets
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Chart 2.2 Sn vs. Pb distribution of western European helmets. The base of Chart 2.2 are the values indicated in
Tab. 2.18. The uncertainty range for the SEM-EDXS is about 5%. Left: Sn vs. Pb distribution of the cap of the helmets. Right: Sn vs. Pb distribution of the cheek plates and rivets of the helmets.

Sn, no major or minor alloys were detected (Tab. 2.18). The earlier analysis of the two
Biebesheim helmets748 must be used with a certain amount of caution, due to the unknown analytical method used, and in light of the lack of further analyses on Western European crested
helmets. These helmets show (as the potentially related cheek plate from Podcrkavlje) a relative#+# !   '$ µ>$## +#  !   $ ## ! +   "tion of this helmet type, as leaded bronze appears in large numbers during Ha B1 in both central Europe and western Europe (relative with the Wilburton phase).749 However, considering
"!  ! !!  !  #< ! & !;<+> # !   ! !   ! 
to a potentially later production date.750
The crested helmets of Type Bernières d’Ailly from Vila Cova de Perrinho were analysed
via portable XRF.751 Apart from copper, only Sn was detected and is present in both fragments
around 8 wt.%. The helmets from Bernières d’Ailly, Armancourt and Montmacq, are currently
undergoing analyses using PIXE, radiography, SEM-EDXS and metallography. The publication
is in preparation.752
As visible in Chart 2.2, even though only a small number of analyses have so far been carried out on western European helmets, a certain trend is evident concerning the amounts of Sn
and Pb used in the manufacture of the different helmet types: Type Biebesheim contains in
  !$ #\+!&!ù ?<  +!"!  >$# #   
\+ #  Q! #! # # $      !   #  $  !    !" 
through further analyses.
2.4.3 Metallographic Characterisation and Construction – Cap Helmets
Different parameters and characteristics of the studied objects, and here in particular the helmets, enable us to reconstruct aspects of their manufacture. The most important basis for this
748
749
750
751
752

Jorns 1964.
See Gerloff 2010, tab. 3.
Northover 2012, 174–183.
Bottaini – Rodrigues 2011b, tab. 1.
The publication is in preparation by Brun et al.
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are the chemical and metallographic characterisation, the observation of the object’s surface in
order to detect manufacturing traces, and the objects dimensions, such as weight and thickness.
Ten helmets were sampled for metallographic studies. Some helmets could unfortunately not be
sampled, since the museums concerned did not want their condition to be compromised, or the
helmets had suffered some recent heat treatment during restoration (such as the unprovenanced
helmet cat. no. 51), or were not accessible because the helmets are held in private collections.
Though typologically associated with western European helmets, most of the helmets of
Type Mantes and Type Montbellet underwent the same production processes as other cap helmets, with the exception of the small, central ridge on the cap, or in the application of the knob
or socket.
All prehistoric bronze objects were initially cast, and, if necessary, deformed to give them
#"!  ##"  ! #   ! #  $ ! !+ #!  
`|+# $ 
 * # !  `     "  
%$§% !+> !!  !     #   !  #!>¡  !;   !+ 
known. Also sand casting (both as an open or closed cast) cannot be completely excluded, but
unfortunately leaves no traces in the archaeological record. The use of an open mould, however,
is less likely due to the oxidation of the surface, if not charcoal was immediately placed on top
of the molten metal to prevent rough surface and oxidation. The thickness and shape of the as    > !     #     " !+  #  > !  !      #  
casting temperature, thermal properties, shape and orientation of the mould, pouring rate and,
of course, the composition of the alloy.
Since bronze is unlikely to be made thicker after casting (apart from some stiffening of the
edges), the thickness of the cast bronze plate could not have been thinner than the rim of the
helmet. This provides a minimum thickness of the cast bronze plate of at least 4–5mm for hel   > !'
 #   * > !'
 #   
Oranienburg, and at least 1–4mm for helmets of Type Nagytétény. For western European helmets of Type Montbellet and helmets of Type Mantes (some of them as massive as helmets of
  > # #*!   #   !+    '²
 < > #     #  
bronze disc used in the production of helmets varies. Knowing the weight of the helmet made
from this disc, and the minimum thickness of the rim, we can calculate a minimum diameter
for the cast bronze discs; which have a diameter which ranges between 20–30cm. We must also
make extra allowance in these estimations for perhaps several more centimetres, so cracks
caused by material tension during the deformation process could be chiselled off before they
reached too deep into the centre of the disc or bronze sheet.
!   # #   ! # +!"!  +# > #!!!  #  >
# #   #    $  ! ! #    >   !cated by their mainly smooth edges and oval shape, orientated so as to point from the rim to the
knob, as if they were stretched in the direction of the top of the helmet. The presence of rivet
holes already in the mould supports the use of lost wax casting for the cast bronze plate used in
#   ! #    # ! §  ! +#  #! !!#       `  !  ²² @  # $    #  > $## $    !  ! #  
bronze disc and eventually enlarged during the following manufacturing process. This was pos  !  ! # #    # #!!  #  #!  ##    !
all other cap helmets, the rivet holes were usually punched through from the outside to the
inside of the sheet after shaping and decorating were done.
##    $ # # $  !  Q!` ! ¸!²$ #'«
$ µQ!>  ! ! $ µ >$##!  # !+¡ 753 Neverthe > #! !!#     ! ²!² $ #  !
small casting defects. Most of the cap of the helmets contain 9–12 wt.% Sn. The bronze with 10

753

Piccardo et al. 2009; Piccardo et al. 2010.
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Fig. 2.42 Reconstruction of the manufacturing process of the cap helmets, demonstrated with the manufacture of
#    ` " Y^ !+¥#+#!   # !      !!  !
#       # #     Û* }! !   #   #   $ %  !    #    
 >!   # ##  `  ##  > #$!# # +# ! #$ "! #
The round bronze disc was then deformed by deep-drawing or die forging most likely over a wooden die, as also
indicated by the direction, form and cross-section of the hammering traces. Forming the cap lead to differing thick!   #< "!  > #*! $  % !`  |+¨

$ µ Q!    !  !  # #   ¡      # _%Q!   >     #

equilibrated and optimum material characteristics for undergoing further working procedures.
<  !+ # >#    `+ >¡ #!+$  ! !  
used for the cast-on of the knob, as the similar alloy composition of both cap and knob of some
of the helmets suggests (e.g. the unprovenanced helmet of Type Paks cat. no. 20, as well as the
#     ! ¸!²
 + #    #% !  ! > $ % * #> #¡   #   
deformed. All cap helmets show a thicker and more massive rim (which helped stiffen the helmet), which gets thinner towards the top of the cap. At the top of the cap, the thickness again
increases and the metal is less deformed. The varying thickness of the helmet caps indicates
instead the use of an open die for further shaping (deep-drawing), than the primary use of a
high bowed stake with round face. The varying thickness is clearly visible on more massive hel > #  ##    >  #   Y !   > * #  
Thonberg.754< !+  #   ! %$!+` ! $  #!"  
reach the top of the cap with the hammer during driving in an open die), this zone remains
slightly thicker than the central part.
754

 Q#¨«>"+¥
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Conversely, the use of a high bowed stake with round face would have resulted in the production of a much thinner top to the cap. If we assume that the helmets were made from a circu¡!+        #! # >$##$  #!$   ¦ !+?>
there would be no such difference in metal deformation and thickness. The remains of hammering traces inside the helmets (even in really thin ones), however, indicate the use of deep-drawing instead of rising as a shaping technique; with the use of a high bowed stake with round face,
no hammering traces would be found inside the helmet but would occur on the outside (if not
¡ !!  #$!+ #$ * ! # Y #
!+  
   !  ! #!  #    `|+< >  * 
      !+   +!+  !  ! # #        
}^ ;^ !> >!·755 and an unprovenanced helmet (cat. no. 51),756 as well as on
older helmets. The production of the helmets resembles that of the 5th century BC bronze cauldron from Estissac, France, which is just slightly wider than the helmets.757
The reduction of thickness and the shaping of the cast bronze disc was achieved by several
cycles of annealing, cold hammering and most likely also water quenching of the bronze – the
      #" $ *!+  ! !+      !  # %    
deformation can be excluded according to the composition of the bronze and the high thermal
conductivities of the alloys.
According to the cap’s Sn-amount, annealing took place between 550–630°C. This broadly
overlaps with the temperature range of 520–586°C, were the solubility of tin achieves its maximum with 15.8 wt.% in copper. Annealing, for example, with a tin bronze with 14 wt.% Sn,
 $¥¥ _  ! #    !  #!$! >  %#   #Ã%+! ! >
$## +!"!     # $ *    #   <! !! !+     
²¨¥ _!   ! #    !   !# ` %# Q! %# #  
!   > !     $  #Ã%# >#  
face centred cubic lattice.758 However, if during the annealing steps the temperature remains cir ²²¥ ¥ _` !+  #     !>!  # %#     * 
      !     !  # %# !    ` !   "  !
 !+!! !+  #   >   #Ã%    !`$# #Q!  ty decreases with the temperature below 520°C), the bronze is quenched after each thermal
 ! !#!+ $!²¥¥'¸¥¥ _  !  #    !  #  %!
Ð%#  759
The micro-samples of the ten helmets studied were taken from the cap of two helmets of
!!+`Q¶+!Q *& >"#   * `{ * Ú> }!@>
Q  !+  ! $  #       `Û* }! !   # *!   # #   
Type Oranienburg from Sâg, and two cheek plates from helmets of Type Paks (Wöllersdorf and
 *  # }>$ !  
According to the microstructure presented in the following we can reconstruct the thermomechanical history of each helmet. Microstructural and compositional features of the cross sections of the helmet samples generally show a still inhomogeneous solid solution with deformed,
 + !      $ #  ! >! !+     ! "! $ *!+
step, visible for example on the samples from the helmets from Poljanci I (Fig. 2.43 with intergranular corrosion, recrystallised grains with slipping bands, and mechanical twins crossing
# #>Q  !+ !Q *& `|+>!{ * Ú`|+²
! ##    > +    ! #     §! #   
"!> +   !   !  #     # !% !;  §  !     + ! 
grains with slip bands and mechanical twins which are typical of recrystallisation annealing
755

Mödlinger 2014a.
Born – Hansen 1992, 343.
757
  '! ¨¨! ¥¥¥>"+
758
Piccardo et al. 2010, 12.
759
Ammannati et al. 2006; Piccardo et al. 2010, 14.
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Fig. 2.43 Microstructure from the cap of the helmet from Poljanci I. The sample was taken close to the rim of the
helmet and etched with FeCl3. Elongated Cu 2-xFexS-inclusions (light grey) are visible, as well as polyedric recrystal  Ã%+!  $ # $!  ! #+#  !   ! ! > #   ! !+  "!      !  $ #
recrystallisation temperature.

Fig. 2.44 Intergranular corrosion shows recrystallized grains with slipping bands and mechanical twins crossing
each other. Both samples were taken close to the socket/knob and are unetched. The SEM-image of the helmet from
Strassengel (left) shows the microstructure with elongated Cu 2-xFexS-inclusions (light grey ‘lines’), a few Pb-inclu !  `$#    ! # > !  +!"!        ! `* ! +#  + # #+#   !+ 
Cu 2-xFexQ%!   ! !       !! #   #     ##   Q *
& `+#  # $! # +#        #    _ 2-xFexS-inclusions (dark grey spots in the
+#  $     §>!"!+! ;#+!  $   #! !   ` $! > !
lines) are outlined by corrosion.

|+² Y    # %   !   ##*    *  # }`  !  ##  
  { *  Ú `+#  #      # #   $  *!    #    # #   & #    
were etched with Klemm II. Compared to other samples (see e.g. Fig. 2.43) the level of deformation of Cu 2-xFexSinclusions, which indicate the total deformation applied to the metal sheet, is low.
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followed by a light mechanical deformation as shown by slip bands and mechanical twins without affecting the lead inclusions shape (Fig. 2.46). As indicated by annealing twins slip lines,
the last step of work on the cap of the helmet from Škocjan was a light cold hammering. Close
to the surface, the grains are richer in Sn than in the central zone of the cap, rounded and unde-

|+ ¸       > ] ! QY%   #  %      #   #  `+#  #
white dots are Pb-inclusions, the elongated, light grey areas are Cu 2-xFexS-inclusions indicating the total deformation of the cap of 67%. Corrosion is outlining the grain structure. The image at the left shows the unetched microstructure in the light optical microscope. On the left, we see bacterial induced corrosion, so called ‘tentacle’ corrosion, which appears in oxygen-low environments (as described in Piccardo et al. 2013). In the centre of the sample,
 #   !   !!+ #+!  $ # $! ! ! ! > #  ! !+"!     !
below the recrystallisation temperature.

Fig. 2.47 Helmet from Škocjan, Slovenia. The bronze sheet of the cap is severely corroded and only light
deformed (c. 45%). Note the inter- and intra-crystalline corrosion following the metal structure and the remains of
Ã   ` +# + ! #   #` ! #      #
  #    ! #
two SEM images on the right on the top of the sample the white layer).
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|+ « ~! #     #  % ! #   *!    Q * &  `   & $! # !  >
Ã      ` +# +_2-xFexS-inclusions (grey) are, since the knob was not deformed, still round.
Corrosion is appearing dark grey. On the right, the microstructure of the cheek plate from Wöllersdorf, etched with
Klemm II (right). Cu 2-xFexS-inclusions (light grey) are elongated and indicate a certain level of deformation. The
 # ++!  # $ # $! ! ! ! > #  ! !+"!     ! $ #   tion temperature.

formed, as ‘frozen’ during their growth. This indicates a local thermal treatment at high temperature, most likely as a result of the cast-on process of the knob. This is supported by the
   !    #!¥   Ã    ! #     #   #
*!  `|+   > !  # %#  $ #   # #+#   !     !    
 ! #Q!!  #    !  #Ã    ! #?    
the knob during the cast-on process due to Sn-sweating.760
The metallurgical analyses showed the same modus operandi for the two cheek plates stud  *  # }!^   `|+«>+# $ # # !+   >$ 
with at least 2.8mm of thickness, mechanical shaping by several steps of cold hammering and
recrystallisation annealing probably followed by quenching in order to avoid the precipitation of
brittle phases. The last step of thermomechanical treatment was a slight deformation.
<   >    # %  !;   #"!  #  ##  ? 
cap, several steps of cold deformation by hammering followed by recrystallisation annealing
treatments were applied. The total amount of deformation applied can be calculated, as previously stated, by measuring Cu2-xFexS-inclusions usually present in archaeological bronzes. The
average SF (shape factor) of the sulphide inclusions and the corresponding percentage of reduction of the as-cast plate were calculated for every helmet cap fragment (Tab. 2.19).
Cat. Type
No.

6
11

Oranienburg

Find Site

Sampled Area

Q *& 

cap close to knob

Thickness
Cap (mm)

Average
Total
Deformation (%)

Min.
Thickness
of as-cast
(mm)

Thickness
Rim
(mm)

Sn wt %
in Alloy

0.3

79

1.7

–

8.6

Sâg

cap close to knob

0.4

88

3.2

–

10.3

23

{ * Ú

cap close to rim

1.0

78

5.7

–

10.8

24

Poljanci I

cap close to rim

0.5

85

4.4

3

10.9

28

Paks

30

Strassengel

cap close to socket

0.5

94

9.6

–

8.5

Wöllersdorf

cheek plate

0.7

77

3.2

–

7.1

31

 *  # } cheek plate

0.4

83

2.8

–

12.2

43

Škocjan

cap close to knob

0.7

40–45

1.3

–

9

 

cap central

0.4

80

1.4

4–5

10.3

47



Tab. 2.19 Average total deformation and thickness of the as-cast rough plates used for the production of helmets.
760

Meeks 1986; Mödlinger 2014a.
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The average total deformation depends less on the tin amount of the helmets, and more on
the thickness of the as-cast plate and the zone of the helmet the sample was taken from. The calculated SF cannot take into account the massive material losses occurring during shaping, such
  #¡*!+   §  !+ #!! !+  >  #!+>+!!+! 
(Tab. 2.19). Opposite to the uniform deformation level of 80–95% of helmets of Type Paks, hel       ` >    #>«¥µÛ* }!>   #
knob, 40–45%), which is in agreement with open die forging, where the rim and top of the cap
     #! #; !! $! #    $ ! !  
directly into a bowl shape; this would have resulted in much lower differences in metal thickness and much less metal deformation as we can identify in the microstructure of the helmets of
 
!    * "  ! ##   !!+!
!  !
on Late Bronze Age helmets in central and eastern Europe. The only helmets without knobs or
sockets in eastern Europe are imported: one helmet of Type Montbellet from Szikszó (cat. no.
74), and an unprovenanced crested helmet, said to be from Hungary (cat. no. 100). Inside the
hollow knob or socket, a plume could be placed. Helmets Type Nagytétény, however, do not
provide a means by which such a plume could be applied; the solid knob was the only decorative element of the helmet.
Q > #!   #    !+ # *!  ! * !! "
1. The knob of the Aegean helmet cat. no. 1 is formed out of the same bronze sheet as the
cap, but with double its thickness.761
2. The knob can be riveted on to the cap from the outside with several rivets (the earliest
example so far known being the helmet of Type Oranienburg from Knossos) or from the
inside with a single rivet (e.g. helmets of Type Nagytétény).
3. The knob or socket can be cast onto the cap. This is observed on all helmets of Type
!!+`  ! !>#   * >!#    
(Fig. 2.49). None of the helmets demonstrate evidences of welding or soldering processes.
The different methods of joining the knob and cap might indicate different production centres for the two helmets of Type Oranienburg cat. nos. 1 and 2 than for the other European helmets, and might also represent certain developments in their technique of manufacture. Repairs
have also been observed on the knobs. The knob from the helmet of Type Oranienburg from
¹*  # $  % ! ! # $ <       #   # *  
still visible inside the central hole, which formerly passed all the way through the spool-shaped
knob.
Only one micro-fragment was taken from all the knobs of the cap helmets, since the macroscopic studies already clearly demonstrate cast-on knobs for all cap helmets, except the helmets
of Type Nagytétény and the two helmets of Type Oranienburg cat. nos. 1 and 2. The knob from
##   Q *&   % >  ! +  _ 2-xFexQ!   ! >`Ã %
eutectoid, and its dendritic structure (Fig. 2.48, left).
Their perfect geometry and the horizontal decoration of most knobs, as well as imprints or
deformation of the latter, indicate the use of a hand-turned lathe for the production of the wax
 >    #    | #  $ # % !*! > #   !    ! # $!+ #!  $ ! *!  #*! $    "§
the wax model on its axis once covered in clay. A hole was punched in the top of the helmet’s
@!  ##  > # $ " $ #
   $§! #! $ # 
The wax knob with the surrounding clay placed on in. The wax knob and the wax disc inside
the helmet were joined and the wooden stick inside the knob perforated the wax disc, which
   ! # ¡ #!+  ! # !   # > $##         `|+ ¨ # 
were all then heated to pour out the wax. The clay was baked (with a temperature lower than the
recrystallisation temperature of the alloy of the cap) but not burnt, in order to not harm the
761

Buchholz et al. 2010.
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|+ ¨ @!  $  #  % ! *!    #        # !     # *!  
|    +# |  $}^ ;^ !>Y;·*^ >Q#  Q ! $!·> > #
 $! !!#   ! ²` & !'! !¥¥>"+¥>Q ¢!>Û* }!|  # $! !!#   ! ²` & !'! !¨¨>"+«>! !!#   ! ²²

bronze helmet or to alter the microstructure of the cap. To improve the attachment of the knob
to the cap, the baked clay with the helmet was possibly warmed before casting, which slows
down the cooling rate and thus reduces micro-segregation. Further traces of deformation visible
in the microstructure of the cap close to the knob are the result of deformation applied after the
 % !  # *!  `  ! ! #    # Û* }! #      "! #!+    
  "§!   !+ ~  > #*! $  % ! ! #   #
and cannot be moved even today. Only the knob of the unprovenanced helmet cat. no. 50 is
slightly off centre, and the knob on one unprovenanced helmet (cat. no. 51) can be slightly
moved.762
! #"!  #  #$ #! #*!   *  > #     #$   #!
##"!   #!+  # $   
with materials such as grinding stones, ceramics, sand, and clay, with the support of leather or
other organic or inorganic substances to obtain an optimum smooth and shiny surface. Rivet
holes punched through from the outside to the inside with a chisel (when wider) or a pin/punch
`$#!   !  #    @ #   !  #*!  #   
  !   +#     >    $ *$ #!# !
chisels (Fig. 2.50).

762

Born – Hansen 2001, 248.
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Fig. 2.50 The perfect geometry of all knobs, and the horizontal decoration of most knobs of helmets of Type
 > $   !      !  #  !  #  #!% !  #  #   ! 
the wax model. Once the knob was cast onto the cap, the decoration could then be adapted with a punch or chisel
`+  ##!+ !
> !  ! # *!   ##     ! ²²

The decoration applied on helmets of Type Paks enhanced the stiffness of the thin cap and
permitted a much thinner rim than is known from the helmets of Type Oranienburg. Once the
$ "! #>#*   >  !!! +!!+>  $ #!*+>
were, if necessary, attached to the helmet. Aristotle notes in his history of animals also the use
of sponges for helmets and greaves to better absorb weapon impacts.763 If not a separate organic
cap was worn under the helmet, the organic lining had to be attached directly onto the helmet
with rivets all around the edge. Usually, the organic inlay was folded up onto the outside of the
#  > ! #    %"§  #   #  !  #  +!      >
during deposition, to the formation of a different coloured ‘band’ on several helmets (i.e. consisting of different corrosion products) than that found on the rest of the outside of the cap
(Fig. 2.51).
Cheek plates were attached to the helmet with bronze wire or directly to the inner organic
padding. They were not attached directly with rivets to the helmet, since this would decrease
the mobility of the plates. The rivets on helmet and cheek plates served to attach the inner
organic padding, which might have consisted of linen, wool, fur, leather, rushes or similar materials, or a combination of these. If only small holes along the edge are present, they served to
attach the inner organic lining of the cheek plates (Fig. 2.52).
2.4.4 Metallographic Characterisation and Construction – Crested Helmets
So far, microstructural analyses of crested helmets have been performed and published only for
the three helmets of Type Lueg and one helmet of Type Bernières d’Ailly.764 The cap of the helmet from Pass Lueg was sampled twice, close to the rim. On the cheek plates, the inward bent
 $    <      # $ + ! Ã%+! $ #    ! $! ! !+ 
Cu2-xFexS-inclusions. The latter indicating a total amount of deformation of approx. 20–30% on
the right cheek plate and about 10% on the left cheek plate.765 The slip lines on both cheek plate
    *  #    #"!     !  # $#  !+ @! #  # 
 ##  `Ã %      ! >!!   #  ##  ! !+  #
recrystallisation (indicated also by the larger size of the grains). According to the elongation of
the Cu2-xFexS-inclusions, the right half of the helmet was much more worked than the left half,
which might be also due to the lower tin content and therefore lower castability, resulting in an
as-cast state which needed more deformation to reach the necessary size and thickness.
763
764
765

Aristotle V, 16 after Buchholz et al. 2010, 142.
Lippert 2010; Mehofer 2011.
Mödlinger – Piccardo 2013.
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|+²      }^ ;^ !`   !Y;·*^ ` $  > #!+ry, from the outside; no scale. Different corrosion products relating to the organic inlay attached with rivets to the
helmet. On the helmet from Hajdúböszörmény the drop-like traces of the removal of the corrosion during restoration (?) are still visible. In the small picture, one of the rivet holes from the helmet from Sehlsdorf, Germany (above
+# >\!   !!*  ¡+Q#$!>  

Fig. 2.52

Detail of the cheek plate from Ialysos, Greece (© British Museum, photo: M. Mödlinger).

The helmet from the Piller Sattel was sampled close to the right rim.766 In the area sampled,
  #
!+  #    !     Ã%+! $ # mation twins and slip lines. These might be as a result of processes of destruction before the
deposition of the helmet. The almost globular Cu2-xFexS-inclusions demonstrate a maximum
amount of deformation of 10%. Due to the distortion of the grains as a result of the purposeful
destruction of the helmet, the hardness, at 173–180 HV,767 is rather high, though the tin content
766
767

Mehofer 2011, 125.
Mehofer 2011.
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is low. The helmet from Anlauftal was also sampled.768 The deformation of the Cu2-xFexS-inclusions reveals the total amount of deformation, which should be around 20%. The last step of
production was annealing followed by light deformation, as is indicated by the presence of slip
lines.
From the helmet from Bernières d’Ailly, today kept in Rome (cat. no. 102), two samples of
the two halves of the helmet were taken.769 According to the microstructure published by
Lehoërff, the helmet was as a last step severely deformed, as indicated by the deformed grains
and the clearly visible strain lines. The bronze sheet is said to have achieved a total deformation
of 70–80%.770 The composition of the helmet was analysed by SEM-EDXS and said to be made
of a binary alloy of Cu and Sn only, containing around 8 wt.% Sn.771 The presence of Pb (white
spots) and S (Cu2-xFexS-inclusions) is indicated on the published SEM-image.772
2.4.4.1 Notes on the Construction of the Pass Lueg Helmet
Both halves of the crest and cap of the Pass Lueg helmet have wider lips under the crest toward
the front and the back of the helmet, overlapping each other for about 1.4–2cm. These lips are
"§ + #$ #   # ! !*  ##  & # #!! #
!   # !     # #   ! #  > # $  #    # #   $ "§
together by further overlapping, by means of rectangular parts of the right side of the helmet,
which were bent over the left side. In total, there must have been ten such lips on the crest, four
of which are still present, with the location of the remaining six visible through the different
corroded areas. These overlapping parts occurred every 4–5cm. These overlapping parts are not
present on crested helmets of Type Mantes, Biebesheim and Bernières d’Ailly: here the rim of
one half of the helmets was bent completely over the edge of the other half along the crest zone.
The vertical convex rib on the central point of the crest was not only decorative, but served
as stabilisation for the helmet. The edge of the Pass Lueg helmet was bent at different breadths
along the inside, leaving no place for a possible organic inlay. It seems reasonable to assume a
separate organic cap was used under the helmet instead. In contrast, the parts of the edges bent
!  ! ##*     "!   "§! +!! !    #
comfort of the helmet when worn. Unlike the helmets from Anlauftal and Pass Lueg, it seems
*  # ! +! !!+$  #!  ##    # Q  !"§
means of the inward bent rim.773 Just below the central boss on each side, two rivet holes were
 # "§ ##*    ! #   \+ #   ! #     # #  >  
holes with an 8cm distance from each other were applied. On the right side, the rivet holes have
a distance of almost 7cm.
On both the front and back of the helmet, the outer overlapping part of the helmet, where it
covered the opposite side of the cap, broke apart, resulting in the appearance on each half of an
approx. 1.5cm long horizontal crack. No traces of polishing are visible on the helmet’s surface.
However, inside the helmet circular traces of hammering parallel to the edge are visible. During
the restoration of the helmet, two additional rivet holes were punched through, as the splashed
metal sheet on the inner side of the helmet demonstrates (the ‘new’ rivet holes were not drilled,
as previously suggested by Mehofer).774 They were probably applied to give the helmet with
asymmetric cheek plates a more even look.
The upper ends of both of the Pass Lueg cheek plates were bent inwards up to a length of
 > !+  ! +!" !+`+  #> !!  >  !  !  !
768

Mehofer 2011, 121, pl. 2.11–13 (wrong scale).
Lehoërff 2011. The exact sampling location was not indicated.
770
Lehoërff 2011, 48.
771
Lehoërff 2011, 48.
772
 \# ª¥>"+
773
Egg – Tomedi 2002, 549.
774
Mehofer 2011, 122.
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# !    ##*   >       >! ! # ! *>"  
On the front side, they are all in more or less the same position on both cheek plates, their position relative to the horizontal lines of pellets. On the left cheek plate, one lip is broken off; on
the right cheek plate, two are broken off.
#    ! ! `«> $   #!  ¡!+ ! # #!
of the rivet holes for applying the cheek plates, were previously thought to be an indication for
the production of the helmet from the Piller Sattel in a different workshop than that to the other
two helmets of Type Lueg.775 It has to be pointed out that differences in the amount of tin for the
   !  #     }  ! ! !  "!    # ! sion that the objects were produced in different workshops. However, since the three helmets
show many similarities in manufacturing technique, all three helmets might easily have been
produced in the same workshop.
Concerning the Pass Lueg helmet, it seems reasonable to assume that, for whatever reason,
an earlier (original?) right cheek plate was substituted with a new one, which was produced as
an exact replica of the left cheek plate, including the distance between the rivet holes. When the
craftsman realised that the holes in the helmet were not symmetrical, he had to apply further
rivet holes to the new cheek plate. The owner of the helmet then continued to use the helmet
with asymmetrical cheek plates.776 Until now we do not know any complex decorated helmet
which bears exactly the same decoration as any other helmet, nor with identical measurements
in the execution of the decoration (the Pass Lueg cheek places are obviously identical – the lines
and some circles being exactly the same size and in the same place, as one is a copy of the other, as described above). In a workshop, it is easy to suppose that the shaping process was more
constant than the composition of the alloy. The latter might be affected by different cycles of
recycling processes and supply, while the shaping method is instead part of a ‘school’ or tradition in the workshop.

775
776

Mehofer 2011, 127.
Another interpretation is offered by Kyrle 1918, Lippert 2011 and Mehofer 2011, who suggest that the ‘newer’
right cheek plate from the Pass Lueg helmet might have originally belonged to another helmet, the ‘missing
fourth helmet’ of the Lueg type.

3 Cuirasses
The description and interpretation of cuirasses follows in major parts the recent publication by
the author in the Jahrbuch des Römisch-Germanischen Zentralmuseums.777 Bronze Age metal
cuirasses are divided in the following into three main groups: Greek cuirasses, Carpathian cuirasses and western European cuirasses (Tab. 3.1). Each group differs from the other in terms of
chronology, recovery, decoration and construction. The cuirasses consist of a breast- and a back
plate, which were usually riveted together on the left side and shoulder. Only Greek cuirasses
were furnished with additional bronze sheets in order to protect neck, shoulders, pelvis and
upper legs.
# "        !   ! ²¥¥ &_> # +# # +!     
armour might reach back as early as the 17th century BC, as indicated by the Mycenaean shaft
grave breast plates.778 No precursors of cuirasses from any other region are known. The spectrum of Greek armour ranges from single body part protection to panoplies.779 This armour
appears in LH II–IIIA2/B1 and was found more or less complete in both graves and settlement
   ! ! #      # $ 
    !  "!   #  
plate armour, which derives from Dendra, grave 8, consists only of a right shoulder plate. How> # +#   "! !>+> !   !   ²    
bronze sheet armour.780 A further two similar panoplies derive from Thebes, Greece, and were
found in the Municipal Conference Centre and the arsenal, respectively. The Theban cuirasses
differ slightly from the Dendra panoply in the following respects: the belt plates are narrower,
the shoulder guards are smaller and lacking the ‘wings’ which cover the Dendra panoply at the
chest and back. The lighter construction of the latter already point to a development towards
less weight and higher mobility. Potential band sheets of further Greek panoplies, which were
"§  # 
  #   `  # ! ! #! !    # !  !  
Phaistos, Mycenae, and Nichoria.781 They all date to the short time frame of LH II–IIIB2 and
served as protection for the lower parts of the body.
Q#    #!  #"       !>   $  
adopted in central Europe, more precisely in the Carpathian Basin. A degree of adaptation
 !  > ! !+   $+#  ! !  ¡§  > $ #     !    
  >$##   >¡§   ! _ #!   +#   ed with pellet decoration, ribs, chased chevrons and stars, as well as sometimes decorative, riveted metal bands on the rim. The Bz D–Ha A1 cuirasses were deposited either in associated
deposits, in heavily fragmented form, or complete in rivers. The most well preserved Carpathi!   #"!   #!782 and, as a Carpathian export, one from the
Qÿ!|+ !    *! $!  $ Q *!    > ¯!
! ! >! +"! ¯*>+!!Q *| #+ ! 
*! $!  #     `!+>@!`_;#] >!
777

Mödlinger 2014b.
Molloy 2013.
779
The term ‘panoply’, i.e. a complete suit of armour, is used in the following to distinguish between an armour
protecting only the thorax (cuirass), and a set of armour protecting also shoulders, thorax, and upper legs (panoply). The best known example of such armour is the panoply from Dendra, grave 12.
780
Verdelis 1967, 9–18.
781
Andrikou 2007, 403; Mödlinger 2014b, 6, 27.
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possible cuirass fragment from the associated deposit from Winklsaß (Germany). The high level of fragmentation of most of these Carpathian cuirasses makes it hard to detect traces of manufacture and use, and therefore in these matters we restricted our study to the two complete pre"!   #!! #Qÿ!
The cuirass from the Saône at Saint-Germain-du-Plain, representing a direct Carpathian
import, provide an important connection between the Carpathian cuirasses and the more recent
western European cuirasses. From the same region, we know of 14 more or less complete western European cuirasses, which were found in three deposits, at Marmesse, Fillinges, and Jura
`+! #! !   #"!    ! % %_#! {>$$    
to them as the Jura cuirasses, with Jura A (cat. no. 137) and B (cat. no. 138) respectively). The
cuirasses from Jura were formerly associated with Grenoble (cat. no. 137) and Naples (cat. no.
« "!  $  #! !!  ` ! ²!¸>#  
mainly by their Punktbuckel ornamentation, also belong to this group. Western European cuirasses are decorated all over with different sized bosses and pellets, arranged so as to form
lines, water birds and circles. Their chronology is still under discussion, since they lack any
useful associations which might have contributed to their dating.
Cat. No.

Find Site

State

122

Dendra

GR

123

Dendra

GR

124

Arsenal Thebes

GR

125

Municipal Conf. Centre, Thebes

GR

126

¯!! 

SK

127

Û *Y#!

SK

128

¯*

SK

129

Ducové

SK

130

Saint-Germain-du-Plain

FR

131

; ! 

HU

132

Nadap

HU

133

@!

CZ

134

Danube at Pilismarót

HU

135

unprovenanced

136

unprovenanced

137–138

Jura A and B; the cuirasses were found in Graye-et-Charnay or
Véria, France (formerly known as ‘Grenoble’ and ‘Naples’)

FR

139–145

Fillinges (seven cuirasses)

FR

146–152

Marmesse (seven cuirasses)

FR

Type

Greek cuirasses

Carpathian
cuirasses

Western European
cuirasses

Tab. 3.1 Bronze Age European cuirasses.

It is often claimed that metal body armour derived from or replaced organic armour, and that
this organic armour existed, due to reasons of lower cost and easier production, in far higher
numbers than metal armour.783 This might be true but as such organic or leather armour has not
survived in Europe, must remain a purely speculative proposition. Due to the qualities of organ    #   #! $   >   "  #  $%#!
the manufacture of Irish and Aegean organic shields, however, such a proposition is very likely.
#   $ "!   +! }*!  $ #  !;    ! >  ! !+    "
expression of Bronze Age body armour, suggesting that they served a potential defensive function. Such bronze applications might also have served only a more aesthetic or ritual purpose,
783

Coles 1962; Chadwick 1976, 160; Harding 2000; Harding 2007.
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without any practical function as armour. These bronze applications are known mainly as
bronze bands, collars or phalerae.
Two bronze bands or collars, which were attached around the neck on the front side, are
*! $!`|+#"        +> !>!   &;
D.784 The decoration of the collar is similar to the cuirasses from Ducové and Saint-Germain% !<! #  *! $! + # _ Y >_;#] >!
      &;  ! #   Y % 785            ¡   !;
sheet collar aligned by nails and buckles, which had two discs with similar nails and buckles
attached, as well as bronze-decorated pieces of leather.786 The previously thought-to-be third
collar from grave 40 at Kourion Kaloriziki, Cyprus,787 has turned out to be two cheek plates
(cat. no. 64).788 B.-U. Abels noted 21 riveted bronze sheets with buckle decoration from the Heunischenburg, Germany, which might be the remains of leather jerkins with bronze applications,
though these might also derive from rims or belts.789

|+ & !; # 

784

   +!      Y >_;#] ` !  +>
 !` $`   ¨««>"+

   ¨««>¥¸'>"+  ¨¨«>²>"+¸
   ¨««>¨!*  ¨¨¨¥¥¥>¨²
786
   ¨¨>> ¸'>«
787
Mc Fadden 1954, no. 35, pl. 26.35.
788
Matthäus – Schumacher-Matthäus 2014.
789
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The use of phalerae, which might have been attached to an organic base, remains unclear.
Found in both graves and associated deposits, the context and character of the phalerae themselves do not support any one obvious interpretation for their use. Nonetheless, of note are three
discs, of 16cm diameter each, found in Grave 3 at Trimbs, Germany. The discs have several
#       #  > $##
 *    "§ #   ! +!  790 Another
pair of phalerae from the grave in Acholshausen, Germany, might have also been applied to an
organic base and potentially had a defensive function.791
Whilst the Near East and Egypt must inevitably be considered as possible regions for the origin of metal cuirasses,792 # # !! ! #> # +#$"!    
armour are known (Tab. 3.2). The scarcity of such scale armour, however, is illustrated by the
fact that from the entire Near East not enough scales have been recovered to reconstruct a single suit.793 Despite this, several depictions of scale armour are known from Egyptian tombs (the
tomb of Ramses III; the Theban tomb of Ken-Amun; the tomb of Paimosi), chariots (the chariot
of Thutmose IV), and reliefs (e.g. Medinet Habu: Ramses III equipping his troops; the naval
battle). Whether the LH II (or older) notes on Egyptian lists of goods from Syria (products of
raiding or gifts), which make mention of ‘bronze battle dresses’ and ‘bronze cuirasses’, refer to
scale or plate armour, cannot be ascertained.794
Find Site

Date

Kanakia, Greece

cartouche of Ramses II

Mycenae (citadel house), Greece

LH IIIC

Enkomi, Cyprus

12th century BC

Gastria-Alaas (grave 12), Cyprus

1075–1050 BC

Pyla-Kokkinokremos, Cyprus

LH IIIC

& ô;*^>*

14th–13th century BC

Tell Açana, Turkey

14th century BC

Troy, Turkey

1400 BC

Ras Schamra, Syria

14th century BC

Nuzi, Iraq

16th–15th century BC

Tab. 3.2 Finds of Bronze Age scale armour (after Catling 1977a, 88–96; Molloy 2013; Yalouris 1960, 52–53).

3.1 Research History
Y#   #! #¨²¥?  #"  #!   & !;<+  795
According to him, Bronze Age cuirasses can be divided into two main groups: a western Alpine
group and an eastern Alpine group. The western Alpine group consists of three subgroups: the
" >   #«th century BC, is formed by the cuirasses from Naples and Grenoble (Jura, as
known today; see cat. nos. 137 and 138), as well as an unprovenanced cuirass (cat. no. 136); the
second group is formed by the cuirasses from Marmesse, Fillinges, an unprovenanced cuirass
(cat. no. 135), and the potential cuirass from the ‘Reiling-collection’ in Mainz,796 and is dated to
the 8th century BC; the third group is represented only by the cuirass of Saint-Germain-duPlain, and dates to the 7th century BC. G. v. Merhart’s eastern Alpine group is formed by more
recent 7th! &_   < ` !* !!Q !`Q !%{# }790

 Q¥>"+¨
v. Merhart 1954; Schauer 1982a, 346.
792
Schauer 1982a.
793
Molloy 2013 citing Hulit – Richardson 2007.
794
Müller-Karpe 1976, 70.
795
v. Merhart 1954.
796
Mödlinger 2014b, 29.
791
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 >   ! !$"! #!  !>  !    #    #
Carpathian Basin, represented by his third subgroup, and examples of eastern Alpine type.
G. v. Merhart put forward the same origin for all the European cuirasses, indicating they
 !¡! !  *  .797!  #   #  > #"!  #!dra panoply proved otherwise and strengthened the theory that Bronze Age armour has an
Aegean origin,798 which developed from organic jerkins with single metal plate protection.799
This opinion is also followed here. J. Paulík instead suggested even after the knowledge of the
!"! #    _ #!  !¡! #<+!$ * #  >!
not the other way round.800 He also suggested that the ancestor of Carpathian metal cuirasses
$ #  # }*!  $ #  !;    ! >  ! !+  #      > Q
`{%¹ %&   801 Schauer suggested that the Dendra panoply was not connected
with the development of Late Bronze Age cuirasses in the Carpathian Basin and western
Europe.802 Instead, western European and Carpathian cuirasses are the successors of local
organic predecessors,803 while he sees in the later Early Iron Age cuirasses from Austria and
Q ! ` Y# ?   ! < ! +     !¡!    Q#  
linked the Dendra panoply with the depiction of scale armour in the Ken-Amun grave of
Thebes,804 stating that all cuirasses might have had the same ancestor, which he located in the
Near East. However, as yet no older Near Eastern or Egyptian metal cuirasses are known and
no technological or typological connection can be made between full metal cuirasses and scale
 > #     !!!  !" 
Considering the high value and importance of bronze cuirasses, the research interest in this
category of body armour has been astonishing low over the last 35 years, especially with
    #_ #!"! #   | !+ $ ÓY !
Schauer in the 1980s.805 Most recently, a study of the Greek Bronze Age cuirasses, including
! "!  $  § ! $ #    #!!  >$    #806
The author also published recently a holistic study on European Bronze Age cuirasses, which
this chapter follows in wide parts.807 One has to point out that the Carpathian cuirass from the
Danube, on display in the Magyar Nemzeti Múzeum in Budapest since many years, was published at last, after it was discovered more than 40 years ago.808
3.2 Depictions
|!        "!   !   !       >
primarily due to the fact that in most cases it is not clear if the depictions represent metal
 +!   >         !  !     #
 +!"! 
depictions of body armour – all of which are Greek – are listed in Tab. 3.3 and depicted in
Fig. 3.2–3).

797

v. Merhart 1954, 55.
Müller-Karpe 1962b.
799
Verdelis 1967; Mödlinger 2014b.
800
E.g. Paulík 1968.
801
Paulík 1963, 135.
802
Schauer 1975, 307.
803
Schauer 1982a, 129.
804
 Q#¨«>>"+«
805
Schauer 1982d; Mottier 1988.
806
Andrikou 2007; Molloy 2013.
807
Mödlinger 2014b.
808
Petres – Jankovits 2014.
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Find Spot

Type

Details

Mycenae

krater/warrior vase It is still unclear if the cuirasses depicted were made of metal or of an or(LH IIIC)
ganic material. In any case, the front and back of the cuirasses were held
together at the sides. The depiction of organic cuirasses though seems more
reasonable since the cuirasses expand until the wrist, which is rather unlikely
for a metal cuirass. The arm protection though might have been attached
around the armpit, as the depictions of the back side of the vase show; here,
the breast plate is also divided (decorated?) with a horizontal white line
above the breast (National Museum Athens, inv. no. 1426) (Fig. 3.2.1)

Tiryns

sherds
(LH IIIB(2)–C)

Warriors with neck protection (Fig. 3.2.2, 4; LH IIIB(2)/C) and metal waist
belts (Fig. 3.2.7; LH IIIC).

Tiryns

fragment of a clay
pinax or
sarcophagus

The charioteer wears a unique helmet, neck protection and a metal (?) cuirass, as indicated by the curved line at the neck and the two points above the
chest (Archaeological Museum Nafplion) (Fig. 3.2.3)

Tiryns

sherd
(LH IIIC)

The warrior wears a chiton, which is decorated with lines. Above the chiton
he wears a (metal?) cuirass (Archaeological Museum Nafplion) (Fig. 3.2.5)

Tiryns

sherd
(LH IIIC)

The lower edge of a bell-shaped cuirass is visible as well as a potential waist
belt. The armour is worn by a man who is accompanied by another in a chariot (Institute of Archaeology, University of Heidelberg) (Fig. 3.2.6)

Tiryns

sherd
(LH IIIC)

The warrior on the chariot wears a chiton and above it a metal (?) cuirass
(Archaeological Museum Nafplion) (Fig. 3.2.8)

Mycenae

sherd

The warrior wears a cuirass with neck protection (Fig. 3.2.9)

Mycenae

sherd
(LH IIIC)

The warrior wears a ‘hedgehog’ helmet and neck protection (Fig. 3.2.10)

Mycenae

sherd

The warrior wears a chiton with checkered decoration under a cuirass similar
to the one depicted on the warrior vase (National Museum Athens, inv. no.
1141) (Fig. 3.2.11)

Mycenae

sherd

The warrior wears a short chiton or metal cuirass (potentially indicated by
stiffness and colour), and maybe a shield and greaves (National Museum
Athens, inv. no. 2580) (Fig. 3.2.12)

Mycenae

sherd
(LH IIIC)

The warrior behind the horse wears potentially segmented or lamellar armour with ‘o-pa-wo-ta’ and neck protection (National Museum Athens, inv.
no. 4691) (Fig. 3.2.13)

Cyprus

sherd

The warrior and the charioteer wear both a pointed (organic?) cuirass with
similar neck protection (Archaeological Museum Nicosia) (Fig. 3.2.14)

Lefkandi

krater (LH IIIC)

A warrior with large body armour and enlarged shoulder guards is depicted
(Fig. 3.2.15).

Iolkos

sherd

The cuirass of the warrior is likely emphasising the chest and nipples (Mol¥>«¨& ## ¨>>"+²

Mycenae

fragment of a
fresco

The warrior seems to wear a chiton and above an organic or leather (?)cuirass (Verdelis 1967, 26).

Mycenae

painted stele
(LH IIIC)

The stele was found in 1893 in a chamber tomb in the area of the lower city
of Mycenae. The warriors wear a short-armed chiton with fringes and a
metal or organic (leather?) cuirass above (National Museum Athens, inv. no.
3256) (Fig. 3.3)

Pyla-Kokkinokremos,
Cyprus

krater
(LH IIIB)

The charioteers depicted wear triangular helmets and long shirts ending immediately above the knees; the shoulders are exaggerated, maybe indicating
shoulder protection (Larnaka Museum)

Voudeni

sherd

The warrior wears a ‘hedgehog’ helmet and a cuirass with embossed nipples
` !   !   !!¡!Y
¥>«¨

Tab. 3.3 Depictions of Bronze Age cuirasses and shoulder protection (see also Fig. 3.2).
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Fig. 3.2 Depictions of cuirasses and shoulder guards (without scale): 1. Mycenae, Warrior Vase; 2. Tiryns (after
Verdelis 1967, suppl. 33.4); 3. Tiryns (after Verdelis 1967, suppl. 34.2); 4. Tiryns (after Vermeule – Karageorghis
1982); 5. Tiryns (after Verdelis 1967, suppl. 33.3); 6. Tiryns (after Verdelis 1967, suppl. 34.1); 7. Tiryns (after Vonhoff 2008); 8. Tiryns (after Verdelis 1967, suppl. 34.3); 9.Y!` ?<  'Q   ¥>"+ !
10. Mycenae (Càssola Guida 1973, pl. XXXVII.3); 11. Mycenae (after Verdelis 1967, suppl. 33.2); 12. Mycenae
(after Verdelis 1967 suppl. 33.2); 13. Y!` Y
¥>"+¨14. Cyprus (photo courtesy by A. Salimbeti); 15. Lefkandi (Vermeule – Karageorghis 1982).

Fig. 3.3

Painted warrior stele from Mycenae, Greece (after Verdelis 1967, suppl. 32.2; National Museum of Athens, inv. no. 3256).

The Linear B archives from the palaces of Knossos and Pylos contain several tablets listing
armour ideograms.809 So far, 152 tablets are known containing these armour ideograms: 140
tablets derive from Knossos (category Sc; LH IIIA) and 12 from Pylos (category Sh; LH IIIB2).
809

Ventris – Chadwick 1956, 375–381; Verdelis 1967, 29–33.
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The armour depicted on the Knossos tablets has a trapezoidal shape, curved lines indicating the
shoulder pieces, and a varying number of horizontal lines within the trapezoid (Fig. 3.4). These
lines probably indicate reinforcement bands or belts of segmented armour. The Knossos tablet
L 693 lists a linen tunic and a copper weight, which J. Chadwick has taken to suggest composite
linen and bronze armour.810 Twelve of the LH IIIB tables found in 1952 in Pylos contain a cuirass ideogram. We have to take into account that these tablets probably just record the very
recent past and therefore only refer to the small number of armour that was in circulation.811 The
  ! "!+!  o-pa-wo-ta (‘things hung or attached above’): of
20 cuirasses noted, 16 bear ‘20 large o-pa-wo-ta and ten small’, the other four ‘22 large ones
and 12 small’.812#  +       +!"!  #!!  
However, the number of 30 or more o-pa-wo-ta seems to be too high for a metal panoply, even
when taking into account the helmet. The tablets mention the cuirasses together with chariots;
#          # $    "!    # >   #   # !    
found together with war related objects in a settlement or palace structure, and not inside a war-

Fig. 3.4 Cuirass ideograms from Linear B tablets: 1–9. Knossos; 10–11.

` {  ¨¸>"+ ¸'

Fig. 3.5 Potential panoply parts and cuirass fragments: 1. Mycenae, shaft grave 15 (after Yalouris 1960, suppl.
25.1); 2. Mycenae, shaft grave 69 (after Yalouris 1960, suppl. 25.2); 3. Phaistos, Greece (after Savignoni 1904); 4.
Midea, Greece (after Walberg 1998, pl. 112.M5–6).
810
811
812

Chadwick 1976, 160.
Molloy 2013, 286.
Ventris – Chadwick 1956, 376.
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rior’s grave, and includes several depictions of cuirasses and chariots (Fig. 3.2). It is not clear
yet how the o-pa-wo-ta parts mentioned on the Pylos tablets might have been arranged. Possibly such plates derive from the LM IIIA1 Tombe dei Nobili, Phaistos (Fig. 3.5.3).813
< $   #     !  !    >$"+! $!+}*!         *! $! `|+  ¸' < "+!   _#!  !>  `
1400–1450 BC) wears a potential cuirass.814 Its rims are strengthened with rivets on jagged
 !; # `  ! ! #§    ¯*!; ! #     
  #  }*!>$ # $> 
+#"+!  >Q
>      #   ¯*> !
(13th/12th ! &_>$ #  %
Q! % !%% ! @    ! #     #       !  #  # "+!  
  !   $!+ 815 However, as the star-motif appears also on the
chin as well as on chest, a purely decorative character must also be considered. Several Sardini!  !; "+!  `th–10th centuries BC) wear organic or even metallic neck guards (Fig.
3.7).816 They are moreover often protected by organic jerkins, which might have been combined
with metal (?) plates.
< $  "+! > !+  !      *! $!<!§   ! sos, was made of stone and served as a miniature vessel (height: 5.6cm; Museum Heraklion, inv.
no. 2408).817 This miniature was discovered before the excavation of the same area and should
 ! > # "!    !> # > !
now be dated to LM IIIA1.818 # !
Mycenae, as well as the length of the depicted cuirass ideograms on the Knossos (LH IIIA) and
Pylos (LH IIIB) tablets, indicate a trend towards short waist cuirasses, which is also visible in
LH IIIC art (Fig. 3.8). A. Snodgrass notes further miniatures from Praisos (Heraklion archaeo-

|+¸ |+! $!+ !     _#!  !>`   \¨²¨! >
Serbia (right; after Alexander 1972).
813

Hood – de Jong 1952, 260; Ventris – Chadwick 1956, 375–376.
Levi 1959.
815
Paulík 1963, 135.
816
 |   !  
  #Q!! !;"+!  \ ¨¸¸
817
Verdelis 1967, 22 suppl. 23.1.
818
LH IIB/IIIA1 according to Catling 1977a, 85.
814
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|+  Q!!  !; "+!  $ # !*    ! `  \  ¨¸¸ #    + !      !
[brackets]). See also Figs. 2.37–38.

logical Museum inv. nos. 632–637, 639, 840, 870, as well as others) and Bassae, Greece,819
though these might be more recent in date. Another miniature Bronze Age cuirass derives from
Austria. The miniature belongs to a Bz D–Ha A associated deposit, which was found in Brandgraben, Bad Aussee,820 and was made of high-tin bronze. The associated deposit consists of 234
objects, the oldest of which dates to the 14th/13th century BC.821 The cuirass miniature depicts a
waisted cuirass with an accentuated chest and concave rib, which follows the spine. The pectoral
muscles are clearly visible. The lower edge is massive and decorated with alveoli. A loop rising
from the neck would have allowed the miniature to be worn as a pendent. Due to casting defects,
the hollow miniature bears two holes in the middle of the spine and on the neck on the back. It
was cast in a bi-valve mould, as indicated by casting seam residues. Typologically, the miniature
!!   ! " !+  #_ #! $ ! ! # * 
decoration (apart from the alveoli) is most likely a result of the small size of the miniature.

Fig. 3.8

Miniature cuirasses from Brandgraben/Bad Aussee, Austria (left; photograph: M. Mödlinger)
!!
`+#  ?<  'Q   ¥>"+ !+

819

Snodgrass 1964, 74.
 Y  !  #+#    $ #   
¥¥«>«'²>>"+ ²'²²
821
Windholz-Konrad 2008, 50.
820
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3.3 Distribution and Deposition
According to historical sources, we know that thousands of cuirasses were in use in ancient
Greece, of which only a few now survive. However, what survives of Roman armour compared
with what was known to have been used according to historical sources, is even worse. The situation with regards to Bronze Age armour is somewhat similar: in contrast to written and illustrative sources, where large numbers of cuirasses and panoplies are referred to,822 only a small
percentage has survived archaeologically. The rarity of Bronze Age cuirasses does not therefore
!  ¡  #   ! #!! $  #  !   !  ! ! !
not only valid for Greece but also for other areas of Europe. Our distribution maps, representa  ## +   "! >§   ! *   !    #
+!       ! !  "    } 
Of all the types of metal defensive armour, cuirasses are the least common. As seen on the
archaeological distribution (Fig. 3.9), three main distribution areas can be distinguished: one in
Greece, one in the Carpathian Basin and one in eastern France. These three geographical
+   !    # ! +!   !#!     !  "! !
three rather small areas might lead to the assumption that in other regions, organic protection
was preferred instead of metal cuirasses, as necessitated by the equal occurrence of weapons
across areas both with and without metal cuirasses. This assumption, however, fails to take into
account other potential reasons for their absence – such as different recycling strategies and different regional traditions of deposition, as well as differential recovery as a consequence of
regionally different economic circumstances and different histories of heritage interest – all of
which can lead to regional absences in the archaeological record or simple failure to recover,

Fig. 3.9 Archaeological distribution of European Bronze Age cuirasses. z Greek cuirasses: 122–123. Dendra;
124–125. Thebes. ¡ Carpathian cuirasses: 126. ¯! !   127. Û * Y#! 128. ¯*
129. Ducové; 130. Saint-Germain-du-Plain; 131. ; !  132. Nadap; 133. @! 134. Danube at Pilismarót.  (grey) Western European cuirasses: 135– 136. Unprovenanced; 137–138. Jura (Graye-et-Charnay or
Véria); 139–145. Fillinges; 146–152. Marmesse. Ì Miniatures: Brandgraben/Bad Aussee, Austria and Knossos,
Greece.  Potential cuirass fragments: Winklsaß, Germany; Phaistos, Mycenae and Nichoria (all Greece).

822

Ventris – Chadwick 1956; Chadwick 1976; Shelmerdine 1999; 2001.
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recognise or preserve examples from the archaeological record, resulting in the small, number
of surviving examples of metal cuirasses and their uneven distribution.
The oldest body armour derives from a small area around the Corinthian Gulf: The major
"!   !!#    #!¥¥*  ! # #$# Y!>
Phaistos and Midea,823 which have yielded further possible cuirass or panoply fragments, are
within a similar distance of one another (Fig. 3.9), with only Nichoria being more distant. The
"!   #      !> ! # !  >   ! $     +  #
cuirasses from Thebes, however, come from a settlement: one from the arsenal (Fig. 3.10), the
other from an annex of the palace, in the Municipal Conference Centre. These two Theban cui   # !  "!     !   

Fig. 3.10 Thebes/Arsenal, Greece. Parts of the cuirass fell into the collapsed cist grave.
@! # ! > $ $ # ! `   !'Q  !  %  ¨¸²>"+«

The second group of cuirasses is located in the northwestern Carpathian Basin and is chronologically closest to the Greek cuirasses. The core group of Carpathian cuirasses are the seven
"!  ¯!! >¯*> >Û *Y#¦!>; ! !> 
well as a complete cuirass found in the Danube. A further cuirass fragment derives from a
   @!>_;#] >!      #Qÿ!!Q! %main-du-Plain. A potential cuirass fragment from the associated deposit of Winklsaß, Germany,
might also belong to this group of Carpathian cuirasses (Fig. 3.11). The associated deposit from
Winklsaß contains various eastern associations, such as a rib-decorated socketed axe, more
commonly found in Slovakia, Hungary and Romania, sickle fragments of Type Uioara and a
"  ]^ # ; # #    ! ! !> #   + !  +# 
well also be of eastern origin in the west (similar to the complete Carpathian cuirass from the
Saône), rather than as a local imitation or adaptation proving a manufacturing link between
Carpathian and western European cuirasses. The deposition of the armour as pars pro toto
could indicate also a grave assemblage but due to the lack of human remains, or of burning,
which often accompanies objects associated with a cremation, it might be best considered an
associated deposit.
Due to local depositional practices, most of the Carpathian cuirasses are heavily fragmented
`¯!! >  !   }  $ + !  `¯*>  > ; !   !+ 
823

Walberg 1998, pl. 112, M5–6.
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Potential cuirass fragment from the associated deposit of Winklsaß, Germany. The back shows recent
!+ !   # `  ¨¨«>²>"+`  

+ ! `>@!>Û *Y#¦!#  ¯*  +
! >   #!"! > # ! *! $!"!   ! §  # #§  !
¯*! # $        #!! #Qÿ!>
  #_ #!    #           # !+  "!      
Û *Y#¦!   +! > # > #!  !     
!  #"! # !   #    !$## +#  !"  ## #esis. The cuirass from Ducové was found in an associated deposit within a settlement of the
Velatice–Baierdorf culture. The cuirass from the Saône at Saint-German-du-Plain is considered
an import. The fact that it is deposited in the same complete state as the cuirass from the Danube suggests that it was not only the object that travelled but also perhaps an associated rite of
deposition as well, suggesting its date of deposition may also have been similar to that of the
other Carpathian cuirasses. This is supported by the fact that the complete western European
cuirasses were deposited differently, though in the same region: close to the Carpathian cuirass
found in the Saône at Saint-Germain-du-Plain, a further 16 cuirasses have been found within a
! ¥* >!   !+ #"!  Y  ` !  >| !+ ` !
  !` $   # +! "!   !  $  #$ ! !
cuirass (cat. nos. 135 and 136) remain unclear. The unprovenanced cuirass cat. no. 135 resembles so closely the cuirasses from Fillinges that the same workshop for their production may be
assumed.
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The cuirasses from Fillinges were found together with a bronze stick in an ash layer but
$ #   ! +!"!  !  " §  <    !  #    $ !
apart, with each individual cuirass surviving as only either one breast- or back plate. These
breast and back plates were deposited having been placed inside one another, similar to the
Marmesse cuirasses (Figures 3.12). Indeed, none of the cuirasses or their fragments show any
!  !  #!+!§  "#   !  !       #  
+!  ##   "  >!      "!   !
on a pyre.824  Y#  ! Y    !  #     #  # "!  +#   !+  
hoard.825
The Marmesse cuirasses were deposited in the shape of a triangle. Two further cuirasses
$   + #! #` ! !«   "! *! $!> 
further cuirasses were found with them.826

Fig. 3.12 Three of the Marmesse cuirasses inside each other
(Photograph A. Chauvet, C2RMF; by courtesy of the Musée d’Archéologie
nationale et Domaine national de Saint-Germain-en-Laye).

3.4 Chronology and Typology
As recently discussed by Molloy, the development of Bronze Age cuirasses is directed towards
the use of fewer and smaller attachments, and in general of a simpler, lighter form, which
around 1200 BC results in the development of a cuirass without attachments, permitting a much
higher level of mobility in use.827
!+ # !   !    \ @@@@@> !    #!+ +!"!  ! #
<+!# $!"+% %+#  #  $    $ #   ! #  >$##
resulted in a greater need for more direct modes of bodily protection. That this process hap!  #      !    # $    "!    !> $##     #
rapid replacement of single body armour pieces (the shoulder protection from grave 8) by a panoply (grave 12). The shoulder protection of Dendra, grave 8, is dated to LH II and can be considered as the oldest piece of metal body armour. It appears to be slightly older than the famous
panoply from grave 12,828 which is dated to LH IIB. The potential fragment of a cuirass from
824
825
826
827
828

Schauer 1982d, 92–130.
v. Merhart 1969, 171, note 3; Mottier 1988, 144.
Descamps 2005, 100.
See also Greek vase paintings of armour in LH IIIC: Molloy 2013, 276.
Verdelis 1967, 21–22; Andrikou 2007, 402.
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Phaistos is contemporary with the Dendra panoply. The Theban panoplies or cuirasses are dated
to LH IIIA2/B1, thus the Theban cuirasses are slightly more recent than the Dendra panoply.829
Peculiar is the chronological gap apparent between the Mycenaean cuirasses and the technologically successive cuirass from Argos, which is dated to the 8th century BC, as well as the
geographical gap between the Aegean and the Carpathian Basin, from where no early cuirass
"!  *! $!@  §    * ># $> #   $ !  
but as a consequence of different life-cycle processes (e.g. recycling, deposition, loss, general
 !       ! #  "      > $ # +!"!  !  + ! 
patterns of archaeological survival and recovery. However, contemporary to most of the LH
IIIB Linear B texts, body armour appears in continental Europe in Bz D, indicating the rapid
adoption of the use of the light bronze cuirasses, which, unlike the earlier heavier, more com §!  >$       !¡§  
Carpathian cuirasses are, due to their occurrence in associated deposits, easier to date than
their western European counterparts, and can be generally dated to Bz D–Ha A1. On the basis
  "! > #         &;>   #     #
transition between Bz D and Ha A1.830 The associated deposits from Nadap and Brandgraben
date to Bz D–Ha A1.831! #  ¯*  &;>   #     #
beginning of Ha A1, as suggested by Hansen and J. Paulík.832 The associated deposit from Winklsaß is dated to Ha A1.833 # !   !         ; !  #   
been dated to Ha A1.834#   Û *Y#¦!! ¯!!  
to Bz D–Ha A1, according to their similarity to other Carpathian cuirasses, since both lack any
     "!     !+ #   !   !     #  #   + ! 
  >!; ! $    !+   >  $  +gested by Petres and Jankovits.835
#   !   # $ "!   #!!Q! % !%% ! 
unclear. Their close connection to the Carpathian cuirasses in terms of morphology, construction and decoration, however, suggest a depositional date during Bz D–Ha A1. The date of the
cuirass from the Danube with its unique breast accentuation is somewhat more complex.
According to the application of decoration,836 as well as the decorative elements themselves,
which are also found on other Carpathian cuirasses and contemporary helmets, a date of Bz D/
Ha A1, if not Bz D alone due to similarities with older Greek panoplies, is entirely reasonable.
The half circles below the navel are also known on the cuirass from Saint-Germain-du-Plain but
!  ! ! "! #   !*   !! "§ ! #   
with four rivets, as known from other Carpathian cuirasses. On the left shoulder a rivet joining
both plates and on the right shoulder a simple loop riveted on the back plate served as an adequate means of attaching the two halves. The attachment on the right side resembles that on the
cuirass from Saint-Germain-du-Plain, even if additional rivet holes on both plates along the
+ !  !   !  !    # ! > # +# #   #   "§ #
organic inlay, as known on the Greek cuirasses and panoplies. The shape of the rivets on some
cuirasses, however, suggest a different means of connection: those from Saint-Germain-du !!¯!!  # # $ ! # >$#  #   #!
   ++ !      ¡  # $   "   #          #
shape of the cuirass from Saint-Germain-du-Plain, while the neck guard is much higher than on
any other cuirass with the exception of that from Dendra. G. v. Merhart connected the cuirass
829
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from Saint-Germain-du-Plain with the eastern Alpine Hallstatt cuirasses,837 but it is now usually interpreted as an eastern piece deposited in the west of Europe.838 Despite this, it was
assigned a later date than the other Carpathian cuirass.839 However, in the following it is suggested that a date in Bz D–Ha A1 is more reasonable.
Since all western European cuirasses lack datable associations, they have to be dated
according to their decorative elements. Generally, these cuirasses have been dated to Ha B1,
which corresponds to the Atlantic Wilburton/Brécy/Hío phase or later. The cuirasses of Filling $ "  !!  #¨th–7th centuries BC or 7th–5th centuries BC.840 G. v. Merhart, and later also Müller-Karpe, dated them according to their points-and-studs decoration
! $     !         #    ! ~!"    ` &&841
Mottier followed the argument of v. Merhart but tended to date the cuirasses to Ha B2.842 Schauer saw in the chest/nipple decoration of the late Ha B1 cuirasses from Fillinges, which he
thought to be deposited in Ha B2, an abstraction of phalerae (generally dated to Ha B3/C; a few
slightly more recent ones are, however, known), and was not concerned by this contradiction.843
J.-P. Mohen dated the cuirasses from Marmesse to the end of the Bronze Age.844 H. Steuer dated
them to the 9th/8th century BC, chronologically between the cuirass from Saint-Germain-duPlain and the cuirasses from Fillinges.845 The decorative elements (ribs as well as pellets and
bosses) on the cuirass from Jura A (cat. no. 137) seem to support a date to the very end of the
~!"    <   !      *!#^ >    ! $ #         ;
started in Bz D/Ha A1.846 It was followed by point and stud decoration, which appeared earliest
toward the end of Ha A2 together with bird depictions (e. g. on cups of Type Kirkendrup!¢ >      }^ ;^ ! ! +     >  $  #
Leisten-Buckel-System   #  !  # ~!"    !  #  # « $ !
European cuirasses with point and stud decoration bear bird depictions, which indicates either
less importance being placed on the bird motif, or a slightly earlier date (or both).
The distribution of bronze sheet objects and weaponry between eastern and western Europe
  +!"! !+&;'<`!&# !  >  !  !  ! # < !  & !; <+ !     §    !  !    !¡!   $!
east and west in the 13th and 12th centuries BC. These connections were discussed recently for
vessels and cauldrons by Gerloff, for shields by Uckelmann and for greaves by Clausing.847
The distribution of recovery and the associated deposit associations of sheet metal objects,
demonstrates the strong presence of a central or eastern European/northwestern European trade
route, which is more likely than a west Mediterranean/Iberian trade route,848 at least concerning
armour. So far, the only Bronze Age/Early Iron Age metal armour from the Iberian peninsula
are the depictions of Type Herzsprung shields on the stelae,849 and the fragments of helmets
from the river Huelva (two helmets of Type Bernières d’Ailly (cat. nos. 117–118), and one helmet
of eastern type, dating probably to the 7th century BC), indicating connections with northern
France and the eastern Mediterranean, as well as further fragments of a crested helmet of Type
Bernières d’Ailly from Vila Cova de Perrinho/Monte do Crasto, Portugal (cat. no. 119), and
837
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 !   !>Q!#  !  "! >! !+$ !  #  $  >
points to a limited armour exchange during Bz D/Ha A1 with the Atlantic Bronze Age, which
did not improve much during the following centuries.850
All western European cuirasses have been found in the north of the western Alps, in HauteSavoie and Haute-Marne, within a distance of less than 230km. This area can be considered a
key region, as emphasised by the presence of a number of rich associated deposits, such as that
from Blanot, France.851 This region was the meeting point of two main trade routes from west to
east. Even though located at the periphery of the Atlantic Bronze Age, this region was the main
axis for trading arms, such as swords of Type Monza, Arco and Rixheim, as well as armour.
One trade route passed through the north Alpine region and continued overland to the Carpathian Basin and further southeast to the Aegean;852 the other, southern route, passed through northern Italy (Po-Basin) and could have passed either overland to the Carpathian Basin (see the distribution of greaves) or continue through the Mediterranean (as indicated for certain types of
$   _      # ! !  #! @   `!   "!   *! $! ! # !  #
Alpine region, but were certainly known, at least in the latter region, as the cuirass miniature
from Bad Aussee, Austria, and the potential cuirass fragment from Winklsaß, Germany, demonstrates.
The development of armour was also associated with the rise of the early Griffzungenschwerter; however, they do not show any overlapping recovery area. In comparison, the connection between certain rod-tanged swords of Bz D/Ha A1 (e.g. Type Pépinville, Arco-Terontola, Grigny and St. Ouen) with the western European cuirasses appears less certain, despite the
fact that their similar recovery areas would seem to suggest otherwise.853 The origin of these
swords was formerly connected with the Alpine region, but new studies show a much higher
occurrence in France, pointing more toward their Atlantic or at least western European development.854 These swords are also found south of the Alps and in northern Italy and are associated
$ # #@  !"!  #  #++   ! $"   #+!ning of the Late Bronze Age. How far these swords could travel or be traded and exchanged, is
demonstrated by a European rod-tanged sword found in El Kantara, Egypt,855 as well as a
hybrid sword with the hilt of a Type Arco-Terentola sword fused with a more eastern style blade
found in Ugarit, Syria. The latter also bears a cartouche of pharaoh Merneptah (1212–1202
BC).856 Thus we might assume that seaborne trading routes to the east via the Mediterranean
(Adria or Ligurian Sea?) are more likely, at least for these objects. Who transported these
bronzes and for what purpose, however, must be discussed elsewhere.
Unlike these swords, armour and sheet metal work expanded outward from the Aegean to
the Carpathian Basin, from where it eventually reached western Europe, a view which is supported by the lack of armour in pure Atlantic associated deposits of this period when compared
$ #"!   #_ #!& !> $  !  #!@  !!  #< !+ ! #
most prominent examples of eastern armour reaching the Atlantic Bronze Age or at least its
periphery are certainly the cuirass from Saint-Germain-du-Plain, the greaves from CannesÉcluse (cat. no. 162), and the earliest western cauldrons.857 As we know from shields, helmets
and early cauldrons,858 cuirasses might also have been locally produced in western Europe. This
+#       #   !   # "!     # $ !  !   
and that of the Carpathian cuirass from Saint-Germain-du-Plain, as well as the lack of western
European type cuirasses in eastern Europe.
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Looking at the similar distribution of certain rod-tanged sword types and the cuirasses, it
seems as if the same trading routes were used to bring eastern European cuirasses (such as the
one from Saint-Germain-du-Plain) to the west and western European swords to the east, which
resulted, at least in terms of the armour, in their quite rapid introduction but also in a very
restricted local adaption. We might, therefore, see the development and distribution of western
European cuirasses as being the direct result of east/west and west/east trading connections. As
a consequence, this would also shift their production period so as to be more in line with that of
the Carpathian cuirasses.By concluding that the western European cuirasses were produced in
Ha A2 also places them chronologically closer to early metal shields, the greaves from CannesÉcluse (cat. no. 162), and the Carpathian cuirasses, and results in a more consistent image of the
exchange of arms and armour between eastern and western Europe. Only the unprovenanced
cuirass cat. no. 136 might be of more recent date, since its method of attachment, shape, and
   !>  +!"!   #$ ! !  
3.5 Decoration
The Greek cuirasses are all undecorated. However, the depictions of cuirasses (Fig. 3.2) instead
suggest that in the case of some cuirasses, especially organic cuirasses and those made of
organic and metal, decoration was indeed applied.
Carpathian cuirasses, however, are, at least on the breast plate, decorated. The breast plate
 !
   !§   !"! !  !# `  !+  >#rons, and chevrons arranged as stars) (Fig. 3.13, left and centre). The Danube cuirass is the only
one without chevrons or jagged, riveted-on bronze bands. All cuirasses show one or two ribs
parallel to the edge of the arm opening and the base. The Danube cuirass though has instead
two lines of pellets parallel to the rim at the base. The two convex ribs close to the arm opening
of the Ducové fragment are decorated with a line of dots in the middle of each rib, while on the
¯* + !          $! #  859 This plastic decoration as ribs also
increased the stability of the bronze plate.
Opposite to the breast plate, the back plate remained largely undecorated. The only decoration preserved on the back are one or two ribs or lines of pellets applied parallel to the rim. On
the cuirass from Saint-Germain-du-Plain, these ribs are combined on the front only with chevron decoration. In the centre of the breast plate from Saint-Germain-du-Plain the two ribs paral   #      % >$ # #! $!!+" $ ## ! !
the Danube cuirass this semi-circle is instead formed by the two lines of pellet decoration. On
the end of these two lines, where the breast and the back plate are joined together, there occurs
a circle with a large central boss. These circles with large central boss are also found on other
defensive armour (e.g. helmets of Type Lueg, and the helmets from Tiryns and Szczecin-Zdroje)
as well as on one of the bronze cups from the associated deposit from Dresden-Dobritz,860 demonstrating the close connection between different classes of armour. Similar decoration is also
 ! !  !; #    Q   [} *> Q>861  > ] !>862 Techirghiol,
Romania,863 Pila del Brancon, Italy,864 Dresden-Dobritz, Germany,865 and in an Iron Age deposit
from Sicily.866
The pectoral muscles of Carpathian cuirasses are usually outlined with plastic ribs, which
connect above the sternum. Chevron decoration was applied on the cuirass from Saint-Ger859
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main-du-Plain in between these ribs, and an upwards bent semi-circle positioned immediately
beneath it. Also, the rib underneath the neck has chevron decoration with downwards pointing
chevrons applied. On the Danube cuirass, only one massive rib was applied to outline the pectoral muscles. The break on the fragment from Ducové below the breast is in the shape of a semicircle, and indicates also for this cuirass the application of a semi-circular decoration to outline
#    Y  > #¯*  +# ##  `   #  $
the outline of the chest. An additional circle or round decoration, as suggested by Paulík,867 has
no parallels amongst Carpathian cuirasses, however, it is visible on the cuirass from Jura A (cat.
no. 137).868
The breast or nipples are characterised on the cuirasses from Ducové and Saint-Germain-duPlain by two stars, formed by dotted, punched lines of chevrons around a usual empty centre
(Fig. 3.13, left and centre). These stars are sometimes formed by separate attachments, as on the
  ¯*! #  > % * $   !  #   $ #  
rivets located at the tip of each of the points of the star. Riveted-on breast decoration is also

! !         !* !!Q !%{# }> $   !
an unprovenanced cuirass.869#    !  #!  !   "!> tively embossed pellets only.870 The nipples are indicated by three circles inside each other with
a central boss; they are surrounded by a larger, open circle, indicating the breast.

Fig. 3.13 Chest decoration: Ducové, Slovakia (left), Saint-Germain-du-Plain, France (centre) and Marmesse (right)
(left: photograph M. Mödlinger; centre: photograph M. Uckelmann, by courtesy of the Musée d’Archéologie nationale et Domaine national de Saint-Germain-en-Laye; right: photograph A. Chauvet (C2RMF), by courtesy of the
Musée d’Archéologie nationale et Domaine national de Saint-Germain-en-Laye).

Compared to Carpathian cuirasses, western European cuirasses are extensively decorated
with lines and circles of different sized, positive bosses and pellets on both the front and back.
#       !     
! !   ` *!%!¢ >   
(Type Hajdúböszörmény) and amphorae (Type Mariesminde).871 Three western European cuirasses have additional decoration in the form of the heads of water birds (Jura B (cat. no. 138),
Fillinges (cat. no. 140–141)). The bird heads are arranged differently on different cuirasses,
however, most noticeably on the two cuirasses from Fillinges. On these cuirasses, the double
embossed lines abstracting the chest are not completely closed, but open on the upper sides
towards the armpits. The bird heads then are either a prolongation of the circles and located on
top of them (cat. no. 140) or placed on top of the outer circle (cat. no. 141). The water birds are
not connected with each other. Water bird decoration, as on the cuirass from Jura B (cat.
no. 138) (also here without typical elements such as sun, boat or wheels), is also known from the
crested helmets from Škocjan.872 Here, the water bird heads are also an elongation of the decora867
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tive band. Based on their decoration, the western European cuirasses can be distinguished into
three sub-groups:873
1. Fillinges and the unprovenanced cuirass cat. no. 135
2. Marmesse
3. Jura A and B as well as the unprovenanced cuirass cat. no. 136
#   "  !  + !+ ! $ # #! "  ! ! $ * #  tions producing these cuirasses as described by Mottier.874
The unprovenanced cuirass cat. no. 135, as well as all the cuirasses and associated fragments
from Fillinges, have the same type of decoration: immediately above the base of the cuirass, a
parallel line of large bosses is surrounded below and above by a line of pellets. Some 10cm or
so above these lines, two further horizontal lines of pellets are visible, embracing two lines of
+   > $## # !  $! #   !  + !     ! > $##    !"!
within two horizontal pellet lines above and below. From the highest horizontal line on, vertical
bundles of lines (alternating lines of larger bosses and bands with diagonal pellet lines) spread
upwards in the direction of the neck, if not interrupted by the breast decoration. Here, the nipples are indicated by two pellet circles and a large central boss. As noted before, two cuirasses
(cat. nos. 140–141) have open circles and end in water bird heads. The navel is indicated by a
central boss between the vertical bundles of lines. The back plates of the cuirasses are decorated similar to the breast plates875 but without the decorative breast elements. Only the spine is
indicated, by a massive, concave central rib, which divides the horizontal lines of pellets and
bosses into two.
Two horizontal lines of bosses, accompanied by two lines of pellets above and below, follow
the edge of the base on both breast and back plate of the cuirasses from Marmesse. The slightly
convex breast and nipple is marked with two circles of pellets, which bear a circle of bosses in
between. In the centre of each of these three circles, one central boss was applied. The pectoral
muscles are indicated by two semi-circles of pellets and central bosses right under and partly
parallel to the breast circles. The only differences between the cuirasses are vertical and horizontal lines of bosses underneath the semi-circles beneath the chest and in the centre of the cuirass: with the exception of one, all cuirasses have one horizontal line with three bosses and a
   $ !$ #"  ` ! «# !  !  !$ # !  | 
cuirasses (cat. nos. 146–148, 150) have two short vertical lines under the semi-circles, consisting of three bosses each.876 These small horizontal lines of bosses are repeated also on the back
side of the cuirasses with the same number of bosses. The back plates, however, demonstrate
more differences between each cuirass than do the breast plates, since the number of lines of
pellets and bosses pointing upwards from the concave spine to the opening of the arms differs
from cuirass to cuirass. The cuirass cat. no. 148 bears one more line than the cuirasses cat. nos.
146–147, 150. The cuirass cat. no. 149 bears three massive ribs with bosses and, instead of just
the small central horizontal lines of bosses, it also has a line of bosses all along the back plate.877
Unlike the Marmesse and Fillinges cuirasses, the decoration of the two cuirasses from Jura
 +!"!  # #<   ## ; !   !    !   !
the waist, and the circles abstracting chest and nipples, there are no further similarities with the
cuirasses from Marmesse or Fillinges. The front side of the cuirasses Jura A (cat. no. 137) is
decorated with nine circles, each with three lines of pellets and a central boss. Two circles are
placed above the chest and two on each side between the arm pits and the two central circles.
Additionally, two smaller circles (two pellet lines with a central boss) were applied in the centre
of the lower area of the breast plate, and two further circles of the same size under the two horizontal waistlines of the bosses. Similar circles (with or without the large central boss) are also
873
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875
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known from the Carpathian cuirasses and other defensive armour, such as on helmets of Type
Lueg and the helmets from Tiryns and Szczecin-Zdroje. On both breast and back plate, three
vertical lines of bosses were applied under the two waistlines of bosses. The pectoral muscles
are heavily abstracted by a line of bosses; the circles indicating breast and nipples are surrounded by a semi-circle of bosses. The back plate of the cuirass is decorated in a similar way to that
of the breast plate but has only three circles above the two waistlines, and only one central double-circle at the bottom.
The cuirass from Jura B (cat. no. 138) is completely covered with bosses and pellets. In horror
vacui, both breast and back plate are covered extensively with vertical lines of bosses below the
horizontal waist line. On the back plate, these vertical lines of bosses continue above the waist
line and reach almost up to the neck. Immediately under the neck though, two heads of water
birds, turning towards the centre of the back plate so as to each other, were applied. Behind each
bird head a circle with a central boss was applied. The circles on the breast plate, which accentuate the breast, each consist of eight lines of pellets and bosses with a central boss. These circles
are surrounded by a loop-shaped line, which spreads from the shoulder. Below the two breast circles, four heads of water birds are visible, facing each other; the inner two birds are touching
each other with the beak. In between these water bird heads, bosses were also applied.878
The unprovenanced cuirass cat. no. 136 is unique and not comparable with the other Bronze
<+  !    #`   +!"! $ >$ #   !+$  # >
the connection of breast and back plate, and in its decoration. Three horizontal lines (two lines
of bosses, one central line of pellets) around the waist separate a lower part, which is decorated
with four vertical pellet lines and one central horizontal pellet line, from an upper part, which is
decorated with three circles. The outer circles consist of four lines (two outer lines with bosses,
two inner pellet lines), while the central circle consists of three lines (the outer line with bosses,
the inner lines with pellets). All three circles bear a large central boss.
3.6 Cuirass Fragments and Potential Cuirass Finds
Several bronze sheet fragments were, or still are, interpreted as belonging to cuirasses. So far,
this is only certain for the fragments from Phaistos, Mycenae, Nichoria and highly likely for
!* Ø| #+ ! > #  #    #>\** #!Q;! + *>$##
were all previously interpreted as cuirass fragments, almost certainly belong to other objects.
 # !   "!  *! #!    !>879 as they could either no longer be
located in their respective museum (e.g. Šulekovo), or were simply too fragmentary or equivocal
!       !"     !+!+     `+   !>  !> _!! %¿  >
<! +> "!+!> ! #!+> |* +>  * }>     &! !>   $ 
be discussed below.
Potential band-sheets from Greek cuirasses have been found at Phaistos, Mycenae, and
Nichoria and are dated to the short time frame of LH II–IIIB2.880 Two fragments were found in
Phaistos, tombe dei nobili, (measurements: length: 29.5cm; height: 12cm) (Fig. 3.5.3), in chamber tomb 15, Mycenae (measurements A: length: 22.5cm; height: 6–7.7cm; measurements B:
!+ #   #+#  « > ! "!  ! # 
 ¸¨> Y! `   !  <
length: 45.6cm; height: 5.5cm; measurements B: length: 4.8cm; height: 5.9cm).881 As typical for
Greek body armour, they all have a row of small holes running along the rim, most likely used
  "§!+ # +! !!+ #  + !      !+  # $     !  
similar to that from Dendra.882 One of the band-sheets from chamber tomb 69 is gilded, whilst
the other is curved and appears to be part of a girdle. The band sheets have been interpreted as
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belts, breast shields or mitra, but the similarities with the lighter and smaller band-sheets of the
Theban cuirasses is striking. We might also connect them with ‘things hung or attached above’
(o-pa-wo-ta) from the Linear B tablets.883 A LH IIIA–IIIB2 (c 1370–1250BC) tholos tomb at
Nichoria contained 117 fragments of bronze plate,884 which might also belong to segmental
armour similar to the panoplies from Dendra and Thebes. Some of the fragments have rolled
edges and along the rim a line of small, punched holes some 1.2–2mm diameter. Other fragments have slightly larger holes further away from the rim. Bronze wire from the same grave
was probably used to join together the breast and back plate. Also in the grave were four staples
of plain, concave and convex bronze sheet (each approx. 4.5 × 3cm), which might also belong to
the armour, since they have the same thickness as the sheets of body armour. Another fragment,
which might belong to a neck guard, has a rolled edge. The major part of these fragments bears
small holes along the edge for the application of an organic lining, while some have larger holes
for attaching the plates to one another.
The associated deposit from Winklsaß, Germany, was found in 1911. The associated deposit
itself was covered by 35 bronze ingots, beneath which were found pins, necklaces, arm-rings,
 %!+ > %# * >  " >  $  > + !   #> !
complete and 36 fragments of sickle, seven axe fragments, a razor, fragments of knives and daggers, one ingot, ten bronze sheets belonging to a cauldron or bucket,885 and a greave (cat. no. 229).
The potential cuirass fragment, a bronze sheet, was folded over twice.886 During restoration the
fragment was unfolded and subsequently broke into three pieces. Previously, the fragment had
been interpreted as a part of a vessel;887 Müller-Karpe was doubtful of this but offered no alternative suggestion.888 Schauer, however, suggested that it might be a fragment of a cuirass889 but did
not mention it in further publications or include it on distribution maps. Nevertheless, the lines of
pellets, the wire and the thickness of the bronze sheet, all support its interpretation as being from
a cuirass. The rim is bent around a 3mm thick wire. On the right, a convex decorative rivet is
present, and above it, two torn-out rivet holes at the same height are visible, though these might
be the result of antique restoration.890 Vertical hammering traces are visible on the inside of the
bronze sheet. Two lines of pellets parallel to the rim are similar to that found on the cuirass from
the Danube. R.-M. Weiss suggests that the greave and cuirass fragment belong to the same set of
body armour on the basis of similarities in their decoration.891 In which case, the weapons from
the associated deposit might also have been part of the same equipment.
In 1953 a late Mycenaean chamber tomb was discovered by a farmer in Kallithea. In chamber tomb A, the bones, presumably from a male, were reburied in a small pit in the back of the
tomb. The second burial, another male, was buried in the shaft grave, which had originally
 !+  #"  #+ ! !  `  oinochoe), a spearhead, a
Naue II sword, and fragments of two greaves, which were placed on the legs of the second burial (cat. no. 199–200). The fragments in question preserved are bronze strips (24/27/17cm ×
2.2/3cm), which are decorated with double ridges on both edges. In the centre, nails were driven
through; they still seem to be straight and unbent.892 Catling interpreted these fragments as
from a precursor of the cuirasses from Fillinges.893 This has previously been questioned by
Clausing, who noted that there are no similarities between them.894<  #! "! #883
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gear from the tholos-grave at Praisos-Foutoula, which is dated to c. 1200 BC,895 showed, these
fragments from Kallithea, but also similar fragments from Lakkithra, belong to the same type
of tiara-like head protection.896
# !+!         Q;! + *  ! !>     !+  #
bronzes, four small, rather thin bronze sheets of 0.2mm thickness, which are wrongly interpreted as fragments of cuirass (Fig. 3.14).897 The four fragments form a band which has on one side
a line of small, punched-through holes and on the other side an embossed rib with 7mm width
parallel to the edge.898 The biggest fragment bears on one side a small, thin bronze band. This
band is decorated along the rim with a line of pellets and was riveted on with tiny, round headed
rivets. On the back of the larger fragment, the bronze band was not riveted onto the fragment all
the way along but overlaps with the straight edged fragment, forming a bow, indicating that
there was a further piece of bronze riveted on but which is now missing. There are no similarities between these fragments and other known cuirasses to suggest what part of the armour the
#!Q;! + *+ !  +#  !# ! 899

|+ #+ ! 

 #     Q;! + *>!+>$##  !   
belonging to a cuirass (photograph: M. Mödlinger).

G. v. Merhart noted that he had seen a complete cuirass whilst visiting the Reiling antiques
shop in Mainz in 1928 (1969, 153 note 4). This could not have been the unprovenanced cuirass
cat. no. 135 as this was bought by the museum 19 years earlier. However, it appears to be very
    #"!  | !+ >!Y#     +#  !+  #    blage. No further information on this cuirass is available.
In 1628, nine cuirasses were reported to have been found by a gardener in Rue Vivienne,
Paris.900The cuirasses were deposited within the old northern riverbed of the Seine on an alluvial
cone. The cuirasses were thought to be made for women since they are ‘étoient relevées en bosse
et arondies sur l’un et l’autre côté de l’estomac’.901 Nothing is known from the cuirasses today,
nor does any depiction or drawing exist, a fact already Nossiop complained about in 1864.902
The debris in front of the cave of Plérimond, France, contained amongst other objects, a pair
of greaves, a further third single greave, a horse harness, phalerae, spear-heads, a Type Certosa
895
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" >!   + ! 903 The associated deposit is dated to the 6th century BC.
Schauer noted a further potential cuirass fragment from Grésine, France.904 The fragment bears
Ringbuckel and the semicircular bent bands of points and bosses. Nevertheless, since no cuirass
with similar decoration is known, this fragment is more likely from another type of object.
Schauer also mentions a fragment of a possible cuirass from the associated deposit of
Cannes-Écluse.905!   §  !  ! "$!+  #+ment. Most likely he was referring to the fragment described by Gerloff,906 which is more probably from a vessel. Schauer also noted 16 fragments with rivets from Abensberg, Germany,
which might also belong to cuirasses.907 # "!  !   #  + ! > # $>
!  >! * #"! $ #$## # `+ ; #>< > _# lans, France) by the authors.
#&     "!+!> !> ! ! #+ ! > rated with ribs and bosses. On one side of the fragments, the rim is bent around a bronze or
copper wire. These fragments have also been interpreted as belonging to a cuirass.908 Two holes
right above the rim, however, would be quite unusual for a cuirass.
A fragment from the Heunischenburg, Germany, was interpreted as coming from a
cuirass,909 though it might also be from a vessel. French cuirasses do not have three parallel
lines of large bosses but only two. If there are three lines, they are separated from each other by
decoration, such as a line of pellets, and the lines are positioned further apart from each other.
!*  !   $   !  "%§  !; # + !  
 +   |* +> !+>   + !     910 The fragments are today
stored at the Veszprémi Bakonyi Múzeum (inv. no. 1955.117.8–9). The bronze sheets have on
one side holes running parallel to the edge. Beneath these, another small bronze sheet was
attached with three rivets. Despite these characteristics, the thickness of the bronze sheets, of
0.1–0.2mm, does not support their interpretation as belonging to a cuirass.
#! #_  ! @@      * }` !!¨¸   
! Q  ! * &  ` !   &  $  +#   # <# +  Y    + !
1868, they were probably mixed together. The (new) associated deposit consisted of 277 objects,
as well as two potential fragments of a cuirass or shield.911 The fragments were broken before
   !!"  + ##  !  !$< !   # >  es with a diameter of c. 0.7cm were applied parallel to the rim. It seems that above these bosses, a
(rivet?) hole was applied. The resemblance with other known cuirasses, however, is slim.
The associated deposit from Pila del Brancon, Italy, was found 1.5km to the south of the
Middle Bronze Age cemetery of Olmo in 1993.912 It is possible that the deposit has not yet been
completely recorded. At present, it consists of 51 largely complete or fragmented spearheads, 12
complete or fragmented swords (Types Allerona, Cetona and Arco), two daggers (Type Santa
Agata and Pertosa), one fragment of a winged axe, 73 bronze sheet fragments, comprising both
thin sheeting of unknown object Type and thicker fragments of vessels, and nails. The objects
$ ! !  !      !!+> *!+ ! §   " # }    
bronzo medio, recente and . Jankovits tried to reconstruct a cuirass from the bronze sheets
(mainly inv. no. IG VR 266.650 and IG VR 26.603).913 However, we believe that the evidence is
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! "!    # !   ! #+ !   #!> !#
+!  !
#     !+   #    #   ! # > #   # ! "§ !  !
organic backing on the inside as well.
  !ã!  #   ! #   + !  Û *  >Q *
The fragment was found along with a bronze sword and other objects in a grave before 1880;
#"! !!   ! #    914
In 2015, excavations by the University of Cincinnati (Jack L. Davis and Sharon R. Stocker)
brought to light one of the richest warrior shaft graves of recent times at Pylos, Greece. The
+  +!"!  ! #!+! #$ $  !²¥¥&_$ #
sword with ivory hilt clad in gold, a gold-hilted dagger, a spearhead, gold jewellery, and about
50 stone seals. Bronze, silver and gold cups, a bronze mirror, six ivory combs, and an ivory
 $ #+"!  $  ! #+#$ $    *
#  #!!   !;  # "! +#  #!   #$ ?  
 <!     #"!  !+ !+!$    !
3.7 Construction
The construction principles (Figs. 3.15–17) for each of the three main groups of cuirasses –
Greek, Carpathian, and western European – differs according to their distribution, chronology
and decoration.
The construction of the Dendra panoply has elsewhere been described in meticulous form915
and therefore need not be repeated in detail. The panoply consists of 15 bronze sheets:
1. one breast plate (41 × 46cm) and one back plate (52 × 55cm)
2. two triangular metal sheets (c. 9 × 18cm) placed over the breast plate to protect the chest
3. two shoulder protectors which both have an additional metal sheet to protect the upper
arm (54 × 8cm on the right, 47.5 × 8cm on the left side)
4. the neck guard (height 8–15cm; diameter at the top 28.5cm; base diameter 21 × 24cm)
5. three bronze bands attached to the breast plate, and three bronze bands attached to the
back plate (64–76.5 × 15–17.3cm)
Each of these bronze sheets has small holes of c. 2mm diameter positioned every 2–2.5cm
all along the edge. These holes served to attach an organic lining, as the remnants of threads
within the holes, and fragments of leather inside the breast and back plate, attest.916 The lining
$ !  ! #   +!"§ ! #  > # ! !+ #$   ting himself on the sharp edges of the metal sheets. Where the edge of the metal sheets is not
bent outside, it was partly protected by an 8mm wide bronze band. The breast plate and the
longer back plate were joined together at the shoulder by a loop, which was riveted onto the
     #    # +#   !+  #  ! # *    ! $  "§ !
place by passing a nail through the loop (Fig. 3.16). The back plates overlapped with the breast
        #  !    !!+<   "§ ! #*  
on its left side held the plates together. The bar reaches from the armpits to the pelvis and can
be inserted into a range of three rings, which are attached to the breast plate.917 Thus, the cuirass
$ ¡§  ! #   > !+ !+>!  ! #+#  ! #+#  > #
same loop-system as on the shoulders was used to close the cuirass.
The shoulder plates are slightly bent outwards from the body of the warrior but where the
  !   # $"§> #+   # #      ! +# 
A metal ring of 1.2cm diameter is riveted onto the top of the right shoulder plate. It might have
  !   $   # # #     $"§
 *  ! #
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Verdelis 1967, 8–18.
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|+ ² !  $   "§!+ #   ! *    + # ! # +#   Q! % !%% !
(above left), Marmesse (below left) and Dendra (right) (above left: photograph M. Uckelmann, by courtesy of the
Musée d’Archéologie nationale et Domaine national de Saint-Germain-en-Laye; below left: photograph A. Chauvet
(C2RMF), by courtesy of the Musée d’Archéologie nationale et Domaine national de Saint-Germain-en-Laye; right:
 {  ¨¸>"+

breast plate only, since no larger holes are found on the back plate.918 The arm plates were
 #  # #     $ # # >$##$  #  # +#"#   !#
side. The arm plates widen in the centre, and at the end have a rather pointed shape. The edge
close to the arms is bent outwards, while the edge towards the shoulder plates is straight.
The two triangular breast plates were attached to the shoulder plates by rings passing
through three pairs of holes on each plate.919 The ends of the bronze sheet, which form the neck
guard, are riveted together. Both upper and lower edge of the bronze sheet are bent outside in
   #  * !+  # !*   #     ! $## +#    "§ #
neck guard with leather strips, and instead, it was most likely clipped over the bent rims of both
the breast and back plate. The protective band below the breast and back plate was attached to
them with threads or strips, since they do not always match perfectly on each side. The threads
or strips passed through three pairs of holes (c. 4mm of diameter) on the lower part of the breast
and back plates on the left, in the middle and on the right. The bands are joined together in a
similar way. Remnants of the leather bands or strips holding the bronze sheet bands together are
still preserved. The wider bronze sheet bands are placed towards the bottom of the panoply.
The panoply from the arsenal at Thebes consisted of similar elements.920 Its breast and back
plate, however, are of equal length. Unlike the Dendra panoply, the edges of the different parts
of the arsenal panoply (cuirass, shoulder guards and arm guards) are plain, and not rolled aside.
The damaged panoply from the arsenal consists of:
1. one breast plate and one back plate
2. two triangular breast plates (length 27.7cm)
918
919
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Cf. Mödlinger 2014b, 32.
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Fig. 3.16 Different ways of joining breast and back plate on the right shoulder: Dendra (bottom left), Saint-Ger!%% !`  >!`+# !Y  `
+# `
   {  ¨¸>"+
3; upper left: photograph M. Uckelmann, by courtesy of the Musée d’Archéologie nationale et Domaine national de
Saint-Germain-en-Laye; upper right: photograph M. Mödlinger, by courtesy of the Magyar Nemzéti Muzeum
Budapest; bottom right: photograph A. Chauvet (C2RMF), by courtesy of the Musée d’Archéologie nationale et
domaine national de Saint-Germain-en-Laye).

3. two shoulder pieces (13.6 × 21.5cm and 14 × 19.5cm)
4. two arm plates (length 40cm)
5. 44 fragments of bronze sheet bands
The shoulder plates do not have the wide ‘wings’ which cover the Dendra panoply at the
chest and back. The two triangular breast plates have a series of small holes (approx. 2mm in
diameter) all along the edge (no larger holes to connect them with the cuirass are present). The
arm protectors were attached to the shoulder guards with organic threads or strips, which
passed through larger holes on the parts to be joined together. The arm protectors have a row of
 #   !+ #+ $##  "§ +!  !  # !; # < !+$ #
the panoply, a further 44 fragments of bronze sheet bands were also recovered. These bronze
sheet bands most likely belong to belt fastenings on the cuirass, protecting the lower part of the
body.921 They do not necessarily have to be part of the associated panoply, however, and might
have belonged to more than one panoply. All of them bear a row of 2mm holes along the edge.
#   !; #  !   +!"!    #! # !    # ! !  
Some of the bigger fragments have larger holes, as seen on the upper arm plates, where organic
threads passed through to connect the bronze sheet bands to other bronze sheets.
The panoply from the Municipal Conference Center, Thebes, is constructed in a similar way
to the two other Greek panoplies. Though incomplete, we can still identify the main construction elements: the breast and longer back plate are fastened by two double-headed nails on the
left side. On the right side there is a riveted loop on the breast plate, which passed through an
elongated hole in the back plate to join the two plates together. These two plates would have
921
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only been joined together once the cuirass was put on by the warrior.922 The attachment of an
organic lining is indicated by the small holes arranged all along the straight and unrolled edges
of the plates. Larger holes occurring as pairs or in threes along the lower edge served for attaching the bronze sheet-bands below the cuirass. A fragment of a shoulder guard and one (triangu»     !   "! $ # #!!  923
Due to their state of preservation and the common occurrence of cuirasses as merely fragments, only the Carpathian cuirasses from Saint-Germain-du-Plain, the Danube and the frag!  ¯!! $   ! # $!+
The breast and back plates of the cuirass from Saint-Germain-du-Plain are joined permanently by four conical headed rivets on the left side (one of which is now missing), and one rivet
on the left shoulder (also now missing). The rivet holes were punched through from the outside
to the inside. The breast plate has a rectangular hole on the right shoulder to allow the wearer to
grab the upwards-bent metal sheet, which is attached to the inside of the back plate with a conical headed rivet, in order to join the two plates together on the right side (Fig. 3.16).924 At the
edge of the breast plate, centrally located on the right side, a bronze sheet with a central, rectangular hole was riveted on. Through this hole, another loop-shaped bronze band could be passed
!"§ !   $   # +# # `|+²#  !; %!
was riveted onto the back plate with a slightly conical headed rivet. Under the right armpit of
the breast plate we see an additional rivet hole of yet unknown function (which perhaps served
  $##"§ # $ ! #+   # !*  ` >!*
and base) were bent over a wire made of rolled bronze or copper sheet. Vertical hammering
traces are visible all over the inside of the neck and body of the cuirass. Several cracks present
can be connected to the massive material deformation that the bronze sheets would have under+ !!+ ! > $   +!"!        !+   ! 
use. Decorative elements were applied only on the breast plate, and different techniques on both
the front (chevrons by chasing) and the back (e.g. ribs with repoussé) were used. The edges of
the ribs on the front side of the breast plate were also further accented with a chisel.
The breast and back plate of the Danube cuirass were attached together by means of four rivets on the left side (if we assume that the upper and the lowest holes served for the attachment
of an organic lining only), as seen on the likely contemporary cuirasses from Saint-Germain% !!¯!! ! #   #   #   $  + # !  
single rivet, now lost, while on the right shoulder a simple loop riveted onto the back plate was
an adequate means of attachment, passing through a hole on the breast plate and then secured
with a nail, as known from the Dendra panoply and on the cuirass from the Municipal Conference Center plot in Thebes. The rivets used on the Danube cuirass are plain, unlike the conical
# >+  ! #   Q! % !%% !!¯!! #
edges of the breast and back plate are not reinforced with metal bands as found on the cuirasses
 ¯*!; ! >! !   ! #!!  < !+  #+ !
bronze or copper wire, as found on most of the Carpathian and western cuirasses, is also not
found. The edges are left straight, with only the neck guard being slightly bent outward. This
neck protection is, compared to the other Carpathian and western cuirasses, astonishingly high
and resembles much more closely that found on the Dendra armour, though not as a separate
part. All along the edges (rivet?) holes are applied; they have a distance from each other of
4–6cm, a diameter of 4–5mm, and were punched through from the outside to the inside. Since
the attachment of further bronze sheet elements by means of so many rivets does not seem likely, it is more probable that they served to attach an organic lining. The attachment of an organic
lining with rivets inside the cuirass is similar to that on contemporary helmets. On the latter,
and perhaps also on the cuirass as well, the organic inlay or lining was bent over the edge of the
bronze sheet and riveted on both sides of the bronze sheet. The decoration was applied from the
922
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inside of the cuirass with only two different sized punches: the pellet decoration (lines, circles,
bows) was applied with a small circular punch, while the larger central boss located inside the
four circles was applied with a bigger, round punch.
|  ! #    ! #    !! "§ # ! #*
    #  ¯!! < $+ !  !!+ ! # >
nothing more is preserved of the breast plate. Around the rivets, fragments of one complete rectangular lining disc is preserved (Fig. 3.17). No original edging of the cuirass survives, and
therefore it is unclear if the rim was rolled, bent or reinforced with riveted metal bands as
*! $! ¯*!; ! < +# ! +>   # +!  >    
 ++   <  ! #  Q! % !%% !> #  ¯!
nad Tisou has hammer traces on the inside of the back plate. Moreover, slight vertical hammering traces can also be seen on the outside of the cuirass. Since the breast plate is not preserved,
we can say little about the decoration of the cuirass. However, the back plate is decorated with
two c. 4mm wide ribs running parallel to the base and the armpits. The ribs were applied from
#*$ #  ! #  !"!$ ##  `# !+>  !  ! #
cuirass from Saint-Germain-du-Plain.

|+ @! $  #     $   Y  !! «²`  !¯!! >Q kia (right). Note the lining discs used for both cuirasses (left: photograph A. Chauvet (C2RMF), by courtesy of the
Musée d’Archéologie nationale et Domaine national de Saint-Germain-en-Laye; right: photograph: M. Mödlinger).

Since they survive only in either a heavily fragmented state or as single fragments only, not
much can be said about the construction of the other Carpathian Cuirasses. The Nadap frag! $ !  ! !;  $> $  #@!+ ! > # +#! $
survives. Both fragments are decorated with two ribs parallel to the rolled edge. The ribs were
  !+  #@!+ ! # "!  !  #   !> #  
  ! # Q! % !%% ! ! ¯! !     > $## $    $ # 
chisel on the outside of the cuirass. On the inside of the fragment, hammering traces are visible,
and on the outside, vertical polishing traces were detected. The wire from the inside is currently
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undergoing analysis.925 Due to its fragmentary character and the lack of any original edge, the
construction of the cuirass from Ducové cannot be reconstructed. The decoration on the chest
was applied with the edge of a chisel on the outside of the breast plate, while the two ribs were
   #! `  >! #  !"!$ ##  `# !+>  
noted for other Carpathian cuirasses. Additionally, small pellet decoration was applied from the
back inside the ribs.926
#  ¯* >#!+!+ !"!+      ! >  +!  ! !    Y   # + !  $ #     !!   "!     
with either the cuirass or the other objects which occur in the deposit. Nevertheless, aspects of
the decoration (two ribs parallel to the armpit were applied using the repoussé technique), and
the reinforcement of the edge, can be reconstructed: on the edge of (presumable both) breast
and back plate a separate, straight (and never curved) bronze band was riveted on. The bands
have a serrated edge with the points directed toward the centre of the cuirass and are decorated
with lines of small pellets. Two different sized band types are noted, which were attached to
two different edges of the bronze plate, as indicated by a corner fragment. On none of the bands
is there any surviving indication as to how the breast and back plate were joined (such as rivet
holes or an opening for the bronze loop on the right side, etc.). It therefore remains unclear how
 !*  $} !_ !+ #+ !  ¯*$ # #!$"! 
; ! >!    !; #    !  ! ! #     # >! 
seems highly likely then that the corner fragment derives either from the right lower edge of the
breast plate (on the back plate the decoration would not be visible, since the back plate was usu "§!! # #      # #  !*  #   927 In
the same style as the bands, two star-like, serrated discs were riveted onto the breast plate above
the nipples. The discs were riveted onto the breast plate with small rivets placed at each ‘point’
of the star.
Edge fragments with one parallel rib and outwards rolled rim were also associated with the
cuirass. Since these fragments are straight and not curved, they cannot derive from the opening
  # `   !>   #+ !  ; ! >$# #   #
plates around the arms were decorated with a serrated bronze sheet), nor can they derive from
the base or side of the breast or back plate, since these show the attached, decorated bronze
bands. Also, the ribs on these edge fragments are far bigger than the ribs on the breast plate (on
the cuirass from Saint-Germain-du-Plain all the ribs have the same width). The line of small
holes all along the edge of the fragments did not serve for attaching a decorative band with serrated edge (this would need also a second line of small holes). More likely, they served to attach
an inner lining, similar to the Greek cuirasses, if these fragments do indeed belong to a cuirass.
# + !    # !  "!   ; !         #   +!  ¯*928 Unfortunately, only fragments from the rim survived. The decorative band
with serrated side was attached with only one line of rivets, as was the edge of the armpits, parallel to the two embossed ribs. The ribs were applied in the same manner as on all other Car #!  Q!   } ! !!  ! #   > #; ! 
fragments from breast and back plate, riveted together with slightly conical headed rivets, also
 *   #     # <  ! #¯*+ ! > #  $ 
different thicknesses of serrated bronze sheet, with the thicker sheets having most likely been
applied to the base of the cuirass, whilst the thinner bands served as reinforcement at the armpits and eventually on the shoulders, as the rectangular fragment with a riveted decorative band
indicates.929
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Mottier and Schauer already described in detail the construction of the cuirasses of Fillinges. To avoid too much repetition, in the following only the main aspects of the assembly of the
cuirasses will be discussed. Both breast and back plate are thinner toward the centre (chest,
spine: 0.7–0.8mm) than on the edge (1–1.1mm).931 The rim of both plates is bent outwards
 !'²
 #*> !$#   } ! + # ! #   $ #" 
six conical headed rivets. Breast and back plate were joined together on the left shoulder either
by rivets or by bronze sheet bands which were riveted onto the back plate and passed through a
rectangular hole on the breast plate.
Abstracted breast muscles are depicted by means of decoration on the front plate; on the
back plate, the back bone is indicated by a massive, convex rib, which would also have
increased the stability of the bronze sheet. Hammering traces are not only visible on the inside
of the armour plates but also on the outside of most of the plates as well. The unprovenanced
cuirass cat. no. 135 shows mainly horizontal hammering traces. This cuirass also closely resembles the cuirasses from Fillinges in its construction methods. It differs only in having a row of
small, punched through holes all along the armpits, which most likely served for the application
of the inner organic lining.932 The cuirasses, as indicated by one of the examples from Fillinges,
were decorated with different sized punches from the inside (repoussé). Since on some of the
bosses the imprint of a ring is visible, we can infer the use of a ring die. The sketch of the decorative design, which was marked out with thin scratches on the inside of the cuirasses, is still
visible. Such sketches are also known from the greaves as well (Fig. 4.12).
The Marmesse cuirasses have a very similar construction to the Fillinges cuirasses: breast
!*  $} ! + # !!  ! #     " ! #
 $ # !!+  <! # ! # "§ # $     + # ! #  
#  <!   !+ #  ! #+#  #  "§    !>$##$  
onto the back plate, and passed through the hole. The edges of the cuirasses are bent outside
around a bronze or copper wire. Inside the cuirasses, traces of straight hammering are visible,
being mainly vertical on the lower parts and horizontal on the upper parts between the shoulders. In the application of the decoration, two different sized round punches were used. Radiographs of some of the Marmesse cuirasses (e. g. cat. no. 148) revealed several cracks which had
formed as a result of the high tension the metal underwent during the deformation process, and
which were enlarged by corrosion over the years.933
As on all other cuirasses, the breast and back plates on the cuirass Jura A (cat. no. 137) were
joined together on the left side. Both plates were riveted together by six conical headed rivets on
the side and by two rivets on the shoulder. The back plate is placed under the breast plate but is
not completely preserved and nor is the right shoulder. On the right side of the cuirass, the
    !  > !+ # #   "§   !$##$  
to the back plate. Further pairs of holes at the top and bottom of the right side of the cuirass
served most likely for the additional securing of the plates, perhaps with leather bands. The decoration of the cuirass was applied from the rear of the bronze plates with four different sized
round punches (repoussé).
Though the cuirass Jura B (cat. no. 138) differs in terms of decoration from the cuirass Jura
<>   !  +!"! !  !   !  # # !*  "§
  !  #   ! #    `" !   <  # !   # +#    #
   > !+ # `  !$   "§   !>$##$ eted onto the back plate. The left shoulder of the cuirass is not preserved. Also, only parts of the
back plate survive on the right shoulder. In the centre of the shoulder a bronze band was
 # $ #   !  #   ! !   ! # +>   !+  ¡  > ! #!
930

930
931
932
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Schauer 1982d; Mottier 1988.
Schauer 1982d, 112.
Cf. Mödlinger 2014b, 36.
Puniet – Balcar 2000.
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bent backwards towards the inside of the back plate.934 The rim of the breast and back plate
(arms, neck, base) is rolled around a bronze or copper wire. The rib decoration right under the
neck on the breast plate bears two punched-through holes, which most likely are connected to
the restoration of the cuirass. Since all rivet holes on the left side are torn out but still present on
#   > #     +!"!  +!+§  !# ration on the cuirass was mainly applied using three different sized, round punches from the
inside of the plates (repoussé). Only one punch was used to form the ribs – most likely with the
help of a die. Due to the high level of corrosion, no hammering traces are visible.
#! !!  ! ¸  +!"! !  !   !  # #er Bronze Age cuirasses. Its breast and back plate are fastened to the shoulders by two hinges.
Close to the rim of the breast plate and on each shoulder, a bronze sheet with the hinges
attached was riveted on. Seven rivet holes along the neckline indicate the attachment of now
missing decorative elements, with the three central rivet holes exhibiting different corrosion
products in a circular shape, which might be the result of formerly riveted on organic or metal
discs.935# #   !  # #   !$  #!"§$ # +!  
on both sides, which passed through six holes on each side of the plate. The rim of both the
breast and back plate is bent inwards, though the presence of a bronze or copper wire here is
unclear. The decoration was applied from the inside with two different sized round punches.
3.8 Analyses
Until now, only a few Bronze Age cuirasses have been chemically analysed or undergone
     !# !  #   ¯!! !¯*>
 
the breast and back plates from the Marmesse cuirasses, the two cuirasses from Jura, and the
Dendra panoply, as well as the potential cuirass fragment from Winklsaß. Also, the cuirass
miniature from Brandgraben underwent chemical characterisation.936 Tab. 3.4 presents an overview of those analyses so far published for Bronze Age European cuirasses.937
The majority of the cuirasses analysed consist of binary copper-tin alloys. Only the back
plates from the Marmesse cuirasses (cat. nos. 146 and 151) contain more than 3–4 wt.% Pb. The
Sn amount ranges usually from 6.5–11 wt.%, with only the Dendra panoply reaching up to 12.6
wt.% Sn. Wire and rivets were studied only on the cuirasses from Jura, and their Sn amount
ranges from 1.3–2.6 wt.%. According to the different analytical methods used, trace elements
such as Ag, As, Ni, Sb, Pb, S, Zn and Fe were detected. These elements are connected with the
copper ore.
Whilst on most of the cuirasses quantitative analyses were carried out, the Dendra panoply
was analysed only qualitatively, on corroded surfaces, using a handheld XRF.938 Copper chlorides, such as atacamite, nantocite, and paratacamite, as well as copper carbonates (azurite,
malachite), tin oxides (cassiterite), and calcite (most likely due to the soil), were detected. After
the removal of corrosion, the metallic surface was analysed again with the handheld XRF. The
panoply contains 9.4–12.6 wt.% Sn, which matches the composition of other European armour,
though western European cuirasses in general contain lower amounts of Sn. The cuirass and the
neck guard from the Dendra panoply seem to be made of the same alloy. The triangular chest
protection and the left shoulder protection were also made of the same alloy, as were the right
shoulder protection and the two bronze sheet bands nos. 5 and 6 (see Tab. 3.4). Since several
parts of the panoply were made of the same alloy, we can assume that the panoply was pro934
935
936

937
938

Cf. Mödlinger 2014b, 37.
Cf. Mödlinger 2014b, 37.
Michel – Mohen 1970 (Jura A and B); Weiss 1998 (Winklsaß); Sofou – Katsarou-Moschona 2006 (Dendra pan \# ª¥¥«`Y     ¥¥«`!!  Y^ !+¥`¯!! >
¯*>&!+!
For the detection method of the metallographic analyses and alloy composition via SEM-EDXS see Chapter 2.3.
Taratori et al. 2008, tab. 2.
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Cu

± 91
89
88-89
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duced at the same time in a single location. This contradicts, at least in the case of the Dendra
panoply, the documented practice of providing additional parts of armour for different wellequipped warriors, as described on the linear-B tablets.939
The cuirass miniature from Brandgraben has a completely different alloy composition, being
a single as-cast object which did not need any further thermal treatment or plastic deformation.
#     !  #   +!"!    # #>      # ! ! ! «$ µQ!>!+ +!"!  Q! #!!  # #!    
and thus would have also had a different colour.
#   ¯!! `*   ! >Û *Y# ?!>!¯*$
sampled.940 #       !      +!"!  #   #     # !ube.941 Due to the density of inter-crystalline corrosion, which outlined the microstructure, no
 #!+$ ! `|+«> #  Û *Y# ?! # $  ##+#  !   !> $ !        !`  ¥µ>!"!     !#
sample also shows tentacle corrosion.942 #       !  # ¯*   #  
evaluated by means of the analyses of single grains, since the sample showed a high level of
corrosion. As a consequence, the actual amounts of each element concentrating preferable at the
grain boundaries (such as arsenic or antimony) might actually be higher. Due to the cremation
process, the sample showed a complete homogenised microstructure. Therefore, the last step of
production, whether it was annealing, hammering or quenching, could not be detected. The

|+ « Y    #      ¯*> Q * `  ! ¯! !   ` $ # +!   #¯*  
      >$#  #   ! ! #    ¯!! 
outlined the microstructure.
939

Andrikou 2007, 406.
Mödlinger 2014b.
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Cu2-xFexQ%!   !   !   ! "  #  ! !  +!  ¯*# > # !        !> $   # !   #*! 
of the as-cast disc, could not be calculated.
# !! !+     #     ¯! !   $   $ #  
  #Ã%# ! #_Q!%  + > #+#! +# #
+!  # id solution. The few, slightly deformed Pb inclusions distributed in the metallic matrix indicate
  "!     !>$##  !  # +#   +! ! # ence of slip lines (Fig. 3.18, below right). The total biaxial deformation can be calculated to
around 77% due to the amount of deformation of the Cu2-xFexS-inclusions.943 This permits also
the calculation of the minimum thickness of the as-cast disc used to produce the bronze sheet,
which for the back plate was 3.6mm. However, this value does not take into account any materi
!+ # !   #*    #¡*!+    § >  #!+
and grinding.
The microstructure of the cuirasses from Jura had been analysed in the 1970’.944 The texture
  !  #         +!    Ã%# > !    #
+! > $ #
    ! $! ~!  !  > #      !  $  #! "  !
of slip lines or Cu2-xFexS-inclusions,945 and therefore the total amount of deformation could not
be calculated. Six of the Marmesse cuirasses were also analysed.946 The Cu2-xFexS-inclusions
and therefore also the bronze was deformed by up to 90%. The cuirasses analysed contained
between 9–10 wt.% tin.947 The publication of the analyses on the other Marmesse cuirasses, as
well as the cuirass from Saint-Germain-du-Plain, is currently in preparation by A. Lehoërff.
3.9 Use
Unlike the central and western European cuirasses,948 the Dendra panoply was always considered effective as a piece of functioning armour and never as having served only ritual purposes
or for display. It therefore seems strange why the other cuirasses should have been viewed this
way. The interpretation of defensive armour as not practical was a view applied not only to the
cuirasses but also to metal shields.949 Like other armour, central and western European cuirasses were considered to be objects of prestige or symbolic armour, and more broadly as too precious to be used, avoiding an interpretation concerned with what they actual are: armour.
The use of the Dendra panoply has been variously interpreted, including for use exclusively
on chariots, rather than on foot,950 by infantry only, and impossible to use on a chariot,951 and for
duelling only, excluding use by both chariot and infantry.952 A warrior may, of course, have used
#  # # " ! #! +#  ! 953 However, the truth most likely lies
somewhere in the middle, with cuirasses being versatile enough to serve in many different use
contexts.954
The exclusive use of such a panoply on a chariot would raise the question as to necessity for
greaves (as they were found together with the panoply), since the front of the lower legs would
already be protected by the chariot itself. The inclusion of the high neck guard on the Dendra
panoply (and also on the Danube cuirass) suggests that the warrior wearing it needed to be pro943
944
945



947
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For an overview see Uckelmann 2012, 175.
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tected from the likelihood of a fatal strike to the neck – an attack, which would happen only
during face-to-face combat and certainly not on a chariot. According to the replica, and experiments to test the effectiveness of different armour materials, the weaknesses of the panoply
were not the metal plates themselves but the gaps between them.955 The Dendra panoply thus
has ancillary plates to prevent the exploitation of this weakness, which would suggest its main
use in face-to-face confrontations. An additional argument in favour of face-to-face combat
with a sword is the small bronze ring attached to the top of the right shoulder guard. This ring
most likely held the strap for either a sword or shield. The potential singular guard for the right
arm,956 which was found lying on the panoply957 is another indication of its use in face-to-face
"+# !+ ! # ! § ! $ #  ;   #!!  958 demonstrated that with an approximate total weight of 15kg,959 # !    !  +!"! 
  #!   @  !     >$ #   } "  >  #  $>
use a sword or hold a spear under the arm. However, the shoulder protectors did appear cumbersome in the use of a bow or spear. The ability to raise the arm vertically above the head was
restricted but an over-arm grip of a spear was still possible. Also, the often depicted killing
strike to the neck (as seen amongst the Shardana on the Medinet Habu relief of the ‘sea battle’,
and on the seal from shaft-grave III from Mycenae) turned out to be possible, as were other
depicted strikes. The warrior wearing the Dendra panoply would most likely have had to be
right-handed, which is supported by the fact that the gap for the right arm is 2cm wider than the
!  #   > !+ #"+#     # $ ! $ ## +#  960 We
might therefore conclude that the warrior wearing the panoply, most likely a leader, arrived by
#   # " >  # $! !     !`|+ >! #! +# 
together alongside his foot soldiers.
Every published depiction of combinations of different armour and weapons is largely
hypothetical,961   ! + !   "! !  !  
potential set of arms and armour that had been worn together. The Dendra panoply was combined with a boar tusk helmet with bronze cheek plates (cat. no. 63), greave(s) (cat. no. 227), a
potential arm-guard,962 and (potentially) also a wooden shield. The cuirass was made of a breast
and back plate, onto which other bronze sheets were attached in order to improve the protection
for the throat and neck, shoulders, chest, pelvis and upper legs. Each bronze sheet had an inner
!!+ ##"!  # !  #     !  $#! !!+
these elements with the basic cuirass, with such variability occurring contemporaneously rather
than necessarily having to be a chronological development. The combination chosen for each
!    # !  !!   # $ ?    > !*>    "!!      ! 
Also, we have to take into account that the palatial authority, as the linear B tablets suggest, provided selected persons with cuirasses, who paid back the value of the cuirass through compliance and thereby sustaining the system. We might also take into account the existence of faster
! ¡§ $  > ! $ # #   !!   !    
attachments. These could instead be substituted with organic elements, as is clearly visible on
contemporary pottery depictions (Fig. 3.2), and as found on the later Carpathian cuirasses.
Amongst all the Carpathian and western European cuirasses, only the example from the Danube
#  !+ + $  +` »#  >$##   # "§  !   +!
inlay. The cuirass was not worn in combination with a separate organic jerkin but had it
attached permanently to the breast and back plate. On the other Carpathian and western Europe955

Molloy 2013.
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an cuirasses, no holes along the rim for the attachment of organic lining are visible, suggesting
they had to be worn over a separate organic jerkin (similar to the medieval gambeson).963
@    #  # ! !   ! # $       #   !  +!"! 
evidence of use-wear or for repairs. Due to the heavily fragmented character of most of the Car #!  >!     !! " ! #+ ! #  #  
Saint-Germain-du-Plain does not show any clear traces of use or repair, the cuirass from the
Danube has a 4cm long impact from a stabbing weapon, such as a sword, located above the
right clavicle. There appears to be no central enlargement of the impact, which might have indicated that it was caused by a spear. No traces of repair are visible (Fig. 3.18). On the back plate,
immediately opposite the position of the damage to the breast plate, a small impact is visible,
indicating where the tip of the weapon exited from the cuirass through the body of the wearer.
The back plate also demonstrates a severe sword impact, reaching from the left side of the neck
protection to the right side of the spine. It seems as if the warrior was, after being stabbed from
the front, attacked and almost beheaded from the back, potentially from a left-handed opponent.
However, it does not seem very likely then that the warrior fell with his cuirass into the Danube,
as suggested by Petres and Jankovits.964
Unlike the Greek cuirasses and those from the Carpathian Basin, the western European cuirasses are replete with evidence of repairs. These repairs are either the result of injuries during
combat or manufacturing mistakes. As indicated in detail by Schauer, the three breast plates
from Fillinges clearly exhibit impact damage from combat in the form of small holes with outwards bent edges at the neck.965 These are most likely the result of weapon perforation from the
front of the warriors wearing the cuirasses, if we do not want to consider these traces as a result
      !  "966 However they found their end, the cuirasses from Fillinges were certainly used as armour, as it is indicated by several repairs on one breast plate (cat.
no. 141) and one back plate (cat. no. 142). The breast plate was repaired twice under the right
! !$  !; # ` Ü $ "§$ #  967 and another
one (3 × 2.1cm), also with four rivets, in order to cover a crack caused by material stress. On the
remaining parts of the back plate, two repairs can be noted close to the liver. The cuirass was
repaired with a squared sheet (7.7cm × 4.5cm), which was attached with six rivets. An injury or
a stab in this area certainly was deadly during the Bronze Age. Further small damage close by
was maybe caused by an arrowhead.968 The fragment inv. no. 16.932 has two little bronze sheets
riveted partly above each other on the outside of the cuirass.969
The cuirass Jura B (cat. no. 138) exhibits damage in the form of a long, thin perforation from
the outside (with inwards-bent edges) at the lower area of the liver, which might have been
caused by a sword. The damage was (opposite to the similar one from the back plate from cat.
no. 142 from Fillinges) not repaired (Fig. 3.19); similar traces are also known from shields.970 On
the right side of the chest and the neck, additional bronze sheets were riveted on to repair a previous, rectangular cut out damage of the cuirass.
The Marmesse cuirasses are probably the ones with the highest number of repair. The most
+!"!   !  ! ¨> ! #     #*  ! ! #  
side of the breast plate of a second Marmesse cuirass.
963

A gambeson is an organic defensive jacket, usually padded or quilted, and constructed of linen or wool with
!+ "!+@   $ !     >  !$ #      
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Petres – Jankovits 2014, 65. In addition, they note that a sword cut reaches from the neck down under the right
scapula. Indeed, there is a short crack under the right scapula. Since it has also an almost 90° angle to it, it does
not seem to derive from a sword cut, and is certainly not the result from a large sword blow from the neck to the
armpit, whereby we would also expect damage directly above the scapula.
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Fig. 3.19 Traces of use on the cuirasses. The two cuirasses illustrate different types of use-wear from weapon
impacts. The cuirass from Graye-et-Charnay or Véria, France, (left) shows the impact of a sword or spearhead in
the area of the liver. The cuirass from the Danube (right) shows a c. 4cm long injury from a stabbing weapon as a
sword above the right clavicle in the front and, on the back side, the injury where the sword tip exited as well as the
impact of a sword slash from the left side of the neck, crossing the spine (left: photograph A. Chauvet (C2RMF), by
courtesy of the Musée d’Archéologie nationale et Domaine national de Saint-Germain-en-Laye; above right: photograph M. Mödlinger, by courtesy of the Magyar Nemzéti Muzeum Budapest; bottom right: after Petres – Jankovits
¥>"+¨

Cuirasses were an affordable (for high-status warriors at least), useable and effective form of
armour, which offered protection to the warrior in combat. According to the different size and
measurements of the cuirasses from Fillinges and Marmesse, we can assume that they were
   " !  ! # +# ! #  #      #      #
armour (or at least the parts to be attached to the cuirasses), a cuirass would still have needed to
"   >!$  #  * !  
Moreover, the slightly different decoration on the back of the Marmesse cuirasses probably
 !  # " !$!+ # #! ! ! #*! 
of the lines on the back perhaps indicating the status or rank of the warrior to his cohort, whilst
the front instead provided opponents with a more uniform view of the warriors.971 The increase
of decoration over time, and its spread from southeast to western Europe, does not appear to be
    # ! "  !  #$ ! !       !    !>
and instead may have served a practical purpose.
# #*!   # !; #   #    +!"!    !>!
  ! ! #"!> #  $!  # +# #   !  ration. Bending the rim around a bronze or copper wire, or strengthening the rim by riveting on
additional bronze sheets, also increased the stability of these much thinner central and western
971

Cf. Mödlinger 2014b.
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European cuirasses. Most likely, this process was combined with the use of an increasingly
thicker organic jerkin worn under the metal cuirass, whereas the Greek cuirasses permitted
only the application of a thinner organic inlay, sewed onto the bronze sheets, as indicated by the
line of small holes all along the edges. The metal cuirass worn over an organic jerkin, such as
the Carpathian and western European cuirasses, and the metal cuirass with organic inlay, like
the Greek examples, clearly offered a higher level of protection than simple organic armour
alone. The greater protection offered by wearing a metal cuirass over organic protection
increases the likelihood that these cuirasses belonged to the Bronze Age elite, contributing to
and underlining the prestige and authority of the warriors that were wearing them.
It is important to point out that the design and construction of these bronze cuirasses would
! #!  #$ !+* $ #   $ "!  $ > 
$    ! !+    !} $#  ! !!+  +   # ¡§   !
mobility in combat.972 While the Dendra panoply placed greater emphasis on protective aspects
(substituting the massive shields with a direct method of body protection), this emphasis
changed with the development of the later cuirasses, as was already visible on the more delicate
cuirasses from Thebes which had fewer and smaller attachments. This development was clearly
orientated toward less weight and increased mobility. The massive Greek panoply was substitut     >$##   ! ¡§   ! # 
development, which permitted greater mobility of the warrior, can be connected to changes in
"+# !+ #! >$ # # +!  >    >   #     !
1200 BC, and perhaps more generally with the possible upheavals connected with the ‘catastrophe’ in the eastern Mediterranean during this time.973 Whether these adaptions to the design of
   $ #          +!  #!+  ! "+# !+ #!  !   
`! !+ #!    ! !$ $   >   !+ +!"! #!+  ly stabbing to a primarily slashing weapon), remains unclear.
Catalogue
Greek Cuirasses
Cat. no. 122. Dendra, Peloponnese, Greece – grave 8 – one shoulder protection. Measurements: height: 25cm; width: 32cm – Archaeological Museum Nauplion, inv. no. 22.956 – Pl.
]!  !¨>>! {  ¨¸>²>> >"+_þ

1973, 52–53, pl. XVIII.3; Andrikou 2007, 402.
The shoulder protection was found in the grave without obvious indications that there had
been further parts of metal armour. This might be the result of later deposition, robbery or the
protection having been deposited as pars pro toto, or was perhaps the only metal part of an
organic cuirass, intended to provide greater protection for the right shoulder. The latter interpretation seems to be the most likely, as organic defensive armour is well known from depictions,
and increased protection of the right shoulder would have been necessary, as it was not protected
by a shield during the use of a sword or spear. A detailed depiction of a single shoulder guard, as
we know it from grave 8, Dendra, is found on a seal stone from Thisbe, Boeotia (LH II).
Cat. no. 123. Dendra, Peloponnese, Greece – grave 12 – complete. Measurements: thickness:
approx. 1mm; total weight: originally c. 14.5kg – Archaeological Museum Nauplion, inv. no.
14.230 (old entry); 19.001–19.002 (new entry) – Pl. 23.123. References: Müller-Karpe 1962a,
280; Vanderpool 1963, 280–281, pl. 62.5–7; Åström 1967; Verdelis 1967, 1–53; Paulík 1968, 55;
_þ
¨>²> Ý{!# +#¨«¥Q#¨«>²'>"+ ¸' ^ 
1983; Taracha 1999; Everson 2004; Sofou – Katsarou-Moschona 2006, 325; Andrikou 2007;
Taratóri et al. 2008.
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The grave was discovered in the north of chamber grave 10 during Swedish excavations in
1960. It was robbed prior to the start of the excavations but was also apparently disturbed in
antiquity, most likely in preparation for a further internment which appears not to have taken
  #  !   #   > # + "! >    !   !>   $    #
grave itself, are described in detail by Verdelis and P. Åström.974 There were a number of associ "! >! !+$#      ++$ #  #  >$##$ 
positioned close to the pelvis, a golden nail from a robbed sword, a silver cup of Type Vaphio,
and fragments of other gilded objects. Boar tusks were found close to the skull. On the other
side of the grave, the armour and the bronze vessel, as well as a few ceramic vessels, were
#!   !   " !     !; # >$##!   $!er from their neck, protected by a high collar, to their knees, and was held together with organic
# !+ @ $   ! #¡  $ !  ! &! # #+#    #! ply a greave was found, which broke into several fragments during recovery. Two other sheets
close by were interpreted as one or more further greaves.975 Verdelis suggests that these were
two greaves and the other was protection for the right arm, the left being protected by a
shield.976 Beneath the fragments of arm protection, residues of wood were also discovered (42 ×
35cm). In vessel no. 8 two bronze cheek plates and boar tusks were found. Close to the second
greave, a bronze mirror and some bronze vessels, as well as a small knife, were found. On the
    #+"! >{     #   +  #" #   #²th century BC.977
Cat. no. 124. Arsenal, Thebes, Boeotia, Greece – settlement – fragments – no measurements
– Archaeological Museum of Thebes, inv. no. 40.520–40.555 – Pl. 24.124. References:
Snodgrass 1965, note 7; Touloupa 1966; Touloupa – Symeonoglou 1967; Verdelis 1967, 21–22;
Càssola Guida 1973, 53, 66; Demakopoupou – Konsola 1981, 53; Fortenberry 1990, 44–45, cat.
! ¨'<!* ¥¥>¥?<  'Q   ¥>"+ !+¨
In the ‘Arsenal’ area of the palace, in the central corridor of the building, numerous bronze
weapons, including spearheads, arrowheads, swords and knives, as well as pieces of horse harness, vessels (cherniva), and tripods, were found along with parts of a cuirass (shoulder pieces,
triangular pieces which cross over the chest, and successive bronze plates below the main cuirass) in 1964. The bronze sheets are similar to parts of the Dendra panoply.978 The bronzes fell
into one of the 17 cist graves of the 17th century BC, when it collapsed.979 Further important
"!   #¦< ! ?\@@@& # $ #\!& +! 980
Cat. no. 125. Thebes, Boeotia, Greece – settlement – fragmented. Measurements: height:
31cm; width: 36cm – Archaeological Museum of Thebes, inv. no. 27370.1, 3, 16–17 – Pl. 24.125.
]! <!* ¥¥¥>¨<!* ¥¥>¥Q   '?<  ¥¥¨>"+
The cuirass was excavated from the Municipal Conference Center plot (northwestern part of
#Y!!  !"  ! > ! $    !  
which could not be removed. Shoulders and part of the right side are missing.
Carpathian Cuirasses
@{¢%Y Y     – associated deposit (?) – fragment.
Measurements: height: 41cm; width: 46cm; thickness: 0.5–1mm – Archeologické múzeum

974

Åström 1967; Verdelis 1967.
 {  ¨¸>"+
976
Verdelis 1967, 6.
977
Verdelis 1967, 7.
978
Verdelis 1967, 21.
979
   !'Q  !   %  ¨¸²>"+ >«
980
Touloupa 1964, 27.
975
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QY>&  >!! ²¥` «!' ²¸]!   !ã¨¸¸>
' ¢*¨¸«>'>"+
The cuirass was found at a depth of 2m during the building of a new freight railway station
! ¨   !ã !  !  # > ! $
> !  +!!+ !>      "! 981 The
"! $ +#  #<# + @!   !Y !>Q *>! # $!+!
are now stored in the Archeologické múzeum SNM in Bratislava. Only the back plate of the
cuirass, without neck area, and right shoulder survive. The base of the cuirass is not completely
preserved, and the wire, around which the rim was bent, is now lost, as is a large part of the left
shoulder.
@{"  $£*     ' ` !+ "!'+ ! 
Measurements: height: 22cm; width. 17.3cm; thickness: 0.8–1.6mm – private collection – Pl.
¸]! \ !  ¥>¸²>"+¸¸
The cuirass fragment was found on the terraces of the river Torysa (close to Pri kaplnke). In
# !  !!+>  # "!  #    *  + !     $ # #  
_ >    #   >! $  !#
§ >#!  ered (Lorenc et al. 2013, 165).
@{ ¢    + $    – grave 2 – fragments – Archeologické múzeum
QY>&  >!! @«¥²' ²«]! ! ¨²>¥>"+¥¨ ¢*'
 ¢*¨¸¥>²¨'>"+ '> ¢*¨¸>>²>"+ ¢*¨¸«>¨'²¥ *!#^  ¨> > !  «¥>   ««¥> ²¨'¸¥> ¸<  * ¨²> ¥> !  >    Q#
¨«>¸>! « ¢*¨««>'²  ¨¨¸>"++¥«
The cuirass was found during the excavations of A. Knor in 1950. As well as the cuirass, the
+  ! !  !+  #     !>    ¡!+ #  $    
Nenzingen,982 two spearheads, two median winged axes,983 ! * #  > !; >" 
+ ! > $ ! > !$ #   ! #! !$ #¡ #> !# > al small rolled bronze sheets, rivets, buttons, nails, fragments of a belt, further small bronze
sheet fragments probably attached to textiles, as well as ceramics. In total, there have been over
40 fragments most likely belonging to the cuirass.984 In 1963 Paulík reconstructed the cuirass
with rib bows in triangle form.985 Unfortunately, not all the fragments were published, and most
of the cuirass fragments are now lost.
Paulík mentions bronze sheets with ‘buttons’ which had not previously been discussed, and
suggests that these might be the remains of the metal parts of leather greaves.986 These bronze
fragments are without any chevrons or pointed ends. Some of the bronze sheets from the grave
might also belong to such an object and not to the cuirass.987 Additionally, Paulík tried to reconstruct a shield which had been buried in the grave,988 with the intention of reconstructing a complete set of defensive armour.
@{ $     £*    – associated deposit – fragments. Measurements: height: 14.5cm; width: 8cm; thickness: 0.5m – Archeologické múzeum SNM, Bratislava,
!! @¯¥²' ¸¨]!  ¢*¨¸«>¸>"+Q#¨«>²
#        !!+ # + !     $   ! !     "
settlement connected with the Velatice-Baierdorf group at Ducové in 1965. The associated
981
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984

985

982

986
987
988

  !ã¨¸¸>'«
 *¨²>¥> '<
< !+  *¨²>¥ !  ! #! !§
 ¢*' ¢*¨¸¥>¸>¥«>¨'¥>"+²> ¨'¥
 ¢*¨¸>>¸>"+Q   ¨¨¸>"++¥«
Paulík 1988.
Paulík 1988, 24.
Paulík 1988, 24.
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deposit contained fragments of sickles, Type Peschiera daggers, bowl-headed pins with swollen
neck, and median-winged axes.989 The fragment of cuirass comprises the right breast with a
star-like decoration around the nipple, the part immediately under the right arm, and a smaller
part under the right arm pit. Originally the fragment was rolled together and was broke when
unfolded during restoration. A part of the breast decoration with the double rib also appears to
have broken off recently and was not found in the museum.
Cat. no. 130. Saint-Germain-du-Plain, Dép. Sâone-et-Loire, France' !+ "!`
Sâone) – complete. Measurements: breast plate: height: 50.3cm; width: 37.4cm; back plate:
height: 52.6cm – Musée d’Archéologie Nationale, inv. no. 2757 – Pl. 27.130. References: Reinach
¨>& !! 'Y ! ¨««>¸Y ¨««>>"+«! !¨¨>
# $  !+ "!  #Q¶ !  #+!!!+  #  ! 
@|@!%Q!*[\* – associated deposit I and
@@'+ ! ' §+ !  !  ;'] |  Y; ·>! !! ]! Q;¥Q;¥Q;¥¸>«'«>"+ '¨
The associated deposit I was found with metal detectors in December 2011. Archaeologists
were informed immediately, and the remaining associated deposit was excavated to avoid further destruction.990 The associated deposit I was disturbed by the plough but two thirds of the
deposit remained in situ. Within 20m around the deposit, further bronzes, such as fragments of
sword blades, a fragment of a sword hilt, and further tiny bronze fragments, were found.
The Ha A1 deposit contained hundreds of both undamaged objects, and damaged objects,
having been broken and melted. Underneath the metal sheet objects, fragments helmet of Type
Paks (cat. no. 26), an associated cheek plate (cat. no. 35) and fragments of a cuirass (cat. no.
131), were found. Further fragments belonged to a bronze cup. The group of undamaged objects
included a winged axe, dagger, pendant, spangle and a phalerae.991
During the excavation and documentation of the associated deposit, another, so far undis      > $   ! #    $   # "  @   !     
bronze spearheads, a bronze knife, a heavily bent sword, a shorter sword, a socketed chisel, as
well as a pressed bronze sheet with rivets, which might derive from another cuirass.992
Cat. no. 132. Nadap, Kom. Fehér, Hungary – associated deposit – fragment. Measurements:
#+#  «²  $ #   #*!  
 ' Q;!  @ !   Y;  Q;* #>
! !  ¨ '   ¸ ]!     ¨«> ¸'¸> "+ ¥'> # Y ;   ¨«²> ²
Hansen 1994, 12, 546, H 451; Makkay 2006, 7, pls. V–VIII; Uckelmann 2012.
For the description of the associated deposit see at cat. no. 9. As well as the currently identi" !   > ! !+  #     !!+ `  !  ¨> + !   # mets of Type Paks (cat. no. 27), a pair of greaves, further fragments of another pair of greaves
(cat. nos. 165. 170–172), and a fragment of a shield of Type Nyírtura, a further fragment of
bronze sheet from the associated deposit might also be from a piece of armour.993 A further 17
individual fragments decorated with embossed knobs and parallel ribs, which Makkay identi"     $ #¡§  !;! >    !>994 belong instead to belt
   > #  #  Y* >_  995

989

Paulík 1968, 46.
Szabó 2013, 811.
991
Szabó 2013, 811; Szabó 2016, 27.
992
 Q;¥>"+Q;¥¸>>"+¨
993
Makkay 2006, no. 12.
994
Makkay 2006, nos. 14–30.
995
 !['Y# }[¥¥> ¥
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@|| :$    $<$ – associated deposit – fragment.
Measurements: height: 15cm; width: 12cm – Moravské zemské múzeum Brno, no inv. no. – Pl.
¸]! Y^ !+¥`$ !+   &! %Þ* ]#     #coming.
#  $  !!@!>]!   ! 996
@|!¤ !!!\![\*' !+ "!
(river Danube) – complete. Measurements: height: 44.7cm; width of base: 51.1cm; thickness:
0.7–0.8mm in the centre, c. 0.9–1.3mm at the edges of the neck and the arms – kept at the Mag  ;  Y;  &  #    !+   # Q;!  @ !   Y  >
Q;* #>!! «'' «]! !*  ¨¨¨¥¥¥>¨²>! 
Q; # ¥¥>¸  '!*  ¥
# $  +  +#  #    Q;* #    
in 1982.997 The cuirass was said to have been found on the east side of the Danube shore at Pilis >   % ; + >! #!  # & >! #¨¸¥?
Western European Cuirasses
Cat. no. 135. Unprovenanced – complete. Measurements: 51 × 39.4cm – Metropolitan Museum
$Ó *>  !! ¥¨' ¥²]! Q#¨«>¨¸'¨>"+Y ¨««>>¥'>"+ ¸'«
The cuirass was bought by the Metropolitan Museum in 1909 from D. Reiling, Mainz.
Before this it belonged to the Forman collection and was sold at Sotheby’s on June 19, 1899 (no.
153). The cuirass is similar to the cuirasses of Fillinges in respect of a number of details, especially to cat. no. 139, that it seems highly reasonable to assume they were made in the same
workshop or at least are closely connected. Next to the rim of the arm, which was bent around a
wire, the cuirass has a row of small holes, most likely to attach an organic inlay.
Cat. no. 136. Unprovenanced – complete. Measurements: height: 36.8cm; height neck: 3.3cm;
breadth: 34cm; diameter neck: 13.8cm – Museum für Kunst und Gewerbe, Hamburg, inv. no.
¨' ¨¸]! +! #¨>¨>! ¥>"+¥+ !!¨¨>'
>"++¥Y* !+¨¥>! ««> ¸Y# ¨>Y# ¨²>>
"+  ' Y % ¨¸> ²> !  ¸ Q! +  ¨¸> «  !   ¨«> ²> !  ²
Q  ¨«> '² Y  ¨««> > "+  '  !   ' Q !! ¥¥> ¨>   ! 
I.34.
The cuirass was part of the Johannes W. F. Reimer collection (Hamburg) (inv. no. B 98).
Unlike the cuirasses from Fillinges, Marmesse and Jura, this cuirass is not waisted and the
breast muscles are not clearly visible. The breast is accented with dotted and bossed circles and
a large central boss.
Cat. no. 137. Jura A (former ‘Grenoble’), Dép. Jura, France – associated deposit – complete.
Measurements: 47 x 43.5cm (breast plate), 44 × 44.6cm (back plate); thickness: 0.6–1mm;
weight: 1.46kg (breast plate) 1.44kg (back plate) – Musée d’Armée, inv. no. B 4 (FZ 6711) – Pl.
29.137. References: Robert 1860; Carthailhac 1875/1878, 468; de Beauregard 1901, 308–315;
Y# ¨¸¨Y# 'Y #!¨¥Y ¨««>>"+ '   ¥¥²>¥¥
The cuirass was bought by the museum in 1860, the same year as it was found. It was found
together with a further cuirass (cat. no. 138), now owned by the Musée du Louvre, Paris (inv.
no. Br 1132), in Graye-et-Charnay or Véria.

996
997

Richtera et al. forthcoming.
Petres – Jankovits 2014.
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Cat. no. 138. Jura B (former ‘Naples’), Dép. Jura, France – associated deposit – complete.
Measurements: 44 × 45.3cm (breast plate), 43 × 49cm (back plate); thickness: 1mm – Musée du
Louvre, département des Antiquités grecques, étrusques et romaines, inv. no. Br 1132 (FZ 3683;
old inv. no.: MNB 474; R 17; N III 1087) – Pl. 29.138. References: Robert 1860; de Nieuwerkerke 1868, 41; Carthailhac 1875/1878, 468; Chantre 1876, 150; de Beauregard 1901, 308–
²>"+#  ¨¥«'¨>]¨²>²>! > ¸¸ !!¨>
115; Millotte 1963, 162; Michel – Mohen 1970, 64; Briard – Mohen 1983, 155–156; Mottier
¨««>>"+ ¨'¥] #¥¥>¥²>'   ¥¥²>¥¥>! ¨
The cuirass was found in Graye-et-Charnay or Véria in 1860, and is associated with a further cuirass now owned by the Musée de l’Armée, Paris (inv. no. B 4; cat. no. 137). The Musée
du Louvre bought the cuirass in the same year as it was found.
Cat. nos. 139–145. Fillinges, Dép. Haute-Savoie, France – associated deposit – seven complete cuirasses and several fragments. Measurements see Tab. 3.5 – Musée d’Art et d’Istorie,
Genéve, inv. nos. 14.057–14.061, 14.181, 16.931–16.932, 23.451 and John Woodman Higgins
Armoury, Worcester, Mass., USA, inv. no. 2875 – Pls. 30–31. References: de Beauregard 1901,
308–315; Dean 1921; Deonna 1933; Deonna 1934a; Deonna 1934b; Deonna 1935; Deonna 1946;
v. Merhart 1954; Schauer 1982d, 92–130; Mottier 1984; Mottier 1988; Hamard-Frichet – ReyBellet 2000; Steuer 2001.
At the end of 1900, street workers widening the street of the small village of Fillinges, came
across the deposit, which contained seven cuirasses, several fragments and a bronze wand.998 O.
C. de Beauregard carried out further excavations in August 1901.999 He mentioned a horse jar,
some ceramic sherds, further bronze sheet fragments, and a massive ash layer between 5–30cm
thickness, spread over 10m². De Beauregard also noted that according to ‘a reliable testimony’1000 the breast and back plates had been placed inside each other, similar to those from
Marmesse.1001
No documentation, publication or pictures were produced. Most likely, the cuirasses were
found placed inside each other or, as noted by a worker who participated in the ‘excavation’,
     "!!+ #   > !      
they were spread over the area.1002 @
#!+ # } $ # # ! $!@!+  > #"!$     $! $ ! ans, a notary and a doctor from Genève. Today the cuirasses are divided between two museums, the Musée d’Art et d’Istorie, Genéve (cat. nos. 139–142; 145 and fragments inv. nos.
16.931–16.932, 23.451), and the John Woodman Higgins Armoury, Worcester, Mass., USA.1003
The basic measurements, and most important information, regarding each piece and associated fragments, are listed in Tab. 3.5. For a more detailed description of the cuirasses, see
Schauer and Mottier.1004 The bronze wand found with the cuirasses has a length of 45.3cm, a
diameter of 3cm and a weight of 1.75kg (inv. no. 23.451). It is a unique piece without any parallel. Mottier mentions a tin content of 5% but makes no reference to other detailed results or
sampling.1005 The surface of the wand, and so also its decoration, was largely destroyed during
the cremation process.1006
Cat. nos. 146–152. Marmesse, Dep. Haute-Marne, France – associated deposit – seven
almost complete cuirasses – Musée d’Archéologie Nationale, France, inv. no. 83.753–83.758;
998

 |  #     !  #"!  > Q#¨«>¨
de Beauregard 1901, 308–315.
1000
Warmenbol 2010, 565.
1001
de Beauregard 1901, 311. Contradicted by Deonna 1934b, 96.
1002
Schauer 1982d, 95.
1003
Mottier 1988, 110.
1004
Schauer 1982d, 103–104; Mottier 1988.
1005
Schauer 1982d, 98, note 19; Mottier 1988, 114. The analyses were carried out with XRF.
1006
 Q#¨«> ¸Y ¨««>>"+
999
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Cat.
No.

Inv. No. Type

Heigh
(cm)

Width
(cm)

Thickness Condition
(mm)

Details

139

14.058 breastplate

43.2

37

0.7–1.1

almost
complete

140

14.059 breastplate

44.9

41.1

0.7–1.1

complete

141

14.060 breastplate

45.6

36.9

0.7–1.1

almost
complete

142

14.057 backplate

49.9

47.6

–

almost
complete

–

–

–

fragmented

The upper parts of the back plate are
still present, while the lower third is
missing

fragmented

only the upper right side remained

143

2875

backplate

144

14.061 backplate

45.7

20.5

0.5–1

145

14.181 backplate

19.3
22.4

39.2
19.4

–

two fragments

–

16.931 fragment

6

19.5

–

fragment

fragment of the lower rim of one
cuirass

–

16.932 fragment

7.9

8.5

–

fragment

fragment of the side part of one cuirass with residues of ancient repair

–

16.932a fragment

7.5

10.3

–

fragment

–

16.932b fragment

6

6

–

fragment

–

14.181a fragment

6.2

6.7

–

fragment

fragment from the rim of the arm

Tab. 3.5 Measurements of the western European cuirasses from Fillinges.

86.197 and Chaumont, Musée d’Art et d’Histoire, 83.755 (FZ 8032) – Pls. 32–33. References:
Y #!¨«Y ¨««>'>"+ ²' ¨¨! !¨¨¨>¨¨>"+ %
Frichet – Rey-Bellet 2000, 143–148; Puniet – Balcar 2000; Steuer 2001; di Mantova – Watelet
¥¥\# ª¥¥«>¨²'¥¸ #¥>"+²
The cuirasses were found in 1974 during the quarrying of gravel in Marmesse at ‘la petit
Marais’ in the Aujon-valley, close to a spring near a swamp. Three cuirasses had been placed
inside each other. Further cuirasses and fragments were discovered in 1980 and 1986. Accord!+  # # +#    # "!  > $     $   !  ! ! # #
+ ! $ ! ## +#   #"!      !   # monly held assumption that three groups of three cuirasses placed inside each other were
deposited.
The inventory numbers correspond with the following catalogue numbers: cat. no. 143/inv.
no. 83.753; cat. no. 144/inv. no. 83.755; cat. no. 145/inv. no. 83.756; cat. no. 146/inv. no. FZ
32.691; cat. no. 147/inv. no. 83.754; cat. no. 148/86.197; cat. no. 149/83.755 (FZ 8032).

4 Greaves
<  ! >
²+   #& !;<+! @ !<+> "!   ! >#
been discovered (Fig. 4.1). Several fragments of further potential greaves would increase this
number. The greaves were mainly deposited as either single fragments in associated deposits or,
as in the case of the Mediterranean, complete as pairs in graves. With the exception of the
greaves from Dendra, all greaves so far found have been decorated.
< !+  # #! +    > $  !      +  !  ! "
_   @ $ # $ "§  !> ! _   @@ $ #    !   !+ # + |      
associated with greaves of Class I:
1. Subclass A: greaves with integrated wire loops, comprising types Desmontà, Lengyeltóti,
 >_! !\ !
2. Subclass B: greaves with wave-shaped wire, comprising Type Kallithea
3. Subclass C: greaves with separate wire loops, comprising Type Grammichele
4. Subclass D: greaves with riveted on loops, comprising Type Ilijak
These main groups largely differ in respect of their distributions; Subclass A is distributed
from the Danube westwards up to central France, and the Po Valley in the south. Greaves of
Subclass B are known from southern Greece, Cyprus and southern Italy, while greaves of Subclass C are found in southern Italy only. Greaves of Subclass D are known from Albania and
Bosnia-Herzegovina, as well as a single fragment from Olympia (cat. no. 226). Greaves with a
perforation along the edge (Class II) are not chronologically or geographically related and have

Fig. 4.1 Archaeological distribution of European Bronze Age greaves: { Greaves of Type Desmontà. { (grey)
Greaves of Type Lengyeltóti. z   ¡ Greaves of Type Kallithea ■ Greaves of Type Grammichele. U Greaves of Type Ilijak. Ì  _  @@! !+   ! + $ #*! $!"!  
mapped.
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|+ _  "  ! + #+   !       #+  #+  >
represented by less than three greaves, fall under Class IA: Type Canosa (cat. nos. 193–194) and Type Limone (cat.
no. 195), or Class II: Type Dendra (cat. no. 227), Type Schäfstall (cat. no. 228) and Type Winklsaß (cat. no. 229).

therefore been grouped on the basis of technological criteria only (Fig. 4.2). From northern and
$ ! "!  + >  #"!  &  ! ` ! «>&  +!% %
Essonne (cat. no. 184), Beuron (cat. no. 185) and Cannes-Ècluse, unknown (Fig. 4.1).
Greaves of Subclass A can be divided into those with Gleichbuckel (Type Desmontà and
Type Lengyeltóti), Punktbuckel `   ! Leistenbuckel (Type Canosa and Type
Limone).1006 Greaves of Subclass B and C are uniformly decorated with Leistenbuckel, while
greaves of Subclass B may also show chevron decoration. Greaves of Subclass D bear geometric decoration. Greaves of Class II can be decorated with Gleichbuckel, as at Schäfstall and
Winklsaß, or undecorated, as at Dendra (cat. nos. 228– 229 and 227, respectively).
Several Bronze Age miniature greaves are also known. They form two groups with different
chronological and geographical distributions, represented by southern Italy and the Carpathian
Basin. These miniature greaves measure c. 5.5 – 9 × 3cm and bear pellet decoration: one line of
pellets running along the rim, and one or two centrally positioned vertical lines. In some cases,
further lines of pellet decoration, arranged geometrically, were applied between the central line
of pellets and those along the rim. As well as these bronze miniatures, two possible clay miniature greaves are known from the Gârla Mare culture in Bulgaria (Bz D).1007
In contrast to other armour, such as cuirasses, shields and helmets, greaves are rarely known
  #_ #!& ! #   #!` # ! "!    #  
#!*! $!  ` ! ¨¥!Y* %!}` ! «@! !trast to other categories of metal armour, greaves is the only one which is regularly found asso $ #+  $>+"!  +  # #! # Q  _!
!  #    < #!  ` \!+     !  «¥'«> {   `     ! 
186–187), and Dendra were found in graves, and perhaps also the greaves from Desmontà (Type
Desmontà; cat. nos. 154–155). Except the burnt fragments from Volders, all of these are more or
    !  # !+ "! !! + Q#     $ #
water context.

1006

1007

Gleichbuckel: decoration with equal sized pellets; Punktbuckel: decoration with pellets and bosses; Leistenbuckel: decoration with ribs and bosses. Ringbuckel: decoration with bosses surrounded by ribs. Punzbuckel:
punched bosses.
Dietrich 2009, 91–96.
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#" $%!+!+   + ><+ !!! >1008 were primari !!$ #*"! >$# Y# $  #"    # #!  pean study of Bronze Age greaves. Here he drew an important distinction between older corded
greaves and later clamped greaves.1009 ++  #  #"   +! ! #!
area, on the basis of the increasing abstraction of the decoration found on the greaves. The discovery of the Dendra grave, with its range of early defensive armour, meant that an origin for
the development of greaves in the Danube area could no longer be maintained, as argued by N.
Yalouris, who suggested instead an Aegean origin for greaves.1010 The work of Catling focused
on the typology, symbolic interpretation, and dating of greaves.1011 Müller-Karpe supported an
origin for defensive armour in the Aegean, and noted that the greaves from Enkomi (cat. nos.
¨¸'¨«>  #` ! ¨¨'¥¥!]! ;! * ` ! ¸«    #  
   #+   !& !  # ~!"  > #  !+
a scheme of chronological development for greaves beginning in the Aegean, and continuing
# +#   #~!"  1012 Snodgrass noted that Archaic greaves, whose shape did not
change much over the centuries, are completely different from the Mycenaean and central European greaves, and that only the greaves from Kavousi and Praisos might stand typologically
between the two forms.1013 K. Kilian discussed in detail the southeastern European greaves of
Type Ilijak, which date to the Early Iron Age, and drew special attention to the votive character
of a fragment related to this type which was found in Olympia.1014Q#   >&¯ [lished a further pair of greaves of the same type from Bosnia-Herzegovina.1015 Schauer distinguished different types of greaves according to their ornamentation, and separated Mycenaean
and Early Iron Age greaves.1016  ! " +#      # ~!"    #   
were not uniform in date or origin, and does the description of the types consistently match the
   "!     # > ! !    #   # > !+!+ # +  ! #
basis of their ornamentation into three main types (Vogelbarke, wheels and bigger
Punzbuckel).1017 The most recent and comprehensive study of European Bronze Age greaves,
$##!   !  !$"! > _  !+1018  " +   ! #    #! +   >$## +    !$ # #  "  !
according to associated ornamentation. Clamped greaves were not discussed, since they appear
only in the Early Iron Age. Clausing distinguished three main types of corded greaves: those
with integrated wire loops (greaves with wheel motif; greaves with small embossed decoration;
greaves with embossed decoration; greaves with ribbed and embossed decoration) or separate
wire loops (wave-shaped wire or separate wire loops), greaves with perforations along the rim,
and greaves with riveted-on loops. The separation of greaves with integrated wire follows the
  "!  !!# ! +  *!#^ ? Gleichbuckel- (Bz D–Ha A1), Punktbuckel(Ha A2–B1) and Leistenbuckel decoration (Ha B2).1019 It is worthwhile to note that the date of
these different decorative styles corresponds with the general date of each of the greaves and
their context, be it from an associated deposit or grave. The relationship between the different
regional chronological systems, and their respective terminology, which will be used in the following discussion, is illustrated in Fig. 1.1.
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Nadap, Hungary

Cannes-Écluse, France

165

162

Esztergom, Hungary

]! ;! * >!+

{ * Ú>_  

Malpensa, Italy

177

179

Nagyvejke, Hungary

Slavonski Brod (2), Croatia

Lengyeltóti, Hungary

Poljanci IV, Croatia

Markovac-Grunjac, Serbia

Beuron, Germany

 >_;#] 

169

176

173

175

182

185

190

Boutigny, France

184

wheels

bird heads & wheels

arcs

Buckel,
Bandmuster

Perlpunzmusterzier

Punzbuckel

wheels

Vogelbarke (?)

Vogelbarke

Vogelbarke (related)

Vogelbarke (?)

Vogelbarke

Buckelzier

wheels

bird heads;
other geometric
decoration

Mödlinger

 !  "! 

Class I, Type A3
` 

Class I, Type A1 or A2

Class I, Type A2
(Lengyeltóti)

Class I, Type A1
(Desmontà)

     ! #

Group 1, A3:
integrated loops

Group 1, A2:
integrated loops

Group 1, A1:
integrated loops

Motif / Type of
Decoration

Clausing 2002
Technological

+   !     !  ! !& !;<++ #  Y# $ 
known until its publication.

{^ +>!+

189



Weissenstein, Austria

188

186–187 Volders (2), Austria

Bouclans, France

183

191–192   @![`>_  

& }![>& !!;+ !

178

180–181 Athens (2), Greece

Stetten, Austria

174

170–172 Nadap (3), Hungary

168

166–167 Unprovenanced (Hungary?)

164

154–155 Desmontà (2), Italy

Poljanci I, Croatia

163

Vogelbarke

Perlpunzmusterzier

Vogelbarke

Motif / Type of
Decoration
Punzbuckel (related)

bird heads

Type of
Decoration

Hansen 1994

160–161 Malpensa (2), Italy

&  *{ >_  

153

Motif

Schauer 1982b

156–159 Pergine (3), Italy

Find Site

Cat.
No.
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Find Site

Limone, Italy

Dobraç, Albania

Olympia, Greece

Dendra (2), Greece

Schäfstall, Germany

Winklsaß, Germany

226

227

228

229

220–225 Ilijak (6), Bosnia-Herzegovina

218–219 Dabrica (2), Bosnia-Herzegovina

217

207–208 Grammichele (2), Italy

211–216 Torre Galli (6), Italy

209–210 Pontecagnano (2), Italy

203–204   `>

201–202 Portes-Kephalovryso (2), Greece

205–206 Castellace (2), Italy

199–200 Kallithéa (2), Greece

196–198 Enkomi (3), Greece

195

193–194 Canosa (2), Italy

Cat.
No.

Buckel, Perlpunzmusterzier

Type of
Decoration

arcs

Vogelbarke (related)

Punzbuckel (related)

Motif / Type of
Decoration

Hansen 1994

Tab. 4.1 continued.

Perlpunzmusterzier

Late Mycenaean

Early Iron Age

Pontecagnano,
Torre Galli

Late Mycenaean

Motif

Schauer 1982b

Linien- und
Buckelzier

Motif / Type of
Decoration

potential fragment

Group 3 C: perforation along edge

Group 3 A: perforation along edge

Group 2:
riveted on loops

Group 1, B2:
separate loops

Group 1, B1:
separate loops
(wave-shaped wire)

Group 1, A4:
integrated loops

Technological

Clausing 2002

Class II

Class I, Type D1
(Ilijak)

Class I, Type C1
(Grammichele)

Class I, Type B1
(Kallithea)

Class I, Type A5 (Limone)

Class I, Type A4 (Canosa)

Mödlinger
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#     +  !    +  !  +    +# " 
seem. As is clear in Tab. 4.1, whilst the names might differ, the greaves were generally grouped
in quite similar fashion. As is evident, the main differences are of a technological nature: central European greaves have integrated wire loops, while the southern Italian and Greek greaves
have separate wire loops or wave-shaped wires. Greaves with integrated wire loops contain
only one wire, around which the rim of the bronze sheet from which it was made was bent, and
on the sides was used to form the external loops which the wearer used to secure them. Greaves
with separate wire loops or wave-shaped wire incorporated several wires, with one running
along the edge of the bronze sheet, around which the sheet was bent, and the other used to form
the loops used by the wearer to attach the greave to their lower legs.
The differences between the typological approaches of earlier studies is small: Hansen considered the greaves from Pergine (cat. nos. 156–159) as being closely related to ‘geometric
greaves’, such as that from Kallithea.1020 In comparison, Schauer described the greave with bird
heads from Cannes-Écluse, with bow-shaped pellet decoration,1021 as being similar to the
greaves from Winklsaß and Schäfstall. He also grouped the greaves from Kallithea, Enkomi
and Dendra together and dated them as Late Mycenaean, whilst the greaves from Torre Galli
(cat. nos. 211–216) and Pontecagnano (cat. nos. 209–210) were grouped separately.
4.1 Greaves of Class I, Subclass A
4.1.1 Greaves of Type Desmontà
4.1.1.1 Decoration
The 12 or 13 greaves of Type Desmontà share, with the exception of the greave from CannesÈcluse, common decorative elements, such as having at least three parallel, geometric,
embossed lines (Tab. 4.2). These greaves exhibit different levels of abstraction of the bird heads,
and seems to increase in abstraction from east to west (Fig. 4.3). It is important to note that the
decoration was usually made with Gleichbuckel. On most of the abstract birds, however, the eye
is represented by a much larger boss. The only example of bird heads facing each other, rather
than turning away from each other, is on one of the greaves from Malpensa (cat. nos. 160–161;
Fig. 4.3.3). This motif as a whole is rather rare, and is only otherwise known on an unprovenanced razor and two ceramic vessels, from Pianello di Genga and Frattesina, respectively.1022

Fig. 4.3

1020

Abstract bird heads on greaves of Type Desmontà: 1. Pergine; 2.&  *{ 3. Malpensa; 4. Poljanci;
5. Desmontà; 6. Malpensa; 7. Cannes-Ècluse (not to scale).

Hansen 1994.
Schauer 1982b, 133.
1022
 ¥¥>²²>"+¥«
1021
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On the greaves from Pergine, a rather clear abstraction of the Vogelsonnenbarke motif can be
! Y  >  # !"+ $ #$> !   ! $! # 
`|+  \+           # #  # # ! "+ ! # !> $# 
smaller bosses may indicate beaks and hands.
Cat. No.
153

Find Circumstances

Find Site

State

Condition

associated deposit

&  *{ 

HR

fragments

154–155

associated deposit (?)

Desmontà

IT

almost complete

156–159

associated deposit (?)

Pergine

IT

almost complete

160–161

associated deposit (?)

Malpensa

IT

almost complete

associated deposit

Cannes-Écluse

FR

half preserved

162
163

associated deposit

Poljanci I

HR

fragment

164

associated deposit

Esztergom

HU

fragment

165

associated deposit

Nadap

unknown

unprovenanced (Hungary?)

166–167

HU

fragment

HU (?)

fragments

Tab. 4.2 Greaves of Type Desmontà.

4.1.1.2 Distribution and Deposition
Most of the greaves of Type Desmontà were found in the Carpathian area west of the Danube.
Unlike the greaves of Type Lengyeltóti, greaves of Type Desmontà have also been found more
commonly in the west of Europe, such as that from the associated deposit of Cannes-Écluse, as
$   #"!   #!  #! & !!!  #!! `|+#@  !"! >
comprising Desmontà, Pergine and Malpensa, are also the only ones to have been found com  @! #    #"! > #     # !++"! # ! ++ -

Fig. 4.4 Archaeological distribution of European Bronze Age greaves of Type Desmontà: 153. &  * { 
154–155. Desmontà; 156–159. Pergine; 160–161. Malpensa; 162. Cannes-Écluse; 163. Poljanci I; 164. Esztergom;
165. Nadap; 166–167. Unprovenanced.
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ed.1023<  #"!  ## + !   !  !   !+ + ! !
associated deposits as a result of local depositional practices. Two of the greaves of Type Desmontà, from Malpensa and Cannes-Écluse, were found to have been folded several times before
deposition. This folding of greaves before deposition, however, seems to have been more common for those greaves of Type Lengyeltóti.
4.1.1.3 Chronology
Like greaves of Type Lengyeltóti, the greaves of Type Desmontà are generally dated to Ha A1.
Gaucher and Robert, Johannowsky, and Bouzek have suggested an earlier date of Bz D for the
associated deposit of Cannes-Écluse.1024#+  &  *{ > }!@!Q  !ski Brod (cat. nos. 153, 163 and 176) have been dated to period II, after Vinski-Gasparini.1025 As
noted before, the associated deposit from Nadap has been dated to Bz D–Ha A1, and the associated deposit from Esztergom to the Kurd horizon1026 (cat. nos. 165, 170–172 (Nadap) and cat. no.
164 (Esztergom)).
The dating of Italian greaves of Type Desmontà is still a matter of debate. Most recently,
Sperber suggested a date of Ha B1 for the greave from Pergine,1027 following that of MüllerKarpe and Hansen.1028 Salzani dates the greaves from Desmontà to the 10th century BC on the
basis of their close relationship to the greaves from Malpensa and Pergine, though this is in fact
somewhat earlier than the greaves from Pergine.1029 Jankovits argues for an earlier date, in the
12th–11th century BC, on the basis that the necropolis, in which area the greaves have been
found, might have started after the deposition of the associated deposit.1030 Clausing suggests,
following Salzani, a date between the 11th and 9th century BC according to the surrounding
necropolis.1031 Schauer interpreted the greaves from Pergine as the earliest of those with bird
  ! >$##Y;   !      !  !!¡! 1032 Subsequently, Marzatico connected them to a bronze vessel from grave 23, from the necropolis Valle La
Fata, which dates to late 9th or beginning of the 8th century BC, on the basis of the bird depic !  !$ ## !"+ > #   !!+ # th century BC dating.1033
An earlier date for the Italian greaves from Desmontà, Pergine and Malpensa, to between
the 12th–11th centuries BC, is suggested by several other authors, including v. Merhart, who was
criticised by Snodgrass, de Marinis and Peroni.1034 However, an earlier date of Ha A1 is certain! + ! $ # #"!   # >!$ # #!   %$  !!tions in general at this time,1035 and the fact that the deposits of Nadap and Malpensa also contain greaves of Type Lengyeltóti (cat. nos. 165 and 160–161).
Catalogue
@ | %  }  ¥ %     %  – associated deposit –
+ ! ' #*! ¥²
$+# ¥+ «+ +'<# * ;}+>! !
1023
1024
1025
1026
1027
1028
1029
1030
1031
1032
1033
1034

1035

E.g. as Mira-Bonomi 1979, 43 for Malpensa.
Gaucher – Robert 1967, 210; Johannowsky 1970, 201–202; Bouzek 1981, 28.
Vinski-Gasparini 1973, 218; Clausing 2003, 200.
Mozsolics 1985, 118.
Sperber 2011, 16, note 32.
Müller-Karpe 1959, 64, 167; Hansen 1994, 16.
Salzani 1987, 141.
Jankovits 1997, 14.
Salzani 1985, 43; Clausing 2002, 155–157.
Schauer 1982b, 134; Marzatico 2002, 32–33.
Marzatico 2012.
v. Merhart 1956/1957, 115, who is criticised by: Snodgrass 1964, 86; de Marinis 1979, 511–514; de Marinis 1988,
161–163; Peroni 1989, 88, 278.
Burgess 1991.
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no. – Pl. 34.153. References: Vinski-Gasparini 1973, 178, 212, pls. 55.22; 57.9; Müller-Karpe
¨«¥>«¥>! ¥¸> ««Q#¨«>>"+! !¨¨>'²>«>"+ ²
²¸_  !+¥¥>²²>"+
The associated deposit was found in 1959 during work in a vineyard. Parts of the associated
deposit were stolen but it still comprises more than 800 pieces, including arm rings, twisted and
 !!*!+ >" >! >  > ! >!! >  > # + ! >+ ! 
+>$>!+ >" !+ >+ !   $  `&  *{ ><! >! &;}>* >] !+!>! !>Y#  >!  + ! >
daggers, spearheads, arrowheads, knives, razors, socketed axes, winged axes, chisels, sickles,
$ !; $    !! "+ ! 1036
Cat. nos. 154–155. Desmontà, prov. Verona, reg. Trento, Italy – associated deposit (?) – a
pair of greaves, almost complete – Museo Civico Archeologico di Cologna Veneta, inv. no. IG
«¨²!@«¨²' ²'²]! Q ;!¨«²>'Q ;!¨«>>"+
+ ² ! ! ¨¨> > «> ¸> !  «> "+   ² !*   ¨¨>  _  !+ ¥¥>
²²>"+'
The necropolis of Desmontà today consists of more than 320 graves and dates to the 11th–9th
century BC.1037 The two greaves were found in the area of the necropolis in a small pit without
! #  "! !  #+ $   !    $ >!
the second greave was placed immediately beneath, also on a piece of wood.
Cat. nos. 156–159. Pergine (Masetti), prov. Trento, reg. Trentino, Italy – associated deposit
(?) – two almost complete pairs of greaves. Measurements: see below – Castello del Buonconsiglio e collezioni provinciali, Trento, inv. no. 7533 (other inv. nos. unknown) – Pl. 34.156–159.
]! | + ¨>'>"+ '| + ¨>¥¸'| + ¨>'>"+ 
'Y# ¨²¸¨²>¨>¥'¥>²'¸>"+'Y %¨²¨>¸>¸| +  ¨²>     ¨«> ¥> "+ ¥' Y%& !  ¨¨> «'¥ Q# ¨«>
¥¸> «'¨> > "+ ²'   ' !!+ ¨«> ¥ | +  '     ¨«¨> «
! !¨¨>²>«>«>! ¸¸>"+ ¸²!*  ¨¨>>"+¨'¸_  !+¥¥>
²²>"+¸Y;  ¥¥>>"+«  !¥>Y;  ¥å$ # #  ature].
The two pairs of greaves were found close to the small church of Au Massetti during work
on a nearby street running through Valsugana in May 1940. The decoration on all four greaves
is almost the same. One pair has four loops on each side (pair A), whilst one of the second pair
has three loops on each side, whilst the other is not complete (pair B). Pair A, measurements:
29 × 13.2cm (inv. no. 7533) and 29 × 12.4cm.1038 Pair B, measurements: 27.5 × 14.3cm and 26.5
× 7.7cm (only one side of the greave remained).1039
Cat. nos. 160–161. Malpensa, reg. Lombardia, Italy – associated deposit (?) – three almost
complete greaves, two of Type Desmontà – Pl. 34.160–161. References: de Marinis 1979, 511–
² Y%& !  ¨¨> ²> "+ ' Q# ¨«> ²> "+  Y ;   ¨«²>  
Y! ¨««>¸'¸ !¨«¨>««>«! !¨¨>>«>>! «>"+ '²
_  !+¥¥>²²>"+'²Y! ¥¥¨>«'²>"+ ¸>¨Y! ¥¸>"+&
Gambari et al. 2017.
The associated deposit contained three greaves (cat. nos. 160–161, 179), ingots and ingot
fragments, three spearheads and a spearhead fragment, two axes and a further fragment of axe,
$  *  ! * + ! >!
 !; # ! $! "  #  ` 
no. 61).
1036

Vinski-Gasparini 1973, 212, pls. 52–65.
Salzani 1987, 141.
1038
 | + ¨>"+ >
1039
 | + ¨>"+ >
1037
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According to R. de Marinis the greaves were deposited independently of the history of the
necropolis, and belong to a separate associated deposit dating to the 12th century BC, and there  !   $ #]! ;! * ` ! ¸«1040 Peroni also dates the associated
deposit to the same period.1041 Mira Bonomi, however, argues that the greaves are part of the
inventory of a grave.1042
The three greaves do not belong to the same type. Whilst two of the greaves belong to Type
Desmontà, they do not form a pair. The third greave belongs to Type Lengyeltóti (cat. no. 179).
Cat. no. 162. Cannes-Ècluse, Dép. Seine-et-Marne, France – associated deposit – half of the
greave preserved. Measurements: 27.9 × 9.7cm; thickness 0.6–0.9mm; thickness wire: 1–2mm –
Musée de Préhistoire d’Île-de-France, inv. no. unknown – Pl. 35.162. References: Gaucher –
]  ¨¸>¥²'¥>"+ ¸'«>²Y #!¨>«Y %¨«¥>! ¨> 
«Q#¨«>>"+ '!!+¨«>¥! !¨¨>>«>"+ ¸
²_  !+¥¥>²²>"+\# ª¥¥¨
The greave was found in 1964 as part of an associated deposit, which was unearthed by a
bulldozer. The associated deposit currently comprises 364 fragments (39 fragments of axes,
more than 40 fragments of sickle, a bracelet or torque, bronze sheets, etc.) and two complete
pieces, a bracelet and a chisel. The large fragment of greave was found folded together.1043
@|_$¥%   % – associated deposit I – fragment. Measurements: 9.5 × 10.8cm; thickness: 0.6mm; weight: 29.4g – Brodsko Posavlje Muzej
Slavonski Brod, inv. no. 1797 – Pl. 35.163. References: Vinski-Gasparini 1973, 183, 218, pl.
«¨Y %¨«¥>«¥²>! ²> «<²Q#¨«>>"+! !¨¨>
'>«>²¥>! >"+ ²_  !+¥¥>²²>"+«_  !+¥¥>"+¸&
Miklik-Lozuk 2009, 67, cat. no. 80.
The associated deposit was found in 1958 during ploughing and consists of 178 bronze
}  !    !+ >!*!+ >" >    > ! >!! >     !;  $ "+!> ! > + !   ¡!+ #  $  > *! > $!+
axes, chisels, sickles as well as fragments of a helmet (cat. no. 24) and a fragment of a
greave.1044 Vinski-Gasparini published 55 objects from the associated deposit.1045
@\!\*X\*!!!\*[\* – associated deposit
@ ' + !  ' &   & !  Y;   ; + > ! !  ¸¨« '   ²¸ ]! 
Müller-Karpe 1980, 807, no. 341; Mozsolics 1985, 116–117, no. 85, pl. 138.16; Hansen 1994, 13,
«>²«>! >"+ ¨²!*  ¨¨>¸>«>"+²_  !+¥¥>²²>"+>¨
The greave fragment could not be located in the museum. The associated deposit was found
! # >     # ! ¦ · !?#     !   ¨«
bronzes, most of them fragments, which were found in a ceramic pot.
Cat. no. 165. Nadap, Fehér megye, Hungary – associated deposit – fragment. Measurements:
Ü¨ 'Q;! @ ! Y; Q;* #>! !! ' ²¸²]! 
  ¨«>²«'²¨>"+'Y ;  ¨«²>²! !¨¨>>«>²¸>²>"+ ¥'
 ² !*  ¨¨>"+_  !+ ¥¥> ²²> "+ ¥ Y** ¥¥¸> >   @{ ~* mann 2012, 17–18.
For description of the associated deposit, see cat. no. 27.
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de Marinis 1979, 511–514; de Marinis 1988, 161–163.
Peroni 1989, 88, 278.
1042
Mira-Bonomi 1979, 43.
1043
 #']  ¨¸>"+¸¥
1044
Miklik-Lozuk 2009, 45–46.
1045
Vinski-Gasparini 1973.
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Cat. nos. 166–167. Unprovenanced (Hungary?). Measurements greave 1, overall dimensions:
27.3 × 17.1cm, weight 192g; greave 2 is heavily fragmented – Hadtorteneti Muzeum, Budapest
!! ¨¨¨@@' ²¸¸'¸]! ¥²>"+ «>¸²
The pair of greaves is represented by 37 fragments. For the description of the assemblage,
see cat. no. 12.
4.1.2 Greaves of Type Lengyeltóti
4.1.2.1 Decoration
Greaves of Type Lengyeltóti (Tab. 4.3) are generally decorated with Gleichbuckel. In all
instances, the hub of the wheel is indicated by a larger boss and on some greaves, such as that
from Nagyvejke (cat. no. 169), the spokes are emphasised by the addition of bows attached to
the wheel. The wheel motif might have acted as an apotropaic symbol of protection,1046 speed or
power, since they are also found applied to a range of central and eastern European body
armour, including an unprovenanced crested helmet (cat. no. 100) and a cheek plate from Podcrkavlje-Slavonski-Brod (cat. no. 67), which are rarely ever decorated. The wheel motif is more
commonly found on belts,1047 pins and pendants.1048 Usually, the wheels consist of two circles,
# +# #   #   ! !
!`>]! ;! * >Q  ! *& ` 
no. 176) and Stetten/Teiritzberg (cat. no. 174).
#+ ]! ;! *   # ! *! $!+$ # #$# 
!
(naturalistic) water bird depiction. The greave is decorated with three lines parallel to the rim,
and three further vertical lines positioned in the middle of the greave. In the centre there is one
wheel on each side, and above and below these there are four water birds. The decoration of this
greave indicates a close relationship to those greaves of Type Desmontà.
The greave fragment from Slavonski Brod II differs from those found in Slavonski Brod I,
being both slightly bent, and having been decorated with this three-circled wheel. The fragment
most likely belongs to a different greave, as this particular variant of the motif is rather rare on
objects other than greaves.
Cat. No. Find Circumstances

Find Site

State

Condition

168

associated deposit

]! ;! * 

HU

complete

169

associated deposit

Nagyvejke

HU

fragments

170–172

associated deposit

Nadap

HU

fragment and 2 complete

173

associated deposit

Lengyeltóti

HU

complete

174

associated deposit

Stetten

AT

fragments

175

associated deposit

Poljanci IV

HR

almost complete

176

associated deposit

Slavonski Brod

HR

fragments of 2 (?) greaves

177

associated deposit

{ * Ú

HR

fragments

178

associated deposit

& }![

BA

fragments

179

associated deposit (?)

Malpensa

IT

complete

grave

Athens

GR

almost complete

associated deposit

Markovac-Grunjac

XS

fragment

180–181
182

Tab. 4.3 Greaves of Type Lengyeltóti. The fragment from the greave from Markovac-Grunjac, Serbia, might also
be associated with greaves of Type Desmontà.
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Bouzek 1981, 28.
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1048
Pare 1987.
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From the associated deposit of Markovac-Grunjac, Serbia, which was recently published by
 &  ! [>1049 a small fragment of the rim of a greave with partly surviving wire is
known. Due to its fragmentary character, it is not clear if it belongs to those greaves of Type
Desmontà or of Type Lengyeltóti. Another bronze sheet object, a disc, shows atypical pellet
decoration, indicating that it was cut out from another bronze sheet object, potentially another
(or the same?) greave: on the base, two incomplete, parallel circles are visible. On the upper
!>"
  > +#  ! !! @! $! #     !  $ 
#   $ !# # +#>
 *   "§ #   ! 
 #!+ #   !   
means of attachment on the rearside.
4.1.2.2 Distribution and Deposition
The 14 or 15 greaves of Type Lengyeltóti were generally deposited in associated deposits. The
main recovery area is the Carpathian Basin west of the Danube. Only one greave fragment,
belonging either to greaves of Type Lengyeltóti or greaves of Type Desmontà, derives from the
eastern side of the Danube, from Markovac-Grunjac. The most western examples derive from
Malpensa and Stetten/Teiritzberg, while a pair of greaves derives from Athens. This pair suggest
possibly close contact between the different geographical regions of Greece and the western
Carpathian Basin, and potentially to the greave from Malpensa, which may too have come from
+`|+²Y   #!+!"! > $   #+  Y ! > }!
IV (cat. no. 175), and Athens, are almost complete, while in the associated deposits from Stetten/
 ;+>& }![` ! «>+}*>{ * Ú` ! >!Q  ! *& 
only fragments were deposited, perhaps as representations of the original whole artefact. This
depositional practice can also be noted in the deposition of helmets of Class I, which are generally found as single fragments only in the associated deposits from former Yugoslavia, Germany,

Fig. 4.5 Archaeological distribution of European Bronze Age greaves of Type Lengyeltóti: 168.]! ;! * 
169. Nagyvejke; 170–172. Nadap; 173. Lengyeltóti; 174. Stetten/Teiritzberg; 175. Poljanci IV; 176. Slavonski Brod;
177.{ * Ú178.& }![179. Malpensa; 180–181. Athens; 182. Markovac-Grunjac.
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Austria and Romania, but are usually in a more complete state in the Carpathian Basin. At least
"    ²+  \!+  $ ! #!    !`Q  !> }!@{>Y ! ` ! ¨>\!+  ` ! >!]! ;! *~! * #+ ! "!  + >$## #!    !   
the original whole, we might interpret the act of folding less as indicating intentional destruction
but more likely stemming from practicalities concerning their size during deposition.
4.1.2.3 Chronology
Greaves of Type Lengyeltóti are generally dated to Ha A1 or period II.1050 v. Merhart, Kossack
!Y % ++ ! #¨²¥?  #  #+ ]! ;! *   
&` <   #     Q  ! ;+> ! [  #  
   & }![>!   #     +}*1051 Müller-Karpe later
corrected his dating to Ha A1.1052 Mozsolics also suggested the earlier dating of Ha A1 for the
"!   ]! ;! * >    ! ! ! #     # § ! #       
Q  ! ;+>!^!+ & }![>1053 whereas Johannowsky dated them as early as Bz
D. Concerning the associated deposit of Nadap (Bz D/Ha A1), the deposition date during Ha A1
is already well-established.1054 # +    \!+     & }![>1055 Slavonski
Brod,1056 Poljanci IV1057 ! { *  Ú>  +!       @@>  $!+ {! *%
Gasparini.1058 Opinions on the dating of the greaves from Malpensa differs widely, with Jankovits
and Mozsolics both suggesting Ha B1, and de Marinis arguing for a date in the 12th century BC or
Ha A1 respectively.1059 $> !+   #"!   #   >  !+ <
seems to be far more likely, as it is also suggested here for the greave from Lengyeltóti. The
slightly more recent date of early LH IIIC1060 for the greaves from Athens, might be due to the
fact that as an import the greave probably had a higher value and was not deposited immediately.
Though the greave fragment from the associated deposit from Markovac-Grunjac cannot be
associated with the greaves of Type Desmontà or of Type Lengyeltóti, its chronological attribu !   <> ! #     #    "!  ! #         >  
clear.1061
Catalogue
@<* *!\*!\*[\*– associated deposit – almost complete. Measurements: 25.5 × 19.2cm; thickness: 0.1mm; weight: 126g – Somogy Megyei Múzeu*@+;+  +>  * ! #Y+ ; Y; >& >!! ¨«'
  ²¸« ]!     «¨¸> ¥>   ²  Y#  ¨²¸¨²> ¨> !  ¸> "+ 
Snodgrass 1971, 47–48; Mozsolics 1972, 387, 390, notes 32–36; Müller-Karpe 1980, 811, no.
«> Q#¨«>>"+Y ;  ¨«²>>«'«> ¨«! !¨¨>
²>«>"+ ²²!*  ¨¨>'>"+_  !+¥¥>²>"+_  !+¥¥>¸²
1050

Period II after Vinski-Gasparini 1973. See Fig. 1.1.
  * ¨²> > «'¨  Y#  ¨²¸¨²> ²'  ! [ ¨²«> ² Y % ¨²¨> ¸  
1962, 46–47; Patay 1990, 71.
1052
Müller-Karpe 1962a, 275.
1053
Johannowsky 1970; Mozsolics 1985, 183; Hansen 1994, 16, note 27; König 2004, 191.
1054
Most recently by Uckelmann 2012, 17–19.
1055
König 2004, 191.
1056
Clausing 2003, 200.
1057
Miklik-Lozuk 2009, 47.
1058
Vinski-Gasparini 1973.
1059
de Marinis 1982, 84; Mozsolics 1985, 80; Jankovits 1997, 12; de Marinis 2016.
1060
Mountjoy 1988, 29.
1061
  ! [¥¥
1051
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The associated deposit was found in 1894 in a vineyard and, as well as a greave, contained
decorated bronze sheet fragments, fragments of a vessel of Type Kurd, the hilt of a sword of
Type Illertissen, one spearhead, two winged axes and two fragments of winged axes, nine sickle fragments, six socketed axes and fragments, one possible hammer, two fragments of axe, one
pin, one arm ring, one fragment of a knife, one nail and 24 as-cast fragments.1062
Cat. no. 169. Nagyveike, Tolna megye, Hungary – associated deposit – fragments – Wosinsky
Y Y+ Y;  Q;* ;> ! !  ¸¨¥²¨¸¥ '   ²¸¨ ]!  Y ; 
1971/1972, 32, pl. XIII.6, 13; Mozsolics 1985, 156; Patay 1990, 70, no. 117; Jankovits 1997, 6,
"+_  !+¥¥>²>"+_  !+¥¥>¸²
A number of objects appeared during ploughing in 1965, and the associated deposit was excavated in 1969.1063 It was buried at a depth of 30–40cm in an oval pit some 45 × 70cm in size,
with the objects irregularly placed inside it. The associated deposit currently comprises 164
objects, with some bronzes having been lost,1064 including fragments of three axes and several
fragments of socketed axes, eight more or less complete socketed axes, fragments of saw, 17
sickles (Type Terramare, Griffzungensicheln, and Knopfsicheln) and sickle fragments, fragments
of daggers and knives, two fragments from swords of Type Ennsdorf, further fragments of
sword, three spearheads and a spearhead socket, a phalerae, wire, Riemenverteiler, bronze buttons, a decorated disc in the shape of a double axe, several fragments of different types of bracelets (round cross-section and made of sheets), fragments of two Ösenkopfnadeln, two small
rings, fragments of further pins, fragment of a    , fragments of bronze sheet, parts
of a    , fragments of a bronze cup of Type Fuchsstadt, 20 fragments of casting cake.
Cat. nos. 170–172. Nadap, Fehér megye, Hungary – associated deposit – three greaves (an
almost complete pair and a further greave fragment of Type Desmontà). Measurements: Pair:
² Ü ²  ! « Ü   !+  + + !  ² Ü ««  ' Q;!  @ !  
Y; Q;* #>! !! ' ¸¥']!   ¨«>²«'²¨>"+'
Y ;  ¨«²>²! !¨¨>>«>²¸>²>"+ ¥'²!*  ¨¨>"+
_  !+¥¥>²>"+ «'¨_  !+¥¥>¸²Y**¥¥¸>> @@'@@@~* !!
2012, 17–18.
For the description of the associated deposit, see cat. no. 27.
Cat. no. 173. Lengyeltóti, Somogy megye, Hungary – associated deposit – complete. Meas !  ¸² Ü  > #*!  ¥'¥
 ' Q
+ Y+ Y; * @+;+  +
 >!! ¥²' ¸]!   #¨¨²  #¨¨  #
1997b; Honti 2010, 27; Levente 2010, 253–262; Honti – Jankovits 2016.
The associated deposit was found in 1995, contained almost 700 objects, and has a total
weight of 88.5kg. The bronze objects were found in a circular pit with 50 cm diameter in 60 cm
depth. The associated deposit includes chisels, swords, axes, sickles and spearheads, as well as
one complete greave, as well as casting cakes on the bottom of the deposit. The greave was
folded several times along the longitudinal axis, and then hammered together along the folds.
The corrosion of the greave was removed with sodium hexametaphosphate, alkaline glycerol
and Selecton B2 in distilled water during restoration. After heating the bronze over an open
¡ > #+$ ! #   §  $ $ #Q   !&  !> $#  Q  %  # 
$     ! "  ! 
At the end, the greave was lacquered with Paraloid B72. Cracks and small fragments were
glued together with Uhu Hart_  ! #   $" $ # $ %  !!  ! 
Bronze resin.1065
1062

Mozsolics 1985, 182–183.
 Y ; ¨¨
1064
Mozsolics 1985, 156–158.
1065
   #¨¨
1063
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Honti and Jankovits1066 note that on the greave ‘X-ray emission analysis, electron microscopy
analysis, and metallographic analyses’ were carried out; however, the only results reported are:
chemical analyses on the surface (61.74% copper, 31.25% tin), and ‘in the deeper layer’ of the
greave (93.05% copper and 6.95% tin). No description of the microstructure, or further details
 #     !> #  #! "  !    ! >$ ! 
Cat. no. 174. Stetten/Teiritzberg, Gem. Korneuburg, Niederösterreich, Austria – associated
deposit – fragments. Measurements: 14 × 9.5cm – Naturhistorisches Museum, Vienna, inv. no.
²«¸'²' ¸]!  ¨¸>'>"+ '²Y¨>²²>! ¸¨²!¨«¥>«²'>"+Q#¨«>¥>"+²! !¨¨>²>! «>"+ 
²²_  !+¥¥>²>"+_  !+¥¥>¸²
The greave was found as part of an associated deposit in Teiritzberg, tract 406/1, in 1945.
Soviet soldiers built a trench roughly 1.6 m deep and 60cm wide. During the work, they recovered sickles, knives or daggers and axes, amounting to some 15–20 pieces, which were left next
 # !#<  #    > #    #"!         !
§$   ! #" !   +#   # !  ! | >$#  #! # #"! > !+ $  * + ! !   !; # #+   #
!   !+ !   # !   +   "!  #  $  > !   #  #  $
recovered later.
@" _$}¥%   %$%%} –
almost complete. Measurements: 17.5 × 13.3cm; thickness: 0.3–0.5mm; diameter wire: 2.4mm;
weight: 183g – Brodsko Posavlje Muzej Slavonski Brod, inv. no. A–4029 – Pl. 36.175. References: Miklik-Lozuk 2004, 32, pls. X–XI ; Miklik-Lozuk 2009, 47, 109, cat. no. 260.
The associated deposit was found in 1991 by Croatian soldiers and donated to the Brodsko
Posavlje Muzej Slavonski Brod the same year. It consists of 45 bronzes, including socketed
axes, sickles, knives, a fragment of a saw, a fragment of a dagger, a fragment of a spearhead, A
potential fragment of a helmet, a greave, jewellery such as rings, pendants, bracelets, a razor,
parts of garments, appliqués, a ferrule, a coil, bronze sheet fragments and bronze ingots.1067 The
greave from Poljanci IV was found completely folded over and was unfolded during restoration
in 2007.
@"  %¥%   % – associated deposit –
fragments of two (?) greaves. Measurements: see below – Römisch-Germanisches Zentralmuseum, inv. nos. O.40515–18 – Pl. 36.176. References: Schauer 1986, 900–904; Clausing 2002, 151,
"+²_  !+¥¥>¸²>"+
   "!  !   !*! $!> ! #         #    !!  
almost 260 bronzes is not the complete associated deposit. Clausing has provided a comprehensive discussion of the associated deposit.1068 It consists of arms and armour (swords, spearheads,
daggers, greaves), tools (axes, hammers, chisels, sickles, razors, knives), bronze vessels, jewel `!! > ! > " >   ! !* !+ >    > ! # }  `  
discs, nails, weights, sheet fragments, raw bronze, etc.). It is possible that the greave fragments
belong to more than one greave, as indicated by the nature of the scrap metal associated deposit
itself, which consists largely of fragments.
Measurements inv. nos. O.40515/16: 3.8 × 2.15cm; 5.95 × 2.6cm; 6.8 × 8.4cm; 2.05 × 1.45cm;
3.9 × 3.3cm; 3.45 × 2.75cm; 7.75 × 2.95cm; 5.2 × 1.8cm; 1.83 × 1.3cm; 4.1 × 3.2cm; weight: due
 #   !  §!+  " !      
Measurements inv. no. O.40515/17: 8.7 × 5.95cm; weight: 15.7g.
Measurements inv. no. O.40515/18: 5 × 3.3cm; weight: 3.41g
1066
1067
1068

Honti – Jankovits 2016, 75.
Miklik-Lozuk 2009, 47.
Clausing 2003.
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@""} ~!_%_  – associated deposit – frag! '<# * ;}+>!! ¥«' ]! {! *% !
1973, 186, 221, pl. 44.1; Müller-Karpe 1980, 805, no. 324, pl. 381.B8; Schauer 1982b, 140–141,
"+ ¸   ¨«> ¸²«>   ¨¸ ! ! ¨¨> ²> «> "+   ²² !*   ¨¨> ¨
_  !+¥¥>²>"+¸_  !+¥¥>¸²![¥¥¨>«'>"+²«
For the description of the associated deposit, see cat. no. 23.
@" _¥ ! $$ % Y [\  – associated
deposit – two fragments. Measurements: 9.8 × 6.6cm, weight: 7.1g; 3.6 × 3.1cm, weight: 1.1g;
#*! ` #+ ! ¥ 'Y;} !& ! }}; >!! ¨'
 «]!  ! [¨²«>'>"+'! !¨¨>¸>«>²¸>! ²>"+ 
²!*  ¨¨>¨_  !+¥¥>²¥>"+_  !+¥¥>¸^!+¥¥>¨> 
15.17.
The associated deposit was found in 1957 close to the river Suljagin. The bronzes were
 !!  >! $ >  # ¥'¥ Q "!  # $   !  +< $   #+> #     ! !! > $ >"++ 
(mainly Type Peschiera), ten axes, one chisel, two other bronze chisels (?), two bronze anvils,
fragments of a decorated plate, two arm rings, rings, buttons, one ingot, one pendant, nails and
one ceramic bead.
Cat. no. 179. Malpensa, reg. Lombardia, Italy – associated deposit (?) – three almost complete greaves; two of Type Desmontà, one of Type Lengyeltóti. Measurements: unknown –
Museo Civico Archeologico di Varese, inv. no. 21.215 – Pl. 37.179. References: Mira-Bonomi
¨¨>²'¸>"+Y! ¨«>«>"+¥Q#¨«>²>>"+²Y ;  
¨«²>«¥! !¨¨>²>«>>! «>"+ ²!*  ¨¨>¨>>"+_  !+¥¥>²¥'²>"+_  !+¥¥>¸²Y! ¥¥¨>«'²>"+ ¸>«Y! 
¥¸>"+&   ¥
See also cat. nos. 160–161. The greaves were folded prior to deposition. During the ‘restoration’ they were unfolded and broke into several pieces. R. de Marinis interprets the greaves as
the remains of an associated deposit and not, as Mira Bonomi suggests, as grave goods.1069
Cat. no. 180–181. Athens, mun. and dist. Athens, Greece – grave – two almost complete
greaves – inv. no. 9936.1: height: 30.4cm; inv. no. 9936.2: height: 30.9cm – National Museum
< #! >!! ¨¨¸'' «¥'«]! Y+$¨¸«>²>"+Q#¨«>
> "+ ¸ Y ! }  ¨«> ²'¸> "+  ' Y ! }  ¨««> ¨ !; ¨¨> > !  «
! !¨¨>²'¸>! «>"+ ²_  !+¥¥>²¥>"+'_  !+¥¥>¸
The greaves were found in a chamber tomb, cut into the bedrock, on the southern side of the
hill of the Acropolis. They were previously attributed to Early Geometric but P. A. Mountjoy
has argued that the grave, as well as the greaves, date to LH IIIC on the basis of the similar
 ! "! 1070 As well as the greaves, some sherds and the bones of the deceased were
found, a number of bronze objects, including two knives, two pairs of tweezers, one awl, and
two razors or cleavers.
Cat. no. 182. Markovac-Grunjac, Vojvodina, Serbia – associated deposit – fragment – 5.8 ×
 $+# +' * ;}{>!! ¥¨' ««]!  ! [
2010, 71, 91, no. 288, pl. 38.288.
The associated deposit contains over 1008 fragments with a total weight of more than 19kg,
which makes it the largest associated deposit so far known from Serbia. Almost all objects are
1069
1070

Mira-Bonomi 1979, 143; de Marinis 1982, 84.
Mountjoy 1984, 135.
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represented by fragments or unsuccessful casting products. Most of the objects are attributed to
the Srem-Slavonian workshop ‘circle’ or group.1071
   
The distribution area of the ten known greaves (Tab. 4.4) with geometric decoration and inte+  $  > $## $ # #     >1072 ranges from central France,
southern Germany and Austria, to Moravia and Croatia. The greaves have integrated wire loops
with attached rings and embossed decoration – usually with up to three different sizes of bosses.
Cat. No. Find Circumstances

Find Site

State

Condition

183

associated deposit

Bouclans

FR

fragment

184

associated deposit

Boutigny

FR

fragments

185

associated deposit

Beuron

DE

fragments

186

grave

Volders (grave 309)

AT

fragments

187

grave

Volders (grave 349)

AT

fragments

188

associated deposit (?)

Weissenstein

AT

fragment

189

associated deposit in settlement

{^ +

HU

complete



CZ

complete

  @![`

HR

almost complete

190
191–192

!+ "!`»
associated deposit

   

4.1.3.1 Decoration
   >$ # #! + $  >Punktbuckel and geometric decoration,
exhibit decoration which have been applied with at least three different sized round punches. All
the greaves have in common the occurrence of decorative lines of pellets and small bosses parallel to the edge. The main decorative elements are vertical, central lines of pellets and small bosses. On both sides, at the top and bottom, are large centrally applied bosses with encompassing
lines of pellets and small bosses. In the middle of the greaves, a horizontal separation is visible,
  #! #  !    !    `&  ! >  @![` 
! ¨'¨  +  ` @! #  ! ¦  ?  >   tive lines of pellets and small bosses were positioned. Unfortunately, most of the greaves are badly fragmented (Beuron, Weissenstein (cat. no. 188), Boutigny) or burnt (Volders), so their decora !!!      !  #$  + {^ +` ! «¨
exhibits the vertical line of pellets and small bosses similar to the other greaves but has a completely different symmetrical arrangement of the decorative elements: on each side of the greave,
six large bosses were placed alternating left and right, and in between them, a zig-zag band of
four parallel lines of pellets is visible. It resembles the decorative arrangement of those greaves of
Type Desmontà, though no actual bird heads motif is present.
4.1.3.2 Distribution and Deposition
   + +#      @![>_  >! # >
to Boutigny in northeast France (Fig. 4.6). The only greaves from the central Alpine region are
1071

  ! [¥¥>«
After Sperber 2011.

1072
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from Volders and Weissenstein. Most greaves were found in associated deposits, with only
those from Volders coming from graves. The graves from Volders which contained the greaves
`!  !     #     $   !+  # $ ! ~!"    Q +gests the presence of armour in the grave is due to their close proximity to the nearby copper
mines, and can be related to the control of these resources. Similar such graves, especially
though containing swords, continued in use up to Ha B1.1073 The slow abandonment of intern!  ! # Y!# !"   !+  & +#    !!  $ # #     
!!+ ! #   # "!  !   # +      !  !    
However, on the basis of the formation of corrosion on the recovered greave, at least one further
+
#!   + #$ # !  #+  {^ +! 
$     >! # +    @![
   < 
other greaves occur only as either single fragments (Weissenstein, Boutigny, Bouclans) or as
several small fragments (Volders, Beuron).

|+ ¸ <# +     !   ! & !; <+ +      183. Bouclans;
184. Boutigny; 185. Beuron; 186–187. Volders; 188. Weissenstein; 189.{^ +190. 191–192.  
@![

4.1.3.3 Chronology
   +!     <!&Y %! 
dated the fragment from Beuron accordingly.1074 Passard and Piningre dated the associated
deposit of Bouclans to the beginning of   ,1075 while the greave should be associated
with a more recent date. The associated deposit from Boutigny-sur-Essonne is known only from
 $!+ >  # $ "!   $     #  +   "  !  #
greave fragment, and to attribute the associated deposit to   II.1076 The greave from
1073
1074
1075
1076

Sperber 2011, 35.
Müller-Karpe 1962a, 275; Weiss 1998, 543.
Passard – Piningre 1984.
Mohen 1977; Clausing 2002, 160.
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#       @![   < @@@>1077 and is associated with
the Zagreb group, though this earlier date is questioned by Sperber.1078 Prüssing dated the
+ + !    {   `+ ¥¨ ! ¨ ! #     #  !  >
$##          ~!"    ` &> $#  Q    # +   
B1a.1079 # +           &   >1080 similar to the greave from
Pergine, which Sperber dates to Ha B1a.1081 # +    {^ +1082 and Weissenstein
have been dated accordingly.
Catalogue
Cat. no. 183. Bouclans, Dép. Doubs, Franche-Compté, France – associated deposit – fragment – diameter bosses: 1.35cm; 4mm; 1mm – Musée des Beaux-Arts et d’Archéologie de
& !Ù !> ! !  <¨«¥ '   «« ]!    ' !!+ ¨«> ¥'¥> "+
'>'²! !¨¨>«>¥>! ¸>"+²¨_  !+¥¥>²«>"+²
The associated deposit was found by M. Lambert in 1972. The associated deposit consists of
some 55 pieces of bronze but may have contained more. So far, several axes, a knife with a massive hilt, sword fragments, spearheads, parts of belts, pins, arm rings, as well as other objects,
are known and are mainly of local character.1083 Most of the bronzes are fragmented.
Cat. no. 184. Boutigny-sur-Essonne (Grand Roche Pasloup), Dép. Essonne (formerly Seineet-Oise), France – associated deposit – fragments – private collection (formerly Allain collec !>&  +!' ««]! Y    ¨¥«>¥²'¥¸>"+ '!*!¨>
«>"+²¥Y #!¨>'«>'#¨«_  !+¥¥>²«>"+²
The associated deposit is only known from older drawings. A. de Mortillet interpreted the
fragments as parts of a helmet, as does Mohen despite Hencken having already questioned this
interpretation.1084Q#$  #"   ++  #  #+ !  +#  !+ +1085
Clausing considers at least one fragment to belong to a greave.1086 The other fragments most
likely belong to vessels, as mentioned by Hencken.1087 Gaucher notes that it is impossible to
locate or identify the collection where the associated deposit is currently stored.1088
Cat. no. 185. Beuron (Paulushöhle), Lkr. Sigmaringen, RB Tübingen, Baden-Württemberg, Deutschland – associated deposit – fragments – Sammlung Schloß Sigmaringen, Germany, inv. no. unknown – Pl. 38.185. References: Lindenschmit 1860, pl. 24; Müller-Karpe 1959,
167, pl. 163.A1, 3, 10–13; Müller-Karpe 1962a, 275; Stein 1979, 107–108, no. 263, pl. 75.1–8;
& ;*¨«>>! Q#¨«>«>"+! !¨¨>«>¸>! ¥¥>"+²¸
 ¨¨«>²>! ¸_  !+¥¥>²«>"+²
@! # "     !  #      >  + ! 
 *   !+!+  
greave but without the rim bent around a wire, was depicted.1089 This fragment is not mentioned
 !  !    ! #    !  #     ! $"    !> ! # +!    ! #  "!   + #$ # #
1077

Vinski-Gasparini 1973, 215.
 Û [¥¥«>¸Q¥>¨
1079
Prüssing 1991, 26; as does Sperber 2011, 14–15.
1080
Müller-Karpe 1962a, 275 – ‘not older than the 10th century BC’.
1081
Sperber 2011, 14, 16, note 32.
1082
Müller 2006.
1083
Passard – Piningre 1984.
1084
 Y    ¨¥«>¥«!*!¨>«>«²>"+²¥'Y #!¨>«
1085
 Q#¨«>²>"+¥
1086
 _  !+¥¥>²¥>¸¥>"+²
1087
Hencken 1971, 183.
1088
Gaucher 1981, 412: ‘Il n’a pas été possible de retrouver la trace de cette collection’.
1089
Lindenschmit 1860.
1078
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greave fragments, including a bronze dagger, a fragment of a median winged axe, a   , a
   >  + !    ! #!! " !;+ ! 
Cat. no. 186. Volders, VB Solbad Hall, Tyrol, Austria – grave 309 – fragments – Heimatkunde- und Museumsverein Wattens-Volders, inv. no. unknown – Pl. 38.186. References:
Kasseroler 1959, 126–127, pl. XV; Kilian-Dirlmeier 1975, 54, no. 137, pl. 14.137; Prüssing 1991,
25, no. 16; Sperber 1992a, 63; Sperber 1992b, 70; Sperber 1999, 643, note 60; Clausing 2002,
²«'¸_  !+¥¥>²¥>! ¨Q¥>"+
#+ !    !   !    "! #  +      
being interned during a period when associated grave goods were reduced in number, as well as
the funeral process itself: ustrina. However, the nature of the excavation may have also been a
contributing factor, with most of the graves being opened from the side and not from above and
with only the core of the grave, such as the urn, content of the stone setting, etc., being documented. Earlier graves were often reused for later burials,1090 and it is possible that the grave
may have been disturbed. The grave contained sherds from three different vessels, four bronze
rings, three fragments of pins, a belt buckle, a handle from a knife of Type Pfatten, a fragment
of a spearhead of Type München-Widenmayerstrasse, and between two and four fragments of a
greave. These were interpreted by A. Kasseroler as belonging to a bronze vessel.1091 Some further smaller fragments are also preserved but are distorted due to the cremation process. The
 * ?    !   # #"! !     +  > !+!+
to the end of Bz D and beginning of Ha A1. It might be part of an older cremation and reburied
in the wrong, later grave 309.1092
The greave fragments still retain the wire around which the sheet bronze was bent. 1cm
below the rim, a line of pellets is visible.
Cat. no. 187. Volders, VB Solbad Hall, Tyrol, Austria – grave 349 – fragment. Measurements: 5cm × 1.5cm – Heimatkunde- und Museumsverein Wattens-Volders inv. no. unknown –
Pl. 38.187. References: Kasseroler 1959, 139–140; Prüssing 1991, 25, no. 15, pl. 2.15; Sperber
1992a, 63; Sperber 1992b, 70; Sperber 1999, 643, note 60; Clausing 2002, 158, 161; Clausing
¥¥>²¥>! ¨Q¥>"+²'
#+ !  +$  ! #+$ #> $ > # " !+ > al very small bronze rings, a fragment of a Kegelkopf pin, a fragment of a winged axe, an armring, several molten bronze pieces, a piece of a bronze cup, two massive bronze fragments,
fragments from sickles of Type Windsbach, two small decorative buckles, and a fragment of a
knife. The bronze sheet fragment of the greave has lines of pellet decoration, small bosses and
one large central boss. The three rings most likely belong to the greave fragments, however, in
#    # !+  $    ¡  +!  # *!   #    $  ¨¥  Q  cussed the possibility of the rings belonging to ring pendants, a typical female grave good, and
suggests it may have been a double grave, which would be atypical for the northern Tyrol compared to neighbouring regions. The presence of the greave would then be attested to by just one
sheet fragment, which might be interpreted as the fragmentary remains of an older burial, accidently buried in the wrong grave.
Cat. no. 188. Weissenstein, Carinthia, Austria – associated deposit – fragment. Measurements: 6 × 4.3cm – Tauerngoldmuseum im Putzenhof in Großkirchheim, Austria; no inv. no. –
 «««]!   #¥¥>"+¸
#    "!  $   !      # "!  ! >   $    #  
   +     "! >!!  !    #    $ 
found illegally with a metal detector. As intimated, the following objects might belong to the
1090
1091
1092

Sperber 2011, 7.
Kasseroler 1959, 127.
Sperber 2011, 7.
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same associated deposit: fragments of socketed axes with angle- and bow decoration, a winged
axe of Type Haidach, sickle fragments, a tongue-sickle similar to Type Hallstatt, a knife, Mid & !;<+ !+ >"!+!+>! ! !+Spinnwirtelkopf and a swollen headed
pin with decorated neck, similar to Type Deinsdorf, chisels, a gold ring, a gold wire, and fragments of a golden arm ring.
@} X\*~\*+\*!\*[\* – associated deposit no. 10 – complete. Measurements: length: 28cm; weight: 206g – Balatoni Múzeum Keszthely, inv. no.
2010.3.10.56 – Pl. 39.189. References: Müller 2006.
Between 2003 and 2006 excavations were carried out at the c. 160ha wide plateau of the
+%\;#+#   {^ +>!  # +   ~!"  #   tlement in Transdanubia. Within the settlement area, 12 bronze associated deposits weighing
between 0.1–36kg were found, along with a gold associated deposit weighing 110g. Associated
  ¥ ! ! #+| #   !  # "!  ! !+
by R. Müller.
@J ¦!         $ <$ ' !+  "! `» '  plete. Measurements: lenght: 29.2cm – Moravské zemské muzeum Brno, inv. no. Pa. 3.94 – Pl.
¨¨¥]! Q*  ¨¸¨>¸¨>"+ 'Y# ¨²¸¨²>¨>'>! >
"+ >       *ã ¨¥> ¥> !  >    Y % ¨«¥>   «_ Q#
¨«>«>"+ '!!+¨«>¥! !¨¨>²>«>¨>! >"+ 
²²_  !+¥¥>²«>¸¥>"+²¸  #¥¥>"+¸
# +       !+  "!   !+  # $ *  #    ! ! #
greave suggests that a second greave had originally been placed on top of the surviving greave.
This second greave has not been recovered.
@@@{    ¥    – associated deposit – two almost
   + Y  ! ¨²Ü !²Ü¨² '<# * ;}+>
inv. no. 10.859–60 – Pl. 39.191–192. References: Vinski-Gasparini 1973, 181, 215, pl. 96.2–4;
Y % ¨«¥> «¥> !  ¥>   «<' Q# ¨«> ¨> "+    ¨«>
¸¸¥'¸¸> ¨' '!!+¨«>¥\ ¨¨>¨>! >"+'! !
¨¨>²>«>²¸¸>! >"+ «²_  !+¥¥>²«>"+²'²Û [¥¥«>>¸>¨>
cat. no. 43.
The associated deposit was found at a depth of 1.5m to the southwest of the brickworks in
1967. The bronzes were stored in a ceramic vessel. Unfortunately, part of the associated deposit
was stolen and destroyed. Today it consists of 277 pieces of bronze, including the pair of greaves,
pendants, arm rings, discs, rivets, socketed axes, chisels, sickles, stabs, and Keftiu ingots.1093
4.1.4 Single Types and Miniature Greaves
The greaves from Canosa (greaves of Type Canosa; cat. nos. 193–194) and Limone (greaves of
Type Limone; cat. no. 195) (Fig. 4.7), both Italy, are the only known greaves of their type. All
have integrated wire loops and are decorated with ribs and bosses of three different sizes. They
belong to greaves of Subclass A. Clausing suggests that these greaves represent a possible Italian variant of his greaves with integrated wire loops.1094 The greaves from Canosa are dated to
the 10th–9th century BC, while the associated deposit from Limone has been assigned to Ha B1.
Bronze Age metal miniature greaves are known from Italy, Hungary and Croatia. The Italian
"! +!    #periodo laziale@! #_ #!"!   ## ; !
Two possible clay models of greaves from a Bz D context in Bulgaria are also discussed.
1093
1094

Vinski-Gasparini 1973, 215, pl. 96.
Clausing 2002, 162.
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Fig. 4.7 Archaeological distribution of European Bronze Age greaves. ¡ Greaves of Type Kallithea: 196–
198. Enkomi; 199–200. Kallithea; 201–202. Portes-Kephalovryso; 203–204.    205–206. Castellace.
■ Greaves of Type Grammichele: 207–208. Grammichele; 209–210. Pontecagnano; 211–216. Torre Galli.
U Greaves of Type Ilijak: 217. Dobraç; 218–219. Dabrica; 220–225. Ilijak; 226. Olympia. Ì single types: 193–
194. Canosa; 195. Limone; 227. Dendra; 228. Schäfstall; 229. Winklsaß.

Cat. No. Find
Circumstances

Find Site

State

193–194

unknown (grave?)

Canosa, Italy

IT

Canosa

195

associated deposit

Limone, Italy

IT

Limone

–

grave

Lavinio, Italy (grave 21)

IT

–

grave

Quadrato di Torre Spaccata, Italy (grave 1)

IT

–

grave

Santa Palomba, tenuta Cancelliera (graves 1, 2, 6 and 11)

IT

–

grave

Santa Palomba, tenuta Palazzo (grave 1)

IT

–

grave

Practica di Mare (grave 21)

IT

–

associated deposit

Gyöngyössolymos (associated deposit IV)

HU

–

associated deposit

Debrecen-Fancsika (associated deposit I)

HU

–

associated deposit

 ; +

HU

–

associated deposit

Poljanski II

%Q;! +^+ ;·

Type

miniature
greaves

HR

–

settlement

Ostrovu Mare

RO

–

cemetery

Orsoya

BG

clay
greaves

Tab. 4.5 Single types of greaves and miniature greaves.

4.1.4.1 Decoration
The decoration of the greave from Canosa is different from the ornamentation of all other
greaves of Subclass A. In the centre there are vertical lines, surrounded by rows of small and
medium sized bosses. The two blank areas created are decorated in the upper part with one
large boss, from which lines of smaller bosses emanate, closely imitating the shape of pendants.
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Parallel to the rim are lines of small bosses and two ribs. This part of the decoration resembles
that of the greave from Limone. Unfortunately, the greave from Limone is heavily fragmented,
so we cannot draw any further conclusions concerning its decoration.
Miniature greaves are decorated with Gleichbuckel only (Fig. 4.8). Their small size inevita     #     ! #    #  #"!   #_ #!
Basin do not necessarily follow the decoration of their full size equivalents, the Italian miniature greaves exhibit, partly at least, the central vertical lines (for example, the miniature greaves
from Pratica di Mare (Lavinio), Roma).1095 Two possible clay miniature greaves are known from
the Gârla Mare culture in Romania.1096 #  > ¡      ` ;  ² Ü ¨     
$ #       # ~!"   > #   Vogelsonnenbarke, or sun wagons, and
other decorative elements familiar on bronze greaves, such as dotted or straight lines parallel to
the edge.

|+« Y! +

 ; +

%Q;! +^+ ;·>!+

4.1.4.2 Distribution and Deposition
#"! !   # +  _! !*! $!> # +# # !
as a pair and their southern Italian origin indicates they were deposited in a grave. The greave
from Limone, however, was deposited as a fragment in an associated deposit. The small number
"!   ! >!  !  >  ! # !   !    #   !  # 
forms of greaves.
Bronze Age miniature greaves are known from Italy (14 examples), Hungary (3 examples)
and Croatia (1 example), thus forming two main distribution centres, one in southern Italy and
the other in the western Carpathian Basin. The Italian greaves were usually deposited as pairs
in graves, while the greaves from Hungary and Croatia were found in associated deposits. The
largest number of miniature greaves was found in Lazio, Italy. Several graves contained not
only miniature greaves but a whole set of miniature weaponry, such as shields, double shields,
spear, sword with scabbard and knife, as well as miniature carriages in some cases.1097 Further

1095

 _ !!¨¨>¸¸>"+¨& Q ¥>"+²
Dietrich 2009, 91–96.
1097
de Santis 2011, 15.
1096
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miniature greaves from Italy were also found in Practica di Mare.1098_ #!"!   !+   ; + %Q;! +^+ ;·>^!+^

>!!%|!sika, while one has also been found in Croatia (Poljanci, associated deposit II).1099 The Hungari! "!    !!   #  !  > $#  !; !    $ ! >
 !
ornaments were often placed in graves.1100
Potential miniature depictions of greaves made of clay are known from the settlement of
Ostrovu Mare, Romania, and the cemetery of Orsoya, Bulgaria. These were associated with the
Gârla-Mare culture,1101 which is known for producing clay miniatures of various object types.
# +# #"!  $ ! #  #  #_ #! >$!! §  #    
a close connection to those areas where metal greaves were known.
4.1.4.3 Chronology
The greaves from Canosa, Italy, are generally dated to the 10th–9th century BC1102 on the basis of
#       !> ! # +# #      ! ! # "!  !  
unknown. The associated deposit from Limone, which contained a fragment of a similar
greave, is roughly contemporary, being dated to Ha B1.1103 Most of the Italian miniature greaves
date to the periodo laziale I (10th–9th century BC),1104$#  #!+!"!     #
Kurd horizon.1105 # "!    }! @@       @@>1106 or to Ha A, according to M.
Bulat.1107 The miniature depictions of greaves made of clay, which were found in the settlement
of Ostrovu Mare and the cemetery of Orsoya, Bulgaria, are associated with the late phase of the
Gârla-Mare culture (Bz D).1108
Catalogue
Cat. nos. 193–194. Canosa, Prov. Barletta-Andria-Trani, Apulia, Italy'"! ! 
unknown (grave?) – two almost complete greaves. Measurements: 28.1 × 12.8cm (greave 1)
28.9 × 11.9 (greave 2) – Museo Nazionale archeologico di Napoli, without inv. no. (5616 and
5617 as in Johannowsky 1970 do not match with the greaves) – Pl. 39.193–194. References:
|   «¸¨> ²> !  '«  #!! $ * ¨¥>    Q# ¨«> '> "+ «' 
_   ¨¨¸>¸'¸_  !+¥¥>¸>"+¸'
# + $ ! «¸¨    !!!+ #"! !  
    "! *! $!
Cat. no. 195. Limone, Prov. Livorno, Toscana, Italy – associated deposit – fragment – 11g –
Museo Archeologico Livorno, inv. no. 1798 – Pl. 39.195. References: Orsi 1887, 122–123, pl.
@{¥ _ ! ¨> > "+ ¸ > !  ²¥>    &! % ! ¨¨> ²¨> !  ¥ Q#
¨«>>"+«!*  ¨¨>¸_  !+¥¥>¸>"+¸
1098

Sommella et al. 1976, 291–311, pl. 75.A.
  ; + %Q;! +^+ ;·Y ;  ¨«²>>¸'«> ^!+^

> @{ !;
1978/1979, 138, pl. V.2; Debrecen-Fancsika, depot I: Patay 1966, 76, pls. I.23–24; II.18; Mozsolics 1985, 47, 110,
 }!@@>_  _  !+¥¥>"+¥²
1100
Mozsolics 1971.
1101
Dietrich 2009.
1102
Johannowsky 1970, 205–206.
1103
Bianco-Peroni 1979, no. 301; Schauer 1982b, 138.
1104
Sommella et al. 1976, 291–311, pl. 75.A; de Santis 2011.
1105
Patay 1966, 76, pls. I.23–24; II.18; Kemenczei 1978/1979, 138, pl. V.2; Mozsolics 1985, 47, 74, 110, 116–118,
> ! !¨¨>!*  ¨¨>¨>"+¸²
1106
 _  !+¥¥>"+¥²>
$!+{! *% !¨>«
1107
Bulat 1973/1975, 28, 36–37, pl. XV.9.
1108
Dietrich 2009, 91–96.
1099
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The associated deposit came to the museum in 1883 from the private collection of G. Chiellini. It was allegedly found in 1879 in the entrance area of a cave at the Monte la Poggia. The
     !    $  # > !*! & ! >+ !  "
#*! >"§ >#  !  + ! > * ! #+ ! >! 
 ?<+!! >" >! !+!  + ! >  $; >; 
of Type Fontanella, and the greave fragment.
4.2 Greaves of Class I, Subclass B
4.2.1 Greaves of Type Kallithea
Greaves of Type Kallithea have a separate, wave-shaped wire attached to the body of the greave
(cat. nos. 196–206). The greaves have almost no decoration in the central part or are decorated
geometrically, such as the greaves from Kallithea, with large central circles, and sometimes
decorated with additional chevrons (e.g. Portes-Kephalovryso; (cat. nos. 201–202). The greaves
are dated from the end of the 13th century to the 12th centuries BC. Today, we know of eleven
greaves of this type (Tab. 4.6).
Cat. No. Find
Circumstances

Find Site

State

Condition

196–197

grave

198

grave

Enkomi (grave 15)

GR

fragmented

Enkomi (grave 18)

GR

almost complete

199–200

grave

Kallithéa

GR

complete

201–202

grave

Portes-Kephalovryso

GR

complete

203–204

grave

 

GR

complete

205–206

grave

Castellace

IT

fragments

Tab. 4.6 Greaves of Type Kallithea.

4.2.1.1 Decoration
One of the greaves from Enkomi, grave 15, is well preserved, showing two ribs parallel to the
bent rim and the remains of a punched circle with a large central boss, whilst the remains of the
second greave are without any decoration despite the two ribs parallel to the bent rim (Fig. 4.9).
On the latter, the lower edge and the left side are broken. In contrast, the greaves from PortesKephalovryso have a central, vertical rib, two ribs parallel to the edge, and on the two sides of
#  !  >  $##   ¡!* ! #   $ #  !  # ! 
Chevrons are also found all along the inside of the inner, circumferential rib of the greaves,
pointing inwards, and around two central circles on both sides of the greaves (with the chevrons
pointing outwards). Such chevrons might be connected with the Carpathian cuirasses, which
are also decorated with chevrons, being either engraved or plastic, and ribs (Saint-Germain-du !>¯*> >; ! 
According to Bouzek, the decoration on the greaves from Kallithea imitates the stitching on
leather.1109 The two greaves consist of several small to tiny fragments joined together or amended with wax, and the decoration, which is described in detail by Yalouris,1110 imitates spats. Six
ribs are arranged geometrically, and cross over in the centre of the greave. There is one larger
boss in each of the areas in between. The geometric order and arrangement of the decorative
  !  !     !+ !!  !  #+   

1109
1110

Bouzek 1981, 28.
Yalouris 1960.
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Fig. 4.9 Greave from Enkomi, grave 15. Note the attachment of the wire with riveted on bronze sheet bands and
wire (above). The only decoration elements of the greave are two ribs parallel to the bent rim and the residue of one
punched circle with a central, bigger boss (below left). The greave is completely corroded; no metal remained (bottom right; green: copper carbonates; black/red: copper oxides).

The greave from Castellace seems to be a hybrid of greaves of Type Kallithea and Type
Grammichele, with separate wire loops, but no central decoration has been preserved apart
from on the rim, which bears parallel lines of pellets and small bosses.
4.2.1.2 Distribution and Deposition
Greaves of Type Kallithea are known from central Greece, the northern Peloponnese and, most
likely arriving there as a Greek export, from Cyprus and Castellace, Italy (cat. nos. 205–206).
<   # +   + "!    Y# > $#     @  ! !  ! <+!
warrior graves, interpreted the graves from Enkomi and Knossos as the graves of foreign invaders.1111 He saw the origin of the greave from Enkomi in Asia Minor and not in Greece, and the
general origin of greaves amongst the Danube workshops. However, even today, no greaves
have been discovered in Asia Minor. Catling agreed that the greaves from Enkomi were not
produced locally but differed from Merhart in suggesting that they arrived from Greece together with the spread of the Naue II sword.1112
4.2.1.3 Chronology
The greaves of Type Kallithea are generally dated to the end of the 13th century to the 12th centuries BC. The greaves from Enkomi, grave 15, are generally dated to LC IIC–III(A),1113 while
1111
1112
1113

v. Merhart 1969, 219.
Catling 1955, 21, 35; Catling 1964, 140–141.
Catling 1955, 26–27; Yalouris 1960, 49; Müller-Karpe 1962a, 275; Clausing 2002, 164.
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the greaves from grave 18 are slightly later and date to the end of the 13th century BC or LC IIC/
LH IIIB.1114 Catling suggests that the greaves are an import from the Greek mainland, as is the
accompanying sword.1115 The chamber tomb and the greaves from Kallithea are dated to LH III
B/C, early LH IIIC, or LH IIIC.1116 ! #     #       "! > ! !+ 
Naue II sword of Type Stätzling/Allerona, a spearhead, a dagger, and bronze bands which were
parts of a ‘tiara-like’ headdress, the greaves from Portes-Kephalovryso can be dated to either
LH IIIA1117 or, more likely, to LH IIIC,1118$#  #+    ` ! ¥'¥
are dated to LH IIIB.1119
M. Pacciarelli dated the greaves from Castellace to the 12th century BC on the basis of its
close connection with the greaves from Enkomi and Kallithea.1120 The spearhead from the same
grave supports this dating.
Catalogue
Cat. nos. 196–197. Enkomi, Cyprus – chamber tomb 15 – two almost complete greaves – inv.
no. BM 1897/4–1/1531: c. 26.7 × 12.4cm; weight: 245g; inv. no. BM 1897/4–1/1532: 17.6 ×
10.4cm, weight: 116g – British museum, inv. nos. BM 1897/4–1/1531 and BM 1897/4–1/1532 –
  ¥¨¸'¨ ]!  Y     ¨¥¥> ¸> "+ ¸ _ !+ ¨²²> ¨'¥> "+  ²'¸ 
Y#  ¨²¸¨²> ¨> !  «' Q! +  ¨¸>   « _ !+ ¨> ²'¸> "+ >  
²Y # ¨«²>¸>! > <_  !+¥¥>¸>"+«'
The pair of greaves was found during the Turner Trust Excavation in 1896 and bought by the
&  #Y  !«¨| #"!    $   + ! > # !; $ >
fragments of further bronze bowls, a tripod, dishes of grey stone and perhaps also a bronze
oinochoe (in the original documentation of the excavation, no ceramics are mentioned). One of
the greaves from grave 15 (inv. no. BM 1897/4–1/1531) is decorated with an embossed circle and
a large boss in the middle of the circle. Parallel to the rim at a distance of 1cm, are two ribs
which follow the edge. On the edge of the greave, a double rib parallel to the rim is visible.
The other greave (inv. no. BM 1897/4–1/1532) is in a poor state of preservation and the surface is heavily corroded. The greave is almost complete but the ankle guard and most of the left
side are broken off at the shin line. On the inside of the greave a thin strip of bronze was riveted
onto the greave along its vertical edge.1121 The strip contains holes which would have held rings
through which the lacing wire passed. The double ribs parallel to the edge are less prominent
and the lacing attachment is more similar to that found on the greave from tomb 18 than to the
other greave in this tomb (tomb 15). The rings holding the wire are attached directly onto the
+    !    ! # !++ ! ! #    # ! ! +!"cant differences, it might be possible that the tomb contained two single greaves rather than a
pair of greaves.
Cat. no. 198. Enkomi, Cyprus – chamber tomb 18, skeleton VI – fragmented; possibly two
greaves. Measurements: c. 22.5 × 13cm – Cyprus Museum Nicosia, inv. no. 129 – Pl. 40.198.
]! _ !+¨²²>'>"+ 'å$ #    æÓ  ¨¸¥>«'¨_ !+
¨>  ²² Q# ¨«> ²> "+  Y #  ¨«²> ¸> !   ¥> !  ¸ _  !+
¥¥>¸>"+«

1114
1115
1116
1117
1118
1119
1120
1121

Catling 1955, 34–35; Yalouris 1960, 49; Clausing 2002, 164.
Catling 1955, 34–35.
LH III B/C: Hansen 1994, 17; early LH IIIC: Yalouris 1960, 42–43; LH IIIC: Clausing 2002, 164.
Moschos 2000.
Giannopoulos 2008, 207, note 27.
Stavropoulou-Gatsi et al. 2012, 255.
Pacciarelli 2001, 193, 199.
Catling 1955, 30.
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The greave from grave 18 was excavated by the Swedish Cyprus Expedition in 1930 and was
initially interpreted as helmet.1122@  !+   *  !{@> !  #"!  $  ! #
tomb. The deceased was buried with a number of grave goods, including a Naue II sword and
Levanto-Helladic pottery. The greave is in a poor state of preservation, and survives only as a
$   + ! @  !     !" $# #  !+ sented amongst the fragments. The rim of the greave was bent outwards, so the greave is 6mm
thick on the edge. The rim is partly decorated with a form of ‘cable’ pattern.1123 Through metal
 `  «
  $>$##$"§ !    #     !  #
rim, the greave could be attached to the leg, using organic strips guided through the metal
loops. Three loops on the left side and two on the right side are still preserved. During the res  !  !   #  #+ + $  ¡ ! !+ !
the tomb. Unlike the greaves from grave 15, on the fragments from grave 18 separate wires
were guided through holes on the inner side of the rim.
@{JJ<!%$$ – chamber tomb A – two complete greaves. Measurements: c. 25.5 × 12.6cm – Archaeological Museum of Patras, inv. no.
!*! $!' ¥¨¨'¥¥]! Ó  ¨²>'²>"+²Y# ¨²¸¨²>
¨>! '>"+Ó  ¨¸¥>'>  «Y %¨«¥>²>! ¸> ²¥
C4–5; Schauer 1982b, pl. 4; Mountjoy 1984, 135, note 3; Matthäus 1985, 16, note 31; Hansen
¨¨> > !   ²> «> > "+  ¨ ²¥ _  !+ ¥¥> ¸> "+ «'² !!    ¥¥«>
'¸Q    %   ¥>"+&
In 1953 a farmer discovered a late Mycenaean chamber tomb. The bones of a presumable
male (grave A) had been reburied in a small pit toward the back of the tomb. The second burial
`+&>! #  >$ ! # # + +!  !+!+  #"  
# !"!  +<  > !  ! # >@@ $ > #! #
fragments of two greaves, positioned lying on the legs of the buried person.
Cat. nos. 201–202. Portes-Kephalovryso, Greece – tomb 3 – two complete greaves: unknown
– Archaeological Museum of Patras, inv. no. unknown – Pl. 40.201. References: Papadopoulos
1999, 271–272, pl. 59a; Kolonas – Moschos 2000; Moschos 2000; Kolonas 2001, 260; Giannop ¥¥«>¥²'¥>"+¸
The grave was discovered in 1994. Obviously it was placed intentionally under an early
Mycenaean tumulus to give the impression of a grave hill. Besides the pair of greaves, the tomb
also contained a Naue II sword, a spearhead with remnants of the wooden shaft, a dagger or
knife, bronze bands forming parts of a ‘tiara-like’ headgear, and a bronze bowl.
{J|{J   $ $ – cist grave – two complete
greaves. Measurements: length: 29.8cm – Museum of Agrinio, inv. no. 1553 – Pl. 40.203–204.
]! Q    %   ¥>²²>"+
The isolated, single cist grave was excavated in 2006. Some 150m to the north, a sub-Myce!!#   $   #$ !"!   # +  
of complete greaves, a Naue II sword of Type Allerona with gold wire decoration on the grip, a
Mycenaean sword of Type F with ivory hilt plates, and a bimetallic knife with ivory hilt plate, a
#>!! $#! "! !  %#!  # !* >+ !
kylix, and a bronze tripod cauldron.
Cat. nos. 205–206. Castellace, Com. Oppido Mamertina, Reggio Calabria, Italy – grave 2
from 1929 – fragments. Measurements: unknown – Museo Nazionale della Magna Grecia di

1122
1123

Catling 1955, 21.
Catling 1955, 24.
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Reggio Calabria (Museo Oppido Mamertina), inv. no. unknown – Pl. 40.205–206. References:
_  +!'{ !¨¨¨ ¥¥>¨>"+<_  !+¥¥>¸>"+«¸
Grave no. 2 contained, as well as the greave fragments, a spearhead of Type Pahzok,1124
which points to close contacts with the Balkans, such as the necropolis from Vajze e Patos in
Albania.
4.3 Greaves of Class I, Subclass C
4.3.1 Greaves of Type Grammichele
Greaves of Type Grammichele have a separate, looped wire and wave-band decoration (cat. nos.
207–216). The greaves have double ribs parallel to the rim and several larger bosses surrounded
by punched circles. The greaves are dated to the 11th–9th centuries BC. Greaves of Type
  #
 *  !¡! +    
# > $##     # $%
shaped wire of the eastern Mediterranean greaves of Type Kallithea in their decoration. Today,
we know of ten greaves of this type (Tab. 4.7).
Cat. No. Find
Circumstances

Find Site

State

Condition

207–208

grave

Grammichele

IT

complete

209–210

grave

Pontecagnano

IT

complete

211

grave

Torre Galli (grave 65)

IT

fragmented

212

grave

Torre Galli (grave 206)

IT

fragments

213

grave

Torre Galli (grave 86)

IT

fragmented

214

grave

Torre Galli (grave 99)

IT

fragmented

215–216

grave

Torre Galli (grave 239)

IT

fragmented

Tab. 4.7 Greaves of Type Grammichele.

4.3.1.1 Decoration
The greaves from Grammichele (cat. nos. 207–208) are the only Bronze Age examples with a
   # ; !   >$# ! #   #+ !  !* Ø  ¡ >
lower end is not completely certain. The decoration consists of centrally arranged, vertical parallel ribs, and to the left and right of them three large bosses surrounded by narrow, punched
circles. The circles are connected with each other and the rib (which is parallel to the edge) by a
wave-shaped, punched pair of lines. The decoration of the greave from Pontecagnano consists
of central, vertical parallel ribs, and to the left and right of them are three large bosses surrounded by narrow punched circles. The circles are connected to each other and the rib, which
is parallel to the edge, by a wave-shaped pair of punched lines. The decoration of the greave
from Torre Galli, grave 99 (cat. no. 214), is slightly different to that on the greaves from Grammichele and Pontecagnano, as it has no vertical decoration and wave-like, double lines of pellet
decoration are visible. In comparison, the almost complete greaves from Torre Galli, graves 65
and 86 (cat. nos. 211 and 213), resemble closely the greaves from Pontecagnano (wave-shaped,
punched pair of lines, central vertical ribs, ribs parallel to the edge, large central bosses). The
greaves from grave 239 at Torre Galli (cat. nos. 215–216) do not survive and nor do any drawings. The greave from Torre Galli, grave 206 (cat. no. 212), is too badly preserved to say much
about its decoration apart from that is resembles the ones from Pontecagnano. The combination
of large bosses connected to each other by wave-shaped lines on the greaves with looped wire
1124

Bietti Sestieri 2008, 24.
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and wave-band decoration could be interpreted as a further abstraction of the Vogelsonnenbarke
motif or, more likely, as an abstraction of the wave-shaped wire found on the older greaves of
Type Kallithea.
4.3.1.2 Distribution and Deposition
Greaves of Type Grammichele are only known from Italy and have been found from Pontecagnano (Salerno) in the north to Grammichele (Catania, Sicily) in the south. Their rather small
recovery area indicates local production. Morphologically, we see close connections to the earlier greaves of Type Kallithea with wave-shaped wire, which found its way to southern Italy as a
decorative element during the increasing orientalisation of the western Mediterranean.
Greaves of Type Grammichele are generally found complete or almost complete as pairs in
graves (Fig. 4.7). For the greaves from the cemetery of Torre Galli we cannot be sure in every
case of they were deposited in each grave singularly or as pairs, since the recovered greaves are
either heavily fragmented, and may represent the partial of one or more greaves, or because
 + ! !! !  ! "  !+ +
4.3.1.3 Chronology
The greaves of Type Grammichele are dated somewhat later than the greaves of Type Kallithea,
to the 11th–9th centuries BC/beginning prima età del ferro. According to the alleged associated
"! > #  # $  _ ! + ! > #+  
# !   #
11th century BC, and are therefore the oldest of this type.1125 The greaves from Torre Galli have
been dated to the 9th century BC, as have the greaves from Pontecagnano,1126 with the grave dated on the basis of its alleged association with a sword dating to the later part of the Early Iron
Age,1127 while the necropolis itself dates to the 11th–9th centuries BC.1128
Catalogue
Cat. nos. 207–208. Grammichele, Prov. Catania, Sicilia, Italy – Madonna del Piano, grave
26 – two complete greaves. Measurements: unknown – Museo Civico Archeologico Gram# >!! ¥¸¥' ¥'¥«]! < !   ¨¨>²²>"+¸>
 '_  !+¥¥>¸¸>"+«'« %Y  ¥¥
Grave no. 26 contained, as well as a pair of greaves, a sword of Type Contigliano.
Cat. nos. 209–210. Pontecagnano, Com. Pontecagnano Faiano, Prov. Salerno, Campania,
Italy – grave 180 – two complete greaves. Measurements: unknown – Museo Archeologico
Nazionale di Pontecagnano, inv. no. 13760 – Pl. 41.209–210. References: D’Agostino 1965, 671–
¸>   ¸  ! ¨> ²>   & Q# ¨«> ¸> "+ « ?<+ !  '   
¨««>>"+ >¸>   ²' ¸_  !+¥¥>¸¸>"+«¨'¥
#+# !  ! #    #   $ >$### !! " 
belonging to the later part of the Early Iron Age.1129 The necropolis itself, some 10km south of
Salerno, dates to the 9th–11th century BC.1130 The grave also contained a bronze scabbard, three
" > $  >; > $   #+

1125
1126
1127
1128
1129
1130

Clausing 2002, 166.
Clausing 2002, 166.
Kilian 1974, 53.
D’Agostino 1965, 671.
Kilian 1974, 52–53: Type IIId.
D’Agostino 1965, 671. Clausing 2002, 166 dates the grave to the 9th century BC.
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Cat. no. 211. Torre Galli, Com. Drapia, Prov. Cantanzaro, Calabria, Italy – grave 65 – one
fragmented greave. Measurements: 23 × 11cm – Museo Nazionale Reggio Calabria, inv. no.
!*! $!' ]!  ¨¸>²'²>"+Q#¨«>>"+ciarelli 1999, 159–160, pl. 56.8.
Orsi mentions the presence of organic residues on the inside of the greave.1131< +"! 
comprise three ceramic bowls, a sauroter (?), a ferrule, a short iron sword with bronze scabbard,
and an iron knife or dagger. Schauer interpreted the greave as arm protection.1132
Cat. no. 212. Torre Galli, Com. Drapia, Prov. Cantanzaro, Calabria, Italy – grave 206 –
one fragmented greave. Measurements: 14 × 6.5cm – Museo Nazionale Reggio Calabria, inv.
no. unknown – Pl. 41.212. References: Orsi 1926, 105–106; Pacciarelli 1999, 188, pl. 139.7.
The greave is completely fragmented, with only the wire and some fragments of the larger
   !+     !    
>  * +!    # + < + "! 
comprise an amphora, a further smaller amphora, ceramic bowls, a ferrule, a spearhead, an iron
" >! #   ! $ $ # !; 
Cat. no. 213. Torre Galli, Com. Drapia, Prov. Cantanzaro, Calabria, Italy – grave 86 – one
fragmented greave. Measurements: 27 × 13.5cm – Museo Nazionale Reggio Calabria, inv. no.
!*! $!' ]!  ¨¸>²¨'¸>"+ 'Q#¨«>>"+
Pacciarelli 1999, 163–164, pl. 66.7.
The greave was found positioned on the lower right leg, and in the drawing of the whole
       < +"!    $  # > $   $ >
 #> >" >! >!! ! #   $ $ # !; 
Schauer interpreted the greave as arm protection.1133
Cat. no. 214. Torre Galli, Com. Drapia, Prov. Cantanzaro, Calabria, Italy – grave 99 – one
fragmented greave. Measurements: 29 × 12.2cm and 29 × 7.6cm – Museo di Vibo Valentia, inv.
!  !*! $! '    ]!    ¨¸> ¸'¸¨> "+ ² Q# ¨«> ¨> > "+
 ¨¨¨>¸¸> <_  !+¥¥>¸¸>"+«
< +"!   " > > #! #   ! $ 
Cat. nos. 215–216. Torre Galli, Com. Drapia, Prov. Cantanzaro, Calabria, Italy – grave 239
– two greaves, fragmented. Measurements: c. 26 × 14cm – today lost. References: Orsi 1926,
114–115; Schauer 1982b, 141, note 153; Pacciarelli 1999, 195, 384, pl. 158.B; Clausing 2002, 166.
Only the wire around which the sheet metal was bent, as well as few tiny fragments, survive
from the second greave. The decoration cannot be reconstructed. A bowl, an iron and a bronze
spearhead and ferrule, as well as an iron sword with bronze scabbard, were also found in the
grave. The greaves are now lost and no depictions survive.
4.4 Greaves of Class I, Subclass D
4.4.1 Greaves of Type Ilijak
  @ }*$    " + $ #  !  1134 They have
on each side three small, riveted-on loops made of bronze sheet used to attach small rings
which serve to attach the greave onto the leg of the wearer. So far, ten greaves of Type Ilijak are
*! $!  "!  `«#  + +# !# ! +  !  1131

 ¦!!
   " !? ¨¸>²'²
 Q#¨«>>"+
1133
 Q#¨«>>"+
1134
After Clausing 2002, 168–169: ‘Beinschienen mit angenieten Ösen’.
1132
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ent group, ranging across southern Bosnia-Herzegovina to Northern Albania, whilst a related
fragment is known from Olympia.
Cat. No. Find
Circumstances
217
218–219

unknown
!+ "!+

Find Site

State

Condition

Dobraç

AL

complete

Dabrica

BA

complete

220–221

grave

Ilijak (hill 2, grave 1)

BA

complete

222–223

grave

Ilijak (hill 3, grave 9)

BA

complete

grave

Ilijak (hill 13)

BA

complete

votive deposit

Olympia

GR

fragment

224–225
226

Tab. 4.8 Greaves of Type Ilijak.

4.4.1.1 Decoration
Greaves of Type Ilijak are, apart from those from Dobraç and Dabrica (cat. nos. 217 and 218–
219), decorated with geometric Leistenbuckel motifs and Ringbuckel.1135 The greaves from
Dobraç and Dabrica are decorated with pellets and bosses only, including imitation Ringbuckel
by means of pellet decoration. Some of the decorative elements on these greaves resemble not
only the pair of greaves from Ilijak, hill 3, grave 9 (cat. nos. 220–221) but also one of the
greaves Type Grammichele, suggesting that they might derive from Southern Italy.1136 This connection is, however, somewhat tenuous given that the Italian greaves form a very uniform group
with otherwise quite different decoration from that of the greaves from Dobraç and Dabrica.
As well as these possible western connections, northward connections are indicated by the
greaves from Ilijak hill 13 (cat. nos. 222–223), which resemble, in their alignment of decorative
  ! > #+   <!§  ! !
$# !§   cling are the greaves from Ilijak (cat. nos. 220–221), where both greaves were made out of for    >   !     #"! 1137
# +  #!+!  >$##! &!!¯ [  !struct the chronological order of the function of the bronze sheets.1138 According to the overlapping and different orientation of the decorative elements, the bronze sheets (then still functioning as belt plates) were engraved (with wheels, spirals, animals and circles), and then, once
reshaped into greaves, further decoration in the form of embossed motifs were added, so as to
   +  @ }*< !+      "!      ! # ated decorative motifs,1139 the greaves from hill 3 (and therefore likely the other greaves from
Ilijak) were produced locally. This suggests that the related fragment of a greave of Type Ilijak
from Olympia associated may have been imported, representing a ‘foreign’ votive deposit.
4.4.1.2 Distribution and Deposition
Greaves of Type Ilijak form a geographically and chronologically consistent group, ranging
from southern Bosnia-Herzegovina to Northern Albania, with a related fragment occurring as a
‘foreign’ votive deposit at Olympia. Despite the latter, and possibly also the greave from
 Ù>$# "! ! !*! $!> +  @ }*#! !!
pairs in graves. The greaves from Dabrica were found just 10cm under a stone cist grave con1135

Ringbuckel: decoration of bosses with rings around them.
 &!'¯ [¨² ¨>¨¸
1137
 Q !¨>²>!  ¸'>"+²
1138
 &!'¯ [¨²
1139
Kilian 1973, 531.
1136
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taining a skeleton which lacked any accompanying grave goods. No other indications of Late
Bronze Age/Early Iron Age activity were noted. The greaves may have been placed in between
the stones of the pre-existing older burial, and therefore need not necessarily be directly connected to it or even contemporary.
4.4.1.3 Chronology
Greaves of Type Ilijak are generally attributable to the 8th–7th century BC. Kilian noted that the
fragment of greave of Type Ilijak found in Olympia must belong at least to the 8th century BC,
since such votive donations are not known to be older than this.1140#  "!  
Ilijak also suggest a date in the 8th century BC. The latter greaves were associated with Glasinac
IV–B, representing the very end of the Hallstatt period, most likely during the middle of the 7th
century BC.1141 The original belt plates used to produce the greaves from hill 3 are dated, on the
       "!  !+   ! @{'<> ! #  #  !   # !!+ ! 
greaves must be somewhat later.
 "! *! $! # ! #+   Ù! +cally speaking, these two greaves are certainly older than the greaves from Ilijak, since they
 !      !   #  ~!"  >    #+ @ }*# 
13, which is probably the oldest from the cemetery. Their typological relationship to the greaves
of Type Grammichele suggests a likely date in the 10th–9th century BC.
Catalogue
Cat. no. 217. Dobraç, Shkodër, Albania'"! ! !*! $!'   Y ments: 34 × 18cm – Muzeut Popullor, Shkodër, inv. no. unknown – Pl. 42.217. References: Kil!¨>²«'²¨>"+!¨²>¥¨'¥Q#¨«>'>"+_  !+¥¥>
¸«'¸¨>"+¥
The greave was bought by the museum in 1947 from a private collection.
{@{@$$¥  ¥[\ ' !+ "!`»
– two complete greaves. Measurements: greave 1: 31.8 × 21.2cm; greave 2: 32.1 × 21.8cm thickness both greaves: 0.7–0.8mm – museum and inv. no. unknown – Pl. 42.218–219. References:
¯ [¨¸>'>"+ '>²> '_  !+¥¥>¸«'¸¨>"+¥
In October 1969, two bronze greaves were found c. 10cm under the soil. Further excavations
the following year revealed a stone cist grave containing a skeleton, unaccompanied by any
grave goods. There were no further indications of any Late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age activity.
Most likely, the greaves are of a later date, and were deposited between the stones of the preexisting older burial.
{{J{{@_ ¥[\  – hill 3, grave 9 – two complete
greaves – c. 33.6 × 22.7cm – Zemalski Muzej Bosne i Hercegovine, Sarajevo, inv. no. unknown
'   ¥' ]!  |  «¨²> '> "+  ' &! ' ¯ [ ¨²> ¸¨'¥>  
¸' !¨>²«'²¨>"+ '> 'Q#¨«>²>'>"+¨_  !+
¥¥>¸«'¸¨>"+¥²'¸
As well as the greaves, the grave contained an iron sword with wooden scabbard, a further
iron weapon (dagger or sword?), an iron socketed axe and an iron Ärmchenbeil, and jewellery in
the form of two arm rings, a bronze tiara, and several ceramic sherds.

1140
1141

Kilian 1973.
 &!'¯ [¨² !¨>²²
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{{{{{|_ ¥[\  – hill 13 – two complete greaves
– c. 34.4 × 19cm – Zemalski Muzej Bosne i Hercegovine, Sarajevo, inv. no. unknown – Pl.
]! | «¨²>²'¸>"+ ¨'¥Ó  ¨¸¥>²¥>"+²>! ²Q#¨«>'>'>"+¥'_  !+¥¥>¸«'¸¨>"+¥
As well as the greaves, the grave contained an iron sword, an iron spearhead, several fragments of further spearheads, jewellery and a bronze cup.
{{{{ _ ¥[\  – hill 2, grave 1 – two complete
greaves – c. 32.8 × 22.5cm – Zemalski Muzej Bosne i Hercegovine, Sarajevo, inv. no. unknown
'   '² ]!  |  «¨²> ¸'> "+  «'¨  Y#  ¨²¸¨²> > !  ¸'
&!'¯ [¨²>¥>"+¸> ¨'Ó  ¨¸¥>²¥>"+²! ²Q#¨«>
«>'>"+_  !+¥¥>¸«'¸¨>"+¥'
# +  $    ! ! # $ +   #   | #    "! 
include an iron sword with bronze hilt, still sheathed in its wooden scabbard, around 50 ‘knobs’
located on the breast of the buried person, a bronze cup, bronze dishes (Perlrandbecken, a
bronze cup with iron handles, an omphalos-cup), two massive bronze rings, a wheel-pendant
and a grindstone.
Cat. no. 226. Olympia, Elis, Greece – votive deposit – fragment. Measurements: c. 27.7 ×
13cm – museum and inv. no. unknown – Pl. 43.226. References: Furtwängler 1890, 49, no. 329,
 ¥¨ ¨>¨'¨¸>! > ¸ !¨>²«'²¨>"+#¨«>"+
²>! Q#¨«>>>"+¥!;¨¨>>! «_  !+¥¥>¸«'¸¨>"+
10.8.
4.5 Greaves of Class II
Bronze Age greaves with perforations along the rim are neither a morphologically or chronologically close group (Tab. 4.9). The two unique greaves from Dendra and Schäfstall,1142 as well as
the associated greave from Winklsaß, are only placed within the same ‘group’ on the basis of
# " #! + #    !
The greave from the associated deposit of Winklsaß, Germany, was discovered having been
rolled up, prior to deposition, and when unrolled broke into four pieces. Each individual piece
§# !     #       ! # > !  !+ "! !   
Holste, and a number of subsequent authors, have interpreted the fragments as belonging to one
or more bronze vessels, whilst J. Hrala interpreted the fragments as parts of a belt.1143 Schauer
++  #  #+ ! $ +!   +>! !  #  #" 
together.1144 Their interpretation as greaves has since been questioned by Clausing, as he considers the decoration to be completely different to that on other known greaves, especially as the
bent rim with integral wire, as well as the holes for attaching the organic backing or loops, are
all missing.1145
The greave from Winklsaß has been assigned to this group on the basis of its decorative
similarities to the greave from Schäfstall, even though on the preserved fragments no perforation along the edge is visible as it is on the latter. We should also note that one of the greaves of
Type Desmontà, the greave from Malpensa, has secondary perforations along the whole edge.
#   ! +# #!     #"   ! #   # *!>
!+  ! "  !  #       #  # + #  > # 
greave is linked with the greaves of Type Desmontà.
1142

Schauer 1982b, 133.
Holste 1936, 2, 14; Hrala 1966, 11, note 20; Stein 1976, 174, note 134; Stein 1979, 168.
1144
 Q#¨«>>>²>"+ >¨ ¨¨«>²²'²²
1145
Clausing 2002, 182.
1143
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Only from the 6th century BC onwards do greaves with perforation along the rim form a
# + !# ! +  !  ! + >  !+"!  < >]   >
St. Julien, Mailhac, La Palma, Can Canyis/Banyeres, Solivella, Granja Soley, Entremont and
Plerimond.1146
Cat. No. Find
Circumstances
227

grave

Find Site

State

Condition

Dendra

GR

fragmented

228

!+ "!

Schäfstall

DE

almost complete

229

associated deposit

Winklsaß

DE

fragment

Tab. 4.9 Greaves of Class II.

4.5.1 Decoration
The greave from Dendra is the only Bronze Age greave without any decoration. The greave
from Schäfstall has pellet decoration only, consisting of a double central line of pellets dividing
the greave in two. Each half has in the upper and lower parts three bows inside each other, with
each bow consisting of three lines of pellets. These bows all end at a double line of pellets running parallel to the rim of the greave. However, somewhat similar decoration to that on the
greave from Schäfstall is also known on the greave from Cannes-Ècluse.
The greave from Winklsaß also has only pellet decoration. However, as only a few fragments of the greave exist, the decoration can be only partially reconstructed. Similar to the
greave from Schäfstall, the greave from Winklsaß has a double line of pellets running parallel
to the rib. On the top and bottom, as well on the central left and right, three bows, each with a
line of pellets, were applied inside each other. In some respects, the decoration on the greave
from Winklsaß, with its half-circles on both sides as well as on the top and bottom, is reminis!   #    #+     ! ! #+    #  >
# !   ¦Ý?      $ #     % # "+ >   $     !     >
and does not have any equivalent.
4.5.2 Distribution and Deposition
Greaves with perforations along the rim are known from Dendra, Schäfstall and potentially
Winklsaß but there are no further morphological or chronological connection between them.
Consequently, their distribution and the circumstances of their deposition differs widely. The
Dendra greave was, as are all other eastern Mediterranean greaves, with the exception of the
fragment from Olympia, deposited in a grave. The Schäfstall greave was instead recovered
from a wet context, having been discovered in an old tributary of the Danube. The fragments of
the greave from Winklsaß formed part of an associated deposit, which may also have included
the remains of a cuirass.
4.5.3 Chronology
Greaves with perforation along the rim are not a chronological or geographical homogenous
group, and are associated on the basis of technological criteria only. The Dendra grave dates to
#" #   #²th century BC,1147 while the greave from Schäfstall, which may have been

1146
1147

Dehn 1980; Clausing 2002.
Verdelis 1967, 7.
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from an associated deposit, is dated to Ha A1.1148 The date suggested by S. Wirth,1149 on the basis
  !         ! >  
$#      >   # +    !+  "!
from a gravel pit in the area of an old tributary of the Danube, and cannot therefore be securely
associated with the other bronzes from the same gravel pit. Schauer links the greave to the
Aegean examples since it does not have a bent rim but rather perforations all along the edge.1150
Nevertheless, the similarities in decoration with that of the greaves from Cannes-Ècluse and
Winklsaß cannot be ignored. The associated deposit from Winklsaß is dated to Ha A1.1151
Catalogue
Cat. no. 227. Dendra, Argolis, Greece – chamber tomb 12 – one almost complete greave.
Measurements: 32.5 × 4–8cm – Nafplion Archaeological Museum, inv. no. unknown – Pl.
 ]!  {   ¨¸> ²'¸> "+ «>   ¨ {   ¨> ²'¸> "+ >  
'Y %¨«¥>>! ¥«> «Q#¨«>>"+¸_  !+¥¥>
>"+'
| "! ! ! ! § >  ! @    !   #$  !  $ 
greaves in the grave, as there remain a considerable number of unassociated fragments which
might potentially belong to a second greave.1152 The greave from Dendra has few similarities
with other greaves from Greece, which are elliptic, short and decorated, while the Dendra greave
is long, thin and undecorated. All along the rim of the greave a row of perforations is visible,
 $##   ! !   "  $!>$## #   #! +!ic lining or, more likely, to attach the greave to an organic wrapping applied around the leg.
Cat. no. 228. Schäfstall, St. Donauwörth, Lkr. Donau-Ries, RB Schwaben, Bayern, Germany ' !+  "!>  !   `+    ' !+ #   ' <# + #  Y  
 !$^ #>!! !*! $!' «]! #!¨«¥>¨>"+«#¨«>>
"+²«Q#¨«>>"+! !¨¨>>«>"+ ²¥!*  ¨¨>¨
 ¨¨«>²¥ #¨¨¨>²¨¥>!  ¸'_  !+¥¥>«'«¥>"+¨
The greave was found in a gravel pit in the area of an old tributary of the Danube, close to
the estuary with the Lech and Wörnitz, which was used as a ford between north and south.
From the same gravel pit several other Bronze Age objects were recovered, including axes, sickles, spearheads and swords.
Cat. no. 229. Winklsaß, Bavaria, Germany – associated deposit – fragments. Measurements:
c. 26 × 20cm; thickness: 1mm; weight: 80g – Stadtmuseum Landshut, inv. no. A 447 – Pl.
44.229. References: Holste 1936, 2, 14, pl. 2.31, 34–35; Müller-Karpe 1959, 156, 285, pls. 148–
149; Torbrügge 1960, 56, 78, no. 164; v. Brunn 1968; Stein 1979, 112–116, 166–167, pl. 111.4–18;
Q# ¨«> > "+  ! ! ¨¨> > > "+  « ²¨   ¨¨«> ²²'²²> "+ 
_  !+¥¥>«>"+
In the summer of 1911 woodworkers found more than 100 individual fragments of bronze in
the forest around 1300m north of Winklsaß, Bavaria. The associated deposit was buried at a
depth of 30–40cm, and was covered by 35 casting cakes. As well as the greave, the associated
   ! !! >!*  > !+ > !+ > # * >  " > 
sword blade, four fragments of spearhead, seven fragments of axe, one complete sickle and 36
sickle fragments, a razor, fragments of knives and daggers, one ingot, bronze sheet fragments
and a possible fragment from a bronze cuirass.1153 !  # "!  $   ! #  # #
1148

Hansen 1994, 13–14.
  #¨¨¨>²¨¥>!  ¸'>"+«¦   ~!"  ? #¥¥¥>««
1150
Schauer 1982b, 133.
1151
Weiss 1998.
1152
Verdelis 1967, 35, note 125.
1153
See Chapter 3, p. 171.
1149
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found pure gold, indicating the minimal patina on the bronzes. The associated deposit was sold
to the Historischer Verein für Niederbayern, who sold it on to the museum in Landshut.
4.6 Potential Greave Finds
Numerous fragments of bronze sheet have, with varying degrees of certainty, been interpreted
as the remains of greaves. All of these have been found within the distribution area of other
known greaves.
The bronze sheet fragment from the associated deposit of Reventin-Vaugris, believed to be
from a greave, is bent at the edge and decorated with three parallel punched lines. According to
Clausing there is no basis for interpreting the fragment as part of a greave.1154
The Ha B1 associated deposit from Braud appears now to be lost1155! #  !" !+
certain morphological indicators for their being greaves, such as the presence of bent rims or
from their cross section, is no longer possible.
According to Jankovits, the associated deposit of Pila del Brancon, Italy, also contained fragments of a greave and a helmet.1156 Since these do not resemble any known body armour, they
more likely belong to belt plates or some other bronze sheet object. The associated deposit contained objects dated to between bronzo medio and   ,1157 and Jankovits suggests a
date of Bz D–Ha A1.1158
The associated deposit from Schönberg bei Niederwölz, Austria, contains a small bronze
sheet fragment which might also belong to a greave. It is decorated with four circles inside each
other. There is no indication of a wheel motif and the fragment is too small to allow for the
reconstruction of any further decorative details.
The possible greave fragment from the Bz D–Ha A1 associated deposit from Brandgraben/
Kainischtal, Austria, is decorated with three dotted lines parallel to one another, each bent once
at a right angle.1159 The sheet is bent around a small, twice folded, thin bronze sheet. The decoration does not resemble that on other known greaves. The thickness of the sheet and the
straight edge point also suggest that it is from another type of bronze object.
Though they do not exhibit decoration similar to that known from other greaves, E. Borgna
and E. Montagnari suggest that some of the bronze sheet fragments from Škocjan, Slovenia, are
also from greaves,1160 though it is more likely that the sheets fragments are from helmets or decorated belts.
# !; # + !   #&;     ¯ >Q !>1161
might indeed be from a greave on the basis of its decoration but the thickness of the sheet is
somewhat greater than that normally found on greaves, and the decoration is not as delicate due
to its thickness.
A fragment from the associated deposit of Slavonski Brod III might belong to a greave,
though the lack of wire, around which the edge would have been bent, might suggest that it is
from another object (Fig. 4.10).1162 The decoration consists of two dotted lines running parallel
to the edge. Three further dotted lines are almost perpendicular to the edge, and below (or
above?), four dotted lines form a semicircle. At the other end of the fragment, a larger boss is
visible.

1154

Clausing 2002, 183, note 126.
 _  !+¥¥>«¥>"+¥
1156
 !*  ¨¨¨¥¥¥>«¨>"+>'²
1157
Salzani 1998, 66–74.
1158
Jankovits 1999/2000, 189.
1159
 !# ;% !¥¥«>«'²>>"+¨
1160
 & +!'Y ! +! * }¨¨¨>>"+>¸
1161
 Q ¨²²>¨
1162
 _  !+¥¥>«_  !+¥¥>¥'>"+¥¸
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Fragments of two potential further greaves from Slavonski Brod, Croatia, associated deposit III (after
_  !+¥¥>"+ ¥¸

 ¢*> !    !  # ¯* +> !  !     !    !; #  $ #
¦ ! ?! ++  #  #  +#  # !   #" !+    #+ #
bronze fragments are without any chevrons or pointed ends.1163 However, the reconstruction of a
greave from these fragments is not convincing since the shape is not at all ergonomic and bears
no similarities to any other known greave. Since he also reconstructed a shield from further
! " !; # + ! > #!+    
 ! #$ #
to reconstruct a warrior grave with a complete set of defensive armour.1164
Schauer notes further possible fragments of greaves from the associated deposit of
 >] !> ! #   #  #§#      !1165 However, it is more
likely these fragments also belong to bronze bowls or vessels, as was recently discussed by T.
Soroçeanu.1166
Several fragments from the associated deposit of Uioara de Sus, Romania, might belong to
greaves of Type Desmontà or greaves of Type Lengyeltóti. This concerns the fragments inv.
nos. III–6025, III–5795, III–7448, and III–5997.1167
Also, further fragments of potential greaves are known from the associated deposit from
{^ +%+%\;#+>!+ $> #+ !   +! #  oration too poorly applied when compared to other known greaves, including the complete
§    #  "!>  #     #+
4.7 Analyses and Construction
In the following, the results obtained by metallographic and chemical characterisation (SEMEDXS; light optical microscope)1168 are described. Eight Bronze Age greaves from Austria, Bosnia-Herzegovina and Croatia were sampled for metallographic and chemical characterisation
(Fig. 4.11). The compositional analyses were performed on cross sections of micro-fragments
which were mechanically sampled from the greaves or from drilling samples, taken with a 1mm
drill. The eight greaves belong to three different types. The greaves from Enkomi, grave 15,
unfortunately could not be studied, since they are already completely corroded (Fig. 4.9, bottom
right). Three further Bronze Age greaves were already analysed non-invasively.1169 Generally,
greaves were made out of one sheet of metal and one wire, around which the edge of the metal
1163
1164
1165
1166
1167
1168
1169

Paulík 1988, 24.
See also Hansen 1994, 13.
Schauer 1982b, 151, note 202.
Soroçeanu 2008, no. 33a: bowl of Type Satteldorf; no. 124: vessel of Type Kurd.
See also Rusu 1990, pl. II.
See Chapter 2.3.
Mödlinger et al. 2014.
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Fig. 4.11 The greaves analysed: 1. Boljanic; 2. Stetten/Teiritzberg; 3. Poljanci IV; 4.    @![ 5. Veliko
Ú6.&  *{ ` _  !+¥¥>"+7. Weissenstein; 8. Poljanci I. The sample area is marked.

sheet was bent, in order to strengthen the rim. Obviously, for those greaves of Subclasses B and
_>  ! $$ ! | +   !Q  >!+ $ 
needed, and according to the evidence for casting seams, these were cast in bi-valve moulds.
4.7.1 Alloys Characterisation
Descriptions in the Iliad concerning the manufacture of greaves (e.g. Iliad 18.613) refers to
greaves made of tin, resulted in much controversial discussion concerning the alloy composition
of the Greek greaves, most without analytical basis.1170 Until now, only a few greaves were analysed, including the greaves from Grammichele (cat. nos. 207–208) and those from Kallithea
!  ` ! ¨¨'¥¥!¥'¥1171 The greaves from Grammichele were made
of tin-bronze with 10% Sn and 1 wt.% Pb,1172 #+    $ #$ µQ!!
the Kallithea greaves with 11.5 wt.% Sn and over 1.8 wt.% Pb.1173 The eleven greaves discussed
in the following belong to the three main central European types. On six greaves, the wire,
which surrounds and reinforces the metal sheet, was analysed as well. The results of compositional analyses of the greaves are outlined in Tab. 4.10. The greaves are, apart from some of the
wires, all made of tin-bronze, with the concentration of tin ranging from 7–12 wt.%. These
compositions are consistent with the amount of tin found in wrought bronzes used during the
European Bronze Age.
Tin is the only alloying element, with further elements such as Pb, As, Ag, Ni, S and Co,
!+ !   !   ! !!   "    ! ` $  !
Sb, Fe, Zn and Mn). Generally, there was an increase in the usage of Pb from Ha B1 onwards.
 $> ! # # +    #    `+    {^ +>    @![ !
Weissenstein) this is not noted, and might be connected with the thickness of the greaves, which
1170
1171
1172
1173

As summarised by Hansen 1994, 17.
Stavropoulou-Gatsi et al. 2012, 259, 261.
Giumlia-Mair et al. 1980.
Stavropoulou-Gatsi et al. 2012, 261; further details were not mentioned.
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is below 0.5mm. Adding Pb would not have eased the manufacture of a bronze sheet of such a
! $$ # #  > #+  &  *{ !& }! # $ +# #+#
amounts of Pb with 0.5–0.6 wt.%. The two greaves of Type Desmontà have, at 7–10 wt.% Sn,
lower amounts of Sn than the other greaves, which have a range between 10–12 wt.%, and only
the wire from the greave from Weissenstein having 9 wt.% Sn. An amount of Sn around 10
$ µ *   ! > ! #¡  ¥µ !% !; !#+# #! #  
 >!   !    ! #¡ ! #!! # %   !> #     !$ *#  ! *!!  # #"!  #*! 
As a consequence of the small number of greaves preserved and analysed overall, any discussion of the results of these analyses for sheet and wire are unlikely to be representative of
!$# ! + @! #   #+ { * Ú>!  
#  &  *{ >$ +# +#    #  #   $    # tion of wire and metal sheet. However, different alloys appear to have been used for the wire
and metal sheet in all other greaves where both sheet and wire were analysed.
Cat. No. Find Spot
153

&  *{ 

Type
Desmontà

Cu

Sn

Pb

Sb As S Fe Zn Ni Ag Co Au

sheet

91.1

7.4

0.5

0.2 0.2 0.3 tr.

wire

91.8

6.9

0.2

0.3 0.2 0.1

sheet 1–2

88.8

9.7

0.2

0.2 0.4 0.3 0.1

0.3–0.5

163

Poljanci I

168

]! ;! *  Lengyeltóti sheet

90–92

7–9

173

Lengyeltóti

sheet

89–91

6–14
(9)

wire

99

sheet

87.3

11.3

0.2

wire

88.3

9.9

0.2

0.4 0.8 0.2

174

Stetten

Desmontà

Sample

Lengyeltóti

Lengyeltóti

0.3 0.2
0.5

0.1

0.3 0.2

0.6–1 0.3–0.5
0.3 0.4 0.5 tr. tr. 0.3 0.2 tr.
0.2 tr. tr.

175

Poljanci IV

Lengyeltóti sheet

89.2

9.8

0.2

0.1 0.1

tr. 0.6

177

{ * Ú

Lengyeltóti

sheet

87.1

11.7

0.2

0.3 0.3 0.2

tr. 0.1 0.2 0.1

wire

87.0

11.6

0.1

0.3 0.4 0.1

0.2

0.2 0.2

179

Boljanic

Lengyeltóti sheet

88.5

10.1

0.6

tr. 0.3 0.2 0.1

0.2 0.2 tr. 0.2

188

Weissenstein



sheet

87.5

11.1

0.2

0.3 0.2 0.4 0.2

tr. tr. tr.

wire

89.8

8.9

0.2

0.1 0.6 0.3

sheet

89

10–11

wire

99–100

0–1

tr.

sheet

87.1

11.9

0.2

189

{^ +

191–192   @![




0.2 0.2 0.2 tr.

0.0 0.2

0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2

Tab. 4.10 Average composition of the SEM-EDXS analyses on the samples from the greaves in wt.%. The greaves
cat. nos. 168, 173 and 189 were analysed non-invasively (Mödlinger et al. 2014) with PGAA, PIXE and ToF-ND.
These results show a wide range due to the low sensibility of the PGAA for Pb, and analyses on the corroded surface via PIXE. The focus on the analyses was on the detection of alloying elements as Sn and Pb. Results clearly
deriving from analyses on severely corroded areas were excluded.

As visible in Tab. 4.10, we can make also the following points:
1. The amount of tin (7–12 wt.%) is consistent with bronzes suitable for mechanical deformation and typical for the period of production in the European Bronze Age
2. Sulphur and iron are present as Cu2-xFexS-inclusions (see below), and visible in the micrographs, though their quantities remain maximal at the level of trace elements
3. Lead is present in every greave, ranging from 0.1–0.6 wt.%
4. The measured minor and trace elements as Pb, As, Sb, Fe, Ni, Co, Ag and Zn are remnants of the copper ore and are usually enriched in inclusions and grain boundaries
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4.7.2 Manufacturing Process – Microstructural Observations
Due to the generally high level of corrosion, etching was not necessary in every case, especially
since the intergranular corrosion surrounds and follows the structures of recrystallised grains
with slipping bands and mechanical twins which cross over each other (Fig. 4.12, centre and
bottom left; Fig. 4.13, centre). Further corrosion features noted were pitting corrosion and further peculiar features such as ‘tentacle’ corrosion recently discussed1174 (Fig. 4.12, bottom right).
The cross-sections of the greave fragments are characterised by an almost homogenous metallic

Fig. 4.12 Microstructural features of European Bronze Age greaves. Above, left: Poljanci IV, sheet, unetched.
< >+#  }!@{> # >! #! ; +# _! >  &  *{ > # > #$ # 

I. Centre, right: Weissenstein, sheet, unetched; SEM-image. Below, left: Poljanci IV, sheet, etched with Klemm I.
& $>+# { * Ú> # >! #QY% +

1174

Piccardo et al. 2013.
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Fig. 4.13 Microstructural features of European Bronze Age greaves. Above, left: Poljanci I, sheet, etched with

@< >+#   @![> # > #$ #|_ _! >   }!@>$> #$ # 

@ _! > +#     @![> # > ! # QY% + & $>   Q  ! ;+> # > ! #
Below, right: Stetten/Teiritzberg, wire, unetched in polarized light.

microstructure, with recrystallisation annealing indicated by polygonal grains with thermal
$! >  $  +#    #!      !  "  #!  $!  `|+ 
4.12–4.13). The annealing temperature applied was below the solidus curve of the alpha-phase
in the Cu-Sn equilibrium diagram, but high enough to homogenise the solid solution. However,
this effect could not be obtained during one heat treatment only, and was the result of a number
of alternating annealing/cold deformation sessions. The grain size of 10–50mm and the homogeneity of the solid solution suggest an annealing temperature between 550–630°C. Within this
temperature range, the solubility of tin achieves its maximum with 15.8 wt.% in copper. Therefore, due to the higher kinetics of diffusion, the recrystallisation process, that usually has its
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onset temperature between 300–400°C, is fast.1175 After the short and rapid recrystallisation, the
bronze sheets were most likely water quenched. Due to the last annealing and cold deformation
   >$ !#!+!      %#  +# ! #   !   
   # ! !+  >  # !  #+ $ #  #   #  %# 
(which was not observed on any sample) at the grain boundaries, thus facilitating the working
process.
< "!  > # !; # $  +#    !!  #!! # 
hardening work provides additional strength to the metal sheet so that it does not bend easily
during use. However, we have to consider the possibility that the cold deformation noted might
   #"!    !  #   !>  #       # % #!   !  +# #!"! !! !+>$##     #+!  $   !  #  <"! !! !+$   #  #   !  #  tion and the bending of the rim of the bronze sheet around the wire. The wires used were either
of round or square cross-section of c. 2mm diameter and were produced by hammering. Drawing dies are as yet unknown in prehistory.
The total amount of biaxial deformation, as well as the minimum initial thickness of the ascast bronze sheet from which the greave was made, can be calculated by the deformation grade
concerning the shape factor (SF) of the Cu2-xFexS-inclusions, which are embedded in the metallic matrix.1176 Tab. 4.11 reports the hardness, the average total deformation applied, and the estimation of the minimum thickness of the as-cast bronze sheet, for the production of greaves.
Cat. No.

Find Site

Thickness
metal (mm)

Def.
(%)

Min. Thickness D
as cast (mm)

VickersHardness (HV)

153

&  *{ 

0.4

83.2

2.4

130–140; 240

163

Poljanci I

0.36

87.5

3.1

130–170; 210–220

174

Stetten

0.4

85.6

2.9

120

175

Poljanci IV

0.4

88.4

3.9

100–120

177

{ * Ú

0.4

86.0

3.0

120

178

& }![

0.21

87.1

1.8

190–205

188

Weissenstein

0.32

79.3

1.7

205–215; 150 (wire)

191–192

  @!

0.5

72.8

2.0

180–200

Tab. 4.11 Hardness, average total deformation applied (bi-axial) and estimation of minimum thickness of the ascast bronze sheet for the production of greaves.

According to Tab. 4.11, all greaves show a slightly different intensity of deformation (ranging
between 70–90% of thickness reduction and 100–240 HV). The wire of the greave from Brods*{ >$ #¥{>!   ##+#  !      ! !+ #   
of work. Of the two fragments sampled from the greave from Poljanci I, one was taken close to
where the decoration was applied, and the other further away from it.
# "!  #*!   #    # >     ! #         ! >  sponds to c. 0.4mm. The percentage of deformation allows for the conclusion that the original
cast was already a minimum of 3mm as a result of high quality casting. The calculated minimum thickness of the as-cast bronze sheet is, of course, an approximation only, and smoothing,
  #!+ ! # "! #!+  # > $## $    # #*!   #   
sheet, cannot be taken into account. The calculated thickness must be regarded as the minimum
original thickness of the as-cast bronze. This would have depended on several factors, such as
shape, material and temperature of the mould material, the temperature and speed of casting, as
well as the composition of the alloy. So far, no moulds for bronze sheet production have been
knowingly recovered. Obviously, casting techniques which left no traces in the archaeological
1175
1176

Ammannati et al. 2006.
Mödlinger – Piccardo 2013.
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record include sand casting or lost wax technique. Since lost wax casting was one of the most
frequently used casting techniques, it might be reasonable to assume that bronze sheets were
cast in baked clay moulds using the lost wax technique. Whilst clay moulds or refractory evidence for weapons or tools are reasonably easy to identify amongst ceramic assemblages, it is
not hard to imagine the more morphologically ambiguous refractory evidence for armour being
 *   ! " # >   $    # #   !  !+> $   § ! #
lack of casting moulds made from other materials, such as stone.
4.7.3 Manufacturing Process – Macroscopic Observations
! #   # ! #*!  $ #>      #
!+> ¡ !!+ !
thinning the metal sheet were eliminated with a planishing hammer and a Treibfaust. The surface of the bronze sheet was smoothed and polished, so no traces of hammering or anvil marks
were visible. The last polishing was always carried out vertically, never horizontally (Figures
4.14, left; 4.15, right). Polishing traces are still visible on several greaves. After polishing, once

Fig. 4.14 Common manufacturing traces on greaves. Polishing traces from top to bottom are visible on the outside
 #+ `   ! ! $   Q ! $    #     !
! !`+# ]! ;! *  $+#  

the bronze sheet was approximately 0.2–0.4mm thin, the edges were cut out or chiselled off in
 # #      #"! +< !;$$ # !  !+ 
cross section of approx. 2mm diameter was then placed inside the outwards bent rim of the
greave in order to strengthen the metal sheet. On greaves of Type Desmontà, Type Lengyeltóti
!   > #  !; #  $  !     !   ! # $>  #  # $
could be used to form the side loops on the outside of the greave which were used to attach it
securely to the lower leg of the wearer, most likely by means of an organic strip. Greaves of
Subclasses B and C exhibit, in addition to the wire which was completely encompassed by the
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Fig. 4.15 Detail of the greaves from Bouclans (left; © Musée des Beaux-Arts et d’Archéologie de Besançon) and
{^ +`+#   #    #!+  ! # #+  ! #   >
     # $!+" %!       #  ! #+ {^ +

rim of the metal sheet, several pairs of holes positioned close to the edge for securing the separate wire loops.
Once the metal sheet was strengthened by bending the edges around the wire, the decoration
could then be applied. This decoration did not serve just aesthetical requirements but also
served to enhance the stiffness of the greave. In order to place the plastic decoration in line,
inscribed lines were applied on the inside of the greaves. These were used as a sketch to guide
#   !  #"! !#   !`|+>+# #+  Q  <
an exception in that all decoration was applied with round punches. The application of several
 ! !#    ! ! # +   ]! ;! * > !+> $#   ! !#
was used for the reproduction of the tip of the peak, the eye and the parson’s nose of the water
bird (Fig. 4.16, left), whilst up to three different sized punches were used in the decoration of
+   `|+²# ! +$ ## ! >$##$ $ #
chisel or punch, is the example from Portes-Kephalovryso.
4.8 Use
The round to oval shaped greaves measure approximately 25 × 20cm, and were attached to the
lower legs of the warrior by means of strips of leather or other organic material. These strips
$"§  #+ !+    #$   !+ >  !+ #  $%
bent loops formed by the internal wire around which the edge of the metal sheet of the greave
had been bent (Figures 4.4, 4.14–16). The greaves were never worn directly against the skin,
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!! ! +!*!+$    !! # #   +!"§   > 
#    "§ #+ !  # +  #+  #   $  $ ! 
the lining (Dendra, Schäfstall, potentially the greave from Winklsaß and, after the loops had
broken, also the greave from Malpensa, where later perforations had been added all along the
edge).
Interestingly, the warriors from Torre Galli appear to have been buried with just one greave
(the only exception perhaps being grave 239). These greaves were found positioned always on
# +#  $ +   $#  § !  #  !   !!    "     !>  !
aspect of religious or cultural ideology, or simply an indicator that only one greave was used
during battle (perhaps with the left leg being afford protection by the use of a shield), remains
unclear. However, as indicated by the few Bronze Age depictions of greaves that are known, for
example the older battle frieze from Hall 64 at Pylos, usually two greaves were worn.
Since the earliest discussions of bronze body armour, debates concerning the use of greaves
have been controversial. Interpretations have varied from them providing protection for the
warrior from his own shield hitting his lower legs,1177 as protection for rarely harmed areas of
the body, as protection against rough undergrowth or shrubs,1178 and as protection against
arrows.1179 However, these interpretations seem unreasonable since the shield was usually carried on a person’s back when walking, and arrows rarely hit the lower leg. Moreover, it seems
! *  #  # # $  #  # $ +!+"+# !+> ! #!   # 
was in greater need of protection, and the diameter and weight of contemporary shields meant
they were unlikely to reach the area of the lower leg. There is only a single description of
greaves protecting the warrior in the Iliad, where Achilles is protected by his greaves when
Agenor throws his spear. On Greek vases, in scenes of putting on armour, the warrior attaches
# + " # !!  *! !!   #   ! #+#    
greaves but may represent simple practicality, as it would have been harder to attach the greaves
once the warrior was already wearing a cuirass.
!!  ! ! !+ >! " !! !+ # !! "# ! + $ #     + #  ]   >|!>$##
dated to the 6th century BC.1180 Due to the common occurrence of weapon perforations visible
on the greaves, we might consider this to be an indication of their ritual destruction. However,
traces of use do not necessarily need to be directly inferred from damage.
Evidence for the use of greaves is indicated by the extent of repairs, which have been noted
on a number of complete greaves. Most common are vertical cracks on the central part of the
top of the greave, which were repaired with holes that had been punched through on both sides
of the crack, so that a wire could be threaded through in order to hold the sheet together and
stop further cracking of the bronze sheet (Fig. 4.16).
 # 
!   !  ! >   ! ! # +    > #   ! 
punched holes to replace the broken separate wire loops. In contrast to direct traces of use,
repairs seem to have been quite common, at least on the few complete greaves available for
direct study from Austria, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Croatia, Czech Republic and Hungary. In all
cases were repairs were noted, either a crack or a broken loop had been repaired. In both cases,
small holes had been punched through the metal on either side of the crack or below the broken
loop. This can be seen on the greave from Stetten, where a loop had broken and been repaired
(no wire remained in the newly punched holes), on the greave from Lengyeltóti, where two
loops were broken and had been repaired, as well a vertical crack on the top of the greave which
had also been repaired. The same type of central, vertical crack can also be seen on the greave
 ]! ;! * >! ! $ +  \!+   !  # # 
  !; # $##$  #$ "§ #*#  +# ! #
1177
1178
1179
1180

Schauer 1982b, 101.
Drews 1993.
Hansen 1994, 17.
Clausing 2002.
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|+¸    %$ !+ \ ]! ;! * >  ` !! ` $< >+# 
Lengyeltóti. Crack with two rivet holes punched from the inside to the outside. Below, right: Stetten/Teiritzberg
(Prähistorische Abteilung NHM Wien, inv. no. 75836–51; photo: M. Mödlinger). In addition, here, the holes were
punched from the inside to the outside in order to place a wire to hold the two sides of the crack together.

crack in the upper right area and a broken loop on the lower left side that had been the subject of
attempted repairs. These cracks and broken loops are most likely a result of material tension, in
combination with the greave being attached too tightly to the leg, and therefore being unable to
adapt to the owner’s movements whilst worn. The lack of clear, obvious traces of use on
greaves, such as the weapon perforations known on shields1181 and helmets, might be due to several reasons:
1. the lower legs were not an area which was commonly vulnerable during combat, at least
for the (high status?) person wearing them, and the greaves might have served more to
afford protection of the legs in rough terrain
2. greaves were not generally used during actual combat by their owner, perhaps because of
their social status. This does not necessarily mean that greaves were not made for combat
or no used. Here, a useful analogy would be with early modern period parade armour
3. greaves were used for display only, being a status symbol and a more expensive, highly
valued version of organic leg protection
4. greaves or any kind of leg protection might have been also used on horses. The usage of
#   !  *! $!  # "   ! > !1182
!   #       +  !+ $          "+ 
depictions. Bronze Age depictions of greaves are, aside from Greece, known only from the Sar!! !;"+! >! #  ! ++  #     + §  #!
# !   "! Y   # +  ! # !;"+! $ !
1181
1182

Uckelmann 2012.
Jantzen – Terberger 2011.
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warriors, such as archers or those bearing sticks, swords or spear and shield, as well as overarmed, ritual(?) warriors, and appear to have mainly been made of organic components.1183 It is
probable then that only a small number were made of metal. Moreover, the few potential metal
+   ! #Q!! !;"+!  !     !  #*! $!
preserved examples of bronze greaves. Unlike depictions of other categories of bronze armour,
such as the helmets and shields, the greaves do not appear on the Bronze Age stelae of the Iberian Peninsula either.
Even using the Bronze Age depictions of greaves on ceramics and frescos in Greece, it is
hard to be certain as to the materials used in leg protection, but it is clear that the greaves were
 $ $ !$  >!!
   # $  ! !}!  !$ #"+# ing. Sometimes a rounded line in between the upper and lower fastening area is visible on the
greaves, but always on one leg only. There are no colour differences in the depictions, however,
to indicate the use of potentially different materials, especially in the use of an organic backing.
Despite this, greaves are well attested in a number of LH IIIA–B depictions, including on a
fragment of fresco from the palace of Orchomenos, showing the lower parts of greaves with
strings with depiction of an elliptical line, on a fresco from the Megaron in Mycenae, where
long white (linen?) greaves with knee protectors worn by a warrior are depicted, whilst similar
greaves are also known from other frescos from Mycenae, including the ‘House of the Oil Merchant’ and the palace itself. All the greaves have leather (?) strings (black, red or dark brown) to
secure the greaves onto the leg. On the frescos from Pylos, the free ends of fastening thongs are
sometimes visible. In LH IIIC a shorter form of greaves appeared in Mycenaean art. These
greaves do not have any rigid knee protection and are depicted using dark colours. The fastening strips, textile- or leather bands are usually visible above the knee and around the ankles.
The most famous depiction of these greaves is on the Warrior Vase and stelae from Mycenae.
This type of leg protection is generally considered to have been made of leather, but bronze
greaves worn over more comfortable organic material should also be considered. In some of the
other depictions, such as on pottery from Mycenae, Tyrins, Leukandi and Ugarit, the fastening
thongs are also visible.
Whilst there are a variety of interpretations as to the function of greaves, their use as armour
is supported by the presence of repairs and their frequent connection to warriors, such as the
Q!!  !; "+! , their depictions on ceramics and frescos, and the deposition of
greaves in warrior tombs. Even though they might not be as large as successive greave forms,
such as the later Hoplite greaves, whose function as armour is never questioned, we must
remember that we know very little about the nature of the organic lining, such as the material,
its shape or size and thickness, all of which would have made a considerable contribution to its
function. Consequently, we still do not fully understand the whole piece of armour but only its
outer metal part, which does not fully attest to the actual effectiveness of the entire leg protection. Nevertheless, as the evidence for manufacture and use documented on central European
greaves indicates, the greaves were made to be an effective category of armour, and which
were, for whatever reason, used and required repair. The use of the greaves in relation to differ!  "+# !+ #! > ! !  !  ! $ # #  +     >  #  !; !
organic, sadly remains a matter of speculation.

1183

For detailed images, see: Lilliu 1966.

5 Arm and Shoulder Protection
With the exception of cuirasses, helmets and greaves, few other examples of metal body armour
are known. These mainly appear to have been concerned with protecting the hand or arm,
where not afforded protected by a shield. The shoulder protection from Dendra (grave 8; cat. no.
120) was discussed in Chapter 3. Another possible arm protection is also known from chamber
tomb 12 at Dendra.1183 The size and shape of the formed bronze sheet from Dendra suggests it
was more likely used as arm protection, rather than as a greave. Both ends of the cylindrical
bronze sheet are bent outwards to reduce the risk of injury from the sharp edges. Approximately one third of the piece appears to be missing, representing the middle section, with both ends
having been recovered. Parallel to the edges, a row of small holes to attach the organic inlay is
visible (Fig. 5.1.2).
Verdelis mentions two further possible examples of arm protection from Praisos, Greece,
which have a similar size and shape as that from Dendra (Fig. 5.1.1).1184 A possible hand protector was found together with bronze sheet bands in chamber tomb 15 at Mycenae.1185 It also has
small holes all along the edge, again likely for the attachment of an inner lining. Two buttons or
¡  #      #  # !   ! +! !  ! # $  `|+ ²
Metal arm protection is not mentioned by Homer in the Iliad, only the, possibly organic, arm
   ! $ *!+! #"  >$#!#   # #  \  1186 Depictions on
the Warrior Vase show the warriors wearing long sleeves which might also be taken to indicate
metal or organic arm protection.1187
!! #!   !>$###! !  "   #  
hand, and which appears to have derived from eastern Europe, formed part of the Guttmann
collection,1188 though sadly the current repository is not known. The provenance of the object is
unknown. The hand protection (Fig. 5.1.3) would have been attached on to the left hand by
means of strips of organic material guided through two holes positioned on the upper and lower
ends of the protection. The upper end has holes that are bent upwards to allow the hand a better
degree of movement. The pellet and boss decoration of the hand protection suggest a date of Ha
A. The depicted motif, a kind of cauldron and bows on the rim of the protection, is, however,
unique. It remains possibility, of course, that the piece is a forgery, so it was not catalogued.
Rectangular bronze sheets, with holes positioned along the short edge to allow for organic
!   !  #  # ! >  *! $!   } 
!> !+ #  +#  #
served as protection for the lower arm.1189

1183

 {  ¨¸>¥'>"+¨>  «
 {  ¨¸>>"+¥
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Yalouris 1960, 58.
1186
Odyssey XXIV, 781–782.
1187
Verdelis 1967, 41.
1188
  !!   !>!! <¥¥& !'! !¥¥>«¨'¨>¥'>¸'¸«>"+> {@@@Y
2013, 289.
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Born – ! !¥¥>²>"+'
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Fig. 5.1 Potential bronze arm protection (1–2; no scale) and hand protection (3–4; without scale). 1. Praistos (Ver  ¨¸>"+¥2.!>+`{  ¨¸>"+¨3.~! !!`& !'! !¥¥>"+¥
4. Mycenae (after Yalouris 1960, suppl. 26.3).

6 Addendum
<    !+ # !  > !$"!   $ +#   # !  !  #
author: a helmet of Type Paks, perhaps from Serbia (Fig. 6.1), a helmet of Type Biebesheim
from an unknown private collection (sold at auction in 2014 and put up for auction once again in
2015), an Italian crested helmet (also on sale), and a greave of Type Lengyeltóti, also potentially
from Serbia.

Fig. 6.1

Unprovenanced helmet of Type Paks (possibly from Srem district, Vojvodina, Serbia). Current location
unknown.

@! !  !!+ # "! > # #      ! $!     # !  >  }+ !  ! #    #"!   +! > ! + +      # "*!+!  !+ # +  } @! >        !+
#"!   # !  ! # +  #>! # *! $ + #  # enance remains at this time highly questionable.
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Helmets
Helmet of Type Paks
Unprovenanced (possibly Srem district, Vojvodina, Serbia) '!*! $!"! ! '
complete helmet – measurements unknown – private collection – Fig. 6.1 – unpublished.
The helmet was presumably found in the region of Vojvodina, Serbia. The helmet was
brought to the attention of the museum in Vojvodina in the 1990s, before the helmet was sold
and most likely brought out of the country. Its current location is unknown.
Helmet of Type Biebesheim
Unprovenanced – complete helmet. Measurements: height: 23.5cm; diameter: 28.7 × 26.4cm –
private collection – unpublished.
The helmet was sold at Timelines Auctions at The Swedenborg Hall, London, on 3 September 20141190 and put up for auction at Hermann Historica, Munich, on 30 October 2015.1191 It is
said to derive from a German collector, who bought it at an English auction house, which had
purchased it from a private Bavarian collector, who had bought it during the 1990s from an older German collection. No names are known.
Italian Crested Helmet
Unprovenanced – An Italian crested helmet is on sale at Phoenix Ancient Art, Geneva. The
32.5cm high helmet allegedly derives from the former G. Ligabue Collection. The top of the
crest is broken. It has two rows of bosses on the cap and three rows of smaller bosses along the
crest, which makes it appear very similar to the helmet from Veio, Quattro Fontanili, grave
Z15A (Fig. 2.29.7), apart that the latter has three and not two holes on the sides to attach the
chinstrap.
Greaves
Greave of Type Lengyeltóti
Unprovenanced (possibly Srem district, Vojvodina, Serbia)'!*! $!"! ! '
almost complete greave – measurements unknown – private collection – unpublished.
The greave was presumably found in the region of Vojvodina, Serbia. It was (most likely
after the Bronze Age) wrapped around a re-worked, and shortened Reutlingen sword, giving the
   ! #    $       # #   # $  # !    !  # "!  
unknown.

1190
1191

Timelines 2014.
Hermann Historica 2015a.

7 Concluding Discussion
This study provides a holistic overview of metal body armour from the European Bronze Age.
Helmets, cuirasses and greaves, as well as further potential pieces of body armour, are
  ! # + +#  ! # ! +     !>  +    "  !>  
well as material characteristics, documented and discussed. These material characteristics have
also provided important insights into the manufacture and use of the different categories of
armour that have been discussed.
At present, 71 helmets from eastern Europe (Tab. 7.1) and 52 from western Europe (Tab. 7.2)
are known, as well as 31 cuirasses (Tab. 7.3) and 78 greaves (Tab. 7.4). These different categories of armour have rather wide distribution patterns, which span a number of different geographical areas and time periods. Body armour from the European Bronze Age ranges from
Iberia in the west to Cyprus in the east, and from Sicily in the south to Sweden in the north.
Notable omissions in this distribution include Britain and Ireland, were no helmets, greaves or
cuirasses have been recovered, their absence even more curious considering the large number of
shields found in this region. Body armour is also poorly attested in Scandinavia, where there
are again shields and only a small number of bronze helmets. In Germany, the distribution of
these shields and helmets overlaps but only two greaves and one potential cuirass are known. In
the Iberian Peninsula, crested helmets are known only from a few fragments but also as depictions on stelae, as are bronze shields. From France, helmets, greaves and cuirasses have been
recovered but no shields, whilst in Italy helmets and greaves but no cuirasses or shields have
been found. In Greece, cuirasses are known but only a small number of greaves and helmets,
and no metal shields.1192 In the central Alpine region, helmets, a small number of greaves and,
most recently, a miniature cuirass have been found. Only in the Carpathian Basin are all four
major categories of metal armour known, with overlapping distributions. Despite the frequent
occurrence of armour in associated deposits, only the associated deposit from Nadap contains
the remains of all four categories of metal armour together, whilst the grave at Dendra represents the burial where most likely a complete assemblage of metal body armour has been recovered.
 # #§  !  #*"! >! #  {  !¯*>  # 
generally been found either in associated deposits or as single, often from wet contexts. The latter can perhaps be connected with the disappearance of sword graves around Bz D(2) amongst
# !~!"  ! #   $ #$ !~!"  Y  >!
#$ !~!"  >    +  !+  !¨²¥&_>$#  !temporary river deposits, such as those from the upper river Rhine, appear to increase, indicating a shift in burial traditions from graves to rivers. There is then no reason to suggest that
armour was excluded from sepulchre contexts, only that the nature of those contexts may have
changed. The general deposition of weaponry in watery places may also be related to the conclusion of war-like activities, perhaps connected with victory, peace-making, alliance mainte!! ! !+  +!  !! !+ !+  "+# 1193 With regards to depositional patterns, especially the occurrence of weaponry in graves and armour in wet contexts, it
1192

 < *  ¦!  ! ? #  $ #  % ! #!    *! $!    # `!*! ¨²¥> "+  # # 
bears mixed characteristics of shields of Type Herzsprung and Type Lommelev-Nyírtura, and might be either a
local hybrid or potentially later copy of Bronze Age shields. A similar case might be shield 67 from the Idaean
`!*!¨²¥>"+ «'¨ Y
¥²       !
1193
See also Vandkilde 2006a, 486.
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seems as if armour was, with more frequency than that of weapons, transferred from contexts
related to the personal sphere to more explicitly ritual ones (assuming that not all deposits in
rivers were sepulchral), as metal armour is rarely found in graves. The idea of different traditions of deposition in terms of different metalworking categories, must also be extended to different regional and chronological traditions of deposition, in accounting for distributional
absences or gaps. Some areas may simply have not deposited certain categories of armour, perhaps preferring instead to hand armour down between generations, as in the case of Odysseus’
boar tusk helmet. Perhaps certain categories were instead recycled, or it may simply be the consequence of differential archaeological recovery related to regional or national differences in
economic activity and development.
The wide geographical distribution of the body armour inevitably encompasses numerous
regional chronological schemes, with differing phases and horizons, which were aligned in
order to enable the visualisation of the chronological development of armour and to pinpoint the
!!   "  !  # #!+# ! +  #  
! #  +! ! $  # "!]!*>  +  ! #   ! ! 
metalworking classes, and the more recent work of Sperber,1194 based on the ‘high’ dendrochronological dates from the lake-shore settlements northwest of the Alps. Similarly ‘high’
dates have also been suggested for the British Bronze Age, which are considered relevant to the
regional chronology of western Europe and the Atlantic Bronze Age.
  $  "!  $  !_    !+  # ! >   !
and general appearance: Class I, which comprises helmets made of one metal sheet and with
round or conical cap, and Class II, which comprises helmets made of two metal sheets and with
   #   "  !  +  +   $  # #! +    "  ! 
Clausing.1195 Here the greaves were distinguished according to technological criteria into Class I
`"§  !$ #$!_  @@`   !  !+ #+_  @   Q  <
$ # ! +    `   
! þ> \!+  >  > _!  ! \ !> Q   &
with wave-shaped wire (Type Kallithea), Subclass C with separate loops (Type Grammichele)
! Q    $ #   !
  ` @ }*   Y# ?    "  !  #
cuirasses,1196 which has remained in use, has had to be revised, and now comprises regional
groups characterised as Greek, Carpathian and western European cuirasses, with each group
differing from the others in appearance, deposition, chronology and geographical distribution.
#     #!²¥"!         # !& !;<+
raises several questions, the most important certainly being ‘who wore it?’ and ‘how was it
used?’ The labour invested in the production of the armour and its intrinsic material value certainly point to their being prestigious, high status objects. The small number of armour recovered might also hint at their value, though here we must be sensitive to inevitable biases in
recovery, effected by both the more recent economic conditions of each region and their individual traditions of antiquarian and archaeological recovery and collecting, as well as by different regional traditions of deposition. The latter effects are evident if we compare the number of
recovered Greek hoplite cuirasses, which are few, to the thousands of cuirasses historically documented to have originally existed. Without doubt we may assume that such armour was worn
by economically and socially potent persons. But who were these persons: warriors who used
their metal armour primarily in actual combat or who used their metal armour mainly as status
symbol and for display? Before we discuss the persons behind the armour, who appear to have
!§    !>$$ "  *  #   !$#         
# !  ! #   #  # "! §       
detailed study of their damage to be broadly conclusive as to their use, despite the concerns
raised by Harding.1197 Bearing in mind that ‘there can be no rituals or symbols without the reali1194
1195
1196
1197

Sperber 2011.
Clausing 2002.
v. Merhart 1954.
Harding 2007, 121.
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ty of what they signify’,1198 there can still be doubts as to the use of metal armour in combat. It
is worthwhile to consider, however, that:
First, a not inconsiderable number of the body armour has evidence for both use and combat
(with some damage certainly resulting in a fatal end for the person wearing the armour, as seen
on the cuirasses from Jura B and the one from the Danube), as well as signs of repair, indicating
that where such traces are present they were used as actual armour. This does not, of course,
preclude the use or function of bronze armour as parade objects, as suggested by the labour and
skill invested in their decoration,1199 but nor does this embellishment of bronze armour mean
that they were incapable of withstanding an attack from a weapon. Here we might take into
consideration the Greek hoplite bell cuirasses, which were bought and decorated by their owners and were clearly used in combat. With their similar proportions and thickness, these cuirass    "     !  #!}   !   !\ *!+  bat traces on the European cuirasses, especially the western European examples, which are also
the most intensely decorated, clearly demonstrate that they were used, with evidence of battle
traces and repairs, especially in those areas where other cuirasses show sword or spearhead
impacts,1200 regardless of the investment in their decoration. The situation is somewhat different
for the greaves, where no direct weapon impacts are known but there are signs of intense use.
Second, metal body armour was clearly not a skeuomorphic or symbolic substitute for
organic body armour but rather afforded an additional layer of protection atop such organic
armour, and would never have been worn unaccompanied by shock-absorbing organic lining
beneath. Helmets were also worn over an organic cap or had an organic inlay. Greek cuirasses
had a permanently attached organic lining, while Carpathian and western European cuirasses
were usually worn above a leather, wool, felt or textile jerkin. Greaves were worn over, or sewn
on to, an organic wrapping. In every case, bronze armour offered an additional layer of protection in comparison to just organic protection. Given this, the opinion that armour made of sheet
 !;   ¦
 ! *    #   ! +!"!  +     ! !   
"+# !+?1201 can no longer be substantiated.
Bronze shields do not seem to have had an organic lining but still provided a high level of
protection, with experimentation demonstrating that they were capable of withstanding strong
blows from a sword,1202 though not all shields need have been used in combat either. Despite its
use alongside organic protection, it is important to note that bronze armour was not too thin to
  !@   +!"!   !   !; # >   # *ing weapon is also made of bronze as well and in the context of hand-to-hand combat. Given
"!  !+ #! #+# *! $ !` *  # !;   ! !#  >  !+  !  >   " #     !  > 
one does not want to assume a ‘ritual’ killing.
The primary function of bronze body armour, with respect to all aspects of technological
and stylistic development over time, was clearly engineered toward optimising the protection of
the body whilst increasing the level of mobility. The latter aspect was clearly important, for if
the main intention was to serve merely a defensive function it would be far more massive, and
served instead to incorporate an offensive function, in offering optimum mobility and the ability to attack an opponent.1203 We can conclude that metal body armour was not an elaborate dis   !  +! >!$   !+ !  >!¡§ ! +#
to be used in various combat situations, be it melees, individual or ritual combat. This does not
exclude a function for metal body armour as a symbol of wealth or social status, and as an indi1198

Kristiansen 1999, 188.
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See Chapter 3.9.
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As noted by Harding 2007, 122.
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Molloy 2009; Uckelmann 2012; Molloy 2013. See also Needham et al. 2012, 489.
1203
See in particular the tests on replica armour by Molloy 2013, who noted for example that the penetration of a
1.5mm thick bronze sheet was far from easy with a sword, spear or an arrow.
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cator of the power of its owner or the society to which they belonged to, or its use in ceremony
and display. However, armour was, or was intended to be, used primarily according to its nature
as an effective means of protection of the body.
Whilst it is clear that bronze body armour was used in combat, the question of the combination of arms and armour is still unsolved. Tomb 12 from Dendra represents the most complete set
of arms and armour. No similar sets of armour have yet been found together in other graves. The
associated deposit from Nadap includes the next most complete set of armour, comprising fragments of four greaves, at least two different helmets, a shield and a fragment from a cuirass.
Because of its context, it is unclear if the armour belonged to the same person, or was the armour
of two or more warriors. Even though warriors are often depicted in the archaeological literature
with a complete set of arms and armour, such reconstructions,1204 however, remain largely speculative due to their lack of recovery. Little consideration has been given to the fact it is likely that
a combination of both metal body armour and organic body armour was used, of which the latter
is rarely preserved. In addition, different types of body armour were certainly in use contemporaneously (as indicated by the different helmets types found together in the associated deposit of
Nadap). The warrior was clearly afforded a choice of body armour, with different elements perhaps selected according to economic possibilities, social status, standards and principles, as well
  #     >  "+# >#  !+!!     ! 
Moving on from the armour as an object worn in combat to the individual wearing it, we
must address the question of who these individuals were – who was ‘the’ European Bronze Age
$ >!# $#"+# »
Contemporary images of European Late Bronze Age warriors of how he wanted to be understood – or how others wanted him to be understood – are known from only a few regions in
Europe, comprising the rock art of the Nordic Bronze Age, the carved stelae of the Iberian Penin `  ! # !;"+!  Q!#   !     
insight into the nature of organic body protection. The society of these regions felt the need to
depict their warriors using materials, which are fortunate enough to survive archaeologically.
These depictions underline the importance of warriors for their community. It is very likely that
similar warrior depictions were also common in other regions but produced using materials that
have not survived. The surviving depictions differ both in their selected materials and in the
motifs. In the Nordic Bronze Age, it appears that the context or situation itself is the primary focus
of the depictions, in which some warriors played a part, as opposed to simply depicting the warrior, which, however, may have been due to the artistic restrictions of the material itself.1205 Conse! > #  *   !   ! ! +# !  # "$ ! 
were used, at least for Sweden or Northern Europe. Phallic men,1206 often depicted on boats and
usually with arms and weapons raised, can be seen attacking (?) each other, or are shown heading
on a boat together to face a common enemy in battle. The main weapon of aggression is usually
the spear and double-edged axe, while the sword remains in most cases in the scabbard.1207 The
attacking weapons are rarely shown touching the body of the opponent. Whether or not this is also
due to artistic limitations or a matter of stylistic choice remains unclear. The later superimposition
"+ ! }     !   !    # +!     !  !>
changing the original scenery and creating a different message, perhaps unintentionally. However,
both original and later rock art compositions appear to depict tales of privileged groups in society,
created to visualise their rich oral tradition.1208 Both original and later compositions provide
insights into combat as it might have happened, though the dead appear never to be depicted.
1204

 | §  >  !Y;  '  #¥¥>"+Y ! ¥>  +
Harding 2007, 139–140.
1206
With men characterised in this manner most likely due to the limitations of the medium, which did not permit
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Unlike Harding 2007, 117, at least one scene with a sword ‘in action’ is known. See Fig. 2.39.7.
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Vandkilde 2006a, 488.
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  #  ! 
carry weapons, has led to their interpretation as ritualised actions or perhaps sports-like events
without death.1209 Nevertheless, one has to take into account that the warriors depicted may act as
a pars pro toto for the whole ship’s complement, and that the depiction of a large group of warriors
wielding weapons on a ship might have been restricted due to artistic limitations. Accordingly,
other warriors were depicted as simple lines, sometimes even without a head. One might also see
the depiction of violent scenes in Nordic rock art as demonstration of ‘potency among high-rank!+$ #  >"+# !+  ! !+  !    ! # ?1210
The focus is somewhat different in the case of the warriors depicted on the Iberian stelae –
which appear to be either funerary in nature, depicting deceased warriors, or perhaps signifying
#¡ +1211'!    #Q!! !;"+! >$#!  !  !   !  @! #   #$ >!# ! "! >  ! !+ >  $ # +   "!  !! # + $ #
weapons, as suggested by the Iberian stelae, suggest that the warrior itself was characterised not
only by his arms and by armour. As well as weaponry, the Iberian stelae also depict mirrors and
toilet articles, indicating that they were equally important as weaponry. Similarly, graves with
weapons also often contain jewellery and toilet articles. These other objects were likely an
important part of the warrior’s accoutrements, symbolising the creation and maintenance of the
look of the warrior. For a professional warrior it would certainly have been important to be recognised as such, especially when not engaging in combat or when not wearing his weaponry.
# ! $  #!"! "$  !+!
combination of ornaments, a certain style of hair and beard, or perhaps tattoos, guaranteeing
that they would be recognised as such.
Warfare, battles, raids or other kinds of violent group activity is a way to canonise and institutionalise impulsive aggression. Consequently, institutionalising the warrior gives warriors an
excuse for violence without sanctions, if carried out within the rules of society. Warriors need to
be able to control their aggression and release it when necessary. Impulsive aggression is associated with a rapid rise in heart rate, connected with increasing irrationality, reduced cognitive
capabilities, and a dramatic subsidence in sensory and physical capacities.1212 This is counterproductive for strategic purposes and could be a risk to a group. To avoid such conditions and retain
a heart rate at a maximum of 145 bpm requires extensive mental and physical training, as well as
regular handling with weaponry in simulated combat. In this way, muscles memory can be built
up and well-practised movements become second nature, with the body acting and reacting
almost instinctively under conditions of stress and tension. After violent interactions, warriors,
as well as any surviving victims, are, depending on their personal level of psychological resilience, more or less traumatised. Some may suffer from a form of post-traumatic stress disorder.
To reduce or adapt to such psychological traumas, every society has found different ways to cope
with such post-traumatic stress disorder, either as individuals or as a social group, perhaps by
incorporating them into various rituals or ritualised events. There are of course limits to which
such things may be inferred from archaeological contexts but they are well known from both ethnographic and sociological studies, and have been discussed in detail elsewhere.1213
It is, however, not only the presence of a weapon or armour that indicates warrior status, or
determines whether such weaponry was ever actually used in combat. Damaged weaponry
obviously indicates the use of weaponry, though it need not necessarily be the person whose
remains were found with the weapon that used it in such circumstances, as indicated by the
heavily used Type Riegsee sword recovered from the grave of a 12 year old from Bruck, Ger1209
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many.1214 It is arguable though that this child might have derived from a line of warriors and was
supposed to become one as well once grown up, which would mean an inherited warrior status,
or perhaps the sword was a metaphor for warrior values rather than evidence of an actual warrior hood, as suggested by Vandkilde.1215
How was the warrior organised, what was his social position, or his duties in peaceful
  »  # % $    +  $  "+# !+ !  »
#§ !     +!;  !$ # "  #  !    
  #  ! & !; <+ ! #       "   ! > # #+# !    >
and human victims of violent acts, there was obviously a necessity to both defend and attack, for
whatsoever reason. Relative to the demography of a particular settlement, community or tribal
group, as well as level of economic wealth and political organisation, a population may invest in
professional warriors or non-professional warriors. These warriors may have been selected from
#    ! ! #    " > # +!!!+  !+> $ 
as according to their economic and social status. Non- or semi-professional warriors would certainly have been less of a threat or obstacle to opponents who were well-organised, ‘full-time’ or
dedicated warriors. Consequently, professional warriors are common amongst complex, political
centralised societies.1216 The warrior of course had to be fed and maintained by his society – at
no small cost – but was a good investment for troubled times or to achieve further resources
with raiding. According to the level of (real or imaginary) danger from outside, warrior groups
#    !¡! ! #  #  # !!+    $  
by their community, this acceptance might have been questioned during peaceful times, perhaps
  !+!$  !+!!+ !¡  }  #§ !
Discerning more detailed information regarding the organisation of such warrior groups in
the European Bronze Age, be they be non-, semi- or professional, by archaeological means is
fraught with problems. We remain poorly informed as to who was involved, the true extent of
gender exclusion, acceptable age categories, the number of participants involved, the extent of
  ! !   !> #+    !    !> $#  " ! ticipation in becoming a warrior. These variables may also have had a bearing on exactly who
+      ! " !    ! > $  ! $    # !
   ! #     # #!+ "   !    !   *   !+  #
skills, age or various other factors. Moreover, factors such as social or religious values, the code
or values of the warriors, the wielding of particular armaments, and differing geographical conditions, may have resulted in distinct versions of the warrior from region to region. With many
of these complex historical variables understood in only the most cursory of ways, the archaeologist is capable of presenting only the slightest caricature of the Bronze Age warrior and
the institution to which he belonged, especially when so much of our understanding is based
upon the occurrence of weapons alone.
An important aspect of archaeological inquiry has been to discern more about the size of
such warrior groups. Those associated deposits where armament dominates have been interpreted as the deposition of an opponent’s arms after a battle, with the number of weapons being
used to calculate the number of warriors involved.1217 There have also been attempts to calculate
the number of warriors based on the occurrence of arrow heads and weapon combinations in
graves.1218 The results so far, however, are not entirely satisfying. This is especially the case
where we lack much of the basic information concerning such events, such as the number of
1214
1215
1216
1217
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v. Quillfeldt 1995, 21.
Vandkilde 2006a, 485.
Otterbein 1970.
Examples of this approach include: Randsborg 1995, 48–50 (Valsømagle and Smørumovre hoards); Kristiansen
1999, 103 (Zalkod hoard); Bridgford 2000, 159 (Wilburton hoard). Critical of this approach has been Harding
`¥¥>¸'¸¸ ##   # ¦#  #!   $    !
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bear on this matter’ and that also the number of spearheads may indicate the number of warriors involved, such
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Sicherl 2004, 212.
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people involved, or the organisation of the battle, or the individual combat techniques used, and
# $!  "! #  !   #$ !  !  >
#   #   # !& !;<+>  "   !+ # $! #  
scale events as raids, piracy, feuds or melees, and between these and full-scale war. The necessary archaeological reliance upon weapons, however, does provide important insights into
   "+# !+ ! #   >  !+ ! # }  #   >resenting details that might otherwise be missing from historical sources.
# !   !  *! $! & !; <+  "        #  ! > Y* !+%
Vorpommern, Germany, and is still under excavation. However, it has already revealed impres ! +#  !   & !; <+  "   §  !   Q !}      #
 !  } ! #+$ ! > #  $   >#!! " ! * tons recovered from the site, with such injuries found both on the upper part of the body and the
head as well as on the lower legs.1219
Several locations along a 2km stretch of the river Tollense revealed these skeletal remains
and various artefacts. Systematic investigation of these sites begun in 2008, and two locations
in particular – at sites Weltzin 20 and Weltzin 32 – revealed several thousand bones, representing a minimum of 120 individuals, as well as various artefacts, including bronze arrowheads,
spearheads, tin spirals (ingots), bronze spiral rolls, a gold ring, and two wooden clubs.1220 The
remains of horses also suggest the presence of mounted persons.1221 Radiocarbon dates of the
}    #  "!  !     ! # th century BC.1222 The skeletal remains were
found widely scattered rather than articulated, perhaps indicating that body parts were purpose     > !+"+# !+> # +#     #    #  ly through natural processes, including movement by the river. It is not yet clear how the bodies
were placed in the river. Although work is ongoing, it is so far assumed that a minimum of 120
individuals is represented, with some 40 individuals represented only by their skull. Most of the
remains appear to have belonged to men, aged between 20 and 40 years old. Unfortunately, age
and sex determinations have been possible on only a few bones, mainly skulls, femurs, and pelvises. A small number of women and juveniles were also present, whilst at Weltzin 20 the bone
of an infant was recovered, though whether it dates to the Bronze Age is unclear.1223 Only one
bone has so far been shown to have traces of animal bite marks. The actual areas so far investigated are relatively small, suggesting that a much higher number of people may have been
killed, as well as a much larger number of people having been originally involved in the battle,
given that some may have survived.
The remains of eight of the 83 individuals analysed showed lesions. The evidence of trauma
and injuries on the bones, mainly on the skull, clearly indicate a violent encounter between different groups. For instance, on the skull of a young female there is trauma to the front of the
bone, whilst a male skull bears an impact impression from a club, and on another arrow heads
were found embedded in the skull of a young man and in the right humerus of a further adult,
while other skulls also show evidence of impacts from arrow heads or spearheads. About half of
the traumas appear to have occurred shortly before death or indicate that the victim lived for only
for a short period, perhaps only days or weeks, after sustaining injury.1224 Both the trauma and
the weapons found indicate the use of both face-to-face weapons, such as wooden clubs, knives,
daggers, swords and spearheads, as well as weapons capable of striking at distance, such as bow
! $ >$ ##  ¡! ! !;>!#  #   } ! # ! 
indication of metal defensive armour. Other Bronze Age injuries resulting from blunt weapons
1219
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has four impressions on the right side of the skull, caused by a blunt trauma, and another injury
  #+#  #> #   !¡  #$ !> #  $  !§1225
Based on the number of skulls without injury, and the absence of multiple traumas,1226 it
would perhaps be wrong to interpret the battle at Tollense as a ‘massacre’, though many deadly
injuries do not necessarily leave traces on the bones. Its interpretation as a mass execution is also
problematic, however, as some injuries show signs of healing, though these might be connected
with previous or repeated combat events. It seems more likely that it was a battle, especially given the large number of people involved.1227 This is further supported by the higher occurrence of
young males amongst the remains compared to the number of females and older children.
Considering the low population densities for this time period, the interpretation of the area
  "  $! $ !+# !+   !   ! * ## ! ! !
   !   !  +    !¡ >!$  # ! ! ed people from more than two settlements.1228 An indication of its scale, and reason for the con¡ >  ++  #   
!   >$##  #  #    ! ed by the remains at Tollense used C4 crop plant, or millet, in their diet.1229 Millet was uncommon during the Early Bronze Age in northern Germany, with the cultivation of millet only
expanded northwards during the course of the Bronze Age. The presence of tin ingots, bronze
pins of Silesian type, and the presence of over 40 bronze arrow heads, may suggest that some of
the dead were not local but may instead have travelled from the southeast.1230
The lack of metal arms and armour at the site may result from the fact that either none of the
victims wore such armour, or the winning warriors may have collected it, with only small metal
objects being left behind, such as the spirals. The victims may also not have worn bronze
armour or have been equipped with bronze weapons as a consequence of having a lesser economic status, a different social role, or even for religious reasons. As investigations on the site
are ongoing, it is possible that further excavations in the Tollense Valley may reveal more about
the use of metal arms and armour.
#!     # "   ! > $##  !  %  
organic weapons and long-range weapons in the form of bronze arrowheads have been recovered, certainly challenges the idealised notion of the heroic Bronze Age warrior, resplendent in
# #!!+ !; >! ! $ # #"!  !;$ !@! > 
common image is invoked, of warriors armed with less prestigious and less exclusive arms, in
the form of organic weapons (and armour?), killing each other. It may be that the groups involved
were poorly equipped migrants, without immediate access to bronze or smiths, and represents a
particularly exceptional combat situation rather than that which normally occurred.
As well as the use damage found on bronze arms and armour, and the evidence for weapon
injuries documented at Tollense, there are further injuries documented on human skeletons
from the European Late Bronze Age. Most of these injuries appear to have been caused by
spearheads and swords.1231 As a whole, the number of documented injuries is rather small, as
the sample of human skeletons for this period is adversely affected by the dominant burial rite
during the Late Bronze Age being largely cremation. Where skeletal remains have survived, the
application of detailed anthropological studies that might identify such injuries has not been as
common as one would like. In addition, only a small number of fatal injuries need leave skeletal
 Y   # !} ! "#    +   #  #
1225

Mödlinger 2011, 88–92.
Only one skull appears to have multiple traumas, comprising three lesions with evidence of healing, indicating
survival for a long period: see Jantzen et al. 2011, 425.
1227
Brinker et al. 2013, 143.
1228
Jantzen – Terberger 2011.
1229
Jantzen et al. 2011, 428.
1230
Jantzen – Terberger 2011.
1231
 Y^ !+¥>««'¨ #  #!   #
$!+"!   >!  #$  ed.
1226
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further Middle and Late Bronze Age sites which have more than one person deposited together,
$ #    $ #!+ +!    !¡ !} 
At the site of Sund, Norway, large concentrations of inhumed human and animal bones were
found. The (decapitated?) human skulls appeared to have been placed on top of the laid out bodies, left on display, suggesting that it was most likely not the family or relatives that buried
those that had been killed.1232 Radiocarbon dates indicated a focal date towards the Middle
Bronze Age, c. 1500–1100 BC. At least 22 persons were buried, with more than half of them
being under 15 years old. Also, more than half of the adults show both healed and fresh injuries.
_ $! " !     !>  #  > #   ! #!   
`ì>! #   !*> $   #   + !+  # #   #"  
phalanx, two triangular lesions to the fovea capitis. Several peri-mortem traumas, such as broken bones, were also documented.
At Tomarton, South Gloucestershire, United Kingdom, the skeletal remains of four younger
men, and dated by radiocarbon analyses to c. 1315–1050 BC, were found in a V-shaped linear
 #> $##   # ! *"  
     #    $  1233
Ditches of this type usually mark out territories and parcels of land, and a potential dispute
might have been the cause of the deaths. One of the men had been speared twice from behind,
as indicated by a hole caused by a spearhead in his pelvis, as had another and with such force
that the spear tip was twisted and broke off, remaining lodged within the bone. Additionally, his
lumbar vertebrae had also been pierced by a spear, and again the tip of the spear had broken off,
and would have left the man paralysed in the legs. He also has a circular perforation on the left
side of the skull, perhaps representing a coup de grace by his opponent, carried out with the
ferrule or the shaft butt of the spear. The spearhead’s chemical analysis indicates an origin for
the copper ore, and potentially also for the weapon itself (?), from the Alps.1234
Similar injuries are known from the remains of a body found in Dorchester on Thames,
United Kingdom (radiocarbon dated to 1260–990 BC), were again the pelvis was pierced by a
spearhead and again the tip broke off and became lodged in the bone.1235 Here we are reminded
of the description of Homer concerning how the spear was used for piercing the pelvis area.1236
He notes in the Iliad twelve pelvic and urogenital injuries, with all but one caused by a spear,
and with just one exception (which was miraculously healed) all lead to death.
The remains of several other men also reveal (fatal) injuries. A section of the parietal bone of
a man from Wiligrad, Germany, dating to the 15th century BC, was hacked off, the injury probably caused by a sword used as a slashing weapon. A 50 to 60 year old man from Kehlheim,
Germany, dating to Ha B, was also injured by a sword, from behind on the lower area of the left
parietal. Finally, an approximately 40-year old man from Kråkerøy, dating from Ha A2/B1, suffered a blow to the right side of the cranium and an almost cut through thoracic vertebra.
Further possible victims who died from injuries caused by a blow from a sword are known
from Mycenae (Greece) and the Athenian Agora. The man from Grave Z at Mycenae received a
cut from a sword above the left eye and on the left temple. The man was injured around 1630–
1500 BC. The individual from the Athenian Agora instead received three injuries to the head,
most likely resulting from the blow from a blade during LH IIIA.1237
Like today, Bronze Age societies certainly did not consist only of noble and peaceful hunter,
 ! !   !   >   +  #>  #"  # *% %$#  ies of war in archaeology suggested.1238 Warfare was and is a part of social life, an unfortunately
common means of social practice, in constant interchange with other social actions.
1232
1233
1234
1235
1236
1237
1238

Fyllingen 2006, 319–329.
Osgood 2006; Osgood 2013.
Osgood 2013, chapter 1 (e-book).
Osgood 2006, 338.
Marani – Koch 2014, tab. 2.1.
Mödlinger 2011, 88–92.
As embodied in Jean-Jaques Rousseau’s romantic writings and Thomas Hobbes’ Leviathan. See the detailed
discussion of this topic by Vandkilde 2006b.
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< !+  # $# !+   !  !   >!+!+   "
settlements to the high number of effective metal arms and armour, as well as battle traces on
$ ! ! # ! *     ! >    "+# !+    *   $ #! & !; <+
societies. Professional and semi-professional warriors, most likely carried out these armed con¡   !  >  %    +!   !>!      
Bronze Age societies have been and, at least in part, continue to be characterised by their
warrior identity. Violence was clearly legitimated under certain circumstances and manifested
in the warriors themselves, being part of the so-called elite. The act of killing, and the social
and personal implications that accompanies it, were (and are) a seemingly unavoidable part of
human social actions.
War, combat and violent actions in general are bereft of heroic connotations: War is dirty,
§# !+>!" $ # >+ !§ ! #+ "  !!   $!
combat is a well-known contemporary phenomenon, and one far from the reality of such events
and activity, as it would have been in the past. It is important to note the brutal and deadly side
$> !   !! #$    !   ! + "  !! #  
 #& !;<+$  ' #+ !% #!!+>#¡!+   $  # ! 
described and depicted was primarily a violent killer who left in his wake death, devastation,
horror and desperation: a human being, skilled and willing to kill.
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Eastern European Helmets
Cat. No.

Find Site

Type

1

unprovenanced – Greece (?)

2

Knossos, Greece

3

Biecz, Poland

4

Oranienburg, Germany

5

¹* >Q *

6

Q *& >Q *

7

! !!'\*>Q *`»

8

Keresztéte, Hungary

9

Nadap, Hungary

10

Dunaföldvar, Hungary

11

Sîg, Romania

12

unprovenanced – Hungary (?)

13

unprovenanced – Hungary

14

unprovenanced – Northern Hungary (?)

15

Paks, Hungary

16

¹! !

17

unprovenanced - Cahn-auction

18

Bajmok, Serbia (?)

IB1
(Oranienburg)

>Q *`»

19

Dusnok, Serbia (?)

20

unprovenanced – Guttmann collection, AG 246

21

unprovenanced – Guttmann collection, AG 1126

22

Markovac-Grunjac, Serbia

23

{ * Ú>_  

24

Poljanci, Croatia

25

Elsterwerda, Germany

26

; ! >!+

27

Nadap, Hungary

28

Strassengel, Austria

29

 >]

30

Wöllersdorf, Austria

31

 *  # }>Q !

32

Uioara de Sus, Romania

33

¾} ;·!

34

Y;·!>!+

35
Addendum
36

IA2
(Paks)

!



>!+

; ! >!+
unprovenanced – Serbia (?)
Batina, Croatia

37

Nagytétény, Hungary

38

Brody/Ternopil, Ukraine

39

unprovenanced

40

unprovenanced – Cahn-auction

$  ! !#

IA1
(Nagytétény)

 ` 

|+  #  "  ! #
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Eastern European Helmets
Cat. No.

Find Site

Type

41

Sehlsdorf, Germany

42

Q ¢!>_;#] 

43

Škocjan, Slovenia

44

Hajdúböszörmény, Hungary

45

Y;·*^ >!+

46

!·>!+

47

 >]

48



49

Monte Altino, Italy (?)

50

unprovenanced – Mantova

51

unprovenanced – Zschille collection

52

unprovenanced – Guttmann collection

!

>]

!

IB2
` 

53

unprovenanced – Gorny and Mosch

54

unprovenanced – Lipperheide collection

55

unprovenanced – Phoenix Ancient Art

56

& !#>!+

57

Škocjan, Slovenia

58

Škocjan, Slovenia

59

Szczecin-Zdroje, Poland

60

Fiave, Italy

61

Malpensa, Italy

IB2 related
IA2 related
single type (organic)

62

Ialysos, Greece

63

Dendra, Greece

64

Kourion-Kaloriziki, Cyprus

65

Schmiedehausen, Germany

66

Weißig, Germany

67

Podcrkavlje, Croatia

68

 !>]

69

Techirghiol, Romania

70

Grepci, Bosnia-Herzegovina

single type

Greek cheek plate

cheek plate

!

socket
knob
Tab. 7.1 continued.
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Western European Helmets
Cat. No.
71

Find Site
Montbellet, France

72

Thonberg, Germany

73

Wonsheim, Germany

74

Szikszó, Hungary

75

Brancere, Italy

76

Iseo, Italy

77

unprovenanced – Rome, Italy (?)

78

unprovenanced – Zschille collection

79

Mantes, France

80

Mainz, Germany

81

Oggiono-Ello, Italy

82

Weil am Rhein, Germany

83

Pass Lueg, Austria

84

Piller, Austria

85

Anlauftal, Austria

86–87

Bremen, Germany

89

Ebing, Germany

90

Pockinger Heide, Germany

91

Otterstadt, Germany

92

Auxonne, France

93

Le Theil, France

94

Blainville-sur-l’Eau, France

95

Chalon-sur-Saône, France

98
99
Addendum
100
101–110

IA3
(Montbellet)

IIC1
(Mantes)

IIC4
(Lueg)

Biebesheim, Germany (2)

88

96–97

Type

IIC2
(Biebesheim)

Montmacq, France (2)
Paris, France
Seurre, France
unprovenanced – sold at Hermann Historica, October 2015
Hungary (?)

IIC2 related

Bernières-d’Ailly, France (10)

111

Armancourt, France

112

unprovenanced – ‘Normandy’

113

Nemours, France

114

Mainz-Kostheim, Germany

115

Roxheim, Germany

116

Larnaud, France

117–118

Huelva, Spain (2)

119

Vila Cova de Perrinho, Spain

120

Tiryns, Greece

121

Viksø, Denmark

$ $ ! !#

IIC3
(Bernières-d’Ailly)

II
single type
 ` 

|+  #  "  ! #
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Cuirasses
Cat. No.

Find Site

122

Dendra, Greece

Type

123

Dendra, Greece

124

Arsenal Thebes, Greece

125

Municipal Conf. Centre, Thebes, Greece

126

¯!! >Q *

Greek

127

Û *Y#?!>Q *

128

¯*>Q *

129

Ducové, Slovakia

130

St. Germain-du-Plain, France

131

; ! >!+

132

Nadap, Hungary

133

@!>_;#] 

134

Danube, Hungary

135

unprovenanced – ‘Metropolitan’

136

Carpathian

unprovenanced – ‘Hamburg’

137–138

Graye-et-Charnay or Véria, France (2)

139–145

Fillinges, France (7)

146–152

Marmesse, France (7)
Tab. 7.3 Overview of cuirasses.

Western
European
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Greaves
Find Site

Cat. No.
153

&  *{ >_  

154–155

Desmontà, Italy (2)

156–159

Pergine, Italy (4)

160–161

Malpensa, Italy (2)

162
163

Poljanci I, Croatia
Esztergom, Hungary

165

IA1
(Desmontà)

Cannes-Écluse, France

164
166–167

Nadap, Hungary
unknown (Hungary?)

168

]! ;! * >!+

169

Nagyvejke, Hungary

170–172

Nadap, Hungary (3)

173

Lengyeltóti, Hungary

174

Stetten, Austria

175

Poljanci IV, Croatia

176

Slavonski Brod, Croatia (2?)

177

{ * Ú>_  

178

& }![>& !!;+ !

179

Malpensa, Italy

180–181

unprovenanced – Serbia (?)

182

Markovac-Grunjac, Serbia

183

Bouclans, France

184

Boutigny, France

185

Beuron, Germany

188

Volders, Austria (2)

189

{^ +>!+
 >_;#] 

191–192

  @![>_  `

193–194

Canosa, Italy (2)

196–198

IA

Limone, Italy
Enkomi, Greece (3)

199–200

Kallithea, Greece (2)

201–202

Portes-Kephalovryso, Greece (2)

203-204

  >`

205–206

Castellace, Italy (2)

207–208

Grammichele, Italy (2)

209–210

Pontecagnano, Italy (2)

211–216

Torre Galli, Italy (6)

217

IA1/IA2

IA3
` 

Weissenstein, Austria

190

195

IA2
(Lengyeltóti)

Athens, Greece (2)

Addendum

186–187

Type

IB1
(Kallithea)

IC1
(Grammichele)

Dobraç, Albania

218–219

Dabrica, Bosnia-Herzegovina (2)

220–225

Ilijak, Bosnia-Herzegovina (6)

226

Olympia, Greece

227

Dendra, Greece (2?)

228

Schäfstall, Germany

229

Winklsaß, Germany

ID1
(Ilijak)

II
Tab. 7.4 Overview of greaves.
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9 Plates

Plates
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Pl. 1 Helmets of Type Oranienburg: 1. Unprovenanced; 2. Knossos, Greece; 3. Biecz, Poland (cross-section after
!*!¨>"+4. Oranienburg, Germany; 5. ¹* >Q *` !*!¨>"+6.Q *
& > Q * ` %   !   !*! ¨> "+ ²# 7. ~! !! `\*> Q *» ` %   !
 !*!¨>"+8. Keresztéte, Hungary (outline after the only preserved photograph of the helmet; see
Mozsolics 1985, pl. 150.9). The numbers correspond to the catalogue numbers (scale 1:4; cat. nos. 5–6: scale 1:2).
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Pl. 2 Helmets of Type Oranienburg (nos. 9–12) and helmets of Type Paks (nos. 13–17): 9. Nadap, Hungary (after
Makkay 2006, pl. 1); 10. Dunaföldvar, Hungary; 11. Q¶+> ] ! `  Q  Ù! ' \* ¨«> "+ ¨
12. Unprovenanced (Hungary?); 13. Unprovenanced (Hungary?); 14. Unprovenanced (Northern Hungary?);
15. Paks, Hungary; 17. Unprovenanced. The numbers correspond to the catalogue numbers (scale 1:4; cat. no. 17:
without scale).
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Pl. 3 Helmets of Type Paks: 16. ~! !!    ¹ !  ! > Q * `& * ¥¥¨> "+ 
18.~! !!  &} *>Q`Q;¥>"+>19. Unprovenanced; probably Dusnok, Hun+ `  Q; ¥> "+  20. Unprovenanced; 21. Unprovenanced; 22. Markovac-Grunjac, Croatia;
23.{ * Ú>_  24. Poljanci I, Croatia; 25. Elsterwerda, Germany; 27. Nadap, Hungary (Makkay 2006,
pl. 5.10–11). The numbers correspond to the catalogue numbers (scale 1:4; cat. no. 18: without scale).
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Pl. 4 Helmets of Type Paks: 28.Q  !+ >< ` %   ! !*!¨>"+29. >
] ! `!*! ¨> "+ « 30. Wöllersdorf, Austria; 31.  *   # }> Q ! `¯ ' Û!* 
1995b, pl. 83.168); 32.~ Q >] !`Q#¥¥>"+²'¸33.¾} ;·!  >!+` pel 1887, pl. CXXV.47); 34.Y;·!>!+#!     !  #  +!  `  
cat. no. 32: without scale).
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Pl. 5 Helmets of Type Nagytétény: 36. ~! !!    & !> !+ `Q# ¨««> "+ 
37. Nagytétény, Hungary; 38. Brodi/Ternopil, Ukraine; 39. ~! !! `_  !+ ¥¥> "+  40. Unprove!!`_  !+¥¥²>"+ '#!     !  #  +!  `  
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  ¸        41. Sehlsdorf, Germany; 42. Q ¢!> _;# ]  `Q  ¥¥²>   
43. Û* }!> Q ! ` %   !   !*! ¨> "+ ¸' 44. Hajdúböszörmény, Hungary;
45. Y;·*^ > !+ 46. !·> !+ 47.  > ] ! # !      !  #   +
numbers (scale 1:4).
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      48. >] !49. Unprovenanced; probably Monte Altino, Italy (The photograph was provided for free by the Soprintendenza per i Beni Archeologici del Molise (Ministero dei Beni e delle
Attività Culturali e del Turismo – Direzione regionale per i Beni Culturali e Paesaggistici del Molise); 50. Unprovenanced (formerly known as ‘Mantova’); 51.~! !!`& !'! !¥¥>"+¥ %   !!*!
¨>"+¨52. Unprovenanced. The numbers correspond to the catalogue numbers (scale 1:4; cat. no. 48 detail:
scale 1:2).
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  «        `  !  ²'²²>    + !  `  !  ²¸ ! *!   `  !  ²'²«
53. Unprovenanced; 54. ~! !! `& ! ' ! ! ¥¥> "+ ¥¥ 55. Unprovenanced (photograph M.
Mödlinger; by courtesy of Phoenix Ancient Art, Geneva); 56. & !#> !+ `Y ;   ¨«²>   ¥
57–58.Û* }!>Q !`!*!¨>"+¸'61. Y ! >@  ` Y! ¥¸>"+ '>¸
The numbers correspond to the catalogue numbers (scale 1:4).
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Pl. 9 Eastern European helmets: single types, cheek plates and knobs: 59. Szczecin-Zdroje, Poland (Albrecht 1991,
"+ '60. Fiave, Italy; 62.@  >`!*!¨>"+¨63. Dendra, Greece; 64. Kourion-Kaloriziki,
_  `Y #  ' Q# #%Y #  ¥> "+ ¥ 65. Weißig, Germany; 66. Podcrkavlje, Croatia;
67. Schmiedehausen, Germany; 68.  !> ] ! `!*! ¨> "+ ¨ 69. Techirghiol (Petrescu  ¨«> ²¸70. Grepci, Bosnia-Herzegovina. The numbers correspond to the catalogue numbers
(scale 1:4).
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Pl. 10 Helmets of Type Montbellet: 71. Y !    `& !!  ¨¨¥> "+ ² 72. Thonberg (Schauer 1982c,
"+«73. ! # `Q#¨«>"+¸74.Q;* ;`Q#¨«>"+²75. Brancere (Schauer 1982c,
"+  76. @   `Q# ¨«> "+  77. ~! !! `<! ! «¨> "+  78. Unprovenanced (Forrer
1894, pl. IV.27). The numbers correspond to the catalogue numbers (scale 1:4).
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Pl. 11 Helmets of Type Mantes: 79.Y!  >|!`Y #!¨>"+ !+¨80. Mainz, Germany (Schauer
¨«>"+81.++ ! % >@  `Q#¥¥>"+82. Weil am Rhein, Germany. The numbers correspond to the catalogue numbers (scale 1:4).
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Pl. 12
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Helmets of Type Lueg: 83. \+>< `\ ¥>"+ ²>'«84. Piller Sattel, Austria (Egg –
 ¥¥>"+ ²>#!     !  #  +!  `  
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Pl. 13 Helmets of Type Lueg (cat. no. 85) and Biebesheim (cat. nos. 86–87): 85. Anlauftal, Austria (Lippert 2010,
"+86.& # > !`<` ! ¨>"+ '87.& # > !`&` ! ¨>"+ '
The numbers correspond to the catalogue numbers (scale 1:4).
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Pl. 14 Helmets of Type Biebesheim: 88. Bremen, Germany. 89.!+> !`* ¨>"+²90. Pockinger Heide, Germany; 91. Otterstadt, Germany (Sperber 2011, pl. 3.2); 92. Auxonne, France. The numbers correspond to the catalogue numbers (scale 1:4).
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Pl. 15 Helmets of Type Biebesheim: 93.\# >|!`_ ¨¨>"+¨94. Blainville-sur-l’Eau, France;
95. _# !% %Qÿ!> |! `& !!  ¨¨¥> "+  # !      !  #   + !  
(scale 1:4).
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Pl. 16 Helmets of Type Biebesheim: 96. Y ! > |! `< `& !#  ' \   ¨²> "+ ! + ²
97. Y ! > |! `& `& !#  ' \   ¨²> "+ ! +  98.  > |! `Y #! ¨> "+ !
page 148). The numbers correspond to the catalogue numbers (scale 1:4).
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Pl. 17 Helmets of Type Biebesheim (cat. no. 99), and related to Type Biebesheim (cat. no. 100) and schematic
$!+ #   &!ù ?< `!*!¨>¸¨>"+99. Seurre, France; 100. Unprovenanced .
The numbers correspond to the catalogue numbers (scale 1:4).
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Pl. 18 Helmets of Type Bernières d’Ailly: 101.&!ù ?< `!*!¨>"+¥102. Bernières d’Ailly
`\# ª¥>"+–b); 103.&!ù ?< `!*!¨>"+#!     !  #  +
numbers (scale 1:4).
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Pl. 19 Helmets of Type Bernières d’Ailly: 104–106. Bernières d’Ailly (Caen, Musée de Normandie. Dépôt de la
Ville de Falaise. © Musée de Normandie – Ville de Caen / O. Caillebotte – Archiveuro). The numbers correspond to
the catalogue numbers (scale 1:4).
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Pl. 20 Helmets of Type Bernières d’Ailly: 107–110. Bernières d’Ailly (Caen, Musée de Normandie. Dépôt de la
Ville de Falaise. © Musée de Normandie – Ville de Caen / O. Caillebotte – Archiveuro). The numbers correspond to
the catalogue numbers (scale 1:4).
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Pl. 21 Helmets of Type Bernières d’Ailly: 111. < !  > |! `& !#  ' \   ¨²> "+ ! + ¸
112. ~! !! `¦  !?> |!» `¡+ ¨«¨ 113. Nemours, France (photograph J.-B. Roy, Musée
départemental de Préhistoire d’Île-de-France). The numbers correspond to the catalogue numbers (scale 1:4).
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Pl. 22 Helmets of Type Bernières d’Ailly: 114. Y!;% # >  ! `++ ' * ¨¨¥> "+ «
115.] §# > !`Q¥>"+116. Larnaud, France; 117–118. Huelva, Spain (© Museo Arqueológico Nacional, Spain; photo: S. Vicente Galende (N.I. 32525 and 32606); 119. Vila Cova de Perrinho / Monte do
_ >  + `& !'] + ¥>"+²Y!¢ { _ 'Y Y! >{ 
Cambra, Portugal); 120. Tiryns, Greece. The numbers correspond to the catalogue numbers (scale 1:4; cat. nos. 116
and 118: scale 1:2).
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Pl. 23 Greek cuirasses: 122. Dendra, Greece (grave 8) (photograph R. d’Amato and A. Salimbeti, by courtesy of
the Nauplion Museum; after d’Amato –Salimbeti 2011); 123. Dendra, Greece (grave 12). Complete panoply (123a)
!  ! ``Y %>¨«¥> Q#¨«>"+¸#!     !
to the catalogue numbers (scale 1:4; cat. no. 123: without scale).
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Pl. 24 Greek cuirasses: 124. Thebes, Greece (arsenal) (Andrikou 2007, pls. C–CI; d’Amato –Salimbeti 2011, 39);
125. Thebes, Greece (Municipal Conference Centre) (Andrikou 2007, pl. CIIb). The numbers correspond to the catalogue numbers (without scale).
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Pl. 25 Carpathian cuirasses: 126.¯!! >Q *`Q#¨«>"+¨128.¯*>Q *` *'
Paulik 1960, 77B; Jockenhövel 1971, pl. 60). The numbers correspond to the catalogue numbers (cat. no. 126:
scale 1:4; cat. no. 128: scale 1:2).
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Pl. 26 Carpathian cuirasses: 127.Û *Y# ?!>Q *`\ !  ¥>¸²>"+¸¸129. Ducové,
Q *`Q#¨«>"+²132. Nadap, Hungary (Makkay 2006, pl. VI.12); 133.@!>_;#] 
The numbers correspond to the catalogue numbers (scale 1:2).
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Pl. 27 Carpathian cuirass: 130. Saint-Germain-du-Plain, France (photograph M. Uckelmann, by courtesy of the
Musée d’Archéologie nationale et Domaine national de Saint-Germain-en-Laye). The number corresponds to the
catalogue number (no scale).
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Pl. 28
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Carpathian cuirass: 134. !      > !+ `   ' !*   ¥> "+  ' # $ !
impact on the front was added by the author). The number corresponds to the catalogue number.
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Pl. 29 Western European cuirasses: 136. ~! !! `  !  + `Y  ¨««> "+  137–
138. Jura A and B (Graye-et-Charnay or Véria, France). Left: former Grenoble; right: former Naples (drawings left:
Q#¨«>"+Y# 'Y #!¨¥>"+$!+ +# Q#¨«>"+¥Y# 'Y #!¨¥>
"+«#!     !  #  +!  `   ! '«$ #  
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Pl. 30 Western European cuirasses: 135. Unprovenanced (today at the Metropolitan museum); 139–141. Fillinges,
France (all drawings: Mottier 1988). The numbers correspond to the catalogue numbers.
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Western European cuirasses: 142–145. Fillinges, France (all drawings: Mottier 1988). The numbers correspond to the catalogue numbers.
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Pl. 32 Western European cuirasses: 146–148. Marmesse, France (photograph A. Chauvet, C2RMF; by courtesy of
the Musée d’Archéologie nationale et Domaine national de Saint-Germain-en-Laye). The numbers correspond to
the catalogue numbers (no scale).
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Pl. 33 Western European cuirasses: 149–151. Marmesse, France (photographs taken partly by Marion Uckelmann); below: inv. no. unknown (photograph A. Chauvet, C2RMF, and M. Uckelmann; by courtesy of the Musée
d’Archéologie nationale et Domaine national de Saint-Germain-en-Laye). The numbers correspond to the catalogue
numbers (no scale).
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Pl. 34 Greaves of Type Desmontà: 153.&  *{ >_  `_  !+¥¥>"+154–155. Desmontà, Ita`_  !+¥¥>"+156–159. Pergine, Italy; 160–161.Y ! >@  ` _  !+¥¥>"+'²#
numbers correspond to the catalogue numbers (scale 1:4; cat. nos. 154–155: without scale)
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Pl. 35 Greaves of Type Desmontà: 162. Cannes-Écluse, France; 163. Poljanci I, Croatia; 164. Esztergom, Hungary; 165. Nadap, Hungary; 166–167.~! !!`!+»`¥²>"+«168.]! ;! * >!gary; 169.+}*>!+` _  !+¥¥>"+#!     !  #  +!  
(scale 1:4).
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Pl. 36 Greaves of Type Lengyeltóti: 170–172. Nadap, Hungary (170–171 after Makkay 2006, pls. II–III);
173. Lengyeltóti, Hungary. 174. Stetten/Teiritzberg, Austria; 175. Poljanci IV, Croatia; 176. Slavonski Brod, Croatia
` _  !+¥¥>"+#!     !  #  +!  `  
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Pl. 37 Greaves of Type Lengyeltóti: 177. { * Ú>_  `{! *% !¨> 178. & }![>
& !%;+ !` _  !+¥¥>"+179. Y ! >@  `_  !+¥¥>"+ 180–181. Athens,
` _  !+¥¥>"+'#!     !  #  +!  `  
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 «    182. Y* %!}` ! [¥¥> ««««183. Bouclans, France;
184. Boutigny, France; 185.& !` \!! #  «¸¥> _  !+¥¥>"+²186. Volders, Austria
`+¥¨`Q¥>"+ 87. {  >< `+¨`Q¥>"+²' 188. Weissenstein,
Austria; The numbers correspond with the catalogue numbers (scale 1:2; cat. no. 185: scale 1:4).
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 ¨    ` ! «¨'¨! #   + ` ! ¨'¨189. {^ +>
Hungary (sketch only). 190.  > _;# ]  191–192.    @![> _   193–194. Canosa, Italy
(Johannowsky 1970, pl. 1); 195. Limone, Italy. The numbers correspond to the catalogue numbers (scale 1:4).
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Pl. 40 Greaves of Type Kallithea: 196. !* >  `+ ² `_  !+ ¥¥> "+ «' 198. Enkomi,
`+«`_  !+¥¥>"+«199. Kallithéa, Greece; 201. Portes, Greece (sketch of the greave; drawing after a photo from D’Amato – Salimbeti 2011, 38); 203–204.  >`$!+  #+   #
# !Q    %   ¥>"+205. _  >@  `_  !+¥¥>"+«¸#!   spond to the catalogue numbers (scale 1:4; cat. nos. 201 and 205–206: no scale).
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Pl. 41 Greaves of Type Grammichele: 207–208. 
# >@  `_  !+¥¥>"+«'«209. Pontecagnano, Italy (after Kilian 1974, pl. 11.B4); 211.   >@  `+¸²`  ¨¸>"+212. Torre Galli,
Italy (grave 206) (after Pacciarelli 1999, pl. 139.7); 213. Torre Galli, Italy (grave 86) (after Pacciarelli 1999,
pl. 66.7); 214.  >@  `+¨¨` _  !+¥¥>"+«#!     !  #  +
(scale 1:4; cat. nos. 207–208, 211: without scale).
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Pl. 42 Greaves of Type Ilijak: 217. Ù>< !`_  !+¥¥>"+¥218. Dabrica/Stolac Bosnia-Herze+ !`¯ [¨¸>"+ '220–221.@ }*>& !%;+ !`# >+`_  !+¥¥>"+¥'
The numbers correspond to the catalogue numbers (scale 1:4).
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Pl. 43 Greaves of Type Ilijak: 222.@ }*>& !%;+ !`# `_  !+¥¥>"+¥224–225. Ilijak,
& !%;+ !`# >+¨`_  !+¥¥>"+¥²'¸226.  >`_  !+¥¥>"+¥«
The numbers correspond to the catalogue numbers (scale 1:4).
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Pl. 44 Greaves of Class II: 227. !>  `{   ¨¸> "+ « 228. Winklsaß, Germany (Weiss 1998,
"+229.Q#  > !` _  !+¥¥>"+¨#!     !  #  +!  
(scale 1:4).

